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J;REFACE 

The edition of Italian Trecento Music begins with the works of 
Francesco Landini, long recognized as Italy's greatest composer of the 
fourteenth century~ Perhaps a~ a result of such a recognition, the music of 
Landini has been more comprehensively preserved. than the music of any other 
Italian musician. The volL~e of knovm compositions remained more or less 
constant ever since the compiler of the Squarcialupi Codex had attempted some
thing that comes close to an edition of collected works. There are, of course, 
other sources which contain additional compositions not known to the compiler 
of Squarcialupt. But is seems significant that the modern discoveries of pre
viously unknown sources did not expand the volume of the music to any re
markable extent beyond what was already known in the fifteenth century. 

The thought that at some future time, near or far, the discovery of 
a new manuscript may bring to light a large group of unknown compositions must 
be disquieting to any editor of collected works, much as such discoveries are 
to be desired. Is there a chance of revolutionary discoveries in the case of 
Landini? We doubt it, and the doubts are l argely based on the Squarcialupi 
Codex. When the scribe of the Codex arranged the lay-out of the manuscript, 
he must have put aside a cer t ain number of pages for each composer according 
to the number of compositions availabl8 for copying ; he first must have 
calculated the number of pages he would need for each composer. The names 
of the composers to be represented were then written at the top of every page, 
and the portrait of every composer was painted at the beginning of the 
fascicle which was to contc:dn his music o Thus we have, for example, on f55' 
the portrait of ttPaulus Abras de Flo:2entia, :r and folio by folio his name is 
written across the top of each page up to f7I - but with no music oopied. 
The portrait of"Johannes horghanista de Florentia11 appears on fi95 1

, his 
name at the top o: every page up to f2I6' -· again without the music. In 
other words, the copyist harl a ~ertain :1umber of corrposi tions in hand for 
which he thought he would need. si~:teen folios Ln the case of Paulus, twenty 
folios in the case of Johannes. At the end of t~1e fascicles reserved for 
the individual n:usicians other C:olios remained entirely vacant execpt for the 
name of the composer always appearing on the pages; far exi'1,mple, four folios 
in the fascicle of "Mag. Jachobus de B::monia," four folios in that of "Ser 
Ghirardellus de Florentia, 11 seven folios in that of 11Magister Dominus Abbas 
Vincentius de Arimino," six folios in that of 11 Mg. Zacharias Chantor Domini 
Nostri Pape 1~ These vacant spaces may have resulted from an error of 
calculation on the part of the copyist; or eise, they may imply that the 
scribe put aside some remaining compositions for later copying which he 
failed to carry out afterwards. It is clear that the scribe arranged the 
manuscript in accordance with what was known and available to him at the 
end of the first quarter of the fifteenth century. His Landini collection 
shows but two folios vacant at the end, and these certainly do not indicate 
the omission of any still remaining work after the copying of no less 
than fifty folios. We can safely assume that new discoveries are not likely 
to widen the scope of Landini 1 s music considerably above and beyond the 
knowledge of +.he fifteenth- century collector. Isolated works may, of 



course, still turn up . At the same time, >.Je believe, v,"':i_th fair assurance, 
that our edition of Landi ni's collected works represents a high degree of 
comple teness. 

lve had to forego a general bibliographical desc:·iption of the 
individual manusc:d.pts Hhich would have cons i der c:.bly expanded our 
commentaries and notes. Such descript ions, however, are available for 
most of the manuseri~::>ts. Hhateve:;.~ calls fo:::· further bibliographical 
information ,,rill be :bcluded in the for\:,hcoming volumes of Italian 
Trecento mus:i.c. But a detailed bibliographical study of the Landini 
sources basic to the edition has been given as an introduction to the 
comments on -:.;he individual compositions. 

I 1dsh to expres s my profound gratitude to all those whose kind 
support made this ed.L tion possible . My thanl:~:J go f irst o.f a J.l to the 
Librarians of the Biblioteca Naziona l e; Bibliotec3. Lam·enzian0., Biblioteca di 
Conser-n:,.torio in ~''lo:;.·cmce, Bj_b1iote ca Va.tic ;Jn a ·- Rome, A:cchivio di Stato -
Lucca . Archivio Canit : l". ::·f) de l :Ouorilo - Pisto:>~ . BibJ.ioteca Cce'!unale - Perugia, 
Bibli;teca de1la U~iversita ··· Padua. DibJ:.i_o-teGa Estence - Nodeno., Biblioteca 
Comuna.le - Fc-:enza~ Bib1iothoque Nat:i.onal o .. Po.rJs, Bibl:Lotheque Hunicipale -
Autun, British I·1ussu1i, -· London~ Ba;y-:r·i[.;che S·0ac::rlisbib1ioth&k - Nunich, 
University L:i.b:cc.:.oy --- Prague. 

I gro.tc:~ul.ly acknmdede;e the valr,.able aid given me b;y Tfalter Simson 
( Yal e Universit~TJ Graduate School) •l'! ho ·~ook upon himself t he difficult task 
of t yp:Lng the Notes for the corrnnentaries. 

I o.m greatl y indebted to the Simon Guggenheim Memo:r ial Foundation
New York >vhich most gener ::nwJ.y suppo::':'ted. m3'- rese'lrches b~r the g:cant of a 
Fellmmhip. 

Abbonda di virtu 
Adiu, adiu dous dame 
A le' s'andra lo spirto 
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Altera luc' ed angelic' aspetto 
Altri n'ara la pena 
Ama, donna 
Amar sl. gli al tri 
Amor c'al tuo sugetto 
Amor con fede 
Amor in huom gentil 
Amor, in te spera' 
Ange lie a bil ta 
J...:ra' tu pieta 
Benche crudele siate 
Benche la bionda trega 
Bench' ora piova 
Cara mie donna 
C (h)aro si~1or, palesa 
Che cosa e quest• amor 
Che fai? che pens i? 
Che pena e quest' al cor 
Chi piu le vuol sapere 
Chi pregio vuol 
Chosi (Cosi) pensoso 
Com 1 a(l) seguir 
Con gli occhi assai 
Contemplar le gran cose 
Conviens' a fede 
Cosa nulla piu fe' 
D'amor mi biasmo 
Da poi che va mie donna 
Da poi che vedi'l mie fede1 
Dappo 1 c'a te rinasce 
Debba l'anim' altero 
De'! che mi giova 
De I dinmi tu 
De (Die)! ·non fugir 
De! pon' quest' amor 
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Divennon gli ochi 
Dolcie signorie 
Donna, che d'aroor senta 
Donna, con vo' riroane 
Donna, i' prego 
Donna, la roente roia 
Donna, la roie partenga 
Do1111.a, languir roi fay 
Donna, l 1aniroo tuo 
Donna, 1 1 tuo partiroento 
Donna, perche roi spregi 
Donna, per farmi guerra 
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Donna, se 1 1 cor 
DonJJ.a, s! i 1 t 1 o falli to 
Donna, tu prendi sdegno 
Duolsi la vita 
Echo (Ecco) la primavera 
El gran disio 
El mie dolce sospir 
l!,a metter bando 
Fatto m'a' serv' amore 
Fior d.i dolce"a 
Fortuna ria 
Gia d'amore Sl)eranca 
Gia ebbi libH~·tate, 
Gia non biasm 1 am or 
Gia perch 1 i' penso 
Gientil aspetto 
Giovine donna vid.i star 
G~_ovine vagha 1 i 1 non sentl 
Gilmta vaga biltt.\ 
Gli occhi, che in prima 
Gram piant 1 a.gli ochi 
Gr1ard' una vol ta 
I' fu tuo servo amore 
Il suo bel viso 
I' non ardischo 
In somrn' al teca 
I' piango, lasso! 
I 1 priEgo a.'1l.or 
I 1 vegio eh 1 a na.t1.1..t'a 
La bionda tre~~a 
I,a clolce vista che dagli ochi 
L1 alma leggiadra 
L: alma mie piange 
La mala lingua 
La mente mi riprende 
L!a,ntica fiamma 
J;l as:peCJCO e qui 
Lasso! di donna 
Lassol per mie fortuna 
V onesta tuo bilta 
LU')ea . nel prato 
1\'[a' non s 1 andra 
Mostrommi amor 
Muort 1 o.re.mai 
Musica son -- Gia furon -- Ciascrm vuoli 
Nella mi vi ta sento 
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,: Ne,l1a pa.;rti ta 
/ ; :Neila piu care parte 
. ·~·Nel1a tuo lu~e 

.... (' n~ 1 n ·. ciasc.\ID mie pensiero 
- ::· Nessun po!).ga speran9a 

Nessum prov~ giamma' 
Non ~a Nareisso 
Non avrA (ara) ma' pieta 
Non creder, donna 
Non d~ la colp'a te 
Non per fallir 
Ochi dolenti mie 
0 fanciu11a giul:ia 
Ognor mi trovo 
0 pia.nta vaga. 
Or' ~ ttal 1' alma 
Orsu(n), gentili spiriti 
Oyme t el core 
Partesi con dolore 
Per allegre~9a 

V 

Perch~ di novo sdegnq -- Vendetta faz· dovrei -- Perch~ 

Perche virt'O. 
Per la belleyQa 
Per la mie dolQe piaga 
Per la 'nfl uen9a 
Per eeguir la speran~a 
Per servar umilta 
Per un amante 
Piu bella donn' al mondo 
Po' ch'amore ne' beg1i ochi 
Po' che di simil 
Po' che partir convien 
Poi che da te 
Posto che dall'aspetto 
Principum nobilissime 
Quanta piu caro fay 
Que1 sol che raggia 
Questa fanciull' amer 
S t andray Sal).~ a mer~e 
Se la nimica mie 
Se la vista soave 
Selvagia fera 
Se me~e, donna 
Senpre giro caendo 
Se pronto non sara 
Sia m8.ladetta 
si dolce non son~ 
S'i' fossi certo 
S'i' ti son stato 
Somma felici M. 

~ 
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tuo servo 
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B, 2 V 5 36 
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2 V 54 72 
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B, 2v 10 40 
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B, 2v 29 56 
B, 2 V 87 89 
B, 2v 53 72 
B, 3 V 43(134) 141 
B, 2 V 30 57 
B, 2v 90 92 
B, 2v 26 53 
B, 2 V 13 42 
M, 3 V 1(151) 156 
B, 3 V 19(110) 114 
B, 2 V 16 44 
M, 2 V 8(149) 154 



Tante be1le¥e in questa donna 
Tu che 1 1 oper' al tru 1 

Una co1onba candid' e gentile 
Vaga fan'":i,ulla 
V a pure , amore 
Viditi, dorma 
Vita non e· piu miser' 

vi 

B, 
M, 
M, 
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List of Abbreviations~ 

B 

Br 

Bra 

Bri 

Brp 

Ca 

Can 

Co 

cop 

cp 

cpr 

div 

imp 

inc 

1 

Li 

lig 

iig2, t . 
l

. 
3 

e c 
lg ' 

ballata 

brevis 

brevis alte!'a 

brevis imperfecta 

brevis perfecta 

caccia 

cant us 

contra tenor 

cum opposita proprietate 

·cum perfectione 

cum proprietate 

. _ ~chv:isio 

imperfectus (-a, -urn) 

incipit 

long a 

longa imperfecta 

ligatura, ligated 

binaria, ternaria, etc. 

Lp .. . -··' ... long a perfecta 

M madrigal 

·.: ..... measure · 

m a 

HC 

Hi 

Nia minima al t era· __ .... . 

min minor 

motet 

mod modus 

~ (Implies plurals also) 

pa 

pabr 

pal 

paii 

, palp 

pam 

pasb 

pd 

perf 

Pi 

pp 

prol 

Rip 

Hit 

Sb 

Sba 

Sbi 

Sbp 

si 

Smi 

sp 

spr 

.Str 

T 

'I' er 

tp 

Tr 

V 

V 

Vol 

punctus additionis 

pausa brevi{l 

pausa longa 

pausa longa imperfecta 

pausa longa perfecta 

pausa minima 

pausa semibrevis 

punctus divisionis 

perfectus (-a, -urn) 

pie de 

punctus perfectionis 

prolatio 

ripresa 

ritornello 

semi brevis 

semibrevis altera 

semibrevis i mperfecta 

serrQbrevis perfecta 

single note 

· -semiminima imperfecta 

sine perfections · 

sine proprietate 

strophe 

tenor 

terzetto 

tempus 

t:d.plum 

virelai 

voice 

volta 



Canzonette 

Hiniature 

NPM 

An to log 

l'1MR 

Arch 

Chaucer 

Poesie 

Cantilene 

Cino 

Opere 

Scelta 

Script 

Sollazzo 

MQ 

WFL. 
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I325 - I397 

I . 

Scholarship h~s been attracted to Italian Trecento music for a long 
time. The attraction which it exerted seems to have been of a peculiar nRture. 
Of all medieval music which, as a result of scholarly research and discovery, 
has · been brought to the attention of a musical audience especially since the . 
beginning of our century, the Italian music of the Trecento appeared more 
easily comprehensible, or perhaps less offensive, to the modern listener than 
the . music of any other medieval period or of any country other than I~aly. 
Such an easy, nearly "natural" understanding Ihight well have been an illusion; 
it nonetheless was real as the records . of the public reaction to concert 
performance illustrate. The quality of sound accessory to Italian Trecento 
music seemed less strange, less "outlandish" than, by contrast, the timbre 
pertaining to the music of the French fourteenth century. On whatever grounds 
an illusory comprehension might have developed, the notion that an :i.mmediate 

. fascination of sensuous effects radiated from Italian •rrecento music proved to 
be a forceful incentive to scholarly research. The comparison of reports 
reviewing the first public performances of French medieval mus·ic and of the 
Italian Trecento demonstrates a striking disparity in the responses of 
scholars and laymen alike. The powerfully rationalistic organization of the 
French composition reposed as. a hidden secret whose very presence remained· 
unrecognized, while the sensuous impression was taken to be all that Italian 
music of the Trecento was made to communicate. 

No matter how fascinating the .. ·subject, it is not here the place to 
explore the reasons for the assumption - which we believe to be fallacious -
that Italian Trecento music offers an accessible experience which the · 
listener might enjoy without effort. Both the French and Italian compositions 
of the fourteenth century are highly sophisticated; but sophistication breeds 
many kinds, all of which require approaches of their own. We .cannot here 
pursuE) the problem and its ramifications which bear Upon ·the different 
characteristics of the music. It is undeniable, however, that the illusion of 
an "easy access" vigorously stimulated a particular enthusiasm in Italian 
Trecento music research. L;;;.ndini 1 s work exercised the greatest attraction from 
the very outset: 

Although Italian. historians of literature had an early start · in the ·· 
study of 'I'reoento poetry, thereby often dealing with the same sources that 
contain the lyrics together.with the music, the systematic and comprehensive 
exploration of Tfecento music by historians of music had its beginning not 
much before I900 o. A few compositions, it is true, were already known in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centtU'ies, but .such knowledge did not proceed from 
systematic research. The merit of having initiated a new phase in the 
scholarly investigation of It'alian Trecento music belongs to two historians: 
Friedrich Ludwig and Johannes Wolf. Both started their studies almost 
simultaneously. Having copied the main manuscripts in the course of his 
research, Ludwig concentrated on the interpretation of the music itself and its 
sources ; Wolf's study tended strongly toward the side of musical theory, but 
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included, from the very beginning, the edition of unpublished music. From then 
on, Italian Trecento music did not cease_ to engage the profound _interest of 
historians who, by intensified interpretation, unflagging study of the sources, 
and the fortunes pf new discoveries, attained a most impressive aggregate of 
merits: Heinrich Besseler, A. Bonaccorsi, Borghezio, Charles van den Barren, 
Suzanne Clercx-Lejeune, G. De Van, 1. Ellinwood, Kurt von Fischer, Federico 
Ghisi, F. Liuzzi, vy.Th. Marrocco, Nino Pirrotta, Dragan Plamenac,.c. Sartor~, 
Jvlarius Schneider. On the side of thepoetry, the work of Cappelh, Carduccl, 
Trucchi, Wesselofsky was carried on by S. Debenedetti, V. Sesini, A. Chiari, 
and particularly by Ettore Li Gotti. The contributions of all these scholars 
added a great deal to bibliographical and biographical information; they gave 
depth and breadth to the interpretation of style; they revealed new 
characteristics of the sources; they brought new manuscripts to light; they 
widened the range of published music. ·· 

vihile Ludwig and Wolf published a group of individual compositions 
of Landini it was Leonard Ellinwood who in 1939 brought out the first complete 
edition of'Landini's works. As recent as 1955 the posthumous publication of the 
Squarcialupi Codex by Johannes vJolf included all Landini works contained in 
that codex. These are the two major editions available up to the present time. 

The posthumous publication of Johannes ~'iolf has increased, rather 
than diminished, the need for a ·nevr edition, long overdue, of Landini's 
complete works. A new, critical edition, however, must have a legitimate reason 
and justification may not be wholly convincing if the editor can only point to 
his understandable desire to -include all fourteenth century compositions. Our 
justification will briefly survey the available editions. 

Besides having the merit of being the first complete edition, 
Ellinwood's publication must also be credited with having presented correct 
solutions at leas~ with regard to matters of basic rhythms. His edition rests 
upon the· five main manuscripts: Sq Fl PR P and Lo, whereas the minor sources 
and, of course, those manuscripts which afterwards have been shown to contain 
works of tandini have not been taken into account. The order of the edition 
class:Lfies the c~mpositions by the number of ·voices, two and three; and by the 
categories of madrigal and ballata; in each of the groups the! compositions 
appe~r. in alphabetical succession. 

Although the chief manuscripts have been bri~fly describeQ. -by 
Ellimwod, no precise evaluation clarifies the degree of authenticity of the 
musical texts in each of the manuscripts. The editor fails to determine which 
of the sources he takes as his guide; consequently, he leaves the student of 
his edition with the impression that the choice of the versions from the various 
manuscripts has been arbitrary and without principle. In nearly all cases·Sq and 
P seem to have been given preference; so far as can be ascertained, in no case 
are the versions of Fl favored although, at least for the majority of cases, the 
musical text of Fl is, without question, superior to all others~ 

Additional aspects of Ellinwoodis·transcription make a newedition of 
Landini's works even more urgento In the first place, taking the whole note 
for the brevis, Ellinwood transcribed all compositions without properly reducing 
the note values. On the whole, he followed the principles of transcription 
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which Wolf first adopted for his edition of fourteenth century music in his 
Geschichte der Mensuralnotation van I250-I460 (1904). Acceptance of these 
principles, long outdated, must certainly be a surprise •. 'rhe extremely valuable 
as well as profoundly musical discussion of Wolf's Geschlchte der 
Mensuralnotation by Friedrich Ludwig, published in SIMG VI, seems.to have 
escaped Ellinwood's attention; at least, he did not quote th~s emlnently . 
important review; nor did he list it in his bibliography. W1th a penetrat1ng. 
analysis of the notation as an agent which exposes the very nature of the mus1c 
itself, the historical characteristics of its style, Ludwig, already at the 
beginning of the century demanded, among other componen~s,.the re~uction of . 
note values as essential to the music in modern transcr1pt1on. H1s own edit1ons 
of fourteenth-century music, also those of Johanne Wolf in subsequent 
publications (for example, in his Handbuch der Notationskunde~ I9I3 ff.), all 
follow the principle of reduction which is still accepted as ~ndispensable to 
any modern edition. Ellinwood 1s return to completely antiquated methods in 
I939 is, therefore, difficult to explain. 

A further point of serious criticism concerns the reading offered in 
Ellindwood's edition. Probably in consequence of his failure to decide in favour 
of one particular version Ellindwood's transcription is actually a mixture of 
various sources, hence in many cases even impossible to associate 
unequivocally with one specific manuscript. The notes might be taken from P, 
the ligatures from Sq, accidentals from a third source, and the verbal text 
from still another manuscript. In our own comments on the individual 
compositions we referred only as an exception specifically to this most 
disconcerting compound of sources in Ellinwood 1 s edition. Total ambiguity in 
the relationship of the musical version to a specific source is, in our 
opinion, one of the most serious deficiencies of the edition, at all events 
more serious than, for example, the frequent omission of the ligatures. 

We had to forego almost entirely all the references to the under
laying of the text in. Ellinwood 1 s edition. The laying of the words under the 
notes, completely erroneous, requires for almost every composition a large 
number of corrections which could not be listed without enlarging our comments 
unduly. But whatever else calls for amendment has usually been included in 
our notes to the individual compositions. 

We cannot understand, nor can we explain, the appalling errata and 
defects of Wolf's transcription of the Squarcialupi Codex containing the 
majority of Landini 1 s extant compositions; the inaccuracy can hardly be 
squared with Wolf's scholarly reputation. The outbreak of the second World 
War in I939 probably prevented Wolf from comparing his transcriptions with 
Ellinwood's edition; but even a subsequent collation before publication of 
the Codex (I955) would at once have revealed such discrepancies as to make a 
new recourse to the original necessary. We do not know exactly when 
Johannes Wolf made his copy of the Squarcialupi Codex (Hans Albrecht who 
published Wolf's edition posthumously remarks that the "young ' scholar" "copied 
the Codex completely"); we do not know whether Wolf transcribed merely from 
his own copy or from the original or from addidional photographs; nor do we know 
what misfortunes befell his work; but we admit to being seriously distressed 
over the obvious shortcomings of Wolf's last publication. 
Res~nsibility toward the student who is to use the edition does not allow us 
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to pass over the errors in silence. The errors l'l.r'e pasic'j- ·serlous,.··and 
incomprehensibly numerous. (Cf. the review ip NOTES, 1956, 683-688). Our 
comments on the individual compositions include most; hut ' not all, of the errors. 
Failure to recognize the tnU.sical forms, erroneous reading ~f~ the basic rhythm 
(perfect or imperfect), mistaken notes, misreading of pitch . (clef), omissions, 
misplacing of the text make up the most perplexing ·quantity" · of errors . 
inconsistency in reducing note values add~ to the confusion. 

: ~ '" . 

. Since Wolf's edition reproduces the Squarcialupi Codex; the order of 
compositions is naturally that Qf the manuscript. .The editor of a particular 
dqcument, indeed, must be faitbi'ul to all the characteristics of the original. 
This .attitude, however, which cannot be otherwise, places the editor in an 
awkward position if and when he deals with a document that is not of the best, 

.. · ro matter what its splendor or fame. This is precisely the· case 'with the . 
~quarc.ialupi Codex whose glorious appearance has a.llured' more than one scholar 
to yield to beauty rather than truth. In being faithful to the original and, 
at the same time, trying to establish the authentic versions of the' texts, the 
editor has not much choice. Each composition must be accompanied. by a minute 
listing of all the variants as well as by ,a detailed appraisal of . the value of 
~ach variant: a laborious procedure, indeed, which leads to many a repetition. 
Or else, renouncing altogether the transcription of the music, the editor• 
presents merely a facsimile reproduction, accompanied by an elaborate discussion 
of the music. As a matter of fact, a facsimile edition of the . • Sq1;.1arcialupi 
Codex was planned by an Italian publisher a good many years ago, hut was never 
realised. SO ~a:r as we can see in the brief "Revisionsbericht" (three pages . . 
only), Wolf compared the Squarcialupi versions merely with one other manuscript, 
and even there not extensively, with P. There may ·have been additional 
collations; but Wolf 1 s edition does not show them. Consequently, the adequacy 
and usefulness of the transcriptions, even if correct, are curtailed with . 
regard to the authenticity of the musical text. 

'1 

II 

It is well lmown that the Squarcialupi Codex (Sq) has the largest 
part not only of Landini 's work, but also, at least with regard to secular 
music, of all other Italian Trecento composers. All other manuscripts have 
only a few additional compositions. The Squarcialupi Codex is, however, 
among the latest sources of the Trecento; hence the importance pertaining to 
the manuscript on account of its size is considerably reduced by the remoteness 
of the source from the original. Except for unica, therefore, :the . Squa,rcialupi · 
Codex cannot be accepted as the· basis of our edition. 

. If we take the number of Landini compositions contained in _the various 
manuscripts on an absolute scale, the Squarcialupi Codex cleru::ly comes first. 
But measl.\I'ed on a relative -scale, the manuscript does not occupy the first 
rank:; only .slightly more than 40% of the total is given to Landini in 
Squarcialupi. . The Codex is actually surpassed by theMs.Panciatichi 26 (Fl) 
where Landini 1 s share is more than half of the total. On the basis of the 
proportional part belonging to _Landini in relation to the rest of.the contents 
in any of the manuscripts, Fl is the tnain Landini source. · · 

'· .. 
• .- · The arrailg$iherit_ of Fl, P.owev.er, also and to no lesser a degree, 
testifies to the oQmr>i;I.er- 1 s intention to place Landini iri. the center of his 
colle9tion.. The manuscript, consisting of eleven fascicles, with five double 
folios in-each:; begins .with the ballate of Landini, with the madrigals of the 
composer inunediately following. In the middle of the fifth fascicle, f' 47 1 , 

other ~talian composers of the Trecento begin to appear: Giovanni, Piero, J.acopQ, 
Bartol1no, Lorenzo, Donato, Gherardello, Nicolo. The work of none of these 
composers fills a. whole fascicle. Apparently, the copyist reserved a number of 
pages for each composer; but in the process of copying he left many a staff 
vacant, often even entire pages. When a second copyist, and even a third still 
later, went over the manuscript, ·he filled in all or nearly all of the vacant 
spac~s with new entries which by no means involved the same composers the first 
c~pYlst had presented on the particular pages. So none of the gatherings 
gJ..ven to composers other than Landini obtained any uniformity. The various 
Italian and French entries of different hands give, in the end, each gathering 
the appearance of a more or less arbitrary collection; only if we restore the 
order of the manuscript by eliminating any and all of the later entries do we · 
beco~e ~ware of the original plan to set forth the work of individual composers. 
But lt 1s only a torso that remains of the original plan. Starting on f 47' 
the compiler certainly intended to reserve a good many pages for Giovanni; but 
on the very sarr~ page begin the later entries which from f ~8 1 to 56 represent 
Landini's 2-v ballate (Nos 36-39), on f 57' also Piero's madrigal "Quando 1 1aria." 
We can assume that the seventh fascicle originally was to feature Pierols work 
which begins on f 6o 1 • If so, the gopyist did not carry his plan v.ery far; he 
left on f 61 enough space for a different hand to enter 11 Tanto che 11 of J acopo 
whose work replacing that of Piero almost completely covers the pages up to 
f 75· One more madrigal of Piero is copied on f 61 1 /62; thereafter, a change 
of plan put_Jacopo into the foreground. Later entries, of Landini, Bartolino, 
to say noth1ng of the French compositions, deprived also the Jacopo fascicle of 
the character of uniformity. Although Jacopo 1 s compositions reach to f 75 
~ie:o 1 s ~drigal 11Sl chom 1 al chanto, it appearing on f 70', is not a later e~try: 
1t 1s cop1ed on the whole page; thus it seems to be a remainder of the original 
Piero fascicle. All-in all; it is. -only--the work .o_f__ Landini that shows the 
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arrangement at its best and with least interference. Also, on the basis of the 
order Fl has the claim to being the main Landini source. 

The age as well as the authenticity of the musical texts likewise 
place Fl in a distinguished position. Friedrich Lud~g w~s first in re~ognizing 
the significance of Fl which he derived from the re;:liabilit;y of the musJ.cal. 
versions and from the methodical .. arrangement of the manuscrJ.pt. In age Fl J.S 

precede9. only by one other sou!,'d6, ·of Trecento mu~i?, by the· Codex R6ss~ (Rs) 
which, · d~ting f~m about the mid~le of the century, does~?t ye~ eon,t~n any ~f 
La.ndini's works, In th~· ~arlier - :literature '( Johann.E:!~ :WO'lf, . ''Flor~nz J.~ der 
Musikgeschichte des 1.4.Jahrhunderts," ·SIMG III, 1902, Eo3), withRs stJ.~l -. 
unknoWn, · Lo had been dated prior to Fl, and Wolf $Uggested t~a.t ''acco~ng to 
origin !fi-ot necessarily to content7 Lo is · perhaps the oldest Trecento source· 
But .on grounds of bot~ paleography .and content, a fourteenth~ce~tury orig~ of 
Lo has definitely been rejected. 'i'he inclusion in Lo of Barto.lino ~s ,madr+g~ . 
;Alba colomban an inv:o0ation 0;f peace probably to end, the war agaJ.nst the ~J.s
eonti (1396); furnishes evidence of _a later origin conqlusively shown _by E~to~ 
Li Gotti (La Poesia Musicale Italiana del Sec. XIV, Palermo 1944, 88f.) N:~,no 
Pirrotta (Musica Disciplina v, 119, n."13J estimated.the,da~e of ori~ for Lo 
to be "ce.l425 " .but Kurt von Fischer (Studien zur J.taliemschen MusJ.k- des ··· 
Trecento und. frlmen Quattrocento, 1956,90ff.) recently proposed a date closer 
to 1400: it in the first years of the fifteenth century, pel'haps already around 
l400. i' In any event, on the basis of contents Lo cannot be .pl~ed befo~e ~1. 
All other chief manuscl;'ipts do not seriously contest the .-posJ.tl.on of prJ.orJ.ty 
accorded to Fl. 

., . 
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III 

In view of this distinction,Fl unquestionably represents the highest 
degre e of authenticity, since it stands closest to the original. We have, 
therefore, taken Fl as the basis of our edition. But while with regard to the 
individual composition Fl usually pro~ides the best, at any rate preferable, 
version, the editor must furthermore debate the order in which the work of 
Landini is to be given in a modern edition. Surely, the compilation of the 
compositions must neither be accidental nor arbitrary, lest it violate the 
recogmzed principles of a critical edition. Alphabetical order, t empting as 
its painlessness may be, shuns all the difficult and problematic mat ters; by 
escaping from all important questions it amounts to an accidental order, even 
tO no order at all; in fact, it suppresses all historical considerations. All 
the light that an original order casts upon the chronology and style of the 
compositions will necessarily be extinguished. 

Landini 1s work cbnsists of madrigals, caccie, and ballate, with the 
'madrigals, canonic madrig~ls; caccie , all together 13, decidedly in the 
minority . Since the madrigals and caccie were the favourite categories or the 

. o~de·r generation among 'rrecento musicians, whilst the younger Italians gave 
'piefererice to the ·ball<,3.i;a, it has been said that a chronological progression 
from th8 madrigal to the ballata also applied to the individual composer, that 
.: ''in other words - Landini composed the madrigals in his youth while the bal
late were; 'in general, , tne. product of his more mature age. By presenting 
Landini 1s madrigals first, the, modern edition would, therefore observe a 
certain chronology. Indeed, if this v-mre wholly correct , . Sq at least giving 
the composers in a fairly accurate chronological succession wou],d support such 
an asslimption t o ·a certain degree; for it opens the Landini f ascicle with his 
madrigals. In fact, . th~Sf3 compositions are all combined in Sq. ina group of 
their· own:, 'i-ti th all 13 works , included, one being an unicurn• ·· All ];.3 composition: 
follow one another in an orderly fashion~- Three insertions; however, seem to 
disturb the systematic order; three ballate, Nos 43, 44· and 12, make their 
appearance where • they should not _have been placed if consistency had been 

·· maintained. But all three ballate are posterior entrie~; they were copied in 
~n staves (at the bottom of -the pages '£ 123', 124,1;26, 126', and 1 27) which 
remained vacant after the copying of the madrigals had "been completed. The 
~ollector, or copyist, of the madrigals, therefore, cannot be held responsible 
fOr the disorder caused by the disturbing insertions • . ·She comprehensiveness of 
Sq, furthermore, is suggestive of the copyist 1 s aim to give as complpte a .· 
collection as he was able to assemble; and this aim probably _preyai.led: upon 
chronological considerations. 

Sq is not alone in placing the madrigals first; this order .is also 
found in Lo and P, with Landini 1 s madrigals follo-vJing those of the older 
composers. Lo includes even a relatively large part of Landini's madrigals, 
though not all of them in the initial fascicle: out of 29 compositions of 
Landini 5 are madrigals and lis a caccia. P, on the other hand, has the number 
of madrigals sharply cut do-vm; among the 61 works of Landini only 3 are 
madrigals and all three are anonymous . Does this anonymity suggest the . 
madrigals to be so remote from the time when P was arranged that the comp1ler n< 
longer had any certain intelligence of the author of such works? The number oj 
anonymous compositions in P is v8ry h~gh indeed, with the ballate, however, 
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equally involved. To go one step further: the repertory of R does not include 
any of LandiniTs madrigals; only his ballate are represented. 

.Also in Fl, the madrigals are com'bined in a group which, appearing 
on ff 4+L-:46T, gives the impression of an orderly arrangement. The compiler of 
Fl gathering five double folios to a fascicle assigned the total of eleven 
su6h fascicles· to ' different composers. Beginning with f 40' (with the recto 
vacant)~ the fifth 'f~scicle was intended to feature tandini's m~drigals, ~ix 
of which including the cacqiaare presented consecutively; only one madrlgal, 
11Mrisica son; tt l:l.ppea.rs . toward the end of the mariuscript, on f 89 1 -90, inserted 
in betwe~n ~orks of Ser Gherardello and of Piero , and written by the same 
hand that copied the following French entry. But even the group of 6 madrigals 
in the · fifth fascicle is not wholly uniform. The copy of a 2-v madrigal does 
not take two full pages; consequently, a good deal of space, usually half a 
page· remained vacant. This remaining space has been used for later entries 
of L~dini 1 s 2-v ballate (Nos 32-35}. Nevertheless, the group of madrigals 
certainly had a uniform character before the later hand entered any of the 
additional ballate. 

Contrary to a certain prominence given to Landini 1 s madrigal in Sq · 
and Lo, it is the ballata that owns .. all the distinction 'in Fl. . Should the 
editor be guided by·the distincti~nof the hallata or the precedence of the 
madrigal? 

Despite the fact that madrigals generally exhibit the characteristics 
of the older reperto~Y, Landini 1 s work has a complexity of its own. So m~ ?f ·. 
his madrigals ~ppearwith stylistic traits which do not belong to the orlglnal 
character of the ·older madrigal. The use of three different texts in three 
different voices, ,i.e. the form of the triple madrigal, the isorhythm as the 
basic structure of the composition, these are certainly not the components 
typical of the early Italian madrigal. On the contrary, they result from.a. 
French influence as strong in the madrigal as it is inthe hallata. 1andlnl 1 S 

attemptto carr/through a strictly isorhythmic structure not .only in the tenor, 
but also in all three voices of a madrigal testifies most convincingly to 
outside influences, not inherent in the tradition of the madrigal. · In other 
-vmrds: 1ari.dinl. 1.s ~work comprises madrigals uhich no longer show t~e cate~or:y 
to have preserved its integrity, but to have been exposed to forelgn varlatlons. 
The composer no longer carries on a tradition faithfully, but he adjusts a 
certain heritage , to modernisms even though they may conflict with the inherited 
form. This seems to ' be the case· of Landini 1 s isorhythmic madrigal. Isorhythm 
is intimately associated with the French motet which is inseparable from the 
use of borrowed material for the tenor. All this is strange to the Italian 
madrigal, and a .composer who transplants the structural conception of the 
motet to a- category •ihere it does not belong unmistakably proves that he -vmrks 
within the · 1~at.e 11 phase of a development •. 

The isorhythmic, triple, and probably also the canonic.madrigals are 
all late compositions ;of Landini, by no means of his youth. TaklDg the fame . 
of these compositions into account, they .seem to have _been held by contemporarles 
to be more characteristic of Landini's ·art than ·any of those madrigals that are 
obviously composed in closer harmony wi~h the tradition. Wh~n the co~piler 
of Lo selected the isorhythmic i 1Si dolce non sonb 11 and the trlple madrlgal 
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"l11Iusica son;' as the first with which to set forth the work of Landini, he 
apparantly intended to respond exactly to the late and extraordinary ma
drigals rather than to more traditional works. The fact that in lo 
Landini~s madrigals precede his ballate does not seem to supply conclusive 
evidence of an early date for the composition of madrigals. Nothing definite 
can be inferred from the inclusion of the isorhythmic madrigal in P, and the 
compiler of Sq who chose 11Musica son" as the opening composition for the 
Landini fascicle proved with this choice his own admirable sensitivity to 
effectiveness rather than his respect for chronology. .i'J'e do not deny that, 
in keeping with tradition, Landini might have begun his artistic career vJith 
the composition of madrigals; but we cannot explicitly maintain that all the 
madrigals precede the ballate simply because madrigals represent the older 
repertory of Italian Trecento music. Even those madrigals the style of which 
Landini kept in closer agreement with tradition were not necessarily 
composed in the early period; some of these works have a maturity of style 
equal to that of the ballate. 

Since the chronological p·ecedence of madrigals to the ballate 
cannot be taken with any degree of absolute and general validity, since 
furthermore some of the madrigals undeniably belong to the very late phase 
of the composer 1 s life, in our o.di tion and in accordance with Fl tho 
madrigals are placed second to the bal1ate. This position, at the same time, 
reflects Landini 1s main interest, the ballata. 
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IV 

The group of ballate being the largest among all Landini's works, 
surely it represents the sum and substance of his music. Although certain 
madrigals display a superior technique of composition, it ~s the ballata t~at 
is held in the highest esteem) obviously by the composer hlmself, and by his 
contemporaries. The turning away from both madrigal and caccia t~wards the 
ballata has generally been interpreted as an indication of French lnfluences. 
If both the structure of the virelai, identical wit.h that of the ballata, and 
the accompaniment of the voice by instruments are taken to substantiate the 
influence of French music, the turn towards the ballata alters, indeed, the 
course of Italian Trecento music. 

Italian musicians, however, were by no means completely unfamiliar 
with the structure of the virelai. The old tradition of their own Lauda allowed 
full acquaintance vli th this st:ructure. Although we have no exact knowledge 
whether or not the Lauda asse~ted itself in the fashion of the ballata, we 
cannot overlook the fact that fam .. i.liarity lid. th the structure did not entirely 
depend on the importation of the vlrelai. 

. On the other hand, the criterion of an instrume·ntal accompaniment 
does not hold true for all the ballate either of Landini or of other Italian 
composers. The largest part of Landini:s work is taken up by the .ba1lata for 
two voices· there are 91 such compositions, and 2 additional ballate are for 
two and th;ee voices respect ively. Counting these 2 ballate together with 
the compositions for three voices, /the number of voices varies in the 
manuscripts with the original form-remaining doubtful; cf. Notes to No 1(92) 
and 2(93)7 'the group of ballate for three voices consists of 49 works and 1 
additionat'French vi.relai. The group of ballate for two voices is, therefore, 
almost twice as large as that for three voices. Landini obviously gave 
incontestable preference to the medium of the duet which he also chose for 9 
of his madrigals. Two thirds of his works appear in that medium. 

The statistics of the repertory fu:C'thermo::ce show that Landini strongly 
favored the purely vocal for~ of the duet. Only 9 ballate for two voices have 
the solo voice with the text i~ the cantus accompanied by an instrumental tenor. 
All other ballate, i.e. 82 works, have the text in both voices. The 9 madrigals 
add further strength to the accent upon the vocal duet. 

The group of compositions for three voices offers a varied picture. 
(We count the two ballate in the double medium as well as the virelai in this 
group). Three combinations make up the medium: the purely vocal terzet, the 
vocal duet of cantus and tenor \\ri th the inst:cumental contra t enor serving as 
accompaniment and the vocal solo with t he text in the cantus alone and two 
instrumental ~arts, tenor and contratenor, accompan~n~ the voice. !he vocal 
terzet is the medium for 10 compositions; and an additlonal ballata lS composed 
upon three different texts. A total of ll compositions establishes for the 
medium of a vocal duet and one instrument a group of equal strength. The rest 
of the ballate for three vo:Lces appear in the medimn of one vocal part and two 
instruments. Statistically, then 1 the~ :Latter rredh~ .. m presents ~tself as the most 
favorite type; it surpas;:::os marl{edl;y- the t;Ho other media comblned. If we group 
together all the ballate fo:c- three voices >·:he:~e instrum'3nts are employed, we 
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find that no leas than 4/5 of all these works have instrumental accompaniment. 
The purely vocal te:rzet, however, occupie~ an inferior position.. By 
comparison: 9/10 of all ballate for two voices are vocal, while 4/5 of all 
ballate for three voices have the combination with instruments. The two 
classes of ballate show the choice of the medium in reverse, as it were: 
1/10 of the ballate for two voices have an accompaniment, 1/5 of the ballate 
for three voices are vocal. The madrigals complete the statistics: all are 
vocal, and only the caccia 11 Chosi pensoso" combines an instrument with two 
voices. All in all: 105 compositions are on the side of the purely vocal 
medium, against 49 works on the side of the mixed medium; more than two thirds 
of Landini 1s complete works are for voices only. 

But, while these figures represent the case with a fair degree of 
accuracy, they have no claim to an absolute validity. We must not overlook 
that the medium of a composition such as it is preserved in one or the other 
manuscript may not be that of the original. Particularly the unica, numerous 
in Sq, pose a problem of their own. Are the versions of Sq all authentic? 
In a few cases, we have no special difficulty in detecting an error in the 
combination of the medium, if, for example, in a 3-v ballata the text is 
placed under cantus and contratenor, rather than under cantus and tenor. In 
other cases correctness seems to be obvious; for example, in 3-v ballate, 
unica of Sq, with text in all voices. Although nothing appears to be wrong, 
the purely vocal medium presented in Sq for such ballate is not necessarily 
the form which the composer had chosen. As long as a decision is based on Sq 
alone, it cannot be final. 
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V 

Do all these statistics bear out the assumption that Landini's ballate 
with an instrumental accompaniment testify to the influence of French music? 
With the total of his compositions in view, it is obvious that the Italian 
heritage in the form of the vocal medium is considerably stronger than foreign 
influences which might have created a new taste for a different medium among 
Italian musicians. But we cannot be satisfied with a definition which, dra~ 
merely from some of the general factors, takes little or no account of all 
the intricacies inherent in the nature of the repertory. As a matter of fact, 
the situation is much more complex, with the statistics, if seen in the proper 
light, giving rise to interesting chronological problems. 

·~ Taken by themselves the ballate for two voices most convincingly 
show the full strength of the Italian tradition upon which Landini based his 
work. Of ballate with an accompanying instrument there are too few (9) to 
indicate a break with the tradition. It is true that Landini 1s predecessors 
produced madrigals for two voices, rather than ballate; but with regard to 
the vocal medium there is no difference between Landini 1s ballata and the 
madrigal of the older musicians. Landini's own madrigals for two voices 
reiterate the lack of difference. If the influenc-e of French music is defined 
by the acceptance of the mixed medium for the Italian composition, the ballate 
for two voices cannot be enlisted as evidence of such an influence. The 
contrary even may be closer to the historical facts: the ballata for two 
voices, a safeguard of the Italian tradition, may have served to resist the 
foreign influence. Only the structure of the virelai points in the direction 
of France. But we have seen that the structural element alone offers no solid 
foundation upon vmich to base the French influence; and the choice of the 
medium gives no support whatever to the thesis. 

Granted that the number of ballate in the mixed medium is almost 
negligible, we cannot escape the question why Landini chose at all the medium 
which conceivably might have been meant to resist the influx of foreign 
elements, . or at least to protect tradition. Are by any chance those nine 
ballate all late compositions? Does the French influence emerge late in 
Landini's development? If so, the nine ballate can still testify to the 
impact of French importations. The search for an answer leads, above all, to 
certain characteristics of the sources. 
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VI 

In Fl, the most important of all Landini manuscripts, the collection 
begins vTi th the ballate for two voices . (The proposition of Nino Pirrotta 
that the ballate for three voices were collected prior to the ballate for 
two voices will be discussed later). Reserving two fascicles for Landini's 
ballate for two voices, the copyist entered 27 compositions in that medium on 
ffl-20'; although we have some doubt with regard to the writer's hand 
appearing on f 12' -13', these works are all written, more or less, by the same 
hand. On ff 2 1 and 3, 5' and 6, 61 and 7, 7' and 8, and on f 10 1 two and 
three staves respectively remained vacant, and f ll(recto) must have been 
entirely blank as certainly also were ff 14'-19' and 20 1 • We do not know 
why the copyist left all these pages blank . Landini's ballata 11 Se mer'ie, 
donna'' (No 30) thus appears completely isolated on f 20. · The gap between 
f 14' and 19' as well as the blank page f 20 1 isJ indeed, puzzling even 
though the procedure followed by compiler and copyist in selecting ballate 
for two voices from whatever materials -vmre avdlable can be re-established. 
The first two fascicles unquestionably -vmre p1a'1ned to contain a collection 
both systematic and uniform in charaste:.~; t he compiJ.er assigned the first 
place to 2-v ballate all in the purcl3r vocal medium. But since he had 
considerably more material at hand than could have been copied on ff 1-14, 
he allotted the remaining material ·eo a second hand to fill in the blank spaces 
with 2-v ballate of Landini. The second hand used the pages with two or three 
vacant staves and copied the ballate Nos 6, 1(92), 17; he found on f 10 1 two 
vacant staves and on f 11 all staves blank, where he entered first at the top 
of the page Ser Feo 1s 11 Gia. molte voJ.te;r and at thG bottom of f 11 and 10 1 

JJandini 1 s ballata 11 Vaga fanciulla," No 23. Eu~c, ·;:,he second hand was less 
careful than the first; no f ewer than four "mistakes'' were committed which 
introduced in the first tvm f ascicles an elemr::;nt of incongruity: l. he copied 
an anonymous 2-v ballata 11 Tutta soJetta 11 v.rhich does not belong to Landini but 
to Guilielmus de Francia. Being in the medium 0f a cantus and instrumental 
tenor, the composition also interferes with the purely vocal medium chosen by 
the compiler for the first two fascicles; 2. he inserted Feo's "Gia molte 
vol te, ;r with proper attribution of the balJ.ata to the composer; 3. he in~luded 
Landini 1s ballata No 23 which, being for voice with instrumental accompaniment, 
should not have been placed in the first fascicles ; 4. he presented a 2-v 
vocal version of Landini 1 s •1Donna, '1 tuo partimento, ;r No 1( 92), known in P 
and Sq as 3-v ballata. Hith the text in the cantus only. This latter 

_composition actually may not involve an error sinc8 the vocal 2-v version is 
not unlikely to represent the origin<.~}. medium. /C'f,, the Notes to No 1(92)7 
If we eliminate these later insertions as He must for the sake of reconstructin 
the original order v;e find that the firs·~ tvo fassicles, planned as a uniform 
collection, were to testify to the vocal medium of 1::J.m:1.:Lni 1 s 2-v ballata. 
Including the l2.ter insertions, hm-Jev·er, there aro 31 ballate for two voices in 
these fascicles. Nino Pirrotta 01.9JL IV, ~02) attributed 33 compositions to 
Landini, one of which, a:ppearing "under the n3.me o:f Ser Feo," he regarded as 
11dubious". (Cf. our discussion of dubious compositions later.) Among the 
works of Landini he s eems erroneously to have included "Tutta soletta.': 

As the insertions in the first t~..ro fascicles shmv-, the remaining 
materials of 2-v ballate contained snch W'J!'l{ s in the mixed medium of voice and 
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instrument. Ten ballate were still left to be entered in vacant spaces of the 
fascicles; of these 4 ballate (Nos 31,36,39,40) are in the vocal medium, but 
6 (Nos 32,33,34,35,37,38) have the mixture of voice and instrument. Including 
the previous insertions, the remainder of 14 ballate was equally divided with 
regard to the medium, i.e. half of them were vocal compositions, the other 
half mixed works. 

Certain conclusions, in part definite, in part suggestive, can be 
drawn from these facts. It is noteworthy that among the later entries no less 
than 7 compositions are for voice and an accompanying instrument; this is 
about the sum total of 2-v ballate which Landini wrote in this medium, the 
other manuscripts adding but 2 further works. In other words: Fl contains 
nearly all 2-v ballate for voice and instrument. But the picture is quite 
different with regard to works in the medium of the vocal duet. 82 such 
ballate are preserved, and Fl contains only 34, i.e. not even half of the total. 
This may explain the odd fact that although a good many pages remained completely 
blank in the first two fascicles the later entries were copied in a few vacant 
staves on other pages. Especially in view of the ballata 11Se mer~e, donnan 
(No 30) written on the last folio of the second fascicle by the main hand, it 
seems obvious that the vacant pages were reserved for the entry of further 
ballate in the medium of the vocal duet. Instead of entering these works at 
once, the main hand proceeded to the copy of 3-v ballate in another fascicle 
(the third), but indicated the place where the vocal 2-v ballate would end 
with the copy of No 30 and f 20. When after completion of the collection of 
3-v ballate the second hand was charged with making his entries, the scribe 
must have been aware of the original plan which he respected by leaving the 
blank pages for the purpose for which they were reserved; thus he copied his 
works in blank staves on pages of the first seven fascicles. 

A page of the manuscript ordinarily provided sufficient space to 
copy the two voices of a ballata; one, two, or even three staves would still 
be left unused. In the first two fascicles all together 12 pages remained 
blank. Taking the arrangement of ff 1-6 1 or 7-12 1 as a basis, we can safely 
say that 12 principal works and about 3 additions could have been copied on 
the 12 vacant pages. In other words, the compiler presumably had 15 more bal
late for 2 v at his disposal which the scribe did not copy. The original 
collection of 2-v ballate, therefore, might have been considerably larger than 
it is now. 

But the peculiar arrangement of the collection also brings certain 
chronological factors to light. Since all 2-v ballate for voice and instrument 
appear within the compilation of the second hand, it is clear that such 
compositions were not included in the original plan of the main compiler. 
Consequently, the second hand seems to have gathered works which represented a 
more modern phase of Landini's music. The procedure of collecting and copying, 
therefore, suggests that works in the mixed medium chronologically follow the 
ballata in the medium of the vocal duet. 

We are, of course, fully aware of the hypothetical nature of some 
of these considerations. It is true that we do not even know whether one or 
more compilers were responsible for the collection, whether compiler and copyist 
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were one and the same person; we only know that several scribes were 
employed for the copy of Fl. Hence, some of the considerations we have 
ventured upon may be criticised as being perhaps too imaginative. 
Nevertheless, without imagination we cannot even attempt to reconstruct an 
historical document which misfortune or particular circumstances have 
depriveq of its integrity. 
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VII 

The share the compiler of Fl allotted to the ballate for three 
voices is proportionately much larger: the collection consists of 38 compo
sitions; with regard to the total production, it is not complete, but 
certainly more comprehensive. The 3-v ballate are all collected in the third 
and fourth fascicles of the manuscript (f 21-40' ), with the exception of 2 
works which appear on ff 63 and 82 in conjunction with compositions of Jacopo 
and Donato respectively. Though on the whole uniform, the collection of 36 
ballate for three voices is arranged in two clear groups which seem to result 
from a definite plan; each group has its own characteristics, distinguished 
also by a different style of writing. The first group, by far the largest, is 
apparently written straight through by one hand; it ends with f 33, the verso 
of which remained blank. Ordinarily the three voices of a ballata are copied 
on one page, with a staff left vacant here and there; thus the ballate follow 
each other page by page. The ballata No 19(110), a very short composition, 
did not take up the full page, hence three staves were left blank on f 29. On 
the other hand, No. 24(115), a longer work with the text in all voices·, 
required more than one page; the scribe completed the ballata in the two upper 
staves of the following page; consequently, six staves remained unused, not 
enough for a 3-v ballata. This space was later used -up by the second hand of 
Landini's 2-v ballate for the entry of No 3~which represents the only 
deviation from an otherwise uniform group of 3-v ballate. 

The scribe began to copy the first group as though he were to 
continue works in the vocal medium which was the characteristic of the previous 
fascicles: two vocal terzets open the third fascicle. But then, with 
remarkable consistency, he copied the ballate for solo voice and two 
accompanying instruments. No less than 17 such works follow each other, almost 
without interruption: on ff 26 and 29 1 he inserted 2 works with the text in 
cantus and tenor, on ff 26 1 ,30, and 31'/32, 3 vocal terzets one of which-
No 21(112) - has three different texts. Obviously, in the first group the 
compiler intended to present that medium in which Landini composed the largest 
part of his 3-v ballate. 

The scribe made a new start on f 34 where the second group begins. 
The lay-out corresponds exactly to that of the first group. Continuing the 
medium characteristic of the first, the copy begins with two similar works: 
Nos 27(118) and 28(119) on ff 34 and 34'. Then, with the same consistency 
previously shown, the scribe gathered the -vwrks in the medium of a vocal duet 
(Can, T) and an accompanying instrument (Co). The uniform series of 7 such 
compositions is only interrupted three times: on f 36 with No 31(122) for 
1 voice and 2 instruments, on f 37'/38 and f 40 with Nos 34(125) and 38(129), 
both vocal terzets. No 34, one of the larger vocal terzets, required more 
than one page; the copyist completed the work on the third staff of f 38 and 
left the rest of the page blank. One of the latest additions in Fl, "Long 
temps" of Antonius de Civitate, has here been entered long after the Landini 
facicles had been copied. The second group, i.e. the systematic collection 
of Landini's 3-v ballate ends on the last folio of the fourth fascicle, on 
f.40, the blank verso of which has been used by a different scribe for the 
entry of ·"Le doulz pringtenps 11 • It is clear that the compiler designed the 
second groupto feature the ballata for vocal cantus and tenor and 
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~nstrumental con-G::-oat.enor. The pr esence of characteristics diffe t· t· 
"GWO a· •oup f . n -~ . .eh _ .· . ren la lng . ,_ c:< s :re% . ~1·? ano '-'• ,e J.~ not only. g1 ves each group a certain unifonni ty. 
l l" also gives E: \ ld~::mce of a systemat1c order in the co::!~e ction. ' 

But does the successi oa of two different media in two separ ate 
g:~ups _~~t also _s:gges t a ~hronology? The vocal t erzet might be the medium 
1-fl. uh ~Jlnc~ I"anduD. b""gan h:ts -vvork with 3-v ballate; it is more likely 
ho-vrever ,. to. hav~ ""been used - at all events ~ to a limited degree _ i n all 
~h~ses of _hls_ll.l.e , On the other hand ~ t he medium of the vocal duet with an 

c ~ 01nfanylng l nstrument undoubt edJ.y r epresents the maturest form of Landini 's 
?alla·~a : o: thr ee voice;,;; i t came l at est i n his life and exercized an 
1~~?_r~an u lnfluence on t he genex·ation of mus icians to come. It seems to be 
~hf J . .:l~ te~~y ~~-e ~~~od ~~r __ t he . m~dium of soJ.o voice a11d 2 accompanying instruments 

.e 1g~ea~ ,~a.vor~..,e O.L _Lnndlnl. Compared -v;i t h such an historical develo ment ' 
of t.:v ~c-~ lum, uhe oraer ob~wrved for t.tf"; 3-v ballate j_n Fl ob-vi ously f;l lows 
a pru:tcl}:U.e of chr o.1oJ.ogy" ' 
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VIII 

More than half of the fifth fascicle is reserved for Landini 1 s 
madrigals, beginning with f 41' the recto of which remained blank. The 2-v 
madrigals were copied with the two voices written on opposite pages. Two, 
three, or even four staves on each page remained unused. These staves served 
for the later entries of Landini 1s ballate. Despite the appearance of these 
later entries, the fascicle of the madrigals r -etains the con"i:.inui ty of a 
series up to f 47, Landini r s '1Husica son 11 being copied on t-vm vacant pages 
(ff 89 1 and 90), by a different hand, but not as a 11 later entry." In other 
words: the madrigals also were presented as a uniform group. 

Although the madrigal 11 La doulse cere '1 of Fra Bartolino (here ''da 
Perugia") is copied as part of the French entries on the last pages of the _ 
manuscript (ff 108 1 -109), the collection of Italian Trecento music appears to 
be completed on f 99 with Piero's ''Con dolce brama. '1 The eleventh fascicle 
was used largely for French compositions among which are included works of 
Machaut. The original collection of Italian music, therefore, consists of 
no more than 99 folios. Considering the fact that 47 folios, Le. half of 
the whole manuscript,- were given to the music of Landini, it :i_s undeniable that 
the main purpose of Fl was to present his collected works. Accepting the 
hypothetical explanation we gave of the peculiar gap in the second fascicle we 
may 1.vell assume that the compiler of the collected works aimecl at such 
completeness as he could attain. The compiler proved hi.s expert knowledge of 
Landini's music by grouping the available compositions systematically and, to 
a certain extent, also chronologically. The principles of a sy-stematic order, 
noticeable only in the Landini collection, not in other parts of the 
manuscript, led to an accurate classification of the ~~rorks. But the principles 
of a chronology were apparently applied to v.rhole groups or classes, rather than 
to individual compositions. 

The succession of the individual ballate can hardly be assumed to be 
based on chronological considerations. The opening ballcd:.a ''Donna, s 1 i 1 t i o 
fallito·', a very famous composition, known in seven different versions, certainly 
is not an early work. The degree of fame ascribed to 0ertcin ..rorks by 
contemporaries, at times -vms r ecognized as a motive by vvhich to_ estahlish an 
organic sequence of individual compositions in medieval manuscr:tpts. Such a 
motive might also have been effectiv'~, at least to some extent, in tho Landini 
fascicles of Fl; but it cannot have had more than a c2sual i ruluence . ·A 
cursory glance at the list of sources for each i ndividu<!.l composition reveals at 
once that the most famous ballate are not combined in a special grcup; nor 
does tne sequence lead from the most famous work dm..Jn to th8 l east renmmed. 

Although we cannot positively determine the guide 1f1lich, in addition 
to the aim of a certain completeness, directed the compiler in his choice and 
order of individual compositions, we are inclined to surmise the presence of 
another principle which holds true for ballate for two as >·Jell as for three 
voices. The attentive student of the manuscript can hardly f ai:J.. to observe 
that frequently the compositions which have the same bas ic rhythm follo-w each 
other as_ though they were to form a group. Now, this pr·inci pl e > if such it is, 
has not been maintained as a hard and fast rule; t here are too m£:.ny exceptions. 
Groups of compositions in the same rhythm do~ r,ever t heless, exist ; they may 
have been planned by the compiler. 
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IX 

The collection of ballate for two voices in Fl has clearly shown 
that the compositions for voice and instrument are all later additions; they 
apparently were understood to represent a later phase in Landini's manner of 
rendering the ballata for two voices. Do the other manuscripts contribute 
further evidence of the same development? In the first place: none of the 
other manuscripts equals that informative arrangement of Fl which allows the 
student to see into the deliberate procedures of the compiler. Only Sq seems 
to be a serious rival of Fl. But the value of the systematic order of Sq, 
being somewhat deceptive, has probably been overestimated. Surely, Sq 
presents the collected works of Italian Trecento musicians 11 systematically," 
that is to say: the composers are placed in the order of nearly exact 
chronology. Profitable as such an order unquestionably is, it suffers from a 
"mechanical" procedure. On the other hand, the arrangement of the collected 
works of each individual composer has many features of a "disorderly'', 
arbitrary selection which shows the compiler to be ignorant of the historical 
development as well as remote from the -authentic originals; for better or 
worse, he must put together what comes within his reach. Compositions for two 
and three voices, madrigals, ballate, caccie are often mixed with one another 
without any method; the result is a collection fascinating by its variety 
but not particularly instructive with regard to the historical characteristics 
of the repertory which the manuscript represents. The large number of 
Landini's works allowed the compiler to establish more consistent groups such 
as that of Landini 1s madrigals; even then, the groups are often too 
accidental to be the result of a systematic arrangement. The value of Sq 
derives not from the order of the repertory, but from the fact that the 
manuscript contains many a composition nowhere else preserved; the number of 
~ in Sq is known to be considerable. 

It is particularly on the basis of such unica that manuscripts other 
than Fl support the chronology pertaining to the mediUm. Two unica occur in 
1o; they are ballate for hm voices, and both are in the vocal medium. They 
apparently belong to the older part of the repertory, not only because of the 
purely vocal medium, but also because of the fact that at least one of them is 
written in the old Italian notation (Ballate Nos 41 and 42). The use of 
Italian notation (41) proves that the scribe of Lo copied from a source 
relatively close to the original. The other ballata (42) appears in a 
different part of the manuscript; it is written by the later hand in a 
notation which, basically a transcription into the French form, is wholly 
corrupt; possibly working from a source in Italian notation the scribe 
adjusted the notation to the French manner with which alone he seems to have 
been familiar. 1{hether these two unica also cast some light upon the date 
of Lo, must remain conjecture; some parts of the repertory in Lo, indeed, 
belong to an older phase of Italian music, and these two ballate of Landini 
can perhaps be included in the older section; other parts of Lo, however, 
represent a more modern phase of the development which must be fully taken 
into account for the date of the manuscript. 

Although Sq distinguishes itself by the large number of unica, it adds 
but meagre results to the chronology of the medium. The reason lies in the 
lack of an order properly preconceived and consistently maintained. Instead 
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of combining all ballate for two voices to one group,the compiler distributed 
them over the whole collection. He put most of them into the latter part; 
but the regular sequence of the compositions is always interrupted by the 
insertion of works for three voices. Since the conclusions drawn from this 
mixture of the repertory can only be highly speculative, we dare not go 
beyond the mere mention of facts. Sq contains 41 ballate for two voices which 
at least at present are unica. In other words: for nearly half of Landini's 
production in the medium there is but one source available, the other half 
being preserved also in Fl. No less than 40 compositions show the vocal me
dium, and only one ballata (51) is based on an instrumental tenor, the latter 
being in the first part of the collection. The fact that the mixed medium is 
only once represented among the unica admits of no conclusion; nor does the 
position of the work in the manuscript indicate anything definite. 

But a further comparison of the manuscripts is not entirely 
fruitless. We have seen that only 9 of Landini's ballate for two voices were 
composed in the 11modern" mixed medium: Nos 23, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 51, 
and 88. Of these only No 51 is an unicum in Sq. The instrumental · 
accompaniment is confirmed for No 23 by Fl and Sq, for No 38 by Fl, P, and 
Sq, and for No 88 by Lo and Sq. In two ballate, however, the manuscripts 
deviate from the version in Fl: in N.o 35 Sq both voices have texts, and for 
No 37 both P and Sq supply a purely vocal version. It seems that the copyists 
of P and Sq held the vocal version to be more in keeping with what they thought 
to be the customary form of Landini 1s ballata for two voices. The very small 
number of compositions in the mixed medium might easily have created the 
impression that Landini composed his ballata exclusively in the vocal medium. 
The change apparently is an indication that the distance between the original 
and the copy has grown considerably. · 

The compiler of Fl is m1doubtedly closer to the original. Also Fl 
contains unica among the ballate for two voices, two for the vocal medium, 
three for the mixed medium. Their position in the manuscript is most 
instructive. ttDonna, J.a mente mia n (No 28) and nse merqe, donna" (No 30) 
appear in the fascicles reserved for the vocal medium. (We have seen that 
No 30 must be included in the original plan). The other three unica, Nos 32,33, 
34, all for the mixed medium, are all later entries by the second hand. It 
is characteristic that out of 9 ballate with instrumental accompaniment, 3 
are unica in Fl and two further ballate (Nos 35,37) have the instrumental 
version only in F, the latter being also later entries. 

The modern phase of the development is best represented by the ballate 
for three voices,which does not imply that Landini composed all of them ex
clusively in the latter part of his life. (See our discussion above). We have 
seen that Fl preserves Landini 1 s work in this medium almost complete. There 
are 38 ballate in Fl; and Lo, P, Sq have but 10 to add to make up the total. 
/We include the French virelal, No 50(141), but exclude Nos 1( 92 ) and 2(9327· 
~ile Sq contains almost half of the ballate for two voices as unica, it has 
but four unica in the medium for three voices: Nos 45(136) - 48(139); with 
the text in cantus only for t1-10 of them, in cantus and tenor for one, and in 
all three voices for another. But also Fl has two unica among the 3-v ballate: 
Nos 20(111) and 37(128). Although He cannot be certain, it might be signifi
cant that both are composed in the medium of Laildini 1 s maturest phase, i.e. 
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for a vocal duet with an accompanying instrument. 

The manuscripts do not all agree on the medium appropriate to the 
ballata for three voices. Compositions which Fl presents with one vocal 
part only appear in other manuscripts with the text also supplied for the 
tenor. Sq even shows the abnormality of giving the text to the contratenor, 
instead of the tenor. It is, however, interesting that all the different 
versions in the first group Hith the vocal cantus only have two voices with 
text never all three. The compositions in the second group with the vocal 
cant~s and tenor show the situation in reverse: all different versions have 
all three voices with text none only one. If this fact has any ' . . significance at all, it may suggest that the vo~al ca~tus-tenor ~ers1on 1s 
an offspring of the purely vocal medium. Be th1s as 1t may, Sq 1n contrast 
to Fl seems to have favored the purely vocal form of the ballata. 
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X 

Our edition, based largely on Fl, follo"t-JS all these principles of a 
systematic and chronological order, The division of Landini's work by medium 
and category conforms to the primary manuscript. Since the collected works in 
Fl are not complete, aspects additional to those of the order in Fl must be 
accepted for the succession of the individual compositions in each category. 
The succession '"e have finally chosen calls for explanatory remarks. It goes 
without saying that the same historical-critical considerations basic to our 
discussion of Fl must hold for all the compositions found in the other 
manuscripts. In a critical edition we naturally cannot disregard these 
considerations as soon as 1ve go beyond the range of Fl. But admittedly, 
outside the principal Landini source vJe are on less safe ground. Only sources 
as impressively organized as Fl admit of valid conclusions. The remaining 
manuscriptions contribute, in factJ very little to the order of the individual 
compositions. 

vJi thin the three principal groups, of ballate for tvm and three 
voices respectively and of madrigalss the compositions presented in Fl come 
first and in the order of the manuscript. The 2-v ballate Nos 1-30 are those 
of the first two fascicles of Fl, Nos 31-40 the later entries in the following 
fascicles. 'I'o this 1-1e must add a critical note. If the later entries of the 
second hand in the p::-oper fascicles of 2-·v ballate as well as in the later 
fascicles reflect certain chronological considerations of the compiler, as 
indeed they do, is it not obligato:t--y for the editor to recognize these 
considerations for the succession of the individual compositions? If so, the 
order must be the following; Nos 1-5, 7--16, 18-22, 24-30, 6, /1(92)7, 17, 23, 
31 - 40. Strange as it may appear; there is a strong reason and the against 
this succession. The differentiation bet1-1een first and second entries allows, 

· of course, irr.mediate recognition of 2-v Callate, especially those in the mixed 
· medium, as works of a later pJ1ase in Landini: s development. If the 

collection of 2-v ballate in F:L Hero anyvlhere nea.r completeness, vJe should 
certainly have adopted the differentiation realized in FL Since, however, Fl 
in its present s·tate contains not even half of thr:;se works, the order of Fl 
differentiating bet:-reen first and second entries, if adopted for our edition, 
would convey a totally erToneous impression; i·s actually causes a serious 
conflict 1-1i th the larger remainder of the compo<:d tions. For it is impossible 
to fit the ballate Nos hl-91 :Lnto the chrono1or~:Lcal fromm·Jork of Fl. I'1oreover, 
the complete adoptio;:;_ of the plan of FJ. leads by necessity to fallacious 
conclusions with regard to tho chrcnology o:P UH:; indiv:Ldu.a1 Hork; it might, 
indeed, suggest a chronologic:1l consecutiveness no~j by groups, but by the 
individual ballate. He have seen that suc~1 a ch:c·onology cioes not exist either 
in Fl or anywhere else. Hm·mvc:c- valuable i:,he differentj_ation :i_n Fl proved 
to be, it had to be secrificed in ·dew of ·the m2 .. jority of 2-v ballate found 
in other manuscripts; ue hc::.d to be satisfj_ed "t-rit11 a detailed discussion of 
the problems. 

For the order of the 2--v bal1ate outs1de Fl, i. e .. Nos 41·~91, -we 
placed Lo second because of j:c.s age, l\'os 41 and i.f2, ~,]LJ_i.81 in Lo! follow di
rectly the collection of FL The rerr:3.ininc b:J.1late ;· Nos 43 ··91, appear in the 
order in which they foJloF 8·1.ch other in Sq. ~Ti th no other solution possible, 
we accepted the order of Sq_, i1.ole~0_Y.ole~. Out of 49 ba.llate, o~i1y 8 compo-
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sitions appear in additional manuscripts: four in Sq and P (43,58, 59, 78), 
one in Sq, P and R (70), one in Sq and Lo (88), one in Sq and R (89), and 
one in Sq and PadA (82), the latter giving only the cantus, and even that in 
a mutilated state. Although P prevails upon Sq in age and authenticity -
p is chronologically perhaps second to I~ - the small number of ballate, re
presented in manuscripts additional to Sq, does not admit of an attempt to 
group these works according to chronological considerations. We preferred, 
therefore not to interrupt the consecutive order of Sq. With regard to the 
authenticity of the musical text, however, preference is given to the versions 
of Lo and P if the variants called for a decision in the matter. (In our 
Notes to the individual compositions He have listed among the 11 Sources 11 the 
authentic version basic to the edition always first, i.e.prior to Sq.) 

The 3-v ballate, Nos 1(92)-50(141) begin with two works which appear 
in an intermediary position: Nos 1(92) and 2(93); although the original 
number of voices used by the composer is subject to debate (cf our Notes), 
we have grouped these ballate, likewise the French virelai No 50(141). 
The first number refers to the series accepted for the medium of three voices, 
the second number in parenthesis to the consecutive series of the collected 
works. The 3-v ballate proper begin with No 3(94), and Nos 3(94)-40(131) 
represent first the repertory of Fl. In this group, too, the ballate .are_ 
consecutively numbered according to Fl without differentiation between pr~mary 
and secondary entries. This procedure seemed desirable in view of a necessary 
uniformity of method. The 10 remaining ballate follow in the successio~ ~f 
Sq whereby - as in the repertory of 2-v ballate - the degree of authent~c1ty 
of the musical text depends on Lo and P, rather than on Sq, naturally 
excepting the 4 unica contributed by Sq. 

The last section of 13 compositions is divided into the categories 
of madrigal, canonic madrigal, and caccia. We have maintained this customery 
distinction although it is not always by the form of the text, but by the 
musical str~cture that the groups differ from one another. In listing the · 
cornpositions,the first figure refers to the number of works compo~ed in one 
of the three categories, the second figure refers to the consecut1ve series of 
the collected works. 
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XI 

The last composition, No 1(1)5), is a fragment of a motet, recently 
discovered by -Plamenac who attributed the work to Francesco Landini on the 
basis of the composer's mention of his own name ''Franciscus 11 in the text. 
With this composition we must embark upon a brief discussion of dubious works. 
The attribution of this fragment, probably the triplum of a motet, to Fran-
cesco Landini cannot lay claim to an absolute certainty. Plamenac suggested, 
and with good reason, that this fragment might be one of the five motets 
given by Landini to Andrea dei Servi, and for which payment was received. 
(c.f,p. R. Taucci"Fra Andrea dei Servi Organista e Compositore del Trecento" in 
Rivista di Studi Storici sull,Ordine dei Servi di Maria, A.II, Roma 1935, 32 -
offprint.) But apart from this special problem which has actually no bearing 
upon the authenticity of the composition, the identification of the composer 
11Franciscus," mentioned in the text, >vith Francesco Landini can only be 
hypothetical, no matter how much circumstantial evidence (such as for example 
the dedication of the motet to Andrea Contarini, doge of Venice) substantiates 
the hypothesis. \r.Ti th regard to the stylistic characteristics, we are 
unfortunately not on safe ground, despite the fact that Landini's works are 
available in great numbers, thus permitting an elaborate stylistic study. The 
composer developed a specific style for each of the categories; that is to say, 
what is characteristic of the madrigal does not hold true eo ipso for the 
ballata, or vice versa. Undoubtedly Landini also had a specific style for 
motets. As long as we do not have any motet with which to compare the triplum 
of PadD, all our stylistic observations must remain inconclusive. If the 
triplum of "Principum nobilissime" belongs indeed to Landini, it is quite obvious 
that the style of melody used in his motet composition differs greatly from 
that appearing in his ballata or madrigal. The melody of 11Principum nobilissime 11 

clearly depends on the structure of the work as a whole, and except 
for a few typical, even conventional phrases, there is not much that we would 
expect Landini to have written in either ballata or madrigal. It is, therefore, 
only circumstancial evidence drawn from the music as Hell as the text that 
suggests Landini 1 s authorship for 11 Principum nobili.ssime" to be possible. The 
work must remain in the class of ;'doubtful ;r compositions. 

The case of authenticity is still more complex in view of the two 
works attributed to a "Magister Franciscus 11 whom a goodmany authors have taken 
to be Francesco Landini. The two works, well known for a long time, are 
"De Narcissus" and "Phiton, beste tres venimeuse," with the attribution to 
"Magister Francicus" appearing in Codex Chantilly ( Ch). Since Friedrich Ludwig 
ventured to propose that Francesco Landini, identical with the '1Hagister 
Franciscus,H composed these two ballades intentionally imitating the style 
of Guillamne de Machaut, the opinions of scholars on the authenticity of the 
compositions have been divided. (Cf. F. Ludwig, in Mach II, 27a note 3). 
Recently Kurt von Fischer (Studien, 74, note 359) remarked that he is inclined 
to accept Ludwig's identification. J. Chailley went even further than Ludwig 
(:HOG IV, 746) in maintaining that the work was a direct dedication of Landini to 
Machaut in which case it must presumably have been composed before 1377 
(.

1 in Italien widmete ihm /Machaut7 Landino eine Ballade 11 ). On the other hand, 
;IW.Apel (French Secular Music of-the late fourteenth Century, Cambridge, Mass. 
1950, 31) declared himself against the identification with Landini, an opinion 
apparently shared by Nino Pirrotta. (Cf. N Pirrotta, '111 Cod.Estense lat.568 e 
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la musica francese in Italia al principio del 1400, '1 in Atti della R. Accad. 
di Scienze lettere e arti di Palemo, Serie IV, vol. V, parte II11 ffl.le~o 1946 
118. ) Fin~lly, ·Gilbert Reaney ( rtThe Ms Cha':tilly Mus~e. Conde 1047, '' M~slca. 
Disciplina VIII, 67) rejecting the authorsh7p of Landlnl_p~opose~ th~ ld~ntlty 
of rtllfagister Franciscus 11 in Ch with Fr Andrleu, a proposl tlon whlch lmplled 
a double hypothesis: that the first nam.e of Andrieu, lmown only as "Fr.", was 

11Francois 11 ; that among the followers of Hachaut, Andrieu must ~e regarded_as the 
closest imitator of Machaut 1s style; since both works of Maglster Franclscus 
show a close resemblance with Machaut 1 s style, Magister Franciscus was 
tentatively identified with Fr Andrieu. Howev?r, ?· Reaney di~ not maintain 
his own proposition; at least he did not men~lon lt any_more ln~IV, 634 
where he published a separate article on 11Maglster Franclscus'' of whose work 
only these two ballades have been preserved. 

"De Narcissus 11 the more famous of the two ballades, is known in five 
manuscripts, P. (f 33'/Jl.d, R. (f 81), Ch (f 19', here alone with the nam~ of 
the composer), Autun, Bibliotheque Nunicipale, Ms 130 (S 152), (f.ltD') Wlth 
only the cantus of the ballade, and Trem No 48 (lost)? the text alone appears 
in Paris B N f fr n a 6221. The ballade has been edl ted by H. Apel, French 
Secular Music, No 55, and a facsimile reproduction of R, f 81 is included in 
Reruley's article on Magister Franciscus. 

·'Phiton beste tres venimeuse 11 is known in two versions, that of Ch 
( f 20' with tho ~ame of the composer), and.that of~ (f ?6)~ ~e balla~e is 
edited by G. Reaney in his article on Chantllly (Muslca D1SClpllna VIII), 
a photographic reproduction of Ch f 20 1 is available in~ IV, Tafel 28. 

We have excluded these two ballades fram the edition of Landini's 
works since we assume the Magister Franciscus of Ch not to be identical with 
Francesco Landini. (The identification with Fr. Andrieu appears to be too. 
arbitrary,) This exclusion is based on the following.reasons, above all Wlth 
regard to the position of the two works in the manuscrlpts: 

1. Ch contains no work of Francesco Landini, even not the Fren~h vir~lai "Adit 
adiu dous dame" ff Lo Sq: No 50(141)7 which we might expect ln Ch lf there 
was any intention to c~py Landini's compositions wit~ French texts. No other 
Italian composition can be found in Ch. The manuscrlpt as a whole offer~ ~o 
support to the identification of Magister Franciscus with Francesco Landinl. 

2. Both works appear in the French (fourteenth century) section of R. (f 53-84 
they are included in the original index written by one of the two scrlbes who 
copied the French section. Landini's virelai is not included in the French 
section, neither in the Italian section of R where all of Landini's works 
/With the exception of No 25(116) on f 71 and the tablature arrangement of 
No 6(97) on f 857 are copied, If any of the originals which the compiler of 
R used for copy{ng contained "De Narcissus" and "Phi ton,~~ these ballades would 
have been placed in the Italian section, not in the French where they are 
actually written by a different scribe. 

3. Most interesting is the position of 11De Narcissus 11 in P which has the Frenr 
works inserted, not.sys.tematically. collected ~ ~n ;R. '.'De N~~iss~S 11 appears 
in the follm,ring context: f ,31 '1Clascun faccla, ballata of liJJ.colo (not of 
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Pao~o; c~. K~rt v~n Fischer, Studi~n, 44 with attribution to Paolo, an 
obvlous Inl.sprlnt slnce the ballata ls correctly listed under Nicolo Studien 
80); f 31'-32 "Ita se n'era,'' madrigal of Vincenzo; in the vacant' staves, ' 
2 on f 31 1 and 4 on f 3 2, later entry (by a different hand) of ·'Amours per 
qui," only with text incipit in cantus and tenor, tenor and contratenor in 
canon; f 32'--33 'Nell' aqua chiara," caccia of Vincenzo· f 33'-34 ;'De Nar-

. 1 ' clssus'' on y with text incipit in cantus, "secunda pars,'' ''tertia pars" marked 
in tenor and contratenor (f 34) where 4 staves remained vacant• f 34'-35 "Non 
pi b. i~felice, '' madrigal of Paolo (written by the same hand that copied Nicolo 
and Vlncenzo on f 31-32). Cf. however, Ludwig, Ma II, 27a-, note 3. 

·---
11De Narcissus" appears to have been copied by the same hand that be

latedly entered "Amours per qui." Both compositions are French and both are 
written 1rithout the text, i.e. with the incipit only. (They also are listed 
in the original index; there: :tAJnors per qui.") This, however is the case 
of all French compositions, entered in vacant staves or on blank ~ages; only 
the works on f 127'ff are to be excluded. If we compare "De Narcissus" With 
these later entries (for example ff 6'/7, 81/9, 11, 12, 17, 18 1/19, 21, 22'/23, 
26, 27'/2G et~ down to ff 120 1 -127), we find not only the same hand, but also 
~he same procedure of presenting merely the text incipits for the compositions 
lnvolved. Because of this uniforrnity we cannot doubt that the compiler of 
those French insertions understood "De Narcissus'' to belong to works of French 
composers although he did not know their names. The Italian collection of P 
has names of composers, the French compilation not. P gives evidence that "De 
Narcissus 11 must have been copied from a French collection; it also gives evi
dence that the compiler or scribe knew of no relation of the work either to 
Francesco Landini or to the music of any other Italian composer. 

4. Unfortunately the fragment Autun Ms 130 (S 152) does not permit any valid 
proposition with regard to a connection of the manuscript with Italian music. 
(T~e p:esent content is all French.) Only one parchment leaf has been preserved 
wlnch lS now attached to the back-cover (leather binding, fifteenth century) 
of an Evangeliarium of the 12/13th centuries. The leaf is a little larger in 
size_ than the folios of the Bvangeliarium, but unevenly cut at the margins 
(28-18.5 cm; 27. 5-20.5 cm). The leaf follo~vs 159 numbered folios of the 
Evangeliarium. With a hole cut out in the middle the damage affects the music 
written on the leaf f 16o. On the verso of f 160 two and a half staves (five 
red lines) remained vacant ( 1\ri th a few notes scribbled in by a late fifteenth 
century hand); in the middle of the third staff begins the cantus of "De 
Narcissus," completely copied to the end of the page, but incomplete on account 
of th~ hole in the middle. _The leaf is certainly part of a larger manuscript 
the SlZe and contents of whJ.ch are naturally unknown. The style of writing is 
probably that of the last quarter of the fourteenth century and it is definitely 
French. 

5 • Tr~m, the contents of which we know bears no r elation to Italian Trecento music. 

None of the sources has any indication that could be interpreted in 
favor of Landini 1s authorship. On the contrary: whatever evidence can be 
dra~ from the manuscripts points clearly against the identification of 
MagJ.ster Franciscus with Landini. Furthermore the texts of both I'De Narcissus" 
and "Phiton," with the reference to an enemy of Gaston (III) Phebus de Foix, 
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argue against Landini ts authorship. Nothing in the life of La.ndini allows 
an association of the composer with the court of Gaston Phebus. Since the 
two ballades are in favor of Gaston, they have a dedicatory character. Even 
if we assume a certain acquaintance of Landini w,Lth Machaut 1s work, the · 
text of the ballade presupposes a familiarity with the court of Gaston Phebus 
which we have no reason to accept for Landini. 

The basis upon which the attribution of the ballades to Landini has 
been made is, therefore, . cut down to an undeniable fact: the name of the 
composer frequently appears in Landini manuscripts as "Magister Franciscus." 
This fact, however, is not enough to weigh against the impressive negative 
evidence. Finally, the musical style of the ballades, different also from 
that of Landini 1 s French virelai, has nothing in common with Landini 1 s manrier 
of composing; also G. Reaney removed the style ·of Magister Franciscus from 
that of Landini. · 

One more composition must be discussed in connection with problems 
of authorship. It is only recently that the authorship of Landini for the 
composition has been suggested tentatively by Nino Pirrotta. In his 
description of Fl UiGG-IV, 402) he states: · "Die erste Abt. (1. und 2. Lage) 
war zur Aufnahme zweist. Balladen von Landini bestirnmt; sie enthalt denn auch 
33 solcher StUcke, unter limen ein zweifelhaftes, das den Namen Ser Feo tragt. 
Dieser Name begegnet auch im Cod. Paris, Bibl. Nat. ital. 568, hier aber bei . 
einer Ballata, die im 3qarcialupi-Codex Landini zugeschrieben ist," The statemen 
must be revised in all its parts: 

1. The first two fascicles contain 31, not 33 ballate of Landini • . (Cf. the 
erroneous inclusion of 11 Tutt.a soletta" /Guilielmus de Francia7 as a Landini 
composition.'-' - -

2. The 2-v ballata 11 Gia molte volte" is clearly attributed to Ser Feo (Fi, 
f 11); we have no reason to doubt the attribution. (Cf. our previous dis

. cussion.) 

3. The ballata in P, referred to, appears on f .111; it is '10 me, al cor do
lente," for three voices, attributed to Ser Feo. This composition does not 
occur at all in Sq; nowhere else is it assigned to Landini. 

Only these two ballate are known of Ser Feo, and Fl and P are the 
only manuscripts to preserve them. 
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XII 

There still remain to be discussed t he problem of notation and the 
method of our trans cript i on. On principal grounds , all special matters of 
notation have been r ef erred t o t he Not es on each i ndividual composition. In 
the previous volumes it has been stated t hat "1-Te have no intention of including 
in the edition a treatise on notation; nor is ther e any need for an introduction 
to the elements of notation. Ther e i s , however , need for an evaluation of the 
notational aspects with which ·che individual vJOrks appear in the sources, 
especially if the form of notation r eveals any peculiarities which can be 
exploited for a stylistic and chronological int erpret ation of Landini 1 s music; 
this has been done in the Notes . 

A f ew gene:::·al char acter i stics , hmveveL·, of concern to all Landini 1 s 
works, must be ass essed. It i s r:ot eworthy that ·che l arge majority of his com
positions are preserv<?d, not i n Italian not.ab.on Hhich we hav,:; t o r egard as 
the original, but in what vJe t ake t o be a t ransc:ciption into French notation. 
Indeed; this transcription, most f r equent :~n Fl and appJied specially to 
the ballate, has a significance of its m-m> ancl a rat her corrr~1ex one . Again, 
Fl must serve as the s t arting point. Does the tJ~anscription in-0o French nota
tion give evidence of a strong Fr ench i nfluence at the time '\'ihen Landini com
posed his works? Or is it evidenc e of an influence tha~~ made i t c: elf felt 
after the death of the ccm)Joser ? In othe:t· <<Tor c-'ls: di d the transcription take 
place in Landini 1 s time or aft er;v-ards ? Though the questi on cannot be anSlvered 
simply in the affirmative 5 H e believe t hat t11e transcr i pt ions "tore r e car-ried out 
when the compilation (-J"as made J i. e . after Land ini 1 s death. I n di s cussing the 
sources of Landini' s music, hardly any differ ent i 0.ti on has been made between the 
compilation, :t e. the manus cript in i ts pr eser.t st.ato

7 
and ·t,he ori ginal such as 

it must be i magined at the time of t he actllal. compositbn of t he music. None 
of the extant sources i s in f act the :iori gin::LJ. " I.f vm t ake t hat sour ce to be 
the original which came i nt o being undec.' t he supervj_sion of IJandini , He 
must admit that none of our manus cr i pt s ca..'1 cJa j_m such a di stinction. 
Consequently, the historL:e.n committed to produce a 11 s t emma 11 can do no mer e 
than establish the dista.nco betMecn t !:le u.va:LJ.abJ.-;; mcu-:..uccri pt and. t he ;'originaL" 

One of t he aspects t hat He should expect to tes tif y to the closeness 
of a given source t o t he o:::igj_nal 1-muld natur3.lly be associat ed vJi t h the use of 
Italian notation . It i s to be t &ken ft1:r gr anted that tht:~ i'jr:5t Yer sions of 
Landini 1 s 1-Jorks (at least rno3t- of t hern; cf , hovrsver i:iho dis cucsion of ver y 
special cases in our Notes ) 1-1er e copied i n I t2h:1n notation < But i t. 1.rJould be 
erroneous to assume the.t ! l-~he " or i g:inal_ r..:ons i sted of only one m? nuscr-ipt, one 
copy . On the contra:r·y, 1-JD rr..us t presl~ppose the existence of several authentic 
collections, compiled 2nd copi.ed under the SU1.>8~"vision , or u_'_th t he advice , of 
the composer. Onl y t:h1.:s can >Je expl ain certain f ac (,;3 in t he extant manuscripts 
which other-wise woul d r em8,:i.n j_nco:npTehens:i.bl o contradict ions. Contrary to 
Nino Pirrotta, 1-ve still believe t hat F:dedrich LudvJig was correct in assuming 
Fl to be the copy of an older source no longoJ:- krco;vn; -:-re mi gl1t say _, the direct 
or indirect copy of one of the or:i_gi nal s. Bu-::, we mus t n.o t i magi ne that this 
one older source vJ"hi ch no longer exist s vm~ om; spec5.fi c mG.n1J.,sc:r.·ipt copied 
from beginning to end by tl1e scrib3, or rathm_· s G;_'i b8s, of F1 . We a:::'e 
accustomed to establ j_shi ng vari ous co:npi_1ers; various sc:rib8s in the ext ant 
manuscripts. A compara1Jl e situati on mus t be c-.ssumed f m.' t he lt)St originals. 

I 
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Fl is certainly not the copy of one single collection. What does it mean 
that none of the 2-v and 3-v ballate in Fl is written in Italian notation? 
What does it mean that of the madrigals only one, No 2(143), is copied in 
Italian and the rest in French notation? How do we explain the peculiar case 
of the ballata No 31? \.fuy is the ballata No 79, an m:ucum, in Sq the ~nl:y- ? 

2-v ballata written in Italian notation, all the rest :m French trans.c:~pt~on: 
Why does Sq present only three madrigals, Nos 2(143), 5(146), 9(150), 1n Ital~an 
notation? Why did the scribe of R copy Nos 10, 13, 70, 89, 9(100), 16(107). 
in 'Italian notation and other ballate in French? Why do the ballata No 41 ~n 
Lo, an unicum, and the madrigal No 9(15o).appear i~ Italian, ?ther works.not? 
Why does PadA have once French, once Ital~an no~at~on? \Vhat ~s the mean~ng 
of those notational oddities which appear espec1ally 1n the second part of 1o 
where numerous pausae obscure the whole rhythmic organization of a work? All 
th~se are certainly not rhetorical questions. 

Some of the questions can be answered by the use of sever~l scr~bes . 
But such an answer merely explains the nature of the extant manuscrl.pt ; 1t 
does not really explain the nature of the collection that is at the base of 
the manuscript. Whether or not the compiler and scribe were one and the same 
person, the primary (original) colle~tion.must alHays be kept apart f r om ~he 

. secondary (derivatory) manuscript. 'Ihus ~t becomes clear that several pr1mary 
collections must have been used by the compiler or scribe to make u~ t he 
deriv.atory manuscript; this is particularly obvious .if th~ same ma~n hand 
copied compositions in different notations. That the madr1g~ No 2(143! appears 
in Fl in Italian notation · proves that it was drawn from a different pr.l.Ill8.ry 
collection where works su~h as this were preserved in Italian not~tion. :U: 
other words: madrigals in French tr~scription a~d works in_I~~han n~tatl.on 
definitely point to two different pr~mary colle~t7ons. ~~d~nl s m~dr~gal . 
No 2(143) probably had its place . not in a spec~f~c Landiru c?llect1?n, but 1n 
one that comprised madrigals of other composers as well, all 1n. Italian n?ta- . 
tion; it .was part of a primary collection which contai~ed madr~gals of G1ov~ 
and Jacopo, copied in Italian notation also in Fl. .It 1s no~e1-rorthy that ma:trl
gals of composers older than Landini app~ar.in Itahan notat7on. Other mad:l
gals of .Landini where the French transcnpt1on had been carr~ed out had the~r 
place, tn all likelihood, in a different primary collec~ion, perhaps. a source 
specifically dedicated to Landini's music. How many pr1mary col~ect1o~s the 
compiler or scribe of Fl had at his disposal, it is, of course, ~mposs~?le.to 
say. Nor can it be decided whether the scribe himself ~ade the transcnpt1~n 
into French notation, or another scribe who was respons1ble for the collect~on 
prior to Fl. 

Generally speaking works in Italian notation must be assumed to be 
closer to the original than those in rrench tr~s~r~ption; in ~h~s manner, the 
facts have been mentioned in the Notes on the ~nd~Vldual composl.tlons. But such 
a general assumption must be modified; for it implies the conclusi?n. that the 
Italian versions of R, or those of 1o and Pad, are closer to the or1g~nal pro
totype than Fl. In matters of notation, this is . certainly t:ue. On the other 
hand, the assumption does not imply that the scrl.bes or comp1lers of_Lo .Pad R 
drew upon the original collection as their direct s?urce; nor do~s 1t liDply 
that all scribes drew upon the same source. The ex1stence of var1ants shows 
that there were several collections in Italian notation prior to Lo Pad R. All 
these antecedents which supplied the material for the extant manuscripts do not 
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necessarily represent the primary (original) source itself. On the contrary: 
the variants of the musical texts in particular go to show that the various 
antecedents all had a different relationship to the original, once or several 
times removed from the prototype. To exemplify the implications by a 
hypothetical case: the ballate in Fl may have been compiled on the basis of 
an original collection in Italian notation and directly transcribed into French, 
while the collection used by the compiler of the ballate in Italian notation in 
R might have been the copy of a further antecedent, closer to the original, but 
not the original itself. Since we do not have either 11the original" or the 
intermediary copies, it is not possible to present a valid stemma. 

One further case should be discussed 1vhich proves conClusively that 
our extant sources were compiled from various antecedents: it is the case of 
Landini 1s ballata No 31. The case also proves that even the 2-v ballate in 
Fl were by no means d:cawn from one and the same source. The Hark is rr eserved 
in Italian notation (PadA), in l<rench modal transcription (R), and in French 
notation with the reduction to brevis-measures~ instead of the longa-measures 
customary to the modus (Fl, Sq). Furthermore J the 1-vork is in Fl one of the 
later entries. There were obviously three different collections all prior to 
Pad R Fl and Sq: a. the collection Hith Harks in Italian notation, probably 
removed from the original since Pad.A is a 1ate source; b. the collection from 
which the compiler of R drew Harks in French modal notation; it was not the 
same as that from which he tcvk his Harks in ItaJia:n notation; c. a collection 
which presented composi tio:i1s in reduced transcription. 'l'he compilers of Fl and 
Sq may have used the same source for this ballata. Since works in reduced 
transcription are very rare (c£ another case of Jacopo), the antecedent 
collection (c) presumably uas a small volume. · 

In our Notes we have maintained a close relationship to the original 
whenever a composition appears in ItaJian notc:ction. .All these Notes must be 
read in the light of this discussion; that is to sa;y, the existence of several 
antecedents, all in Italian notation, removed by varying degrees from the ori
ginal, must be taken for granted. For e::ample: Lo is oJ.der than R; Lo and R 
have drat-m upon different collectior:s for 'dorks jn Italian notation; hence Lo 
is at least once, R twice removed from the original. 

XIII 

Our transcription distinguishes between the French nota~ion.with.a~d 
without modus and the Italian notation respectively. Only the ltal1an diVl
sions of the ~ctonaria and duodenaria were submitted to the modus, i.e.With 
the longa as the unit of the measure. The tr~scri~tion al~ows immediate 
recognition of the French modus perfectus (duodenarla) and lmperfectus (octo
naria): all such compositions are marked by the meters~ x l/4 and 2 x l/4 •. 
Since the ori~inal rhythms of the duodenaria and octonar1a were based on the 
brevis but the modus on the longa all these compositions had to be reduced 
to the' value of the brevis as the ~nit of the measure, hence the reduction of 
the brevis to a quarter note, i.e. with three and two breves to the measure. 

· The rhythnt of a genuine quaternaria could not be subject to a.modal transfor
mation which immediate~ produces either octonaria or duodenar1a rhythms •. The 
unit of the measure in a genuine quaternaria, therefore, remains.the ~reVls, 
and the proper reduction of the quaternaria rhythm takes the sem1breV1s as a 
quarter note, expressed in terms of our meters as 2/4. 

The Italian divisions of the senaria, both perfectaand imperfecta, 
and of the novenaria could not be transcribed into the terms of the modus;. such 
a transcription would have led to a higher rhythmic order which.did not eXlst. 
A transformation of the senaria and novenaria into French notat1on resulted, 
therefore in the tempus perfectum and prolatio minor (senaria perfecta), tem
pus imperfectum and prolatio major (senaria imperfecta), and tempus.p~rfectum 
and prolatio major (novenaria), with the latter rarely used by Landinl. For 
the transcription of these rhythrns the semibrevis is represented by the quarter 
note as is customary for all works composed without modus; 3/l.+, 6/8, and 9/8 
in t~rms of our meters. The meters we have used for the transcription clearly 
indicate the rhythm and notation of the original; 3 x 1/4 and 2 x l/4 ~re always 
indicative of French modus notation, but 3/!.+, 6/8, 2/4, 9/8 do not clar1fy 
whether the original is in French or Italian notation; this clarification, 
however, can be found in the Notes. 

In his .recent publication of Italian Trecento Music, Nino Pirrotta 
presented transcriptions with units of the m~asure ~arge~ th~n th~ ~onga; this 
was done in order to avoid the frequent barl1nes 1vh1ch, 1n h1s opllllon, cut the 
melodic phrases into pieces. He do not believe the.method to.be acce~tab~e. 
Such a transcription suggests the presence of super1or r?ythmic orgam~at1ons 
which not recognized by the composer himself, were fore1gn to the per1od a~ a 
whole: There was no rhythmic organization larger than that of th~ duode~ar1a 
and octonaria, the modus perfectus and imperfectus: at least not 1n Italian 
nrusic of the ·rrecento. The acceptance of stil1 larger groups based on long a 
units (maxima) obscures the rhythmic organization of the original, and this we 
think should be avoided in ar~ modern transcription. 

The argument that a melodic phrase is cut into unorganic pieces by 
employing frequent barlines according to brevis units is not really convincing, 
For after all the barlines are no more than a visual matter, of no concern 
to the struct~re of the melody· and even if larger units are grouped together 
in each measure the barlines ~till do not coincide necessarily with the . 
structural phra~es. Does the Italian division point not al~o cut the melodic 
phrase into groups, like any barline? The original manuscr1pts very often show 
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the i ndividual brevis groups set off, not only by division points of the 
notation itself, but also by spacing the groups slightly apart from each other 
so that_ each group, hence the basic rhythmic form, can be recognized, at once 
and eas1ly, as a separate entity. Thus, from a visual point •f viGw, the 
ma~er of writing in the Italian original makes the brevis groups even more 
obV1ous than the modern barline. The division point, and this manner of 
spacing the groups, were never meant to clarify the phrasing of the melody from 
a structural point of view. 

Any other special aspect which calls for comment either with regard 
to the notation or to the transcription will be found in the Notes. 

CO:r<JMENTARIES 

1. Donna, s'i' t 1o fallito B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

7-

Fl, f 1: 1111 . fr. de flor. 11 ; ~ 1tenor 11 ; textin both v. 
Lo, f 24: anon; iltenore donna sitofallito·' etc; inc of Pi: "Masiti
. porta ' ; text in Can only. · 
P, ff 85 1 (Can), 86 (T): anon; text in both v. 
Sq, f 158: text in both v. 
R, ·f 34: anon; 11Donna, s'io t'o fallito ;' (Can), 11Donna, s'i' t 1o 

fallito ·' (T); text in both v. 
r1an ( Lu), No 19: 11Francisci ceci. .• u; Can only; although 2 staves 

remained vacant, no T; text in Can. a 
PadA (Ox), No 32: 11M. Francisci de floren 11 ; text in both v. 

Text:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Tin Fl, after Can in Sq, after Can _(wit hout inc 
Rip) in P, after T (without inc Rip) in La, with inc Rip after Can in Man Pad; 
noPi-2 Vol in R. - Lauda. Cf. Debenedetti, Sollazzo, No 48. Alvisi, Canzonette, 
89. 

Rhythm: Mod perf in French notation; . 3 Br to the group, each Br representing 
div quaternaria; Pad R employ pd of Italian notation for quaternaria; all 
other versions in French notation. The interpretation according to mod perf, 
however, points to duodenaria rather than quaternaria. We have accepted 
duodenaria (mod perf) as the basis of transcription. Wolf erroneously takes 
mod imp. - Reduction: Br = quarter. · · 

Notes: Flat signature for Can missing in P but not in R; none for T except 
in P. -m 1 T: no lig in R; b-flat signature in Pad. -m 2 T: sharp for last 
note only in .Lo. -m 4 T: last 2 notes lig cop in Pad. -m 6 CanT: note is 
written as 1 with pabr in P Lo; as Br with pabr in Sq R, as 1 with palp in Fl; 
Pad has Br and sign to indicate the verse ending, the same in mm 11, 24; Can: 
~'ian has Br and pali. - m 7 Can: no f-sharp in Fl Pad Man; Lo has f-sharp 
before notes 7, 8. -m 8 Can: P inserts here b-fla:t. sign at the beginning of 
the staff; R P (only in Can) have 11 altramor 11-instead of ''daltramor. '1 -m 9 Can: 
Lo has "chonsento '1 (also m 13 ilchontento 11 ) instead of 11 consento ,., . 11 contento. '' -
m il T: b-flat sign appe~rs here at beginning of staff in Fl. - m 12 Can: last 
note c 1 In Sq P: T: b-flat sign missing in P. - Fl Lo have ·'pelle 11 instead of 
11perle. ir mm l4ff CanT Lo places the letter 1'n" 3 times under the long melisma. -
m 17 T: sharp sign before last note only in Lo. - mm 17/18 T: ~ ~ £ ternaria 
in Pad but last syllable is placed under a· - m 18 T: note is finalis of lig 
in Fl; obviously an error. - m 19 T: note is ini tialis of lig in Sq Lo; ·except 
for 11Hasi tiporto 11 Lo has no further text. mm 2lf: only Fl has the text 
"diletto ognor mi fai; " all other mss have 11dilet to mi fai ognor;" the 
version in Fl is preferable since it alone fits the music. - m 23 Can: no lig 
in Pad. - m 24: only Lo is correct in having 1 and pabr, the other mss having 
Brand pabr, .but Brand pali in Man (Can). -m 25 T: only Fl extends the lig to 
:the lst note of m 26. - m 26 Can: from the last note on, Fl has no flat sign 
in the staff; T: f g (notes 3, 4) in Pad, a a in other mss. - m 27 T: b-natural 
in R; ~'-sharp in Fl: ~m 28 T: £-sharp in Fl; the lig of last 2 notes extended 
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~o 1st ~ote of m 29 in Fl; error. - m 29 T: £-sharp in Pad. - m 30: •'bel'' (only 
l~ Fl) lS preferable to "bello ; " . Can: instead of 2 Br (f-sharp and g), p Sq 
h~ve 2.Sb_ (£-~harp) pasb Sb (g); ln Pad 2nd note is Sb followed by pasb; sharp 
Slgn ~sslng ln Sq P Pad; T: instead of 1st Br, 2 Sb (a) in Pad. - m 31 T: 
last llg extended to lst note of m 32 in P. -mm 32/33-T: f e d ternaria in 
~ad. -m 33 Can: M~n Pad Sq; lst note (~ 1 ) Sb, notes 8-10-(e'-d' c') triplet 
ln Fl Sq P Lo; T: ln P lst note (g) has pa, a is Br b is Sb7 --m J4 T• Sq 
has finalis .c;:_' - .c;:_ ( lig ) • - - ' - • 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 81-82; Wolf, Squar, 284 (incorrectly in 4/4). 

2. Gia perch' i' penso B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 1 1 : 11M.F. 11 ; text in both v; ;rtenor;'· 
2. Lo, f 59': anon; text in both v. 
3. P, ff 68 1 (Can), 69 (T): 11Francesco"; text in both v. 
4. Sq, f 169: text in both v. 
). R, f 48 1 : anon; text in both~ 

Text:~i-2 Vol after Can in Fl Lo P;Pi-2 laid under Can, Vel after Can in Sq; 
Stri Pi-2 Vol and Strii after T in R; no inc Rip in any of the mss. 

Rhythm: Hod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. Wolf 
erroneously takes mod imp. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 1: ~has 11 Io, 11 other ms.s 11 I.il -m 2 T: only R has sharp before 2nd 
note; R has ln Can and T "pensi 11 instead of 11 penso. il - m 3 Can: Sq has 1st note 
Br and no pasb; instead of :follovJing f 1 ( Sb) Sq has f 1 e 1 (Mi) • Can T: R has 
11 nela tuaH instead of 11ne lla tuo. il - m 5 T: ~nly Fl has 1st not~ Br· Lo has 
spel"~ing "chomincia. 11 

•• m 6 T: ~ ~ lig cop (notes 3, 4), also in s~, not a 
Br (Wolf). - m 8: R has "ill' not "Eli' in Can T. - m 9 Can: instead of last
group £ £ 1 £ £ 1 R has merely b c 1 as lig cop; Sq P have •I greve" instead of 
;r for~e. 11 - mm 9/10 T: last note-m 9, lst note m 10 are connected only in Fl 
by llg cpr sp; on account of the text, error. - 10: Lo has in T sharp sign 
before .§-_ for g_, also in Can before 7th note. - m 11; R and P put sharp sign 
to. last .£ 1

• - m 12 Can T: Fl Lo P have ;'vison; 11 instead of rlviso" R has 
11 VlSSO''; T: R has after 3rd note pa, without pam. - mm l3ff: Lo has under 
long melisma vowel '1i" repeated (in Can); also under the final melisma (m 2)) 
'
1lo.;r -m 14 Can: 2nd pam missing in Lo; T: £-flat sign missing in Sq. -mm 
1~/1) T: last 2_ not~s connected by lig with ~in m 1) in Sq. -m 1) Can: sharp 
Slgn before .£ 1 ln flnal group only in P Lo. -~m 1)/16 T: · 2nd and 3rd notes 
lig cop in R; 2r~ and ~th notes linked to final £m 16 in Sq. - mm 17/18: R 
has "Cne '1 tuo vlsso '1 lnstead of 11 Che 11 vol to tuo. 11 - m 18 Can: f' sharp is 
onl~ in Sq; i~s~;,a~ of the last_group ~1 £ 1 ~~ £' R has merely ~'-f.' as lig 
cop, Lo has ml lnstead of 11mle; 11 R has 11 cuor;' instead of ·1cor. 11 -m 20 T• 
1st~ is B:: in Sq (no pasb); ~ P have '1anchor 11 instead of ;rancor"; the scribe 
of Lo commlts an error by talnng words from Pi2: itancor vederan noven it but the 
mistake is corrected by FJ.tting ''che se pre 11 above the line. m 23: th~re is an 
uneveness in the verse: Pi-1 has 6 syllAbles, Pi- 2 has 7 syllables; while the 
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line of 7 syllables can be adjusted to the notes in Can, it does not fit the T 
which has the notes for only 6 syllables. -m 24 Can: f 1 -sharp sign is placed 
before the 1st f' in Sq, before g' in Lo, before the last f 1 in Fl; no lig 
cop for the last 2 notes in P. --mm 2)/26 T: R'P Lo link the 1st~ to the lig; 
Can: P has an error in m 25: after pasb e 1 d' c' (triplet) b c' d 1 (~u). -m 26 
Can: . lst bin R has pa (without pam), ·and' lst c' with pa (without pam) in 
RP Lo. --mm 27/28 Can: c' . last note m 27 and d' lst note m 28 lig cop in Fl P 
Lo; lst and 2nd notes m 28 lig cop in Sq R. - m 28 Can: at the beginning of last 
grou~ £ sharp sign only in Lo; instead of £ (sharp) ~ ~ f (sharp), Sq has f ~ 
(2 Mi) f (sb); T: 2nd and 3rd notes (instead of 3rd and 4th) linked as lig cop 
in R. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 94-95; Wolf, Squar, 310 (incorrectly in 4/4). 

3. Del pon quest'amor B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 2: 11M.F." text in both v; 1tenor 11

• 

2. Sq, f 1lili: text· in both v ;transposed a fifth higher than Fl. 

Text: Stri Pi-2~Voi, S.trii, Striii, inc Rip after Can ih :n; Pi-2H1aid under Can, 
Vol after Can (only Stri) in Sq. Quoted: Debenedetti, Sollazzo, No 34; poem 
attributed to ';Landini in 'rrucchi, Poesie, II, . 1)3; also published in 
Carducci, C.anti'].ene, 324f; Wolf has 1'Francisci.is caecus 11 after Vol Stri, but 
thi$ att~ri'quti,o'n, is n,ot found in Sq~ 

Rhythm: :Mod 'iinp, corresp'onding t,'o ~ctoharia as original rhythm; 2 Br form a 
unit. Notatio~ French. ~ Reduction: Br i::: quarter. 

Notes: Iri addition to the transposition a fifth higher,Sq has further minor 
deviations. Fl undoubtedly is the olde·r versiOn. - m 3 Can: Sq ha~ g,' £' 
(2 Mi) e 1 (Sb) instead of c 1 a' (li.g cop) of Fl.- ni. 4 Can: Sq has f' e' 
d' ~' ~' ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ c' (8-Mi). -m 8 Can: .Sq has~· . (Sb) pam g_ 1 (}~} ~~ ~~ f 1 

\triplet) e 1 d 1 ( 2 Hi); T: Sq has above Br a flat sign in f spatium}·-· the. same 
in m 26, 2nd Br. - m 11 T: Fl has 11 tun, 11 i.e. contraction of 11 tu in. 11 :mm 14/15 
Can T: "disio" in Fl for Vol. - m l) T: pabr omitted in Fl. - mm 16/17 T: 
the lig cop (m 16) is linked to lig m 17 in Sq. - m 18 Can: instead .of last 
Sb, Sq has e 1 f' ( 2 Mi). - mm 20/21 T: the 2 notes are notae simpllGes' ih Fl. -
m 23 Can: Sq has, after the 1st group of 4, ~· f' £' ~' (4 Mi). - m 25 Can: 
2nd note is c 11 -sharp in Sq; this would require f 1 -sharp in Fl. - m 27 T: 
lig omitted by Wolf. - m 30 Can: after the f;i.nai .group of 4, Sq has g_ 1 f.':£' 

:~I (4 Mi). 

Editions: Ellinwood, 'VJFL, 67-68 (also with text of Strii and STRIII but with 
erroneous division of lines inPi-l,Pi-2 of Striii); Wolf, Squar, 250. 

4~ Non creder, donna B, 2 v 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 2': ·1H.F."; text in both v; atenor 11

• 
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2. P, ff 4 1 ( T), 5 (Can): f 4 1 (margin): ;'Frances eo degli orghany·'; text in 
both v. 

3. Sq, f 136': text in both v. 

Text:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl, after Tin Sq, after Can without inc 
Rip in P. Poem by F. Sacchetti (ea. 1370); Sacchetti, Rime, 136f ( 11Intonata 
Franciscus de Organis -- sonum dedit. 11 ); Carducci, Cantilene, 245f. Lauda: 
Alvisi, Canzonette, 103. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol min; signature of tp imp at beginning of both v in P Sq, of 
T only in Fl. Change to tp perf in m 7, with signature of tp perf as before; 
P, however, has tp perf sign in m 12 (CanT). The unit of the measure is Br, 
not L; original rhythm probably quaternaria. No mod. Wolf erroneously takes mod 
imp for mm 1-6, mod perf for mm 7-35, with wrongly placed cadences the result. -
Reduction: Sb -quarter. 

Notes: mm 5/6 Can: a £ notae simplices in P. - m 8 Can: last 2 notes are e f 
in Sq. - rmn 9/10 T:-last note m 9, 1st note m 10 lig cop in P; 1st 2 notes Iig 
cop in Sq. - m 11 Can T: since P reads mm 7-11 still in tp imp (probably the 
shift from tp imp to perf in the midst of the verse appeared unjustified to 
the scribe), m 11 has the notes as Br followed by pasbr; the tp imp for mm 7-11 
is not really an error, it is rather a different rhytlmdc version; also the 
different lig in mm 9/10 seem to be an indication of P 1s consistency; in m 12 P 
has the signature for tp perf and even pp after the 2nd note in T. -m 13 T: 
in Sq 2nd and Jrd notes are lig cop. - m 15 Can: 2nd note d in Sq; the text is 
"tu non tu," but Sq cancels that 1st 11tu." - m 17 T: 1st 2 notes lig cop in P 
Sq. -m 20 Can: Sq P have b (Br imp) . .; 1 (Sb). -m 21 T: Wolf fails to notice the 
alteration in tp perf, is consequently short of notes and unnecessarily must 
add (in m 26) 2 notes as emendation; all Br and Sb are wrongly placed up to 
m 27. -m 25 Can: notes 1, 2 lig in P Sq. -m 28 T: no lig cop in Fl; P Sq 
preferable. -m 30 T: no lig cop in Sq; Fl P preferable. -m 30 T: no lig 
cop in Sq; Fl P preferable. - m 32 T: 2nd note C in Sq but Wolf has d. - mm 
33/34 T: ~ (m 33) ~ (m 34) and~~ (m 34) lig cop in Sq. -

Editions: Li Gotti-Pirrotta, Sacchetti, 93f (No IX); Ellinwood, WFL, 126-127; 
\.Volf, Squar, 232. 

5. Per servar umilta B, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, f 3: "H.F. 11 ; text in both v; ; 'tenor'~ 
2. P, ff 88' (T begins on lowest staff), 89 (Can T completed: f 89 (margin): 

"Francis ·'; "Tenor"; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 168 ' : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Fl, after Can in Sq P (but in P no inc Rip). 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. Notation French 
Reduction: Br :::quarter. 
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Notes: mm 2/3 T: the 4 notes are combined into ·a quaternaria in Sq P; Fl has 
before f (m 3) sharp sign which if correct might call for £-natural in Can. -
m 8 T: d is linked to the preceding lig in Fl; Sq P have nota simplex which, 
on account of the text is preferable. - m 9 Can: Sq P have natural sign. - m 
13 Can: notes 5 6 (a)' are 1 Sb (a) in Sq. -m 14 Can: the natural sign before£ 
is only in Sq. :m 1) T: lig in Sq. -m 16 T: b-flat sign in Sq Fl, not in P. -
m 21 T: b-flat in Sq P not in Fl. - mm 24/25:-the 4 notes are combined into a 
qua.ternaria in Sq. - ~ 26 Can T: Sq has L and pabr; P has Br and pali in Can, 
Br and pabr in T. -m 28 T: b-flat in all mss. - m 29 Can: 2nd note has £~ 
natural only in Sq. - mm 30-32 T: the six notes are combined into a senar1a in 
P. -mm 33/34 T: the notes are combined into a quaternaria in Fl; P Sq have the 
last note as nota simplex, which is correct. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 140-141; Wolf, Squar, 309. 

6. Donna, l'animo tuo B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 2' (Can, on 3 lowest staves), 3 (T, on lowest 2 staves): one of the 

· later entries hence no special signature of composer although ff 2', 3 top ' , , 

have "M.F. ''; text iri. both v; "tenor". 
2. Sq, f 151': text in both; v. . . · 
(3. PadA IJ-472}, No 9: only t ext ofPi-2 Vol withinc Rip preserved, no music.) 

Text: Being a later entry in Fl, text of h;;.2 Vol inc Rip written across · ff 2', 
T'"beiow· lowest staves· in Sq Fi-2 is laid tinder Can, Vol inc Rip follow Can. ' ' " . PadA has in Vol 11el viso bel" instead of ''el volto bel." - Cf. Carducc1, 

·. Cantilene, 125f. 

Rhythm: Hod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. - Reduction}. Br= 
quarter. 

Notes: mm i/2 T: Sq has ternaria. -m 3 Can: f'-sharp only in Sq. -mm 6-8 T: 
Sq has quaternaria and nota simplex (~) in m B"; Fl has ~.(m 6) nota simplex 
folloV<red by quaternaria; on account of the syllables Sq 1s preferable. - ~ 8 
CanT: Fl has Land pabr in both v; Sq has in Can~ (Br) ~ (Sb) and pasb, 1n 
T L without pabr; the pabr in Fl is obviously not a rest but indicates the end 
of the verse.- m 9 Can: c'-sharp not ih Sq. -m 18 Can: 4th note~', not~~ 
(V.lolf). - mm 18-20 T: last 2 notes m 18, 1st note m 19 combined into ternaria, 
last 2 notes m 19, 2 notes m 20 combined to quaternaria in Sq. - m 19 Can: Sq 
twice has the group of 2 Mi and Sb. -m 25 T: ~'-sharp only in Fl. -m 26 Can: 
f'-sharp only in Sq. -m 28 Can T: Fl has in both v Br and pabr, Sq L and pabr; 
pabr is pausa in Fl, indication of verse ending in Sq. -m 29 Can: £'-sharp only 
in Sq· the text in Sq reads 11 che ssie" in bothv.-m.31 CanT: ''di 11 (Pi2) 
omitt~d in Fl. - mm 33-35 T: from d m 33 to a m 35 quinaria in Fl; Sq has 
instead quaternaria and nota simplex, which Is preferable. 

Editions: Ellirrwood, WFL, 79f; Wolf, Squar, 269. Text: Carducci, Cantilene, 
119. 
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7. D1amor mi biasmo B, 2 V 

i : 

Sources: 
l. Fl, f 3 1 : 11M.F. 11 ; text in ,both v; "tenorll. 

· 2. P, ff 94 1 (Can), 95 (T): anon; text in both v. 
_.3. ~ Sq, f 145 1 : text in both v. 

Text:Pi-2Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl P (but without inc Rip); in Sq Pi-2 
laid under T, ·vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf probably the original rhythm. 
Notation French. Characteristic interference between tp perf prol min and tp 
imp prol ma. Wolf erroneously transcribes in mod imp. - Reduction: Sb =quarter. 

Notes: The mss have (in T) b-flat, e-flat signature or e-flat written in for 
the notes involved. Fl has-at the beginning of Pi flat-sign in the spatium of 
£, sharp sign in the spatium of d 1 • The lst syllable 11d 1 a 11 is repeated in all 
mss. -m 3 Can: instead of 2 Mi tb) 1 Sb in P. --m 4 T: no lig in Sq P. -m 5 
T: Sq P have K ~ (Sb Mi) e e (Sb Mi). -m 7: the grouping by 3 is very 
distinct; Sq has a strange bar-line through the whole staff after the last 
note; Fl has 11 chese, 11 Sq P "chesse. " - mm 7-12 T: Wolf r s transcription 
complet~ly 1ITong; in · m 7 the 2 Sb are perf; Wolf fails to read the 3 following 
Br (lig) as perf, consequently harmonies are incorrect; Wolf adds at the end 
of the phrase pabr. - mm 8.:.10 T: all 3 notes combined into ternaria in Sq P. 
- m 12 Can T: Br is followed by pabr; we take the sign as indication of the 
verse ending. -m 14 T: no lig in Sq P. -m 15 T: no lig in Sq. -m 17 Can: 
Sq omits 4th note. -m 19 Can: Sq P here f 1 d' c 1 • -mm 20/21 Can: the notes are 
the same in all mss, but Fl has a different rhythm: Sb Mi, triplet Mi, triplet 
Mi, triplet Mi; since we assume that the groups of triplet and Mi were 
probably performed as the notation of Sq P indicates, we gave Sq P preference. -
mm- 23/23 T notes combined into ternaria in Sq. - mm 24/25 Can: last note 
m 24, lst note m 25 combined into binaria in Sq. - m 25 T: in Sq here flat sign 
for a, in P the flat sign is directly before a m 27. -mm 27/28 Can: Fl here 
has again groups of triplet and Mi. - m 28 Can: in P sharp sign directly under 

.£(5th note); T: 2 notes combined into binaria in P. -mm 31-35 T: in P and Sq 
_ T reads: f f (Sb Br), £ f ~ (3 Sb), £ £ (Br Sb), £ f ~ (3 Sb), £ (Br). -mm 

33ff Can 'If:. Fl has "felicitade;" "fedeltade" (Sq P) however preserves the 
correct number of syllables for the verse. - mm 36/37 T; all 3 notes lig in Sq. 
m 38 T: 1st 2 notes lig in P~ -mm 39-42 T: in Sq P 2 ternariae. -mm 41-43 
Can: last note m 41, 1st note m 42 binaria in Sq; also last note of m 42 and 
1st note of m 43. -m 46 CanT: P has "de 11 instead of 11te;" Br is followed by 
pabr; we take the sign to indicate the verse ending. - m 48 Can; no sharp sign 
in Sq P; however, P ·has sharp sign in m 49. -mm 49/50 T: Sq has d d (Sb Mi) 
d {Sbp), P has d d (2 Sb), and in m 50 Sq P have c c (Br Sb). -m-53 Can: no 

_sharp sign in Sq.-- mm 54/55 T: £ £ £ ternaria in-Sq P. - m 57 T: Br is perf, not 
i~ (Wolf). - m 58 T: Sq P have f ~ ~ (3 Sb). -m 63 can: no indication of 

. tnplet in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood~ WF1; SB-59; T!lolf~ Squar $ 253. 
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8. 11antica fiamma B, . 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl' f 4: .11 I antic ha fiamma:'L:; 11H .F ;n; text in both v; 11tenor "· 
2. Sq, f 155'': 111 1antica fiatnmai'; text in both v 

Text:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Fl after T;Pi-2 in Sq laid und~r T, Vol inc Rip atter 
~ .. 

Rhythm: Mod perf', with duoden~i~ probably the older form. Wolf's transcription 
incorrectly in mod imp, with .rests omitted to adjust the rhythm to mod imp. - .· 
Reduction: · Er -= quarter. . . ' 
Notes: ~1 3 Can T: Fl "cha, 11 Sq ne a." - m 4 T: 2nd 3rd notes binaria in Sq. -
m 5 CanT: Sq pas 11 dolce ]Jel disio to maintain 11 syllables for the _verse 
nfiarnma e'ln must be contracted in Sq;_ T hasno lig in Sq. -m 7 T: 3rd 4th 
notes lig in Sq. - m 8 Can T: Br is followed by pabr; omitted by Wolf. -nun . 
8/9 T: Sq combines the 4 notes . into quaternaria. - m 10 T: lst. 2 notes also lig 
in Sq and .iRstead of last Br (£) 2 $b (~). -mm 13/14 T: last 2 notes m 13,lst 
note m'l4 ternaria in Sq. --pun 14/15 T: last 2 notes m 14 and note IJl 15 
ternaria in Flf Sq is pre-ferable. - -m 17 T: 2nd 3rd notes binaria in Sq ..... m 20 
Can: in Sq 1st note Br- followed by pabr;. T: no lig in Sq. -m 21 T: instead of 
a 2 Sb Sq has a Br. - mm 22-24 T: last 2 notes m 22 up to 1st notE} m 24 · ·· 
combin~d into . senaria in .Sq • . - m. 24 Can: instead of 1st lig Sq has g, I -~ £I 
2 Jlli Sb. - m 25 Can T: Fl has Br and pabr in both v_-; Sq 1 and _pali; . the 
measure must have Li and pabr; Wolf omitted the rest and changed 1 to Br; . 
In Fl 3rd note Br without pasb. - m 28 T: 2nd 3rd notes binaria, 4th 5th notes 
binaria in Sq. -mm 30/31 Can: last 2 notes m 303, 1st note m 31 ternaria 
in Sq. - mm 31/32 T: all notes quinaria in Fl; Sq is preferable. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 112-113; Wolf, Squar, 278. 

9. Non per failir· B, 2 V 

SoUrces: 
L Fl, f 4 1 : "M.F'' ;. text in both v; 11 tenor''-
2. P, ff 95' (Can), 96 (T): 11Franciscus .; ; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 168: text in both ~ 

Text: StriPi-2 Vol, Strii, inc Rip after Can in Fl; Stri Pi-2 Vol after Can 
~inc Rip in Sq, after T without inc Rip in P. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original form.·- Reduction: Br= 
quarter • 

Notes: m 5 Can: after 1st Br, in Sq P pasb and ~ (Sb). -m 7 .Can:. Sq has "pia" 
and repeats "a" for the note in m 8. - m 8 Can T: Fl has 1 al}-d pali, ~q Br and 
pabr, p Br and pall ~ tha 11paus2.n 9-ctually represents the ending of th<:: verse, 
and 1 is the value of the note; either 1 without pausa;l er Br and pabr must be 
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read. - m 9 T: b-flat in all mss. - m 10 Can: b-flat before 1st note in P, 
before 3rd note-in Sq; Fl has b-flat before 1st note of m 11, and maintains the 
flat signature in the staff for the rest of the piece. - m 13 Can: Sq P have 
f-sharp sign; T: after 1st Br in Sq, £ Sb and pasb. - mm 15- 17 T: Fl has 
quinaria; Sq P preferable on account of the text; P has "came" instead ef 
"Chame." ... m 18 T: Sq has b-flat before 1st note, P before last. -m 19 CanT: 
Sq has ''fugha," P ''fughe:r in Can and 11fugga'' in T.-m20 CanT: Sq P have itm-;u;~' 
P ·has in T before 1st note b-flat sign. -m 21 Can: last 2 notes are ~~ £' ~ 
Sq P. - m 23 Can: P has before .5th note b-flat sign which remains signature 
in the staff; T: last 2 notes combined with 1st note of m 24 into ternaria in 
Sq P. -m 24 Can: in 2nd half of m Sq P have £' £ £ ~ (4 Mi). ~m 26 ?an: . 
instead of pa, Sq P have pasb; T: Sq P have at the beginning £-flat s~gn wh~ch 
Fl places in m 27. - m 28 Can T: Sq P have "gH. senti" instead of "sent:l- gia" -
m 29 T: P has before the 1st and after the last notes b-flat signs. -m 31 Can: 
P Sq have I?a instead of pam. - m 33 Can T: Fl has L and pali, P Br and pali 
(irregular) Sq Brand pabr; cf m 8. -m 34 Can: lig (preferable) only in Sq. -
m 35 Can: ~stead of lst Sb, Sq has b a (2 Mi). -m 36 Can: lig not in Sq P; 
Fl is preferable; T; instead of ~ Br-; P Sq have ~ £ 2 Sb. - ~ 38 Can: Sq P have 
~' f' e' (triplet) d' e 1 (2 Mi); instead of 1st group of 4 Mi, Sq P have~' !' 
et d' e1 (triplet, 2 Mi). - m'41 Can: last note ~ 1 in Fl; Sq Pare pre~erable. -
iTirn '41.:.42 T: last 2 notes m 41, note m 42 ternaria in Sq P. - m 42 Can: J.IlStead 
of pa, P Sq have pam. - m 43 Can: Wolf has £'-sharp not in mss. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 128-129 (with text of Strii); Wolf, Squar, 306-307. 

10. Poi che da te B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 5: "M.F • 11 ; text in both v; "tenor". 
2. Lo f 37: anon; text in both v; 11Poche datte". 
3. Sq, f 142': ·text in both v;"Poyche". 
4. R, ff 9' (T, on lowest staff), 10 (Can, and T completed): anon; text in 

both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl, after T in Lo; in Sq Pi-2 laid under Can, 
Vol inc Rip after Can; in R Pi.-2 Vol laid under T (no inc Rip). 

Rhythm: The rhythmic organization, not recognized by Wolf and Ellinwood, is of 
particular interest. Both of their transcriptions are based on mod imp (4/4 and 
4/2 respectively). Actually mod is perf, clearly indicated by the notation of 
the T in L-Br groups, and by the distribution of rhythmic accents in accordance 
with groups of 3 Br. An interesting interpretation is presented in R where 
Italian notation is used (in Fl Lo Sq, French notation); the divisional groups 
are marked as quaternariae; if mod would be imp, the groups should indicate 
the octonaria· this however is not the case. The perfect mod groups 
establish the duodenari~. The punctus of L in T at the beginning of Pi is 
pp not pa. Fl has in Can m 7: Br pasb pd 6 Mi. The pd at this point makes n~ 
sense whatever if mod imp is assumed for the composition as a whole. - Reduct~on: 
Br - quarter. 
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Notes : m l Can: instead of triplet, Sq has 2 Smi and Mi; last note has ! '--sharp 
sigil: m Sq; R piaee3 pd ,('l~ter triplet and ~er last no~e. - m 2 Can:. R writes 
lst 'note (here as ' W'ell as at all co,rresponding places) w..tthout pa; pd ~s placed 

. after · 2nd note ; T :- R has fr ( Bf), g ·;r ( 2 S.l?, lig . cop ) ~ ( Br) •. - m 3 Can T: s,q Lo 
have ntte," Fl 11 tte" only in T; It :i!l both v 1 11 t 11 -m 4 Can: Lo has ''chon;' R 
writes · pasb as 2 pam ·(here and · a.J.rn.ost always); . T: Lo places pd after last 
note:-m5 T: ·Lo· ·oinits pasb. -m 6 Can: 3rd note Sb (without pam) in R Lo; 
last group of 4, c' b b a in Lo R Sq; T: R has £ (Br) ££ (2 Sb, lig cop). -
m 7 Can: no pasb in to-; instead!?_ (Sb); repet.ition .of letter 11 i 11 in :~.?;_,T: 
3rd note f, note ,g, (Wolf); lig begins with~ in Lo. -m 9 CanT: notes ~n all 
mss L, the ''pausa'' pali in T pabr in Can (Fl), pall in Can T (Sq), pabr in caz; 
T (Lo); ' finis punctorum in R.indicates ending of verse~ - . m 10 Can: £' ~harp.~ 
Fl Sq. - m 11 Can T: "so" instead of 11 scio" in R; "cuor" ~n Can, "-gor" m T. m 
R; T: 2nd note ~ (Sb), 3rd note £ (Sb) in Sq; notes 2, 3 a g, not ·:g_ f. (Wolf) ~ 
m 14 Can: last 2 notes are (in all mss) f' e', not~· f.' (~olf); T: last note 
included in lig in Sq. - m 16 T: note included in preceding lig in Fl; nota 
simplex preferable. - m 17 Can: inste~d of last group of 4, , R. h-?-5 ~' (Mi) s! 1 

(Sb) c' (Mi)· Sq has e' d' e' c' (4 Mi). - :w. 18 Can: _instead of . ··1st group of 
4 Ni, ... R has ~gain Mi S'b Mi.; -the same at end of mm 20, 22, and. last group of 4 Mi 
in m 29 but not last group in m 29; T: Sq has~ Li, preferable (text) to the 
other version of 2 Br. - m 19 T: no lig in R •. - m 20 . Can: 6th note is £, 
not c' (Wolf). - :mni. 20/2l ' T: last 2 notes m 20, 1st note m 21 terz:.aria in 
R· Lo""'has nalgunnarr and repetition of "u." - m 21 T: notes 2-4 2 M~ 1 Sb, not 
Sb 2 Mi (Wolf). -m 22 Can: 3rd no~ omitted in Lo. -m 23 CanT: no pausa but 
indication of verse endfng; notes are L in Can T (Fl), Br in Can and L in T 
(Sq R) : ;L in ccm .. and :Eir ~in: T ' (Lo); "pausa" ·is pali in Fl, pabr in Sq Lo, finis 
puncto::.um in R. - m 24 Can T: "vol" in R, 11 vuol" Can and 11vol" T in Lo. - m 
25 Can T: "cusill Can and "cussi" T in R, "chosi 11 in Lo. -mm 27ff CanT: Lo __ .. 
repeats "o" for the melisma.- m 28 Can: instea.doflst Br,. 2 Sb (£')in &i; ·· 
T:mo lig inRLo. · 

: p . 

Editions: Ellinwood '· WFL, i47 -148; Wolf, Squar·, 246. 

11~ P~r allegre~¥a · B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 
2. Lo, f 
3. Sq, f 

51 : "M.F."; text in both v; 11 tenor". 
7: ·anon; text in Can only; "Tenor peralegre\!~a del parlar". 
1.59: text in both v. 

Text:Pi.-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl Lo (Lo without inc Rip);· iri·sq Pi..;;2-
laid under Can, with Vol inc Rip after Can. - Lauda. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probp.bly the older form. - Reduction: Br = 
quarter. 

Notes: m.3 Can: below 2nd note (f-') is sharp sign in Lo; T: last note sharp 
s~gn in Lo; in Fl lig extends to Ist note m 4. - m 4 Can T: notes in Fl and L~ -
m .5 Can: Lo has sharp sign before lst note. -m 7 Can: in Fl ~' Br, pasb, ~· · 
Sb; versions of Sq Lo probably preferable, although separation of syllables by 
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rests is nothing unusual; sharp sign before f.' in _Bq La, not in Fl. ,- m 9 
Can: 6th note g,' in Fl; sharp sign for f.' in Sq, p~obably_ mearit to carry over 
to m 10. -mm 10/11 Can T: Sq Lo have 11addar• 1' "'m 13 T: last lig cop cbnnected 
with finalis in Fl. - m 17 Can: 2nd lig cop not iri u.·\ • m 19 can: Lo has 
sharp sign before 1st note; Lo has "Chu" instead of 11 CU~o" w. m 21 Can: orily Lo 
has sharp sign before 2nd note; last lig cop connect.ed With finalis in Fl 
(but not in T). 

Editions: Ellinwood, WEL, 136f; Wolf, Squar, 286f. 

12. La bionda trecca 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 6: 11M.F. ,~ ; text in both v; "tenor"· 
2. FC (D 1175), No 1: ' 'M~. f. deorghanis";text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 126 1 : text in both v. · 

Text:· Stri Pi-2 Vol and Strii after Can in Fl, Pi.;_2 Vol of Stri only, after Can 
m-Ye, after T in Sq. No inc Rip in any of the mss. 

Rhyi;:hm: - Tp perf prol mi~, with senaria perf probabfY ~he original fo~; 
occasional shifts to tp imp prol ma. Wolf's transc~pt1on erroneously~ mod 
imp. - Reduction: Sb ~ quarter. 

Notes: Despite statements to the contrary, FC can safely be rea~. -mm lff: 
in FC 11E solgliaffecti di mie malmagiorj, 11 11vedi amore.'' - m 3 Can: Sq FC have 
d' (Sb) pasb d 1 (Sb). - m 4 Ccm: Sharp sign only in Sq; - ''cholore" in FC. - m 
'8' Can:· Sq has -c 1 b a (Mi Sb Mi). - m 9 Can: c 1 -sha.rp only' in Sq. - m 10 T: 
last note d in -sq:- ::m ll T: 2nd note g, in sq. ni 12: ''chore" in FC. - mm 12/13 
T-: last note m 12, 2 notes m 13 combined into ternaria ( Sb Sb Br). - m 13 T: f. 
e (Sb Br) in FC. -mm 15f: "Che cume" in FC. -m 16 Can: Sq has ~~ ~ 1 g,' f' (Br 
Hi Sb Mi). -mm 17ff; in FC "a chui 1 1ombra," "pen le vaghi fiori." -m 1-~--Can: 
Sq has f' e' d' (Mi Sb Mi). -m 20 T: Sq has Br pasb. -m 24 Can: in FC the 
6 Mi are grouped 2 plus 4. - m 29 T: lig only in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 107f (with Strii); Wolf, Squar, 209. 

lJ. Sia maladetta B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 6•: •M.F~'; text in both v; "tenor". 
2. P, ff 67' (Can), 68 (T): "Francesco"; "Sie maladetta"; text in both v 
J. Sq, f 170 r : 11Sie maladet ta 11 ; text in both v. 
4. R, f 28: anon; 11 Sia malledeta"; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl R, after T in P Sq (but in P without inc 
RiP). 
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-Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf the original rhythm. The notation 
is French in Fl P Sq, Italian in R with div senaria perf (but no indication of 
divisio). - Wolf erroneously transcribes in mod imp, with wrongly placed cadences 
resulting. - Reduction: Sb • quarter. 

Notes: m 1 Can T: R has c 1 (Sb) c' d 1 (2 Mi) c 1 (Sb) in Ca.n, and c' (Sb) e' 
h' (2 Mi) a (Sb) in T; Sq-P have iiSie;" R has iimalledetta11 and 11maledeta 11 .--m 2 T: lst-2 notes lig in Sq P; no lig in R (neither here nor m 3). -m 4 Can T: 
Sq R ha.ve 11 l'ora '1;" Can: R has ~' (Sb) ~' (Mi) £1 (5b) c' (Mi). -m 5: 11leta11 

in R. -m 6 T: lig in R but none :i,.n m 7. -m 8: Br isfollowed by pabr mm 8, 14; 
31 to indicate the end of verses; the pabr have not been transcribed as rests. 
'mm 9ff: ' R' has "sotto 'l ·cioc.o;;'·' 11da me grave." . .;. m 11 Can: last note bin Fl, ~ 
in Sq, a in R P. ·-mm 11/12 T: last note f. in 11, 1st note i m 12 in ail mss, 
not.~ _£-(Wolf) ... m 12 Cat;: Sq. ha~ f. & (2 Mi) -~ £ .. (lig ~op); T: R has ~g. - m 
13 Can: l~st -2 notes d 1 b {2_ Mi) J.n P; T: no lJ.g ;m R.. :.- m 16 Can: no lig in R. 
- mm'l9/20'1': no lig In Ir;-sq P have "virtute honore~ti- m 22 T: Sb B:i:' inP · 
Sq :R. - m 25 T: lig in R ... ,n1 29 Can: Sq clearly groups the 6 Mi by 3, as 
though the div were senar:t~a imp; the ·notes -ar~ f.' ~ 1 d' e ' ~' £ 1 in Sq; P R. F1 
(~o also in m 33);-B. has 11rriia le fe ," Sq "rnie,'' Fl 11mio ta fe." .. mm 34/35: R has 

. 11lacrim'e suspir." ~ .;._-m· 35 T: P R Sq have c (Sb) pasb f. (Sb). -m 36 Can: P R Sq 
have Sb pasb Sb; T} .no lig in R. - m 37: Instead of last 2 notes R has ~· d 1 .2.' 
(triplet). - min 38/.39 T: R has lig; none for ·tmn 39/40. -m 39 Can: R has So 
Sba. -m 42 Can: Sq: has b (Sb) pam d' c' b (triplet) a (Mi). 

,· . - - - - -
Editions! Ellinw6od; WFL, l59f; Wolf, Squar, 314. Text: Levi, Li:rioa, 257; 
TommasO:Casirii i :·studi di poesia anti ea, CittA di Castello, 1914, 197 _. 

14. Gli occhi 1 eh~ in prima, 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 7: 11M.F. 11 ; text in both v ; 11 tenor..'~ 
2. P, ff 68 1 ( T), 69 (Can) : 11Francis 11 (margin f 69 ) ; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 148 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Stri Pi- 2 Vol, Strii, inc Rip after Can in Fl; Stri Pi-2 Vol (no inc Rip) 
after Can in P; Pi- 2 laid under Can, Vol inc Rip ( Stri only) after Can in Sq. 
Poem attributed to Landini by Trl.lcchi, Poesie, II, 1,57. 

RhfYhm: Mod perf, with dl.lodenaria probabl;y the original form; cadences~ ~rse 
endings, groups of 12 Mi point to duodenar1a (mod p~rf). Wolf's transc~pt1on 
erroneously based on mod imp. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: Sq has b-flat signature in Can T, P in Can~d for Pi also in T; Fl 
has b-flat only-once, at the beginning of Pi. - m 1: Vol beings with 11Sempre" 
in Fl, with "onde" in Sq, with 11dunde 11 in P. -m 2 T: U,.stead of 2nd note Br, 
Sq has Sb pasb. - m 3 Can: it is interesting to see that in Sq P the 12 Hi are 
written in 2 groups 6 and 6, obviously on account of the underlaying of the 
text; in Fl there are 3 groups of 4 Mi; T: 2nd 3rd notes lig cop in Sq. - m 4 
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Can: instead of 2nd rtote Br, in Sq Sb pasb, ~ rn 6 Can: 4th note has n~ pa 
either in Sq or P; ~· (Mi) repeated. · - m 8_: Sq P have ''con;" Can~ P has bel~w 
the 1st note sharp sign· on £' line,·- mm 10/ll T: last ' notes m 10, lst note 
m ll lig in .Sq; notes 2, 3 lig in ·p,- ·noteis 3, 4 lig in Sq •• mm ~/JJ T: ·· here, 
as so often, Fl _ combines the finalis ·with the preeeding 2 notes as lig; . 
versions in Sq P are preferable. · - m 14: Sq has 11vana, ,, . P has ••vagha•'" Can: 
before the last group of 4 Mi P ha.S. £ ''-sharp sign, .. mm 16/17: P has' n eghato.-" .., 
m 19: after 3rd note P has £ 1 -sharp sign; P has "vagha," 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 98f (with Stri StJ.-I:i:, after Fl); Wolf, Squar, 261 
(with text of Stri Vo1). Text: Trucchi, Poesie, II, 157 (with attribution of 
poem to Landini). 

15. Donna, se 11 cor B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 7 1 : 11M.F. 11 ; text in both v; •1tenor11 • 

2. Sq, f 153': text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after T, in Fl with, in Sq without, inc Rip. Poem attributed to 
Landini by Trucchi, Poesie, II, 156f. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the older form, .. Reduction: Br. 
quarter. 

Notes: m 2 Can: £-flat sign (before the triplet) in Fl Sq; "camor" in Fl, 
"chamor 1

' in Sq. · - m 4 T: f-sharp only in Sq. - m 9 Can: b·f1at sign only in 
Fl. -m 11 T: f.-sharp sign only in Sq. - rmn 11/12 Can: after 2nd note Sq inserts 
pasb and omits last note (b) of m 12. - 13 Can: Sq has (beginning of staff) 
b-flat signature. -mm 15/16: Fl scribe has an error in text of Vol but 
COrrects the error by writing 11mor 11 . ( 11m I innamoras Si 11) above the . text l.:ine 0 - mm 
17/18: Sq has 11 llabbia 11 (

11l 1abbia 11 ), and (Vol) 11 d 1 a1to stato," -mm 18/19: 
notes · ~ f. g ~ lig in Sq. -m 23 Can: Fl seems to have sharp sign before~'; 
if so, it must refer to last f.'; £'-sharp sign only in Sq; 11gentile'ifia 11 in Sq; 
''vage~a" in Fl. - nun 24/25 Can: last note m 24, 1st note m 25 lig cop in Sq ... mm 
25/26 T: all 3 notes combined into lig in Fl. - m 27 Can: f'·sharp only in Sq •• 
nun 30/31 T: ~ £ ~ £ lig in Sq. - rmn 32/33 T: all 3 notes llg in Fl. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 80f; Wolf, Squar, 274. Text: Trucchi, Poesie, 11, 
156f (with attribution of poem to Landini). 

16. S'i' ti son stato B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f e: iiM.F. 11 ; text in both V ; 1tenor 11 • 

2. P, ff 89' (Can), 90 (T): anon; text in both v. 

.. · ~ -
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3. Sq, f 142': text in both v. 
4. R, ff 48' (T), 49 (Can): anon; text in both V· 
5. Pad.A ( 684), No 18: ill). on; text ,i,n both v: 11Si te ( ti) so sta to". 
6. Man, f 19'6', No 71: i1di franciesco deglorgani "; text in both v. 

T.e:x:t.: Pi,..,2 ,Vol inq Rip after T in Fl Man Pad (but latter without inc Rep); _~~fte~ 
Ganin P Sq R. - Lauda. ··· · 

Rhyt~: Mod perf, with duodenarta prob9-bly the original rhythm: - Reduction: . 
Br =quarter. · -· 

Notes: m 1 Can: pasb instead :qfpa in Man; T: R has lig cop fo~ notes 4, 5. -
m 2 Can: in Pad ~' ( Sb) pasb _g_ t ( Sq); Can T: Fl has 11 so 11 in T, 11son 11 in Can;. 
Sq has "son;" R P have "so;" R Paq. have 11 cerchando. 11 - m 3 Can; 1st note Br l.1l 

R, but no pasb; pasb is written as2 pam in Sq; T: lst note Sb in P, followed 
by pasb; R has umondo 11 instead of "modo. " - m 4 Can: instead of 2 Mi g' , 1 
Sb in Man ... m5 T: 1st note has pa in Sq P; lig in Sq includes .3rd rtote. - m 6 
Can T: notae and pausae differ; Fl has L and pali, Sq has 1 and pabr (Can), 
pali ( T), R has Br and pabr, P has Br and. pali (Can), L and pabr (T), Man has · 
1 and palp; the differences indicate 2 possibilities: either Lp without pausa, 
but indication of verse ending above the staff, or Li with pabr; ·we have chosen 
the latter; ·the indication of verse ending (no p·ausa), characteristic for Pad, is 
also in m 20; T: 1st note has pa in Pad. -m 7 Can: pasb instead of pa in Man. 
- rmn 7ff: "per farte ben pietosa de mercede 11 in Pad. ~ m 8: R has 11pietossa11 ; 

Sq RP have "volgia;" 11 non volgia" in Pad - ·m 9: R has 11tue," Can: Sq has 1st 
note as Sb, followed by pasb; Man has ~i Sb, pasb, £' Sb, f' Sb. -m 10 Can: 
R has c' with pa; no pam; T: R omits pasb, begins the lig cop with c' g and 
has a b c ' b a (all Br) included in lig. - m 12 T :. 1st note included in . 
preceding llg -in Pad Man; a Br is linked to preceding lig in Sq. - m 13 ·Can: 
last note f'-sharp in Han;-T: 1st 2 notes lig cop in Sq P. - R has "crudelle." 
- m 17: Sq -has 11bella et 11 (Can), "belle 11 ( T); P superfluo1,1sly has "be le et. 11 

- rmn 18ff: "vacha, 11 11 chal seruirte 11 in Man . - m 19 Can: · notes 2, 3 lig in Man; 
last 2 notes d 1 c' in Sq. - m 20 Can: L palp in Man; T: L linked to preceding 
lig cop in Fl; with regard to L and pausae see note tq m. 6 .. - Sq has 11vagha." -
m 21: P has 111Q11 - m 22 Can: f 1 -sharp only in R; with the exception of Fl all 
other mss have •>servir 11 instead of "seguir ; 11 11servir te 11 in Pad; R has 11mia 11 • · 

m 23: Sq has 11 lungha, '' R 11 longa; " Can: instead of last group of 4 Mi, Sq 
has Mi (c') Sb (b) Mi (a).- m 24: only Fl has pp -for the_. L, RP add no punctus; 

· Sq has Li and Sb-(g' in -Ca,n, .!::, in T) followed by pasb; ~'-sharp ~ign only i:r;. 
Sq P. -mm 24-26 T: P has b a (24/25) ligand gab c' (25/26) lig; Sq combl.lles 
notes of 25/26 into lig; R-has m 25 and 1st note-m-2b ternaria, the remaining 
notes of m 26 binaria; quinaria (25/26) in Man Pad; R has 11nuova." -m 26 Can: 
instead of last group of 4 Mi, f.' ~' £' ~~ £' (triplet, 2 Mi) in Man. 

Editions: Elllnwood, WFL, 16lf; Wolf, Squar, 246£. 

17. Or' e ttal 1 1alma B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 7' (T), 8 (Can): anon, but both pages have 11M.F. 11 (top); apparently 
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la~er entry although registered in original list of contents; text in 
both v; "tenor"• 

2. P, · f 10~ 1 : "0rectallalma11 ; 11F,Ii ; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 141: text in both v. 

Text:Pi-2 Vol after Can in Fl (with inc Rip) and Sq (without inc Rip), after T 
iriP (no inc Rip ) • 

. - , · 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm ... Reduction: Bre 
quarter. 

Notes: m 1: R has itct" instead of 11 tt.' 1 • -m 2: Sq has 11partirsn instead of 
.· "~artirsii' - m 3 Can: P has f. 1 ~' ~ 1 ~ 1 f. 1 g, 1 ~ 1 £. 1 · (8 Mi); T: Fl extends the 

· lig to :.£ ,Qf .m 4. - m 5: Fl has "chaste," ·p "costei, 11 Sq 11 costen and "costei ;•• ·-
p Sq have ''spirito mie 11

; Can: f '-sharp oill.y in P. - mm 8-10 T: last note m 8 · 
1st note m 9 not lig in P; last note m 9, 1st 2 notes ternaria in Sq P. -m lO 
Can: ~ has ~~. (JVIi) !' ~ 1 (2 Smi) ~' ~' (2 Mi). -mm 11/12: Sq P have "vegio'' 
and 11 ln ver di;" Fl erroneously has 11spirando 11 instead of "sospirando;" only 
P has 11 SOspirando in. 11 -mm 12/13 T: last note Sb followed by pasb (m 13) in 
Sq • P. - mm 15/16: Fl has "disia; " it must be 11 disio 11 because of the rhyme. -
m 17: Sq has. "Quando 11 instead of 11Perche 11 (Fl P). - mm 20-24: Sq p have "cannou; 
Sq has "trafltto el;" Fl erroneously has 11pertso 11 instead of npensoso." -m 22 · 
Can: :P ha~!' (Sb! E.'!'. (2 Smi) ~' (Mil); Sq has f' (Sb) E.' f8 e• (triplet)-
m 24 Can: ~' !' lig cop 1n Sq P: T: last note e' in P. -mm 24/2~ T: last note 
m 24, 1st notem 25 lig cop in Sq. - " 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 132f; Wolf, Squar, 242f. 

18 . .Ama, donna B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 8 1 : 11M.F. ·1 ; text in both v; 11 tenor11, 

2. P, f 61: 11 Francesco 11 ; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 164 1 : text in both~ 
4. R, ff 26 1 (Can), 27 (T): anon; text in both v. 

~ext: Pi.;.;.2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl Sq R, after T in P; in,)t, however, Vol 
1s erroneously placed before Pi-2. Poem attributed to Landirti by Trucchi Poesie 
II, 155, who for Pi-2 publishes the additional verse 11Render felice · o chl.ara ' 
luce mia" which does not fit the music. - 1auda. Of quotation . Debe~edetti, 
Sollazzo, No 48. 

Rhythm: Mod perf ; organization by perfect 1. Mod indications: pp (with 1), 
alteration of Br (see lig mm 18, 32 in T). Duodenaria in Can. -Reduction: 
Br ... quarter. 

Notes: Ellinwood omits version P.- m 2 Can: 5th note Sb in P; no pausai :T·! _ 
Sq places syllable 11ma" under a. - m 3 Can: £'-sharp not in R. - mm 4/5: Sq 
has "servatte, 11 R "serve ate ·;''- Fl has 11taman, 11 Sq '1ttama in, R ''tama. u - m 7 
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Can: instead of 2 Mi f' (notes 6, ?), Sb in Sq; T: Sq has quaternaria. -m 9 
Can: b 1 -flat oniy in F'l. - m 10: "car a 11 in Sq," 11 car a 11 and 11 char a 11 in R. - m 
11 T:-n? lig in R. -m 13: 11 chsolonte 11 in~· - '·m 14 Can: last 2 notes ~~ f.' 
( 2 I-11) J.n R. - mm 15- 18 T ' R P have ternarJ.a (m _ +5 and 1st note m 16); Sq has 
senaria (mm 16-18); R has quinaria (mm 17/18). · .;. 17 Can: instead of 2 Mid' 
(notes 6, 7), Sb in Sq. ~m 20 Can: 1st 2 notes lig in R Sq P; T: each Br-
of binaria in Sq has pa~ .;.. m 21 Can: f'-shai-p "cmly in Fl; 11caro11 in Sq R, but 
Fl also has "caro" in T. - m 23: 11poi0 in R; Can: instead of ~' E.' (notes 2, · 
3), a' (Sb) in P; lig cop (last 2 notes) connected with 1st note m 26 in Fl. -
m 2~T: P has Br with pa Sb and lig cop; ist note has pa in Sq. - mm 25/26 Can: 
ill P ,(m 25) ~' (Sb) £' f' (2 Br, lig) ~~ (Sb) an.d (m 26) ~· (1) followed by 
pabr; ~· either must be Br, or pabr must be disregarded as p:i.usa (be indi
cation of verse ending). - m 26 T: L and pabr (of: Can). - mm 26/27: 11 caltro," 
"tanto disio 11 in Sq~ .;. m 28 Can: notes 2; 3 are c" b 1 -flat in Sq R, c 11 b' in 
P; 11 fal" only in Fl. - i:nril 29-32 T: mm 29, 30qua'ternaria in Sq R; mm-3i; 32 
quinaria in Sq R. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 44-46; Husmann, Mehrst, 47; Wolf, squar, 298. 

19. Va pure, amore B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fi, f 9: 11M.F. 11 ; text in both v; 11tenor 11 • 

2. P, f 70: 11 Franciscuso~; text in both V· 

3. Sq, f 171: text in both V· 
4. Man, f 5a, No 18: 11 de florentia 11 ; text in both v; greatly damaged, ink 

disappearing, especia:)..ly text often difficult to decipher. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Sq, after Gan in Man Fl P, but Fl P without 
inc Rip. Text in Man (after Can) is written in the staff and not readable. -
1auda (Alvisi). 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. Mod perf 
clearly noticeable in 1-Br relationships as well as in groups of duodena:da 
character. Wolf erroneously transcribes in Mod imp. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 1 Can: Sq places syllable 11 pur 11 under lig; T: Sq P Man haveb-flat 
signature. - m 2 T: no lig in Sq P. -m 3 T: 1st 2 notes lig in Sq. -mm 4/5 T: 
last lig cop of m 4 combined with 1st note of m 5 in P, with both notes of m 5 
in Sq. -m 6 CanT: Fl has Br pabr, P has 1 and pabr (Can) pali (T); Sq has 
pali, Man 1 and pali; according to mod we should read either Li and pasb, or 
Brand pali, or 1p and indication of verse ending above staff. -m 7: Fl has 
"pil" (Can), "pi" (T); also the spelling "chn or "c" differs in the voices in 
Fl. -m 7 T: Sq has d' (Sb and pa) e' (Mi) and is _..in unison with Can; this seems 
to be an error. - m '8" Can: after 2nd note Sq clearly l'Bs pa, but since 2 Mi follow 
pa is error; for the last group of 4 Sq has £' (Mi) f.' (Sb) ~~ (Mi). - m 10: 
P has "axalti. 11 - m 11 Can: f 1 -sharp only in Sq, where also d' is Sb (instead 
of Br) with pasb following; Man has sharp sign after K' (Br)-m 12, but it must 
be related to £. 1 m 11. -m 13 T: £is li.nked to following lig in P. -m 19: 
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in P only ~' and ~' . are l;ig. - m 20 Can: ~.-' f. 1 lig in. ms s other than F'l. 
Man • - m 22 Can: 2rd note ~ 1 Br (without pas b) and connected with .£." by ].ig 
in P Man; T: 2nd note has pa in Sq and consequently Sq has not the following 
lig which does not appear in P either. - m 24: cf. note for m 6; P here has 
in T finis punctorum. -m 25 Can: instead of pa after a', Sq has pam, ~~d so 
also in m 26. - m 26 T: c' (Br) has pa in Sq P, no lig-consequently foJlo\\'ing. 
- m 27 Can: 1st note B~ in Sq, and no pasb; the last 2 notes are lig oop in 
P Man Sq, not connected with 1st note m 28 as in Fl; P Man Sq are preferable; 
all mss have "d 1altr 1animal,n which Li Gotti emended to 11l 1altr 1animal;;ll ·-
m 30 T: last 2 notes connected with finales in Fl; Sq Man P prefer-able. 

Editions: ElLUTNood, WFL, 165f; Wolf, Squar, 315f. Text: Li Gotti, Poesia, 69; 
Pirrotta-Li Gotti in MD, IV, 120. - Lauda. C£ AlV1si, Canzonette, 121. 

20. Po 1 eh 1 amore ne 1 beg:li ochi . B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 9 1 : "M$F. rr; ·in originci.l list of contents: · 11Poi camore 11

; text in both v; 

2. Sq, f 
"tenor" , . . . 

168: "Po c 1 amor" (not 11 Poc 1 amor" /ifolf7) • closely written in last 4 
- - ' 0 • staves of page; insufficient space to write the full text ·undcr T, 

hence only inc of verses placed under T; dots once fill the gap 
tfhere words are omitted. ' ' 

Text:_ Pi- 2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl; Str incomplete in Sq for lack of space. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, indicated by L Br lig pausae use of pp (oi_lce, m 26, pall pabr 
used; m 10 has pp aft.e;r Li ~d, .pab,r. in Sq); duodenarin' probably the original 
rhythni. - Reduction: Br ~quarter. : · 

Notes: m 1: Sq has 11 camor. 11 -m 2: Sq .has "bel gliochi~-;, · - m 4 T: notes 3, 4 
lig cop in Sq.,.;. m 5 T: a (L) con..nected with c I a of m 6 as ternciria in Sq., .~ in 
6 Can: notes 3, 4 lig cop in Sq. -m 7 Can:-Sq-has d 1 L and no pabre -m 12 T: 
"piu" written above line in Fl; the scribe connects -the syllables by lin.es with 
the tones to which they belong. -m 19: Sq has "gita et 11 in Ca.i;l ·~ r:gitta"· in·-!l'• 
- mm 21/22 T~ punctus added to f (L) in Fl might be pa, hence '.1 Br vwuld extend 
to m 22; lig cop ( d f) follows in Fl; the 2 lig (mm 21/22) are so closely · 

. written together that the 11punctus 11 might be a cancellation of the cauda. of ... · 
lig cop; Sq is preferable: d f is lig cp spin Sq. -mm 23/24 T:last 2 ne;.tes· 
m 23, lst note m 24 ternaria in Sq. -mm 25-29 T: Sq here has a different 
version: ( 25) c' Br c' Sb pasb a Br ( 26) b c 1 d 1 c' 4 Sb d 1 Br (2!7)d 1 ' d 1 2 Sb c 1 

Br ( 28) a Li c Y Br ( 29) f Lp. There seem'S to be an error; . ElJ.inWood Ii'takes -
c I m 28 1; Waif changes a m 28 to be We believe that the error is actually in 
m 25; cl must be Li, followed by cl Sb and pasb; for the rest, mm 26ff are then 
identical with Fl. -

Editions: Ellinwood~ WFL, 145f (with text of Fl); Wolf, Squar, 30 7f. 
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21. Fortuna r:ia B, 2 V 

Sources: 
~ .. ,· - : . . ·. ~ 

: · # . ~ , • •• 

Text: · Fl has Pi ... 2 Vol inc ·Rip of Str I after Can, Str II with inc Rip, after . . T. :: ''.' 
~n SCi .Pi .. 2 is directly laid under T and Vol inc Rip follow after T. In P Pi2 · 
l.S laid under cru:; after Can Vol fo~ows but Without inc Rip. Pist completes 
Stri (wi~h ;inc R~p~ after Can. Tru,cchi, Poesie, II, 166f omits Pi-2 Vol of 
Stri, whl.eh ·are wrJ.tten separately after Can in Fl. 

Rhp};m: Mod per£.~ D:dica ~ed by L Br lig pausae, with duodenaria probably the 
ongJ.nal rhythm. - Reductl.on: Br .. quarter. 

Notes: The instrumental T in Pist represents a Fr~~~h form of the B. It is 
im~o:tant to note :thatPi-2is laid under Can in P, under T in Sq. The careful 
placl.ng · of acciqentals . proves ·the· ·cadences to be melodic not ·harmonic. - m 1 
Can: ,£'~sharp only in Sq; instead of ·last 3 notes Sq P h~ve d' Br. -m 3' Can: ,. 
!'-sharp in all mss.; T: lst riote· connected with follo~ng lig in Fl, but on . · 
account of I?Yllables P Sq a,re preferable. - ri1 4 Can: instead of last Sb e' · , 
2 M..i ~· f. I in p. Sq~ T: £I -sharp only in Fl. - mm 5/6 T: last 2 notes m 5; lst 
note m 6 ternarl.a l.ll P; notes 2, 3 m 6 binaria in P; last 2 notes m 5 · all 
3 notes .m 6 quinaria in Sq. ~m 6 Can: instead of (5th note etc) a (:ffi) b 
(Sb)! (Mi), P Sq Pist have ab b a (4 Mi). -m 7 CanT: Fl,in both v has-1 

.. and pabr, Pist L cmd no pausa in -r-; possibly L and pabr in Can; Sq p are 
correct: Brand pabr; c'-sharp of Can not in P Pist. -m 9 Can: instead of 
P~~b, Pis~ has !!' Sb (2nd note); T: lig cop only in F 1.. -m 10 Can: f'-sharp 
Sl.~ no~ l.ll P Sq. -m ll.Ca:ri: £'-sharp sign not in P; T: 1st note erroneously 
Sb l.n P1.st. - m 13 Can: .£. 1 -sharp sign only in P. - m 14: only Fl has ;r chancer, 11 

the . other ms s 11 can cor ; " Can: .£. 1 -sharp sign not in Fist. - m 15 Can: instead 
of pa with ls~ note, pam .in P; Fl has an error at end of m: pasb and fl el 
~~, one.note ?f which is written in triplet form, but we should read pam-
and 3 Mi, as l.n ~11 mss but Fl. -m 16 Can: .£.'-sharp not in Pist Sq; after 
2nd note, P Sq P1.st have ~~ Sb ~~ Yti £' £' lig cop; T: after 1st note p 
has~ Sb £ Br ~ Sb.·- m 19 Gan: f'-sharp not in P; T: c'-sharp not in Pist.
m 21 T: f.~ lig cp sp, with 1st note having pa in P Sq~ -m 22: note and 
p:usa ~ff?r in mss. - m 23 Can: last notes £' £' £1 ~' (4 Yti) in Pist Sq; 
T. no lig l.n P Sq. -m 24 Can: last 2 notes combined with 1st note m 25 in 
Fl. - m 26 Can: instead of last group of 4 Mi, P Sq Pist have d t Br. - m 27 
?an:.no f'-sharp in P; T: 1st note has pain P, no pasb; 2nd note simplex 
l.n Pl.s~ Sq.P; the last 2 notes are connected with notes of mm 28, 29 (1st 
n?t~) l.n P1.st P Sq. -mm 28/29 Can: ~~ ~~ lig.cop in Sq. -m 29 T: Sq extends 
lig and has .2, Br (1st note ) g Br (2nd note ) pabr. 
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Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 89f (Stri Strii complete); Wolf, Squar, 258f (tsxt 
of Str! complete). 

22. Vita non e piu miser' B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. F'1, f 10 I: nM.F ·"; text in botn v; "tenor'. '. 
2. P, f 103 1 : "Fr."; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 167: text in both v. 
4. R, f 49: anon; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2Vol inc Rip after T in Fl Sq, after Can in RP (but no inc Rip in P). 
- Lauda? Quoted: Sercambi, Novelle; cf. Chaucer cf. R.Renier, Nov.elle ·-:·~ 
inedi te di Giovanni Sercambi (Turin 1889); A. D 1 Ancona, Novelle inedi te (Florence, 
1886). 

Rh~hm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm; mod perf · 
in~cated by 1 Br and clearly noticeable at all cadences (verse endings). Wo~ 
erroneously takes mod imp. - Reduction: Br ,. quarter. ~-::-c~ ..... . 

Notes: • m 1 Can: 1st 2' notes lig sp cp and no pasb, in Sq. RP,~ m 2 Can: 
last 2 notes f 1 d 1 in .Sq P. - m 3 Can; & 1 f. i lig cop in Fl; nonetheless "piu 11 

... 

is written below-lig; Sq P R, all without lig, are preferable because of text; .. 
T: c'-sharp in Sq P.; instead of "regna in te" P has "vive in te. 11 .;. m 5 Can: 
R has d' (Sb) no pam, c' d' c' b (4 Mi); T: P has qua.ternaria; Sq includes 
1st note m 6 in quinaria. ~ m-7:-notes (1 Br) and pausae (pali pabr) differ; 
if pausa sign is not taken as such but as division of verse lines, 1 must be perf. 
- m 8 T: only last 2 notes lig cop in R. - mm 12/13 Can: R has a' (Br) pasb .€:' 
(Sb) ._g_' f.' (lig cop) e' (Mi) :;!' (Sb) ~ 1 (Mi); instead of pa added ~o 1st 
note, Sq P have pam; T": only last 2 notes m 13 lig cop (m l4 ternana). - m 17 
Can: from 4th note on, F1P have~~ (Sb) d' (Mi) .£' (Sb) £ (Mi); since.the 
syllable "la" is placed under c' also · in F1 P, we have chosen the versl.on Sq R. 
m 18: all mss except Fl have "Virtu,sae" (P Sq R), 11virtuosse 11 (P in T), · 
"virtuose 11 ( Sq in T). - m 20: ·with regard to notes · and pausae ~ee note m 7. -
m 21 T: P has d' c' lig cp sp, followed by pasb; Sq P have pa added to 1st 
note; Sq has cl-sharp sign. - m 24 T: 1st 2 notes lig cop in Sq; instead of 
Br last note,-Sb and pasb in Sq R; R has ''questa ferma vit~.u .. m 25 Can: 
instead of pa (1st note), pam in Sq RP; R: ternaria in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 167f; Wolf, Squar, 305. Text: Tommaso Casini, 
Studi di poesia antica, Citta di Castello, 1913, 253f. 

23. Vaga fanciulla B, z V 

Sources: 
1. F'I, ff 10' (T), 11 (Can): Ton the lowest 2 staves, after Landinils Vita 

-

, I 
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non e; "tenor/ vaga fanciulla·' ; . Can on lowest · 3 ·staves·, after Feo 1 s 
Gia molte volte; 11M. Francis." at beginning, above the staff; text 
only .in Can; ):' merely has inc; later entry though included in · 
original list of contents. 

2. Sq, f 165: text in Can only; "tenor''; "Secunda pars·1 at PL 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Fl; in Sq Pi-2 laid under Can, and Vol inc: 
m:pa.fter can. 
Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably .the originai rhythm. Wolf's 
transcription is erroneously based· onmod imp, and consequently the cadences 
are wrongly placed.- - Reduction: Sb • dotted quarter. 

Notes: The composition in both Fl and Sq is without text in the T. Whilst the 
Sq version might be taken as a transformation after Landini's death, the 
appearance of the B in the 1st Landini fascicle of Fl gives evidence that the 
medium of vocal Can and instrumental T is in all likelihood the original form, 
although the entry of the composition was done after completion of the 
fascicle. (Feo's 11 Gia molte volte" precedes 1andini 1 s composition on f 11.) 
The medium of an instrumental T accompanying the vocal Can is influenced by 
the French. - The composition offers an interesting example of the problem of 
interpreting the division line (verse ending) as pausa. In m ,36 Fl has in Can 
and T Brand pabr; but Sq .has in Cart Brand pabr, and in T, however, the tones 
of mm J5-37 are combined into a quatemaria; riat'llrally the use of a lig 
exclude·s· the .pasb.· . . This might be nothing but an omission, but the lig makes 
the · "omissfon 11 of the . pabr .rather ihtentioma. -We have taken pabr as 
division line, as seems to be : .~the -usual case in compositions without mod. 
- mm 2-4 T: quaterrtaria irf'Sq; instead of "se piu, rt Sq has '1sospiro.11 - m 5 Can: 
Fl has sharp sigri before b; which obviousliY requires £ natural. - m 13 T: 
lig cop in Sq.- m·l4 CanT instead Qf £ Sh, Sq has _g_ (Sb) f. (Mi). -m 15 Can: 
b-flat not in Sq. - m 18: "facto" in .Sq. : ~ m 22 : Can: Sq has c '-sharp sign but 
Fl has b-flat; Sq has 11amorosa 11 instead of "pietosaJ' - mm 2~/26: ternaria in 
Sq. "'"m-27 Can: Fl Sq have £-flat at beginning of Pi; T: :;! (Sb) 2 pam .£ 
(Mi) in Sq. - mm 28/29; ternaria in Sq. - mm 35-37 T: see note above. - m 37 
Can: no c'-sharp sign in Sq. -mm 42/42 Can: last note m 42, 1st note m 43 
lig ; j~op .. in .. Sq.. ...., .. mm L~9/50 T: ternaria in Sq. · · · · · ··' · 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 163f; Wolf, Squar, 300. 

24. Chi pregio vuol B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 11': 11H.F. 11 ; text in both v; 1'tenor11 • 

2. P, f 69 1 : 11Francesco 11 ; text in both v. 
). Sq, f 157: text in both V · 

4. R, f 51: anon; 11 Chi preghio", but in Rip ·'Che pregio"; text in both V· 

Text: Fl hasPi;..2 Vol ini>Rip of Stri followed by Strii (vlithout inc Rip) after 
Can; Sq has after Can Pi- 2 Vol inc Rip of Str I, after T Str II (with inc Rip ) ; 
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R has only Stri, after Can, with inc Rip, P after T, wi:~rwut inc Rip_~· 

Rhythm: Nod perf, which represents the older duodenaria, noticeable -in the 
Mi groups of Can. Wolf erroneously transcribes according to mod imp, ~ 
Reduction: Br w quarter. 

Not~s: m 3 Can: lst note Br in R, no pasb; last z notes not lig in R; T: : _; .. 
no'Ees 2, 3 lig cop iri R; R places (Ca.n) . "pongia.,.u at the erid of m 3, 11mo 11 · 

m;4er f.' (m4.) 1 '.'re" ~der ~~ (m 5) and r~peats "re" 1 (m 7). .. m 6 eaz;: after 
lig cop Sq has .s.n (M~) pam ! ' £' . ~' (3 ~ 1) , l' ~ l s_' f. • ~' 0.' ( 2 tr~plets ) ; 
the lst) Mi are an e:fror; sh{)uld alSo be tt~pldts ~ R has cit ( Sb) c" b 1 a) 
g_i ! 1 g_t f.• ~~ 3:' (3 triplets.); P has ~,i .{Sb) ~~ £• ~i (triplet) with-the . 
2 following triplets as in Sq R, - m 7: notes and pausae differ in mss• • m 8: 
R places "do-:r under 3rd note Can, 2nd note T, "-na" under m 9 lst note Can, 
4th note T. -m 9: P has "donna 11 under 1st notes in CanT; T: last 2 notes 
lig eop with pa added to each Sb in R P. - m 10: all mss except Fl have 
' 1C1a 11 ; Sq, R P have ; 1 vi~ioll but in T P has "vitio. 11 • m 11: P has 2 pam !or 
1 pasb. - m 13 T: notes 3, 4 are lig cop in Sq R·.P, -mm 15/16 T: last 2 
notes m 15, 1st riote m 16 ternaria in R, followed by lig cop; except for 
Fl, · all ms~ have ''gentil. 11 - m 17 T: notes 2, 3 lig cop in R, .. mm 18/20 
T: last 2 notes m 18 to 1st note m 20 senaria in RP, to 2nd note m 19 
quaternaria in Sq. ~ mm Z0/21 T: notes 2, 3 lig cop in R; last note m 20, 
3 notes m 21 quaternaria in P, -m 21 Can: instead of 5th note Br, Sq has 
~~ (Sb) pam at (Mi); P has !' ~~ (2 Sb), -m ~2: notes and pausae differ in 
mss. - m 23 T: 2nd note b in P R but not in Sq (Wolf has b, not a fSqJ); .· 
Ellinwood omits lig. - rrnTi 23/24 T: last z notes m 23 1 lstnote m ... '$ !erna.ria 
in R; notes 2, 3 m 24 lig cop in R P; last 2 notes .· 2 Sb .instead of 1 Br in 
Sq; irt CanT Sq repeats here (on 2nd note CanT) syllable "fe; 11 11mina" ·is 
accordingly plaeed to the last groups m 24. ~mm 24"!"26 T: last-note m 24, 
g 5! 1 m 25 are lig cp ep in R, with the L 3; 1 having pa. - m 26. Can':- notes 3, 4 · 
lig cop in R; T: notes 2, 3 lig cop in R •• m 27 can: last note f', not ~~ 
(Wolf); T: only 1st 2 notes are lig in R. ~The frequent lig ~the T of R 
make the underlaying of the text difficult; despite the lig the words are · 
placed under them. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 53:f (with text of Strii); Wolf, Scular., 282 ·(with 
text of Strii). 

25. De! volgi gli occhi B, 2 V 

Sources: .· 
1. Fl, f 12: "M.Fr:r; text in both v; 11 tenor". 
2. Sq, f 146; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol ine Rip in Fl after Can; in Sq Pi-2 laid under T, with text 
nei'Eher for Vol nor inc Rip. -Lauda. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, noticeable in L-Br relationship and duodenaria groups of 
Can, duodenaria proba.C.ly original rhythm. Wolf erroneously transcribes in mod 

-
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imp, - Reduction: Br <=quarter. 

Notes: Sq has b-flat signature at the beginning of the staves up to Pi. - m 
1 T: 1st note linked t6 following lig in Sq. - m 5 Can: Sq has 4th note (£') 
Br, instead of last group. '- m 6 Can: last 2 notes £ .9:,' (2 Ni) in Sq; ;'cu" 

· in Sq. - m 7 Ca:ri: c '-sharp not in Sq; T: Jrd note g_, not e (Wolf). - m 9 Can: 
c'...;sharp not in sq; T: lst lig cop linked to following lig in Sq; "1" instead 
of I Io" in Sq. - ni 10 Can: instead of pa ( lst note)' pam in Sq; no £ t -sharp in 
Sq. -:-m 14 Can: 4th note£.', not 5!' · (Wolf). -m 15 Can: £,'-sharp not in Fl. -
m 16 Can: Sq has errori€ously £.' ( Br). .. m· 18 T: 2nd note f. 1 , not ~ (Wolf). - m 
20 T: last lig cop extends through ~ m 21 in Sq. Fl has '' somma," not llfumaJ' - m 
21 T: 2nd note d 1 not c (Wolf); the pausa t.hat follows in Wolf 1 s transcription 
is not in mss, and also not needed. - m 22 T: ternaria in Sq , - m 23 Can: : in place 
of pasb, d' Sb in Sq; T: no c'-sharp in Sq. -m 24 Can: sharp si,gn before lst· 
c' (Br) of m 25 in Sq . ... m 2b T: 3r·d note f is L in Sq; error. - m 27 Can: 
instead of pa (1st note}.. pam in Sq; T: no-c i -sharp in Sq, ... m 28 Can: instead 
of pa (lst note), pamin'sq; notes f.' _g_i lig ·cop in Fl Sq, an error~ since lig 
should be 2P sp - · mm 28-30 T: ~in Sq the passage reads !fti 2Q7 £' (LiJ £.' £-flat 
(2 Sb) /29/ a (Li) a (Br) /Jo7 g_ f e (3 Br) c' b a (ternaria) a_[ f.~ 

(quaternaria)"; transcription by EliiiiWood mm 28/29-T el'roneous.~--. m 30 Can: no 
c'-sharp iil Sq. 

. -
Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 70f (withtext ofVol); l'iolf, Squar, 255 (without 
text of Vol). 

26. Se pronto non sara 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 12': 1'M.F. 11 ; text in both v; 11 tenor". 
2. Lo, f 28: anon; text in both v. 
3. P, ff 91' (Can), 92 ( T): "Franciscus"; text in both v , 
4. Sq, f 170: text in both v. 
5. Mod, f 14 1 : 11Francis cus de Florentia 11 ; text in both y . 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip follow Can in Fl Sq Lo (but no inc Rip in Lo), follow T in 
P (without inc Rip) ; in NodPi-2 Vol are laid under CanJ butT has only Ri.p and 
Pi-1 no additional inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Div quaternaria, with Br being the unit of the measure. The quaternaria, 
however, establishes only the basic rhythm, The senaria perf (at times senaria 
imp) is inserted. Rhythm (and notation) of the composition is completely under 
the influence of the French; it would be more .exact to designate the rhythm 
as tp imp prol ma, with shifts to tp perf prol min (within the latter an 
occasional indication of tp imp prol ma). Wolf and Ellinwood took mod imp as 
the basis. We do not find sufficient justification for the mod, since the unit 
is the Br, not the L. Only at l place does consideration of mod enter: mm 13/14 
T. There is the group of 3 Br contrasting with the regular rhythm of the T. 
If we accept the appearance of this group as represeritati ve of mod perf, 1fe 
might assume that mod imp holds for the rest of the composition. Acceptance of 
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mod, however, makes the octonaria the basic division. But the conflict 
between quaternaria and senaria (in Italian terms), between tp perf and imp 
with min and ma prol (in French terms) is the very characteristic of the 
composition. This conflict causes certain difficulties for the transcription. 
Tp perf and imp should properly be indic.ated by meter. Apart from the 
inconvenience of changing the meter, often almost every measure, many time·s the 
meter is not the same in both voices. Moreover, the use of the meters (2/4, 
3/4, 6/8-3/4, 6/8-2/4) would obscure the relationships of the tempi. We · 
have chosen, therefore, what must ·be regarded as merely the lesser evil: all 
perfect groups are marked by 13l1 - Reduction: Sb .... quarter. 

Notes: The composition offers an interesting example of what Apel (NPM) called 
''mixed notationl'. All groups of triple measurement are written in white 
notation, in Mod in red notation. This includes also the triplet ordinarily 
written Mi with a flag to the left. It is very interesting to find that the 
scribe used first the customary triplet form (within the quaternaria) in 
mm 4, 8, but where he observed senaria he used the regular form of Mi in black, 
m 10. In the course of the composition, however, his manner of notation 
reflects more and more rhythmic conflict · between French and Italian. · For 
example: in m 20 Can he writes 3 Mi black, Mi Sb white; m 39 Can 3 Mi black 
(not in the form of m 4), also m 41; obviously he takes the triplet as prol ma; 
in mm 26/27 T he adds pp to the 2 Sb and Br, thus showing his understanding of 
the prol ma. He also came in conflict with the interpretation of the senaria 
perf as tp perf, as the use of pp indicates (in odd forms of pabr, pasb, and 
even 2 pam with punctus). All in all, the notation of Lo is a perfect 
testimonial to the conflicts inherent in the rhythm of the composition. - All 
notes written in white notation in other mss appear red in Mod. We. have not 
specifically indicated red (white) notes in the transcription, since they 
are marked by ·' 311. 
- m 3 T: lig cop in Fl P Sq Mod. 
- m 4 T: Fl P Lo Mod repeat nse." - m 6 Can: Mod has 2 pam instead of pasb. - m 
9 T: no lig cop in 1o; ;'lomo" in Mod, i 1luhom" in 1o. -m lO Can: although the 
6 white Mi are written in Sq distinctly as senaria perf (3 groups of 2 Mi), the 
text requires 3 and · 3. - m 12 Can: f 1 -sharp not in P; no lig cop in Mod Lo. · -
mm 13/14 T: notes 2, 3 lig in P, not lig in Lo. · -m 14 Can: no lig cop in Lo. 
-m 15 Can: b-flat in Lo; T: no lig cop in Lo. -m 16 T: 1st 2 notes lig cop 
in Sq P. - m-19 T: lst 2 notes lig cop in Sq P. - 21 T: no lig cop in Lo. -m 
22 Can: notes 2, 3 lig cop in P. -mm 26/27 T: 2 Sb and Br ternaria in Mod; in 
Lo pp added to 2 Sb and Br; the pp added in m 26 also show that the triplets in 
Can represent prol ma. - mm 28/29 T: lst 2 notes m 28 lig cop in Sq P; notes 2, 

. 3 m 28, 1st note m 29 ternaria in Mod. - m 30 T: in Lo lst note also is __ white. 
- m 31 Can: £-flat in 1o Mod; T: instead of a Br, 2 Sb in Mod. - m 32 Can: no 
£'-sharp in P. -mm 33/34 T: no lig cop in Lo. -mm 37/38 T: binaria in Lo Mod; 
sharp sign before a for b in Mod. - m 39 T: notes 2, 3 are Mi Sb white (red) 
in all other mss. =m 40-T: a b Br Sb white in Lo. - 41 T: no lig cop in Lo. -
m 42 Can: .£ 1 £1 Br Sb white in -1o; 11 -spacsio 11 in Sq Lo P (Can, but T •1spatio 11 ~ -

m 43 Can: f'-sharp in Mod. -mm 47-49 T: m 47 no lig cop in Lo; e' d' c' (47-49) 
ternaria in P Sq; in 1o letter 11e 11 repeated for the melisma. - m-48-ca.Ii: b-flat 
in 1o; so also m 50 . .... m SO T: lst 2 notes lig cop in P Sq. -m 51: Br is -
followed by a "pausa' written as pabr pall palp in the mss; we omit the pausa 
and·read it as division line (verse).- m 52: in spatium for f', flat sign in 
P. -m 54 Can: 1st 2 notes lig cop in Hod; all 3 notes written as white Mi in 1o; 
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they should be Sb· T: Lo has d' blaok Sb, e 1 white Mi £' black Mi; s!' white Mi, 
obviously an orro; ... m 56: 1st 2 notes lig cop 1n Mod; Lo has 2 Mi l Sb, all 
white. -mm 57/58 Tt Lo has £' (Br) os (Sb) 2 _pam ~d punctus b:tlat (Sb). 
m 58 can: Lo hlis pa.br, not .pam ... m "00 Can: £-flat J.n Mod Lo; T: .MOC: Lo have . 
f Br~ ~m 61 can:·sq writes the 6 Mi clear}y in 2 group~ of 3 Ml, T. lst 2 _notes 
!:tg cop in Sq P •• m 62 Can! after~~ Mod has 2 sharp SJ.gns, 1 for $. 1 ~or £• 
m 64 Can! Lo has d" Br followed by pa.sb and pam. -:m 64 T: £-flat sJ.gn ~,.P = -
m 65 can: 1o has 2 pam. - rmn 67 j 68 T: no lig cop J.n Lo. - In Lo letter e J.S 
repeated under·· the .last melisma. 

Editions: Cappelli, Poesie, 23 (transcription by Coussemaker, facs of Mod); 
Riemann, }~B, No 5; Ellinwood, WFL, 157f; Apel, NPM, 391 (facs of Sq) and 
transcription of beginning (No 52); Wolf, Squar, 313. 

27. 1 'alma leggiadra , ·: ::. , B, . 2 v 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 13: 11M. Fr."; text· in both v; ntenor"· 
2. Sq, ff 155' (Can), 156 (T): text in both v. - :· · ~·:-

Text: Pi -2 V ol i:hc Rip after Can in Fl Sq. __..__ 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria recognizable in can• .- Reduetion: Br s qu~r;ter. 

N~es• m 2 T: notes 3 4 a e (lig cop) in Fl, followed by pasb in red ~the 
pausa.is an error, and we-have taken ~he ve:sion of Sq s~ce Fl seems to ~e 
incorrect; the scribe apparently realized hJ.s error; he fJ.rst wr~te th~ lig cop 
straight from a to f (omitting g) he then separated f from the ligature by a 
rather clumsy erasure; if we read f as Sb followed by pab , . also Fl would be 
correct but why the scribe used red ink for the pausa remaJ.ns a puzzle. 

- ~ontraiyto frequent cases in Fl, the red ink is here.not blotted over from the 
opposite pagej _ m 3 T: a is L in Fl. - m 5 T: f Br J.S follo~d by another f 
Br in Sq; this is correct; Fl has an erasure, the 2nd ! B: beJ.ng eras~d. ~m 
6 T: Fl has a Br; apparently the scribe of Fl noticed a mJ.Stake, and J.nstead of 
erasing the superfluous a Br (m 26) after the 2 Sb ~~he erased! Br before.the 
2 Sb -m 5 Can• lst 2 notes in Sq d 1 c' (lig cop). -m 6 Can: no £'-sharp J.n 

Sq :m 7• Sq h~s "vede" instead of-·'crede" in Vol. -m 10: Sq has "errore'' 
in;tead of "onor.n _ rmn 14ff; Sq has "Per men male mi spengha" in Vol, and 

1 
"par eh 

di mie pene" in Ri,P• -m 15 Can: 2nd note &' in Sq. :-m ~1 ?an: 3rd note .£ '.not 
b (Wolf). -mm 23/24 Can: no f 1-sharp in Sq; !' &' bJ.narJ.a J.n Sq. - ~ 26 Can, 
Instead of a' g' f' (2 Mi 1 Sb), ~' f' (li~ cop) in S~. -m 30 Can:.~ Sq 1st 
Br has pa, and f' is linked to~~ g' ~m 31) as ternarJ.a. -m 35 Can •. J.nst:ad.of 
e' (Sb after triplet) e' f 1 (2 Mi) J.n Sq. -m 36 Can: no !'-sharp.J.n Sq, T. 
2nd note a in Sq. -m J7-Ca.ii: 1st ~~ has pa and is .linked to folloWJ.ng ~' 11 aS, 
binaria ii1 Sq; T: lig is cp in Sq, consequently ~ J.S L~ no p~sb. - m 42. sa 
in Sq, and ·' ancor sempre~' - m 46 Can: Sq has ~ 1 Br, g Br WJ. th pa. 

C · · Studi Editions: Ellinwood, W£"1, 109f; Wolf, Squar ~ 27 8f. Text: Tommaso a s:uu.' 
di poesia a.ntica, Citta di Castello, 1914, ltl7. . 
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28. P-onna, la mente mia B, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, f 13 1 : ;rM .F • 11 ; text in both v; "tenor·t 

~: Pi-2 11ol after T; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm! Mod imp, with octonaria recognizable in Can. - Reduction : Br "' . quarter. 

Note~: .m 2 Can: lig ~~tted by Ellinwood. -m 10: the ending of the lri t verse 
of R1p lS marked by flnlS punctorum following the L; we have indicated t he 
pl~ce by double apostrophe above the staff. -m 14 Can: flat sign before b 5 

wh1ch does not appear to be correct; we relate it to m 15. -mm 15/16 T: ··- : 
last 2.notes m 15, L m 16 ternaria; because of the syllable the L. should be 
no~a Slmplex. -m l6:_he:e and in m 35 the verse endings have Land pali; we 
o~t~ed the rest ~nd ~dicated the division by an apostrophe above the staff , -
m_ 47 ~ the 2nd end1ng lS marked by 11 chiuso;' in Can T, but the last syl lable of 
Pi-2 lS not under laid. - m 48 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwo od. " 

Editions: Ellinwood WFL 75f. Text: Tommaso Casini, Studi'' \. di ·poe"'l··a ·' · 
Citta. di Castello, i914, 206 . "' c.n Glca, 

29. S'andray sanca merce B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 14: "M.F • 11 ; text in both v; 11 tenor". 
2 • P, ff 7 1 (Can, completed on lowest staff of f 8), 8 ( T): 

"Francesco"; test in both v. 
3. Sq, F 167: text in both v. 

Text:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl· same, but without inc Rip in~ (f 8' · 
in Sq Pi-2 is laid under T, Vol inc Ri; after T. ' --- ~ '-

1

' 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria characteristics in Can. - Reduction : Br 
quarter. 

Notes: 
Iz: Sq "S' andra;" in P "S 1 andrai 11 ; ns 'andrai" in list of contents in Fl. B-·f'l at 
s1gnature Can in all mss. - mm 1/2 Can: lst 2 notes binaria in p S~ · 1 a~-c notc
ml~ 1st note m 2 ~inar~a.in P; T: 2 notes binaria in p Sq. _mm 2 r'c;n~ uall ~ 
~r1plets are 2 Sm1 1 Mi 1n Sq. -m 3 T: instead of last f e only f Sb 1~th ~ ~ 
1n Sq; "Da poi 11 in Sq, "dappoi 11 in P. -m 4 T: 3rd note Br-~th pa..:..i~ ~ -P~' ~~ 
error; 

1
last note_£, .not£ (Wolf). -m 6 Can; 1st note with pa, no pa.ll ~~ r;, 

last .£ -sharp only 1n Fl. - m 7: all mss have L pabr in P Sq pall in Pl ·- ''l 8 
Can: $q has£' (Sb( ~' ~Mi) £ 1 £~ (2.Sb) £(Vu)'~ (Sb) £ g (llg cop ),;·c~a;··t. "' 
from not.es 2, 3 be1ng different 1n p1tch, there is an error, since we :--.ave t.h8 

v~lue of 1 Sb too much; notes 6, 7 lig cop in P; T: 1st note has pain p 7 no 
lig. -m 10 Can: f.-sharp only in Fl. -m 12: pali in Fl. ~ m J1+ Can: f-·.she.r p 
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only in Fl; 11 cui" in P Sq. ;.. m 15: "aspetti '' · in P Sq, but F1' has i:d Can 
11 aspecti, 11 in T "aspetti." ... m 16 Can: notes 2, 3 lig cop in Sq. ·- m 18 Can: 
c 1 -sharp only in Fl. - m 20 Can: in P 4th note ~ Sb, instead of g ~ 2 Mi T: at 
the beginning, f-sharp sign in P Sq; 1st note has pa in P Sq; 1st ~ notes lig 
in Sq. - m 22 Can: 6th · note ~ (Mi) in P, followed by b ~ g, (triplet); 6th 
note ~ (IVIi) also in Sq, followed by £ ~ g, ( 2 Smi 1 Mi) ~ £ ( 2 Mi). .;. m 23 Can: 
3rd note has no pa in P; T: last · 2 notes not lig in P Sq. ~ m 24: Sq has "ven 
qual'altro, 11 P 11vien qual 1altro.n -m 25 Can: after 1st Br, f' ~· ~~ (2 Mi 1 
Sb) in Sq, followed by d 1 c 1 b 1 (Mi Sb Mi) in P. -mm 26/27 T: in P lig 
combines 2nd note m 26 to 1st-note m 27. - m 28: pali in Fl. - m 29 Can: notes 
5, 6, instead of e 1 e 1 2 Mi, Sq has e 1 Sb. - m 30: Sq has ·•se non, 11 not 

11
se po

11 

(Wolf). - m 33' caii: 2nd note no pa i.il P, hence g, Sb is followed by g, Mi; no 
f-sharp in P. - m 34 Can: 1st note seems to have pa (no pam) in P, but all 
notes are extremely crowded within last staff of f 8, T: last 2 notes not lig 
in P, no f. -sharp • . 

Editions: EJJ.inwood, WFL, J.49f; Wolf, Squar, 304f'. 

30. Se merq,e, · donna B; 2 v 

Source ·· " 
1. Fl, .f ·20: IIM. Fr. 11 ; text ili both v; ·ntenor11

• It appe~S that the scribe 
te'I'Ilri.n:ated ·here the ' collection of 2 -v B of Landini; the work is writ ten 
by the original hand. ' The collection of 3-v B of Landi.ni begins, on . 
f 21; cf. ·the discussion of the rna:tter in the introduction. 

Text: >After T, text of Pi-2 Vol inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Senaria perf, but it would be more correct to qualify the rhythm as tp 
perf prol min, as the frequent pp as well as alteration show. The prol is 
occasionally ma (with tp imp) • .. Grouping of Mi by 3s and 2s respectively, as 
well as the underlayirig of syllables clearly show the 2 different prol. 
Reduction: Sb • quarter. 

Notes: b-flat signature throughout for the Can. -m 5 an: although according 
to T the-tp is perf, the Mi are distinctly grouped by 3s and the syllables are 
underlaid accordingly. - m 10 Can T: Br is followed by pabr; we have taken the 
pausa mark as division line (verse) here and in mm 18, 44, 54. -m 13: in Can 
"de be, 11 in T 11 debbe.11 m 31 Can: the £-flat sign is in ms, even though the 
staff has the initial b-flat signature. -m 45: in Can 11 ch 1i 1

,
11 in T "ch'io."

mm 66/67 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. 

Edition: Ellinwood, WFL, 155f. 

31. De (Die)! non fugir B, 2 V 

Sources: 
I. F'I, f 32: anon, but is on a page marked 11M.F . ir at the top and in the 



2. 
3. 
4. 

L'8 '··· 
. - ·_ . .:::> . -

fascicle of Landini's 3-v B. Ente_red after 11 aJina ' miepiaii~~ (3 'v) 
been completed (on top 2 staves f 3~}.-. Text ;inhot!i v; 11Tenor 11 .. 

Pad.A (1475), No. 14: "M. FranCiscus -de Florentian; text in bot.h. v. 
Sq,f 144 1 : text in both v 
R, ff 50 1 (T), 51 (Can): anon; text inbothv. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Fl Sq afte_r T, in. R Pad after ean~ 

has 

Rhythm:. Duodenaria • . The composition is 1 of the' most interesting. examples of 
rhYthmic transformat~on which affected Italian music, especially that of L~dini. 

· The work is p:rleserved in 3 different• versions, each representing · a different 
phase .of the historical process, and thus is also a rare example. The · oldest 
phase appears in Pad, which is most likely Landini 's · version. We therefore 
have taken Pad as the basis for our transcription, not Fl as in preVious ·cases. 
The notation of Pad is purely Italian and presents the duodenaria in .· 
unadulterated form with all the characteristics of Italian notation. R shows 
the transformation into mod perf with L-Br rela:tio:n.ships~ As a matter of 
fact, R presents exactly the same type which we · noticed in previous 
compositions written in mod perf. In all these works the · d'uodenaria has been 
assumed to be the original form, .no _lqriger available, hence o:ur reduction of 
1 Br to a quarter note. This v:ery reduction is actually carried thrQti.gh in-the 
copies Fl and Sq, but withovt restoring the old Italian duodenaria notation, 
hence the use .of SmL Though under the aspect of notation Pad. gives the .oldest 
version, we cannot be .absolutely certain that also its musical version is 
closest to the original. We are inclined to take the rhythm and melody of 
Pad as authentic. But the other mss frequently have accideritals that do not . 
appear in Pad; on this point authenticity is difficult to establish. -
Wolf 1 s transcription erroneously combines 2 I,p ( 6 Br) to the measure, thus 
arriving at something like a "mod major." If mod (min perf) is the starting 
point, R must be the basis. But Sq is already reduced, and the extension of 
the reduced form toward a mod completely obscures the rhythmic organization, 
quite apart from the . .fact that cadences, verse endings, etc are all wrongly 
placed. 

Notes: Since our transcription is based on Pad, we also have chosen the text 
of Pad. -m 1 Can T: Pad has lst £1 (Can) and g_ (T) written as 2 Sb with 
cauda descendens, with the notes in the , parts written closely together; 
after f'-sharp (CanT), pd in Fl; other ·mss have 11 De" and 11 Dunque;" all mss 
except -Fl have 11fugir," not 11fuggir 11 (Fl); other mss have nse. 'li 11 in Vol. - m 
2 T: all 3 notes lig in R; . notes 2, 3 lig in Sq Fl; all other mss have ''d·a me 
tuo," but Pad has "di. mi: tua 11 in Can, 11 da m:i. tua11 in T. - m 3 Can: ~ 1 Sb in 
Fl Sq, Br in R, followed by pasb in Fl Sq, pabr in R; T: ~ written like 1st 
note m 1 in Pad; Fl Sq have a Sb e Br (Br L in R) and omit f e. -m 4 T: R 
has d a a (3 Er); all mss have 11 effetto," "effecto," not 11 affetto" (Wolf). 
-m 5 Can: lst 2 notes lig in R; last group of 4 e' d 1 e' c' in R; T: notes 
2, 3 lig in mss other than Pad. -m 6: R has Br pabr-pp-in-Can, LinT: 
Pad marks the verse ending (here ar1d in m 11) by 3 dots on a vertical line 
through the staff. -m 7 T: after&' pd in Sq; g_ connected with all 3 notes 
of m 8 in R. - m 8 Can: R has lst note Sb followed by pasb; 6th note Sb with 
punctus in R; error. - m 9: "virtu 11 in other mss. - m 10 Can: lst note e 1 has 
pain Fl Sq R; e' d' lig cop in Sq; T: ternaria in R. -m 11: after Br follows 
pasb with pp in-Fl; and in T of Sq. -m 12 Can: £'-sharp ~'-sharp in Fl. -m 
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13 CanT: last 2 notes lig in R. -m 14 T: £ Br! L in R. -m 15 C~:.s'-sharp 
in all mss but Sq; R has 11devere;" T: in Pad the lst 2 notes are dist1nctly 
separated from each other, and the underlaying requires 11ni-a" although this 
conflicts with 'tnia" in Can. - m 16 Can: last 2 notes lig in R; T: 1, combined 
with f m 17 as lig in Fl. -mm 17/18 T: notes m 17 connected with 1st note 
m 18· as ternaria in R. - m 20 Can T: for notation of lst note, see above; at 
the end of m 20 pd in Fl Sq, none in R; T: 2nd note m 20, lst note m 21 lig 
in R. -m 22 T: for last group of 4, d' c 1 b' in Fl Sq (2 Smi 1 Mi both mss) R 
(2 Mi 1 Sb). -m 23 Can: f'-sha,rp not-in'"'R;-11 con11 in other mss. -m 24 T: 
f -sharp in Fl; 11il" and rrsegui ,, in other mss. - m 25 Can: lst ~up. g_ 1 f. 1 

. ~' 
In other mss (2 Smi 1 Mi, except in R 2 Mi 1 Sb); last 2 notes l~g ~ R. -
m 26 Can: notes 3 4 lig in R; T: lst 2 notes lig in Fl Sq R; last 2 notes lig 
in R. -m 28 Can:'4th note ·c'-sharp in Fl Sq; T: notes 2, 3 lig in R; "tuo" 
and "l'tuo" in other mss. --m · 29 Can: last 2 notes lig in R. -m 30 Can: lst 
2 notes lig in R; last note f. -sharp in Fl; T: R has f. ~ ! (3 Br); no li? in 
Fl Sq; "maggior" and 11magior 11 in other mss; "sogetto'' in R, "suggetto" ~n Fl. 
1mn 31-33 Can: there are errors in the mss, and only R appears to be a correct 
transcription of Pad version; the tones are all the same in pitch but differ 
in rhythm; R has Br1 pasb, 2 Mi Sb, 2 Mi Sb, 8 Mi; 2 Sb, pam Mi, 6 Mi, Sb 
(correct); Fl has Mi, pausa Smi, Smi, 2 Mi, 2 Smi, Mi, 8 Smi, 2 Mi, pausa Smi, 
7 Smi, Mi (last should · be Sb ) ; Sq · has Mi, pam, Smi, 2 Mi, 2 Smi, Yd (should be 
Smi ),, 8 .Smi, 2 Mi, pam, Mi, 6 Smi, Mi; on account of the consonances it is 
clear that Pad (R) is correct. - mm 32/ 33 T: all notes m 32, lst note m 33 
lig iri R; lst 2 notes m 32 lig in Sq Fl; last note m 32, 1st note m 33 lig 
in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood in MQ, XXII, 214, and WFL, 65f; Wolf, Squar, 250f • 

~ : : 
J2. I ' nori ardis cho B, 2 V 

Source: 

1. Fl ff 41' (T) 42 (Can): later entry in Landini fascicle (on the main 
~art ot ff 4i', 42 is L's madrigal Fa matter bando ) ; hence specific 
attribution to L is missing, but the top of f 41• is marked ''M.F. Flr", 
f 42 ''M~F··' In list of contents: 11 Io non ardischo" •. Tenor of this B is 
instrumental as also in other of the later entries, thus indicating 
a certain pr~ference among later entries for the younger, "French" form 
of the B. T has merely inc 11 I 1non ardischo"; but the beginning of Pi 
is marked by 11Andare". This word, which does not belong to the text, 
cannot be explained; it occurs at beginnings of Pi of the instrumental, 
accompanying part (or parts) in all such compositions in Fl. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can (f 42). Poem by Cino Rinuccini. 

Rhythm: Senaria imp, without being so designated. Actually it is tp imp with 
prol ma. Although T has L-Br relationships, there is no mod. Apparently the 
senaria did not lend itself properly to the mod transformation which we 
frequently found in the octonaria and duodenaria. - Reduction: Sb • quarter. 
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Notes: rnm 6ff Ca.'l: all pausae (with the exception of pasb perf) are 2 pam. -
;m-s_]Jl9 Can: OJ.'_Lginal has "dolce~a, 1 instead of 11 dol~e~a. '' - m 27 Can: £
natural sign is j n original. ~ m 34 Can: the scribe places the syllables "tu -a '' 
in the manner 1m have reproduced, although the customery underlaying would be 
iltua;" this r c q-;_,_ires for Pi-2, on account of the syllables, the irregular 
elision 11 Ch 1 eirrnne 11 (m 29) . 

Edition: Ellimrood, HF1, 102f . Text~ Rime diM. Cino Rinuccini Fiorentino, 
(NozzeT" Giuseppe Valenti ~ Mar ia Talenti), Lucca 18)8, 'i8. 

33 . Perche virtu B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. F-J~;-ff L2 ' (':r) _. h3 (Can): laterentry in 1andini fascicle (following 

madrigal Tn che 1 1 ope:..· 1 which takes the main part of ff 42 1 , h3). 
Thoug"l1 noE--·sp8cTl'Tc-a~Lly attributed to 1, pages are marked (top) 11M •. Fran-." 
T is ins-:tru."':lental,- as are other later entries; T marked by inc, 11 Tenor 

_ Perche vir·-cu 11
, but -!:.h-e begiD.ning of Pi is again marked by 11Andare

11
• -_ 

Ther_e ma:y be confusion on t he part bf the scribe; · allPi- l of the 4 strophes 
begin v-r.Lth "Che val" . 11 Verto" and "Chius o" marked in T. -

Text: Pi-2 Vo: of Stri, -w"ithout inc Rip, after Can (f 43). The poem("ca l37h 11 ) 

is by Fraricesco S3.c:chetti; it consists of h Str complete in Bibl 1aurenziana, -
Ms Ashbu~rn .57L~ 5 and ls published· by A~ Chiari, whom we follow. - Heading of poem: 
"Francisct:s d;~ Organis sonum dedit.'' 

· . !" . -· -

R.hythm : No~re~Qaria, wi t11out being 1-Jritten a~ novenaria; hence better (in French 
tei--;ffisT-tp peT-r prol rr.a. - Reducti on: Sb dotted quarter. 

Notes~ m 7 Can: 3rd note~ Sb, has ' pp which is · also ~sed in riun lh, 1)·, whi-le 
pp in. T occurs at end of mm 8, 19. - m l-1-: 11 tal ' in Ash burn ms ( Chiari). - 6: 

11toste" (tosto e) 7_n FL- m 1) T: lig omitted by Ellinwood. -mm 20f: 
''guidongnor11 (guida ognor a) in Fl. - m 22 T: lig omitted by Ellinwood. 

Editions~ 1i Gotti - Pirro~:,ta, Sachetti, 100; Ellinwood, WF1, 137f. Text: 
S2.~cche-t"0Ij Hi me 1 l7 B (No 172) . 

34. Gia ebbi l~t bertate 

Source: . . 
1. Fl, f J-1-6 : although being a lat er entry, specifically marked (in 1st staff 

of Can) 11N. Francis-; c.11tered in Landini fascicle; T instrumental; 
marked 11 Tenor Gia ebbi" ; at beginning of Pi again 1Andaren; 11 verto", 
ilchiuso :: j_n T. In l ist of CO.J:lter,ts: 11 Gi a ebi iibertade ". 

Text: A:'ter T, Pi-2 V::J l inc Rip of Stri, full Strii ,_ with inc ("Gia etc il) 
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er~yp-eo~sly-,placed even after Vol of Strii, but also placed at end of Strii. 

. Rhyt~: · .&ctonaria in mod tra:n:sfO'nnation; mod imp; 2 Br to th-e m.- Reduction: 
~!' · . qtJ,arter. · •· .· , : ·. 

Notes: ·mm 20/21 Can T: 1 • . - m 31: ms clearly has 11El lo '' placed under lig cop 
and under d'. In view of omission of text for T, and in view of the limited 
space available (1 staff), the scribe wrote the whole T in lig. 

Editions: E llinwood, WF1, 92f (with text of 2 Str) • 

3). Il suo bel viso B, · 2 V 

. ·~ . .. 

:_Sources: . 
' i. Fl ff 46' ( T), 47 (Can): 11M. Frcis. 11 in 1st staff of Can. Later entry 

' on free pages, within La.ndini fascicle. Text only fo: Can;. z:o. text 
for Pi-2 Vol (nor inc Rip), although after Can there ~s suff~c~ent 
space for the . text. T instrumental; marked ?Y ~ne 11 Tez;or_: Il suo bel 
viso"; at beginning of Pi again ·11Andare'!, and (m red ~nk) twice 
syllable "or'' ( 11Tenor 11 ) laid under T in Pi section. 

: 2. Sq, f 141,': text in Can T. Can on 1st staff )th too low becau§e of wrong f 
clef. 

Text: · Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Sq after T. 

~hythm: Octonaria, though not written in. the old form but as mod imp. 
. eduction: Br .., quarter. 

Notes: Our preference of Fl to Sq is debatable; there are as many reasons 
for as against. The texted version of- Sq corresponds to the older type of B. 
-Sq_ being the latest of the principal mss might have drawn from an. older texted 
o±-iginal. On the other hand, the inserted B of Fl represent a umform group 
of their own· they all have instrumental accompaniment of the T. The 
uniformity of the group seems to prove that the compiler of Fl did not have 
isolated examples of the type but, rather, a collec~io~ of such wo:ks. We 
give the texted version in the Notes. -The transcr~pt~on of Wolf 7s c~mpl~tely 
wrong; the Can is throughout a )th too low~ In view of the Can.beJ..ng J..n his 
transcription most of the time below the T, the error could eas~ly have been 
recognized. Sq has the wrong£ clef (3rd line) only for the 1st staff! the 
scribe correctly takes the c' clef (3rd line) from the 2nd staff on (mLddle 
of m 12). Wolf failed to notice the correction and goes on to re~d the Can 
in the f clef. Though Wolf's transcription has the £ clef (4th 1.iz:e) for the 
T, all notes are written as though they were in the .£' _clef (4th lme): 
-m 2 T: 4 Sb a in· Sq. -mm 3~5 T: 1 £' is 2 Br £1 in Sq; .£1 £' .followmg n~t 
lig in Sq. -m-): ·'toglie" in Sq. -mm 7-9 T: 1st note m 7 Br SJJTlplex; no lig 
thereafter• m 8 e e d d 4 Sb in Sq; m 8 itc 'altra" in Sq, in Vol read "non 
n'abbia" n~t "non abbial' - mm 11/12 T: none of the lig cop in Sq; in Vol 
read "morte pria" not "morte pua11 -mm 16/17 T: las~ note m 16,_ l~t 2 notes 
m 17 ternaria in Sq. - m 20: Fl has "sua," Sq ;, sue" ~n Can, "suo•' J..n T • - m 
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23 Can: Sq has f 1 a 1 (2 Sb) b 1 a 1 _g 1 (Mi Sb Mi); T: in Sq 2 Br instead of L. -
m 26 T: no lig cop in Sq ... rnffi 27/2E T: only last notes m 2.7 lig eop in Sq. 
-m 29 : T.: Sq has ~ Br ~ ~ 2 Sb. - 30 T: Sq has a a 2 Sb and no lig cop for 
~' £· -m 31 Can: last notes ~ £. ~ ~ (4 Mi) in SqT T: last 2 notes lig cop 
not connected with m 32. -mm 32/33 T: £f. binaria in Sq; last note m 33 f. 
in Sq. - mm 36-38 T: all notes senaria in Sq; £-sharp m 37 not in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, lOOf; Wolf, Squar, 243. 

" · 

36. Corn' a(l) seguir B, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. 1''1, ff 48 1 ( T), 49 (Can): "M. Franc. 11 in lst staff of Can. The 

composition, following Giovanni 1 s madrigal 11Agnel son biarico'_l, is a 
later entry; it differs from the previous group, since Can 1' have 
text. 

2. Sq, f 153 1 : · text in both v. 

Tex~: Fl has Pi-2- Vol inc Rip of ·stri after Can, and Strii and III (both with 
inc Itip) below; Striii seems to be corrupt, at least Vol is incomplete (6 
syllables missing)~ Sq has Pi~2 laid under Can (but Wolf's trru1scription has 
Pi-2 18.id under T), followed by Vol after Can; no inc Rip. 

• .· ! 

Rhythm: Mod perf (L occurs once with pp); transcribed into duodenaria. -
:Reduction: Br quarter. · . _ 

Notes: Sq has "Com'a]) ' -m 2: Sq has in Vol 11avendo lei giammay." -m 3 T: 
notes 2, 3lig cop in Sq.- min .4-6: Fl has 11 oma, 11 ' 1da llei; 11 Sq has 11Et per 
dar 11 ; Fl has "naschonder 11 in Gari, 11nasconder 11 in T, 11morteavre 11 in Vol. - m 
6 Can: instead of last e 1 Br, Sq has~' ~' 2 Sb. -m 11: Sq has "ciascun," 
"ne 'suo piaceri. 11 -m 14 Can T: Fl has L and pali; if transcribed as actual 
pausa it must be pabr, as in Sq. -mm 15/16: Sq has 11 tacendo ne1,11 11 poter," 
i'honoray,i' -m 18 Can: 3rd note Sb in Sq, consequently--8th ·note (b) Hi not 
repeated; T: Sq has qu~tBrnaria. -

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 55 (with text of all 3 Str); Wolf, Squar, 274 
(with text of Stri only). 

37. Con gli occhi assai B, 2 V . 

Sources: 
1. F'l, ff 49 1 ( T), 50 (Can): 11M.F. 11 in lst staff of Can. Later entry; T 

without text, instrumental; as previously, Pi at beginning has nAndare" 
and repeats once syllable 11or" in m 43. 

2. P, f 99: anon; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 157': text in both v. 
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Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl; Pi-2 laid under T, and Vol inc Rip 
after Can in Sq; Pi-2 Vol (without inc Rip) after T in P, Text by Cino 
Rinuccini quoted;Debenedetti, Sollazzo, No 34. 

Rhythm: Tp ,perf (with frequent use of pp to determine the perfectio) prol 
min, with occasional prol ma; Sb is at times supplied with a punctus which is 
pp rather than pa; characteristic shifts from prol min to ma; senaria perf 
probably original rhythm. Rhythm and notation French. Wolf's transcription 
takes mod imp, which is not justifiable. - Reduction: Sb • quarter. " 

Notes: The choice of the authentic version is open to discussion, In Fl, the 
B belongs to the group in which the compositions are presented with instrumental 
accompaniment. Sq P have text in both v, a versl.on that is · closer to Italian 
characteristics. We gave preference to Fl for reasons that have been discussed 
before. The vocal version can easily be -restored:, since there are even fewer 
lig in the instrumental T of Fl than in the vocal T of Sq P. -m l: .Fl has 
11 Chol;" Sq 11Co·• in Can, 11 Con" in T. -m 2: triplet white.·- m 6 Can: triplet white; 
T: notes 1, 2 lig in Sq. - m -7 Can: triplets white; T: notes 1, 2 · lig in Sq but 
not · in Fl P. - m 8: Br and pabr; we take the · 11pausa11 as division line at verse 
ending. - .m 10: ·notes. 2, 3 lig in Sq P. -m J3 T: no lig in Sq P. -m 15 Gan: · 
triplet white. - m 17 ;Cari: in underlaying of text and grouping of tones; · 
the m is prol ma; i1chu 11 in Fl Sq; in P "oUi 11 (Can), 11 cu" (T). -m 2o Can: 
triplets white; T: not_es 1, 2 lig in Sq P. -m 21 T: notes' 1, 2 Jig in Sq P. -
mm 22/23 Can: triplets white. -m 28 Can: triplet white iri Sq P, in the usual 
way (flag to left) in Fl. -m 31 Can: triplets white.- m-32: Brand pabr; 
see note to m 8. - m 33: "freddo 11 in Fl Sq but not in P; T: no lig in Sq P. -
m 34 Can: triplets white; T: £-sharp in Fl P, not in Sq. · - mm 35/36 Can::.:.#i:-iplets 
white. -m 37 Can: in Sq P, pasb f Sb c' Sb; Fl is correct. -mm 43/44 T: · 
ternaria in P Sq. -m 48 Can: notes 1,-2 lig in Sq P. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 56f; Apel, NPM, 387 (facs 77, of Fl);Wolf • . Squar, . 
282. Text: Rime di H. Cino Rinuccini Fiorentino, Lucca 1858, ( No_z~z.e G-~ . Valentini
M. Talenti), 17. 

. : ~ 
' . .. : 

' ·• 
38. I' fu tuo servo Amore B, 2 ' V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff .53 1 (T), 54 (Can): "M. Franc.il in lst staff of Can; Thas no text, . 

marked by inc "Tenor. I fu tuo serva r-more7"; 11Andare 11 at begirming:_. of 
Pi; "verto", "chiuso". In list of contents: 11Io fui tuoservo". 

2. P, ff 113' (Can), 114 (T): anon, but followingLandi:hi'sJ-v .B 11Contemplar 
le gran", and written on the lower part of f 113 1 which has •1F 11 at the 
top; T inc: "Tenor I fu tuo servo amore"; Pi -marked ir Secunda pars 11 With . 
11 ve_rto 11

, 11 chiuso"; no text in T. · · 
3. Sq, f 165' : T has no text; no inc; Pi marked "Secunda pars" , with ·1 chiuso'' 

indicated. 

Text: Fl has B complete with 4 Str; Pi-2 Vol but no inc Rip of Stri after Can, 
and Strii-IV below with inc Rip. Sq has only Stri (after Can) Vol inc Rip, while 
Pi~2 is laid under Can. P has Pi-2 Vol of Stri only, after Can, without inc Rip. 
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Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, entirely in the French meaning. Of course, the rhythm 
is identical with senaria imp but is not written as such. Wolf's transcription 
takes mod imp. The mod transcription is possible, especially in view of such 
T formulae as in mm 10-13, 20f. We could not convince ourselves of the mod 
organization. If mod, the composition must be reduced further so that Li 
becomes the unit of the m, i.e . Br (not Sb) should be dotted quarter. This would 
imply that originally the composition was organized in accordance with a lldouble 
senaria imperfecta," something that did not exist. Since we recognize the Br 
to be the unit of the m, our reduction is: Sb = dotted quarter. 

. . Notes: The . composition belongs to the 11Andare 11 group (see above). BU:t since 
· tliis '· B· ·nas an instrum~ntal T in all 3 mss, this seems to prove that such a 
medium conforms to the original. In previous works, only Fl had the purely 
instrlllnental accompaniment• · ,;,; m . .3 GCl,ll: F~. has · 11se:rvo amor~, 11 Sq .!:. :·have 11 serv' 
a.more.il - m ~ Can: P Sq have 11benigno'1 in Vol. - mm 7-9 'f: quaternaria; 3 m 
(not 4) missing in P. · - mm 14/15: P Sq have 11may (mai) m' 8.i 1 n tuo i " only Sq 
has 11per aver piatate, 11 Fl has 11 altru, 'I P 11 altrui~ 1 - mm 15/16 T: P Sq have d 
(m 16) connected with m 15 as ternaria. -mm 18/19 T: ternaria in P Sq; strange
ly, Fl in this group of B nearly always has the finalis as nota simplex (although 
T is instrumental), whereas in previous vocal T the finalis nearly always was 
part of a lig in Fl; perhaps this fact is also an indication that these B 
~elot;~to a group of · their m-m. - m ~8 ?an: P Sq have 3_' · .£1 -sharp .£' £ ( Sb Mi 
ub M~). -mm 27-29 T: ~-~ quaternar~a ~ P Sq, followed by 2 Mi g f in Sq. -
ni 33 T: binaria in P. · -

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 99f (with all 4 Str of Fl); Wolf, Squar, 301 (only 
Strl). 

,39. Nella partita B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. F'l, f 56: "H. Franc . 11 in 1st staff of Can; 11 Tenor 11 ; both parts vocal with 

text, although later entry on free page. 
2. P, ff 114 1 (Can), liS (T): anon, but on a page (f 114') with i 1F 11 at top; 

Landini 1s 2-v B 11Amarsilialti" precedes; text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 139: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Fl Sq, after Can in P but without inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria the original rhythm. - Reduction: Br "" quarter. 

Notes: Though entirely vocal, the B is a later entry. -m 1: Vol has in all mss 
11Et, 11 not 11 Che 11 (Wolf).- m 4: Sq P have 11piansor~ 11 and -in Vol •1si adornati.o-
m 5 :Can: 2nd note Sb in Sq. -m 9 T: last note e in P Sq. -mm 16-18 T: last 
2 notes m 16 linked to notes mm 17/18 in P Sq. :-m 19 Can: c'-sharp in P Sq, not 
in Fl. - mm 23/24 T: last 2 notes m 23, note m 24 ternaria in P Sq. -m 26 Can: 
2nd note Sb. in P Sq. - m 24: Sq P have 11 trovallo. '1 - m .29 Can: P places syllable 

-l!.ra'1 under 3,' Br bu,t makes co.rrection; shift to m 32. -mm 29/30 T: note m 29, 
1st note m 30 binaria in P. Sq. -m30 Can: f'-sharp sign also in Sq, but pli;lced 

: ., ( .· .~ 
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after ~'. -m 34: P Sq have '1innamoratu11 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 120f; Wolf, Squar, 237. 

40. Ma' non s'andra B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 66' (T), 67 (Can): 11M. Francescho·1 in 1st staff of T; text in both 

v; later entry~ 
2. P, ff 109' (Can)~ 110 (T): marked 11F 11 at top Can page (no other composition 

on ff 1091 /110); text in both V • 

3. Sq, f 141: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl Sq, after T in P but without inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Senaria imp and octonaria. The notation shows a strange mixture of 
French and It.;Uian ·characteristics. The senaria is not written in Italian 
manner but as tp imp prol ma in French manner though the p~ are re~larly 
placeQ.. The octonaria, however, is presented in pu::e Ital~an notat1.on ~mm.l3ff), 
even prescribed ( 11 ,o. il) in T Q.f sq, although at an ~ncorrect place (beg~ng 
of m 16) . In mm 18-22 there is an obvious return to tp imp prol ma. Wolf . 
took for the composition as a whole mod imp (i. e,twice senaria, twi~e oct~nar~a); 
his 4/4 meter is not correct. · In. view of the words 11 al modo us~to,. H. Ri~~ 
construed a canon between 2 ·upper v, thus arriving at a 3 -v B; his hypothes~s ~ 
untenable. - Reduction: Sb a dotted quarter (for senaria), quarter (for 
octonaria) • . 

Notes• mm 2-4 T: quaternaria in P Sq. -mm 6/7: for Vol Fl has ue[.?J alma.
1
' 

Since • the resulting elision makes underlaying difficult, we accepted 11 'anima" 
of P Sq. - m 10 Can: the given version is that of Fl P; Sq has ~ ~ £1 (Sb M~ 
Sb perf); the version of Ellinwood is in none of the mss. -m 13 Ca.n: the g~ven 
version is that of all 3 mss; Ellinwood's version does not occur. -m 16 Can: 
1st note is~', not ~1 (Wolf); T: lst note is~.~ Sq~ gin Fl P. -m 17: P • 
Sq have umod1usato as does Fl in T (but no el~s~on ~ Can). -mm 20/21 Can. 
c1 be' d' written as Smi. -m 22: Brand pabr in all mss; we do not take pabr 
as real pausa.-m24: Fl has in Can 'struggha, 11 Sq 11 struga", P "strugo amore.

11 
-

m 26 Can: in P pa is written as Sb with an oblique cauda to the left (also mm 
41, 54) • - m 30 Can: lig in P Sq. - m 43: al~ m.ss have in both v ua~C?t ~a 11 

C'aunoctan) not 11 annotta'1 (Wolf), and also ~n Vol mm 23/24. -m 45 Can" 
p Sq have c~ b1 2 Smi. -mm 46/47 T: ~ 2 Sb in P Sq. - m 53 Can: inste~d o~ 
triplet, P-Sq-have ~' f' 2 Smi. -m 54 Can: before 3rd note ~'-sharp s~gn ~ P 
Sq, not in Fl; the correctness is doubtful; we assume that ~t should be referred 
to b as natural. 

Editions: Riemann, HMG, II/I, 88ff; Wol.f, GMN, III, No 51 (II, 91); Ellinwood, 
WFL, llSf; Wolf, Squar, 242. 
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41. Piu bella dom1 1 a~ mondo · B, 2' V 

Source: 
l. Lo, f 32': ;',B.,/all ata7 £12 .• Francescho di firen~e 11 at top Of page; text · 

in both v; 5-Iine staff. 

~ Pi~2 Vol of Stri after, Qan., Strii aft er T; no in.c Rip. 

Rpythm: ~11odeparia, not indicated, but written in pure Italian not-ation; pd 
I'egularly used f or every Br value, so also cauda descendens (via.· artis). 
Though for many m the rhythm gives the impression of being senari~ perf 
3, 1+, 7, 12, 2)-J. are clearl y characteristic of duodenaria. - Reduction: ' 

mm 

Sb ~ . quarter. 

Notes: m 2 T: "dortna;.! . ... m 3 Ca~: ''no 11 Hithout abbreviation, but _T has "non!' 
- m 5: pausa here and elsewhere are 2 pasb; . does, this point to se11aria perf? 
1;~ ~: 11 ~eg~ia, 11 n~t "vegnia;" in Vol ~'~o". - m 7 :· .in Can Hpietata , "in· T . . 
platate. · .-m 8. ms . . clearly has 11uer2re 11 (lst word of Jrd verse of Vol not . 

last word of 2nd verse), . prob.::tbly scribal error for ''ne rire. 1' - rnri1 9/10 · T: 
ms has only "biltatc, 11 omits itactorn 1e. 1 - m 12 Can: last note JV!i, error,.and . 
c?rrected in accordance vJith .m 4.; T: ms has shar:p sign pcfo.re ls~ note on a 
line,: error; the syllable . 11 dri" should bGttGr be place(;i to 1st note m 11 but 
ms ?learly has it in m 12· . - m 18 : .. ~ ms correctly has "selv'aggi, 11 not lls e i~agia" 
(whlch ~oes not rhyme). m .l9: '1ata 11 in 'T; inPi-2 clearly llfabo;i• the verse · 
has 12 mstead of 11 syllables; there must be elisiori ('''fan Ti). · - m· 20: Can 
has ;'binde,-' T correctly "biond'o.il- Strii Pi-2 in ms .tgravi," not ngranl' 

Ed:i;tion: E1linwood, WF1, 143f (with text of Strii). 

42. Dolcie signorie . B 2 V 

Source: ·' . 
1 • . 1o.,J 79-1': 1 '.B.fallat~. difrcincescho, i' at top of page; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after 'I'; no inc Rip. 

Rh:;cthm: Di.wdenaria in mod (French) transcription. The composition, ~-1r:ltten 
by the lat~r hand·of 1o, is a corrupt version. As Ellinwood already has 
remarked, there are a good many errors or ina ccuracies. We believe that the 
scribe of 1o attempted to transcribe the duodenaria into a mod version. He 
probably b~carne confused; a few punctus he retained, but they make no sense; 
he used paus e.e (pabr, pali) where there is no need for them; he perhaps . took 
some verse division lines of the original as real pausae. He .:1lso used 1 in 
'I', which seems to be an indication of the attempt to· transcribe in accordance 
with mod. The mod is perf. - :fi.eduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 3 Can: pausa goes almost entirely through the spatium; T: after lst 
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note, pabr. - m 4 T: 1st note 1; c' Br with ;pa; 1 is certainly an -error, and 
why pa appears cannot be ascertaiiied.·- mm 4/5 Can: last note m 4, 1st note m 
5 are Yd in ms; Ellinwood left the 2 notes as Mi and has at beginning of m 5 
pasb and pam, an unusual emendation; e' (Mi in ms) is followed by pabr (the 
line through the spatium is, however,-broken, as though the scribe faltered); 
we assume d' e 1 (2 Mi) to be erroneous, and suggest each be Sb; this 
emendation-gives a customary consonance at beginning of m 5. . . 
- m 6; pausa in Can is almost pali, in T pabr; T: last note is L; - m 7 Can: 
correction of text ~ 'by ;scribe in ms; T: 1st note Br has pa and pasb, reason 
unexplainable;. - . m:·)~.Cani . zh.$ : has ;iV'i.n ogni,n out in T 11vincha ogni;" in Vol . 
Ellinwood reads ''in.vita, ir''but this does not make sense; moreover, the ms clearly 
has "invitu, 11 which we take to be 11invitto .''- m lO T: 1st note 1 in ms. - m 
12 Can• after 1st note, pa in ms; there is an error: the value of Br is needed 
but the lig is cop, hence e 1 Sb; the lig must be wrong and the notation should 
be notae simplices (Sb Br )7 - mm 13/14 T: last 2 notes m 13 and finalis m 14 
ternaria; on ·account of syllables we took finalis as nota simplex. -m 19 Can: 
pali in ms. - m 20: "cerchare 11 in ms but elision is needed. - mm 2 2ff: as 
a.lmost always in La, the vowel ("a") is repeated·several times under the final . 
melisma; but also the consonant, '1g 11 of 11leggie ," is repeated 4 times under the 
final melisma of Rip. 

Edition: Ellinwood, \IJF1, 71f. 

43. Angelica bilta B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. P, f 64: 11Fran • rt in margin Can; text in both v. 
2. Sq, ff 123 1 ( T), 124 (Can) : text in both v. 

~ Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in P Sq, but P without inc Rip • 

Rhythm: Senaria perf; actually, however1 tp perf prol min with occasional 
understanding of 6/8 as tp imp prol ma. The notation is entirely French. 
- Reduction: Sb = quarter. 

Notes:Occasional use of pp and pd for alteration points to tp perf. -m 2 Can: 
Sq has ~ 1 (Sb) ~~ £' ~~ £ (4 Mi). -m 3 Can: instead of 2 Mi g,', Sq has Sb 
(~)· -m 4 Can: £-natural sign only in Sq. -m 5 T: K is Br in Sq, without pasb •. 
m 8 Can: Sq has £ (Mi) !:_ (Sb) g_ !:. f. (3 Mi). - m 11 Can: P Sq distinctly have · 
2 groups each of 3 Mi. -m 12 Can: c'-sharp in Sq. -m 13 Can: instead of 2 Mi 
for notes 4, 5, Sb ~~ in Sq. - m 14! P has ;rcoste.11 -m 16 T: 1st note !:. in P, 
apparently an error. - m 17 Can: instead of 2 Mi notes 2, 3; Sb ~ in Sq. - m 18: 
Brand pabr; we take pausa as division line. -mm 19/20 Can: 1st note has b-flat 
sign; notes c 1 d 1 lig cop in P, Hhich seems to be an error. - mm 22ff: P has 
"come l' anirna mia , " Sq "coma 1 'alma mial' 

Editions: '\rJolf, NM, I, 108; Gandolfi, Toscana (facs Sq); Schering, GJ.viB, No 23; 
Ellinwood, v&1, 48; Gleason, Examples, 103; Wolf, Squar, 204. 
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44. Chi pi~ le vuol sapere B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, ff 126, 166 1

: the composition has been copied twice, eaoh time in 
exactly the same manner, with the exception of a different spelling of 
a few words; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol Inc R.ip after T. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol min. The original probably was based on quaternaria. 
~lthou~h there is no. clear indication of mod transcription, Wolf takes mod 
lmp, Wlth the result that the Pi end on the weak beat. Ellinwood did not 
transcribe according to mod. The rhythm of the Pi presents a problematic 
si~uat~on; both Ellinwood and V.Tolf maintain tp imp to the end of the composition, 
whlch ls correct, or at least not wrong. We have however been puzzled by 1 
m obviously in pro1 ma (m 15) which is set off b~ the Sb ~i th punctus and Sb 
with Mi. The punctus can, of course, be taken simply as pa, but we gave 
preference to the prol ma reading. Likewise the Br followed by pasb in m 17 
presented a problem; in tp imp the pausa would come at the beginning of the m; 
though not impossible, it is not convincing musically. We therefore have taken 
the m to be indicative of tp perf and consequently have interpreted mm 12-
14, 17-18 in tp perf prol min, m 1.5 in tp imp prol ma, mm 16 and 19ff in tp 
imp prol min. The a.ccents of the syllables seem to support the rhythm. -
Reduction: Br-half note (with quaternaria assumed to be the original form). 

Notes: m 13: on f 126 11stolto e, 11 on f 166' 11 stolte.·'-ml4: f 126 11huom 11 

f 166 1 11uom, 01 but in no case 11buon·1 (Ellinwood). - m 21: in both versio~s 
"bochon' 1 

- m 24: there is .igian ma 11 (f 126 Can) and llgia mai,u 

Ed.i tions : Ellinwood, WFL, 5 2f; ·~volf, Squar, 20 8 and 304. 

45. Amor con fede B, ~ v 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 130: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can: Ellinwood , WF1, 47 .suggests that it would 
be more logical if in Pi-1 verse 2 should precede verse .1. 

Rhythm: Hod imp tp imp prol min. Transcription in mod of what originally 
probably was o ctonaria. Re ducti cm: 

Notes: m 8 T: lig is cpr not sine as 11/olf reads. - m 12: L and pabr in Can Br 
and pabr in T; the 1 ·must be Br, or pausae must be taken as division lines~ -
mm 16/17: text is 11 lucid 1ochi, 11 not illucido chi 11 (~·Jolf).- mm .30/31 Can: lig 
omitted by Ellinwood. -m 39 T: lst note is followed by pasb; error. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 46f; lvolf, Squar, 218. 
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46. Nella tuo luce B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 134 1 : text in both v. 

Text: In view of Rip (Vol) eonsisting of only 1 v, the structure ef the 
B is irregular: Rip"" 1, 4, 7; Pi-1 = 2; Vol-1 "'3; Pi-2 = 5; Vol2 • 6. 
Text for Vol-1 Pi-2 Vol2 Rip after Can. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original form. - Reduction: 
Br quarter. 

Notes: The transcription of Ellinwood is preferable to that of Wolf whose 
reading is not correct. -mm 1/2: Can contains an·omission; the initial 1 
must be imp but Wolf deducts only 1 Sb f~om the L, instead of Br (lig cop), 
piCbab~because the value of 1 Sb is missing in m 2; in order to get a 
consonance between ~~ Can and T, Wolf changes the 1st note of T to ~ although 
the ms clearly has ~; the missing Sb value has been supplied by Sb £1 (1st note 
Can); Ellinwood's emendation, adding a g (2 Mi) at the end of the m, is entirely 
acceptable. - m 10 Can T: Wolf reads the 2 initial 1 as perf; consequently 
up to m 20 all cadences come at the wrong places. - m 17 T: lig omitted by 
Ellinwood. -mm 20ff Can: d 1 is Br not 1; we prefer to read d (Br) pabr a' 
£' (2 Sb) in m 20 Can, and-in T ~ (Li) f & (2 Sb) and (m 22)-& 1p, but this 
reading shows the Can to be short 1 Br; we take m 24 £' Br to be an error and 
read it Li. ~m 23 T: last lig omitted by Ellinwood. -m 24 Can: we read the 
pausa as pam, Ellinwood and Wolf read pasb; while Ellinwood eliminates the 
pausa altogether, ~Jolf accepts pasb but changes the original in m 25 Can to 
£ 1 £ £ ~ £ £ ( 6 Mi), thus eliminating £_ ~ ( 2 Mi); reading the pausa as pam, 
we took the last note of m 24 to be Mi instead of Sb (original). 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 123f; Wolf_,Squar, 227. 

47. Echo /RccoZ ~a primavera B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 135: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vo1 after T; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol ma; perfection clearly indicated by use of pp; no mod 
(Wolf erroneously has mod imp). - Reduetion: Sb quarter. 

Notes: In ms 11Echo," for 11 ecco. 11 -m 4 T: 2nd note Sb in ms; error. -mm 6ff: 
lltenpo 11 in Can, 11tempoil in T. - m 10 T: ·1lita11 instead Of 11 lieta.i'1 - mm 14/15 
T: notes 2, 3 m 14 connected with note m 15 as t etnaria1 because of the 
underlaying of the syllable we transcribed £1 m 15 as hota simplex. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 85f; Wolf, Squar, 228. 
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48. Benche crudele siate B, 2 V 

Source: 
l. Sq, f 135': text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria recognizable as the original form. -
Reduct i on: Br"' quarter. 

Notes: m 22: Can has "cor par .flitto," T "corpafflitto ·'· -m 27: Can has 
"constrecto," T constretto. ir - m 28: in-·both v there is a double l'n" in nsonn.." 

Edition~: EJJinwood, WFL, 49: Wolf, Squar, 228f. 

49 . Ochi dolenti mie B, 2 V 

Source: 
l. Sq, f 135': text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T; Vol after Can; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria recognizable as the original form. - Reduction: 
Br "" quarter. 

Notes: mm 3/ 4: 11 rafrenaril with l "f.11 - m 11: lig cop in Can is error, lig 
in fls correct.; 1tJolf takes lig cop to be correct and emends T, with the 
r esult that the cadences are 1~ongly placed up to the end of Rip. - m 20: 
11Nonn 11 in ms. -m 34: 11 libertate 11 with 2 11L 11 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 130; Wolf, Squar, 229. 

B, 2 V 

Source: 
l. · s q·;-f 136: text in both v. 

Text:Pi ·~ 2 Vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhyth.-·n~ Duodenaria in mod transcription; mod perf indicated by 1-Br 
relationships. In French terminology: mod perf tp imp prol min, but there are 
subtle cross-relations with mod imp tp perf prol min and ma. For example, m 
10 has the rhythm of mod imp tp perf prol min .in both Can T; m 11 in Can is 
mod imp but with tp perf prol min for the lst half of the m, tp imp prol ma for 
the 2nd half; the 6 lVl:i are clearly grouped by 3 and also the underlaying of the 
syllables is in accordance with 2 groups of 3. The use of the Sb with pa 

l I 
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poirits: t~ tp imp prol ma; cf. m 26 Wh~re Can T go together in the Same rhythm; 
but in m 14 CanT follow different rhythmic concepts; there· can is clearly 
written in groups of 4 Mi. Wolf's 6/4 meter is incorrect. -Reduction: Br= 
quarter. . . . 
. . 

Notes' ~ m 3: 11 tenpo 11 in both v. - m 4: doubl.e ''P" in "passato •. " - m 10: double 
"s h in "so~' - m 14 T: 1st 2 notes· have pa, not Jrd note (Wolf) • - m ·21 Can: 
above the pausa · in m 20 there are £-flat and ~~natural signs together; they 
apply io m 21. .. mm 23/24: in Can is L and pabr, in T L and pall; L must be 
perf and the pausa must be · pall in both v. - m 27;. T: last 2 . notes not binaria 
(Ellinwood) • .;. m 30 Can: b-flat sign actually before 6th note m 29; we read 
in m 30 1st b-natm·al and-thereafter b-flat; T: 2nd note ~' not d (Ellinwood, 
Wolf). - -

Editions: Ellim;ood, WFL, l05f; Wolf, Squar, 230. 

51. Ognor mi trovo B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 136: text ~nlyin Can; lower v marked 11Tenor0gnor11

, Pi "Secunda pars" 
with 11vertoa~ ·1chiuso 11 • 

Text: Pi-2 Vol 'inc R;Lp after Can. 

Rhythm: Sena:da,impj 'or tp imp prol ma. Notation is not Italian. Wolf's 
transcription "has, mod imp, which is not juS'j:;i:tied. - Reduction: Sb = dotted 
quarter. · 

Notes: mm 5/6 Can: Wolf has inco:rrect underlaying of text. - mm 9-15 Can: 
original is a Jrd higher"(with the use of ledger line for last note -m .l2); 
the error has been emended by Wolf; his emendation seems to be preferable to 
that of Ellinwood who leaves Can a 3rd higher and suggests that T be transposed 
a 3rd higher in mm 9-11, a 3rd lower in mm 11-15; the dou'ble error in T is . 
not likely. - m 19 Can: Wolf omits c 1 -sharp which is, however, in ms~ .. .. mm 
29-31 Can: Wolf 1 s under laying is Incorrect. - m 34 Can: read "Mai, 11 not "Ma 11 

(Wolf). - mm 38f Can: read "misura, 11 not 1'mensur~1 

Editions: Dlli.nwood, WFL, l3lf; Wolf, Squar, 230f. 

52. I 1 vegio ch 1a natura B, 2 V 

Source: 
l. Sq, f 136 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under Can; Vol after T (no inc Rip). 
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Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original form. - Reduction: 
Br ,.,-quarter. 

Notes: m 3: 11natura" written with douple ''n." .. mm 5ff: Wolf's under laying 
of text is incorrect. - m 10 Can: last note d i in origirial; emendation to cl 
- m 12: Br and pali in Can, 1 and paqr in T. ~- m 1.4: Wolf reads "imp era, 11 not 
in ms. - mm 15/16: "sua," not "suo 11 (Wolf). - m 16: 11ma 11 il'l Can, completely 
omitted in T.- m 27: 1 and pabr in Can, 1 and pali in T ... m28: ncosi" in Can, 
11 che sin in T. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, l06f, Squar. 231. 

53. Se la vista soave B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 137 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol inc Rip after T. 

irythm: Mod imp, with octonaria recognizable as the original rhythm. 
eduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 3: ms has 1111a." -m 8 T: 1st note d 1 is actually finalis of 
preceding lig; because of text, we separated-the note from the lig~ -mm 
9/10: "nutrica" in Can, ·'notricail in T. -mm 39ff: :rsenplicett ettate 11 in 
ban, "senplicitt etate ·' in · T. - 41 T: lig omitted by Ellinwood. -m 47 Can: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 52: ms has ''sse!' :.. m 59 Can: the flags for 
3 Mi are missing; we attached them tonotes 5-7. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 153; Wolf, Squar, 233f. 

54. Po 1 che di simil B, 2 V . 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 138 1 : text in both v. 

Text: In complete; Pi-2 Vol missing. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. -Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes: The transcriptions of Ellinwood and Wolf are not correct. In our 
opinion there is an error in the ms. E11inwood begins with an upbeat but 
arrives at wrongly placed cadences for the 1st 2 verses. Wolf is correct at 
the beginning but has wrongly placed cadences from m 6 on, for the rest of 
the composition. The mistake seems to be in m 6. The notes ~ 1 ~ 1 (Ca.l1), 
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d d (T) are all Br in ms; they ~hould be Sb; if thus emended, al1eadenees 
fall into their proper place, Cg. notes to m 6 T and m 21. • m 2 T: 
there is an erasure in ms .after 2nd note ... m 3: syllable "eo" placed as in 
transcription; underlaying to~ (1st note m 4) would be better. -m 6 T; 2nd 
note is .£. in ms. - m 12 T: there is an erasure above the last L. - m 17 Can: · 
ms has syllable "le" placed under last group of 4 Mi, but "lea" must be 
counted as 1 syllable as is the case in T. - m 21 f CanT: L and pabr; if L 
is perf,"pabr stands at the beginning of m 22; this presents a.n ti.nuSUal start 
of the verse; Wolf transcribes Lasti; consequently all the cadences that 
follow are wrongly placed we assume an error in the ms for m 22: lig cop in 
Can should be Sp and in T 1st or 2nd i must be · Li. - m 26 Can: "che '1" missing, 
but is in T. - .mm 27ff: "duna fia.mA se 11 in Can, "dunB. fia.mA ese" in T. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 296f (among the fragments); Wolf, Squa.r, 237f· 

55. Tante bellece in guesta donna • B, 2 V 

Source a 
1. Sq, f 139z text in both v. 

Texta Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T. 

I,lli.ythmt .Mod imp, with octonaria. recognizable as original form.... . .- Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Note's 1 . m 8: both v have L, but Can has ·palp, T pali; we take the sign as ~: 
division mark; Wolf does not give any indication; Ellinwood transcribes the 
note as Br and takes pabr; a division mark is also placed in m 27 where the ms 
has in Ca.il. L and pabr, in T Br and pabr; transcriptions of Wolf and Ellinwood 
as in m 8. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 162f; Wolf, Sq_uar, 238. 

56. Altri n'ara la pena B, 2 v 

Source t 
1. Qq, f 140: text in both v. 

' 
Text: By Sacchetti (also in Laurenziana, Ashb 574, with a variant for the 1st 
line of Vol; "E di cia che m 'e fatto non curarmi "). Pi-2 laid under T, Vol 
after T; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria. ,probably the original form. All triplets are 
in white notation. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: Pirrotta transcribes mm 1-3 (mm 1, 2 of his transcription) in mod perf, 
apparently on account of L Br L in T; from m 4 on (his m 3) , he takes mod imp •. · 
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While thl.s is ·n:at incorrect, ~ t is ~ot convinci:rig, at .. least is debatable. The 
area of the. lst "lig in T shows an e~asure in the tns which ·might have involved 
?nly a : corz:ection <?:f: pitch, ~ot of :fhythm. -mm 6/7i 11pena ·et'L in C~1 , ·"pene et" 
~n T. - ,ffiffi}O/ll ·Can1 there l.l\l an error in trw ms; ~m 11 is Br follow~d; by 
~abr; m 1o ·(value of 2 Br) is 1 missi:pg; Ellinwood left m 10 vacant, Pirrotta 
1:nserte~ r&sts after having _placed ,a Br at the beginning of -m 10· in view of 

· t~e typl.cal cadential phrase <f:t: -~ ,1the cadence ~.t?.not likely to . .J~ave. been 
.w;t thout co~te~~art; ~ Ill\J.S_t ~ ~or1!her wi ~h d ~n· T m 11; · W.olf . simply:_;transcribes 
~ as Lp,. w.tn·~h - ~s not a conv~nc~ng 1e~?ndatJ.on: .J.n order · to set .. off the typical 
~ynco~atl.on J.~ T, we suggest. ;the ~Ifertion f S: ,_(2 Br). - m 13 2 ''socto•• _in 
Can, 'sott.o"· J:n T; Can: 2nd, :qote l.S .£.'' not d I (Pirrotta). - mm 8/9 T: . notes m 
8, 1st note m 9 ternaria, not binaria (Pirrotta). _m 37 Can: in ms 5 Mi .,but e 1 d' 
.£.' must be a triplet (et: . m 15); Wolf changes last S'b ·to ML . ' - -< . 

... , .. ~ .. ~-. 

Editions: Li Gotti-Pirrotta, Sacchetti, lOOf; Ellinwood, WFL, 43f; Wolf, 
Squar, 239f. Text: Carducci, Cantilene, 256. 

-~-.:.....: . . ~·:;.: : . . . 

57· Ara' tu pieta B, 2 V ··.·:,: . . · . . .... ·. 
·· · .. · ·--~: ··~ .·. 

;. - ~. -· 
Source"l · =·:..-· ·. 
1. Sq, f 140t text in both v'. ·. ····- ·--· • .-. , I 

Textz Incomplete; Pi-2 Vol (inc Rip) missing. Lauda.. - .~ ... ... .:..: .... · ..... 
· ....... 

. Rh,yt~t ~ Tp pe.rf prol min, With characteristic shifts (for e:xainple, m 2) to 
tp J.mp prol ma. 11). 'lLuse <?f ·pd. Wolf 1s tra.ru:?oription erroneously is ·based on 
mod imp. - Reduction: · Sb = qtia.rter. · · 

·· ·:· ·. 

N~t~s: m 8 CanT: Br and.pabr; we disregarded the pausa and marked the 
dJ.V1.s~on. -m 9: "ssa" in ms. -m 10 Cant "ccon" in ms. -m 13 T: "puncta" in ms. -
m 23: "dentr 'al" in Can, "al mie" in T in m·s : 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, ~~1 (among the fragments); Wolf, Squar, 240. 

58. La mala lingua B, 2 V 

Sourcesi 
1. P, f 107: "F"; text in both v . 

.. 2. Sq, f 140 1 : text in both v. 
. ·. . -.. ~-: :· ·.. . . + . ~ . 

Text: P has Pi-2 VoL(no ' inc Rip) after Can; Sq has Pi-2 laid under T and Vol 
after T ( no inc Rip) • ·-

·"'' ··:···"":·;_ '. 

Rh.yt~: Tp perf prol min~ •• The peculia:r .frequency of triplets which both mss 
have l.n white notation is almost suggestive of a transcription from a novenaria· 
nonetheless, the prol is min; m 30, however, clearly shows tp im~- prol ma in both 

I • _ ..... - · 
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v. Wolf erroneously takes mod imp. - Re duct a tion: Sb' ·- = ~u8.1'ter. 

Notes: m 4 Can: the 1st 2 notes are sb ~-· in white notation in Sq. - m 7: 
Brand pabr; we ·take the division line, :..ni 12 Canff'-sharp not in P.- m 
15 Can: b-natural sign not in P; lst note not linked-by lig to last note of 
m 14 in P. - m 20 c.Can: .notes. 1, 2 lig in P. - m 23: "bel" instead of "ben" 
in P. -in 25t spelling is ·'illui" in both.mss, • m 28l. Br and pabr; the 
latter has been transcrib6Q: . .as .marking· ' o:( the division· .... mm 29/30 T: P 
has Ji Brp (with pp) and d '"f .ii Sb, with .9:_ ! being bina:ria; in view of the clear 
prol ma with ·tp imp, we gav-fP. preference ,to Sq. -m 35t Sq, whieh has Pi-2 laid 
under T, places "danni" iri m 35, certainly an error • 

Editions z Ellinwood, WFL, lllf; Wolf, Squa.r, 240f. Text: 'rommaso Casini, 
Studi di poesia antics., Citta .di Castello, 1914, 201 ;, . . 

59· Qymel el core ; B, 2 v 

:.' . . 

Sources: 
1. P, f 103: anon; text in both v. 
2. Sq, f 141 1 : text in both v. 

. ' 

~t Pi-2 (not underlaid) Vol (no : inc Rip) of Stri in Sq after Can; Pi-2/~ 
Vol (no inc Rip) of S~ri · after T in P, Strii after Can (no inc Rip) • 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria recog:rllzable as the original form. -
Reduction: Br · = quarter. 

Notes: mm 1/2: Sq has in Can "Oyme el," in T 110ymel," P in both v "Oymel." 
- mm 8/9: P omits in Vol "el giuoco." ··· - mrit 12':"14: P has in Vol "ches sotto," 
"afligio ogni". - m 15 Can: f 1 -sharp in P, :ri.ot in Sq. - m 25: P has "coll 
arco," Sq "con;" likewise in riJ. 34 Sq "con la," P "colla1' - m 32; :;notes in 
Can T are L, followed by pabr, and by pali in T of P; we have marked the 
"pausa" as division line. 

Editions: Ellinwood, VlFL, 134f (with Strii) ; Wolf, Squar, 244 (Stri only). 

60. Donna, con vo 1 rimane B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 144: text in both v. " 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can; no inc Rip. 

Rh.ythm: Mod perf, with indiciations of original duodenaria. -Reduction: - · 
Br .., quarter. 
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Notes: m 5: "rimane" in Can, "riman" . T . . 
but Vol has "luce " which req . . Tln ' whJ.ch fJ. ts the tones properly• 
· ' u1.res J.n an extra ton · ' ln Can Brand pabr in T Brand . e, l. ~££ 2 Sb. ~m 9: 
after 2nd note, p~ctus which Ei~il; t~e latter is correct._- m 12 Can: 
pa, b~t +lYolf, must chang~ 4th ' note -~~~oh :ea~~ ~s punctus ~yncopationis, Wolf as 
punctus 'as pd to indicate mod im ' ( lC lS). .ln ms ', to Mi; we might take 
should be pla.c:ed under 3rd note ~lt~~u per.~ ' ~on~equently t:l?:~ . syllable "ta" 
ms·; ·c~ the E\.!lalo_gy in m 14• we assume : J..t d1.:1.~c:ly S:F,~!3~s under 2nd note in 
erro~·· - - m 16 ·can-/ 2nd not~ E. not ~ - .(W e p)unc s '-m·l2 , to be :tmt . a scribal 
at ~he · beginning of the staff' the·...... . olf ..... m 23 T • ~e~pite E.-flat signature 

. di~re~48 this: b-flat and· su~gests~-pr,::rl.lb)es an a.~dJ. tJ.onal )?.-flat (Wolf 
t'dal tru 11 ··'in T .. m26 T t .1 . . ·· . __ na a · • - -111 25: "dal trul.l" in ·Cain 

: . . \ • . . • . . ·. . . . . J.g l.,s cop i_!l ms; error; must be cpr • ... . ... ' 

.. -Edi tiop::s-:' ~).linwood, WFL,. 74 z . Wolf, Squar, 249. 

·· ·~ ····---- ... .. . 
61 ·;; Doriha,· "peroh: e' mi _ _ spregi · B, 2 v 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 144': text in both v. 

Text: Incomplete; only Rip Pi-1 underlaid·, p; -2 Vol . ·- . ... missing. 
Rhythm: Tp perf prol min . but with f : · - . . .. . . : . . . 
all are written in white ~otation. u~=q~;nt. l.~ert~on~ of triplets which 
transcription has mod imp which is not . t~Pf. lnd T lndicat~s tp perf •. \1(ol~ Is 

·:: •. . . · JUS J. J.e • - Reductlon: Sb = quarter. 

Notes: 'inm lri'woif•s underlayi~g of the tex~ is not correct _and does .not 
c~rrespond with the original. -m 7 B 
l1.ne; so also m 26 ... m 9: ms has 11 : r 11p~us pa.br which we take as division 
m 19: ms has "ssie.'' tama ln botn v' not "tamo" (Wolf) • 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 29_4f (among the fragments); Wolf, Squar, 251. 

62:. DUdlsi la vi ta B, 2 V 

Source z 
l.Sq; f l45: text-in both v. 

Text: Pi .. 2 Vol after T; no inc Rip. 

~yt~: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probab]y the 
f m ~nst~ad of_Br, thus assuming mod imp for which no 

oun ·- .eductJ.on: Sb ~ dotted quarter. 

. , ·: : 

original form. Wolf has 
justification can be · ···· 

... . 

Notes: 
mm 1/2: ms has "ora," not "orou (Wolf). -m 11: Ellinwood reads i•uno," 
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"o'; being written in both v; the reading as such is not incorrect, but then 
the verse would consist of 9 syllables instead of 8. - m 16 Can: lig omitted 
by Ellinwood. - mm 20ff; ms has "magnanima ," not "magna.nimo" (Wolf) • - m 24: 
Ellinwood reads "lodo," instead of "loro" - m 27 Can: 1st note is d 1 , not c 1 

(Wolf). mm 30ff: Wolf 1s underlaying of the text does not correspond with the 
original. 

~~i~ Ellinwood, WFL, 84f; Wolf, Squar, 252f. 

63. DorL~ 1 tu prendi sdegno B, 2 V 

Sou.'t'ce: 
1. Sq-;-ff 146 1 (T), 147 (Can): text in both v • 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after T (f 146'); no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod perf ~ with duodenaria recognizable as original form. Wolf 1 s 
transcription is completely erroneous; instea.d.of mod perf he takes mod 
imp 7 although the 1 Br at least in T as well as all cadences unmistakably 
determine the mod as perf. -Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Jifote~: m 5 Can: Ellinwood omits 2nd lig and overlooks pa after 4th note; 
he ~ceads · 6-Gh note as Sb instead . of Mi. - m 8 T: in me "vivo," not "vi ve" 
(I:Volf). -m 10~ pabr omitted by Wolf. -mm 20f: ms has ''Fu cor," not 
"furor·" (Wolf).- m 24 Cru1: 2nd note f', not d' (Wolf).- m 25: ma has "molle," 
not "melle" (Wolf); c:f rhyme. -

Editions~ Zllinwood, WFL, 83f; Wolf, Squar, 256f. 

64. Fiar di dolceQ§. B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 148: text in both v • 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can. 

Rhythm: Mod peri 1 with duodenaria recognizable as the · original form. Wolf 
erroneously transcribes in mod imp. - Reduction:- Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 3: in ms "ssio!' -m 8 CanT: in ms "in" instead of "i;" error. 
- m 19: in Can ''cu, 11 in T "cui" 

Editions~- Ellinwood, WFL, 88; Wolf, Squar, 260. 
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65. Fatto. m 18,1 · serv ' · amore B, 2 v 
. . . . 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 148': text in both v~ 

Text: Pi-2 Valine Rip ("Facto m1a serv' amore") after T (not underlaid). 

ill!J::thm: Tp perf prol min, with characteristic shifts to tp imp prol ma. 
These shifts, indicated by dotted Sb

1
and groups of 3-Mi, must be clearly 

observed; the underlaying of the syllables usually corresponds with the 
rhythm, Wolf combines 2 Br to the~ m, thus presenting mod imp. - Reduction: 
Sb = quarter. 

Notes: m 2: Wolf has "m'ai" (without elision), but in both and inc Rip is 
"m 1 a ." - mm· 20f Can: erroneously "do glial tra.'' - m 23 Can T: . "parel, 11 not 
"pare _il." -mm 30f: 11ermellino" in Can, 11ermellina" in T. -mm 43, 45 Can: 
both -lig .omitted by , Wolf~ - m 46 Can: 11porto, 11 instead of "porta.'' 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, -86f; Wolf, Squar, .260f. 

66. Donna, . langu.ir mi :fay B, 2.v 

Soru·ce: 
L Sq 1 f 149: text in both v; "Chiuso" in Can T. 

_ Te~t_;_ Pi-2 laid under T; Vol inc Rip after T. 

R~hm: Mod perf, with duodenaria possibly the original form. But there are 
intri cate subtleties, more French than Italian in character; the subtleties 
derive from a mixture of mod perf and imp , tp perf and imp. What occurs 
frequently in compositions based exclusively on tp is here applied to the mod ; 
for example, mod imp is at the beginning tp is here applied to the mod; for 
example, mod imp is -.at the beginning of Rip and Pi; m 15 is mod imp, but the 
l st Br value is perf (tp perf), the 2nd Er imp (tp imp), the latter presenting 
prol ma. C f notes to m 9. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

No!~ mm 7/S ~ · -"perch 1 a" in Can, "perc 1 a" in T; "ttorto" in both v. - m 9; 
Yfe;If overlooks "se" in Vol; this -m presents a special problem: b a are 2 Er 
followe d by .£. 1 d I 2 'Sb; in accordance with mod perf the values nomlly 
would be combined as a L m, and this is done by Ellinwood; consequently the 
Can is short 1 Br value and Ellinwood suggests ~' Br as 1st note of m ·10; 
although no punctus is used in connection with the 2 Er m 9, the , rhythm of the 
T and the underlaying of the text prove the mod to be imp; b a are therefore 
Brp; the 2 Sb are part of m 10. - m 10: ms has "granden~a";-e;ror. - mm 12/1}: 
"fuggire" is spelled with 1 "g" in T, with 2 11g" in Can. - mm 23ff: there is no 
elision in the 2nd verse of Pi-2. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 78 ; Wolf, Squar, 262. 
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67. De 1 t che mi giova B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 149: text in both v. 

Text: P±-2 laid under Can; Vel ine Rip after Can. 

Rhythm: The composition is based on mod, but the m~d . ehanges from.perf to . 
J.IDP. Except for the number of Sb between Br.z and above all the typJ.eal placJ.D.g 
of cadences, there are no special indications of the mod or of the ~h~ge. 
Mm 22ff, however, clearly present mod perf. It.appears that ~h: ?~g1nal 
(in Italian notation) had a mixture of du.odenan.a and octona.na, J.~ may wel~ 
be that the scribe himself became confused when rendering the Italian notat1on 
in the form of mod. To transcribe the composition by way of 1-Br m, as 
Ellinwood does, is no solution of the .rhythmic problems; moreover, sue~ a this 
transcription presupposes the original (Ita~an) to have been q';laternar1a; 
certainly has not been the case. To transc::1be t~e work.excl';lslve~y on th~ 
basis of mod .imp as Wolf does, is equally 1mposs1ble, s1nce 1t causes ser1ous 
conflicts with the cadential order of the composition. Assumin~ ~he change from 
duodenaria to octonaria and vice versa, to have been in the or1g1nal (and 
such a change is not infrequent in the older Italian compositions), we have 
presented a change of mod. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: m .6 Can T: Br and pabr. - m 7 Can: ms has, "Ac chl." - m 9: last ;re:' 
·of · llaviene" must be suppressed. - m 10 Can: lig omitted by ~wood, also l.ll 

m 12. - m 15: . nvale" in Can, ;vale et" in T. - m 19: Br and pali in Can, Br 
and pabr in T. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 64f; Wolf, Squar, 262f. 

68. De sospirar sovente B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 149 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in both v (but Pi-2 not underlaid). - Lauda. 

Rhythm: . Mod imp, with octonaria likely the original form. 

Notes: ltJolf' s and Ellinwood' s inc of the B is erroneously "Dehl sospirar." 
Ellinwood does not have the original £-flat signature for.the T~ - ~ 9: ~ 
has :rtti." - mm 22ff: ms in Pi-2 clearly has "tanto sono 1 rnart1re; Ellinwood 
emends to Htanto sono in martire, 11 but on account of the rhyme we must read 
"tanti . so no i martiri." 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL,, 69; Wolf, Squar, 263. Text: Tommaso Casini, 
Studi poesia antica, Citta di Castello, 1914, 204. 
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69. Da poi che vedi'l mie fedel B, .2 V 

Sou:rce: 
1. sq;-f 150~ text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T (Pi-2 not underlaid). 

Rhythm: Tp p~rf. prol min, wi tl:l senaria perf probably the original rhythm; 
tp perf also 1nd1cated by the use of pp, alteration· -characteristic shifts -to 
tp im~ prol r:na. W:oJ.i' .trapscribes by 1 in, thus sugges·hng _mod, although 1 is 
aJ;>sen"C Ccr.f:.-_notes). - Re.d,uction: S_b= quarter. - · · · 

- ;··"' -· · ··· . - · --- . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ' · _ . 

Not~s: ;Jrl.3/4 T: ~ Br IT1ustbe imp _ (Elllnwood_ r~ads it perf); -~ Sb is close to 
~ - IT::-; wolf react.~ !\1·· 4: pas}? .b .a . 2 Sb, but ms has ; no pausa; a must be .Sba. - _ 
m 9: Can has Br_ . ~nd pa,br,, T' .. E and pali; the "pausal! indicates the end of the 
verse, a..~d the notes:: frius:t both be Br,; c,f. also P1 26. (there Br and pabr in both 
v). -_m 13 T: '1fa" instead of 11fai. 11 -m 19; Can has L, T Br; the notes must 

_ both be Br. - m 23: in both v 11ma, "not 11mai 11 1'Wolf). - mm 30ff: the difference 
in spelling '1cuor fugita" and 11 c.or fuggita 11 is in ms. - mm 37/38 Can: in ms 

. _•; the lig includes the finalis; we have separated the finalis because of the 
las-~ syllable. - · 

Editi ons: , Ellinwood,, WF1, 6lf; Wolf, Squar, 264. 

.. 70. ~oncil,.J . che d 1 arrior senta B~ 2 V 

Sources: 
1. P9 ff 104 1 (Can), 105 (T): anon; text in both v. 
2. Sq, f 150 1 ~ text in both v. 
3. R) f 36 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after T in all 3 mss; but only Sq has inc Rip. - 1auda. C~ 
Debe!iedetti, Sollazzo, No 35. 

RhythJm: Senaria perf. R presents the B in pure Italian notation; the pd are 
systematically applied; cauda descendens is used for the rhythm via artis•
triplets are written as Mi with flags to the right; however, the triplet ' 
consisting . pf.~bM:L- is written as Mi with caud~ obliqua descendens (to the left) 
and I'li with flag to the left; Ruses no lig. p -Sq are tinder the influence of 
French conceptj_ons _ w:i th the no.tation of tp perf prevailing; occasionally pp 
ar e used for clarification; the triplets in Sq P are w:dtten i.ri White ·notation. 
We_ hay~ given prefer~nce to the version of I;t, on account of the. Italian . 
not<:riJ~on:~ _v.rh~ch is .the mos-t, likely foJ:>m of th!3 _original. Wolf's transcription 
presents mod ~-imP) measures ..... Reduction: . Sb ·,;; quar:tE?r. _ . . . . -

N_9.t~s: The B is quoted by Anonymous V, Ars- Cantti.s Hertsurabilis (Coussemaker, 
Scr::.pt, III, 395f), with quotation of the music of Can T for the 1st verse of 
Rip; the version quoted is identical with P. - m 2 T: P has f ~ as Br Sb; Sq 
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has 2 Sb, each with pa. - m 3 Can: c 1 -sharp in P Sq but not in R. - mm 3f: 
R has in Vol 1 gravosi n instead of ;1pietosi ;r ( 11piatosi" in P); obvious error; 
cf. last word of Pi-1 - m 5 Can: 1st 2 notes Sb Mi in white notation in P Sq; 
T: 1st 2 notes binaria in P Sq. -mm 6ff: Wolf's underlaying of text 
erroneous; all mss bring syllable 11 le- 11 on g,' m 9. -m 10 T: 1st 2 notes 
binaria in P Sq. - m 11 Can: last note erroneously Mi in Sq. - m 12 T: P Sq 
have g_ f 2 Sb with pa added to each. - m 13 T: 1st 2 notes binaria in ·P Sq. m 
14 Can:-a ab c' in P Sq; T: a f e e in P Sq, -m 15 Can: instead of c' Sb, P 
Sq have 2 Mi"f no sharp sign iii f S'q '"f T: notes 2, 3 binaria in P Sq. ;. -m 17 T: 
P Sq have d' Sb with pa c 1 (Sb), both notes as lig cop; sharp sign for c' 
missing· in-Sq ... m 19 T:-lst 2 notes lig cop in P Sq. -mm 22f: 11 agli ochi 11 

omitted in R. - m125 T: 1st 2 notes lig cop in P Sq. -m 27: R has 11po 11 in T; 
SqP have · 11po 11 in Can, 11 po:fu in T; all mss have 11per', 11 not 11par 11 (Wolf) in 
Pi-2 P has 11 sono; 11 P Sq have 11farmi J '1 1st 2 notes lig cop in P Sq. - mm 30f: 
RP have ' 11 gettan·1 in Can, P has "gettan11 in T, R 11 gecta.•1 -m 33 Can: after 
2; triplets ·c 1 b (Sb Mi triplet in white notation) in Sq, £ £' (2 Mi black) in 
P;' T! 1st ~Cno~s lig cop -inP Sq • 

Editions: 
265!. 

Ellinwood, WFL, 72f (With facsimile of P on plate VI); Wolf, S~uar, 

71. Donnaz la mie parten~a B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 151: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol after T; no inc Rip. 

Rh~hm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original form. Although the 
1-~ relationships, especially in T, clearly establish mod perf, Wolf 
transcribes in mod imp. - Reduction: Br • quarter. 

Notes: m 4: Vol has 11gonna," not 11donna 11 (Ellinwood). -m 6: ms has 1111 1usato. 11 

-m 8: ms has in both v '1de, 11 not Hdi 11 (Wolf'); Ellinwood omits •1Et 11 in Vol, 
although necessary for the number of syllables in the verse. - m 9: ms has 
"scoglier,'1 not 11scoglie 11 (Wolf).- m 17: ms has 11fra.lla.ltre. 11 - m 18 T: lig 
omitted by Wolf.- m 22 Can: last note c 1 , not d' (Wolf).- mm 25/26 Can: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood; the last 2 notes are ~' ~ 1 , not c 1 e 1 (Wolf). 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 77; Wolf', Squar, 267. 

72. Dappo' c 1a te rinasce B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 151: text in both v. 
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Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhythm~ Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original. Oniy 1 
deviation can be observed: in m 12 Can, which obviously introduces the 
conflicting element of tp perf (prol min). Half transcribes the composition, 
oddly enough, in mod imp (4/4) and marks. all prol as triplets;, the cadences 
are wrongly placed on account of th,e mod. - Reduction: Sb = quarter., . . · 

Notes: m 4: spe:Lling is 11tte.11 - m 6 T: Ellinwo.od, and Woif · o;erlook b-flat 
in the original; in Can 1icrudo~11 in.- T ttduro~ir ;;.; 'm 10: 1Palido, ;r not "Pallido" 
(Wo~).- m 11: 11 ch'elle,rr no,t .. 11 ch 1ella11 ('Wolf).- m 26 T: ~'not~ 
(El11nwood). -m 38 Can:. sharp (Wolf) not in ms; in Can 11prestia, n in T 
"prestae"- m 39: spelling 11ffornir. 11 - m 44 Can: flat (Wolf) not_,_in .. ms-~ -- .. -

Editions: Bllinwood, WFL, 62f; Wolf, Squar, 268. · 

.. 
73. 1 1 aspecto e gui . B, 2 V 

Source: 
1~ Sq, f 151 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol i~c Rip after. T; ' .. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf probably the origir,tal form.-. :_ 
Characteristic shifts to tp imp prol ma • . Here ai,so Wolf assumes ·mod imp; 
consequently cadences are wrongly placed. - Re'ductiqn: . . Sb ·-quarter. 

. ~ 

Notes~ It is interesting to notice that this comp9.si tion, being the 

_ ... _ .. 

co:mterpart of the preceding B, follows directly iri the ms. - m 3 Can: lig 
Oml~ted by Wolf. -m 6~ original spelling ·1llei..11 - m_lO T: lig omitted by 
Ellinwood. -m 13: Br and pabr; Wolf here reads the rest as regular pausa; 
at the analogous place, however, m 39, he omits the pausa altogether, surely 
because of the assumed mod. - mm 14ff: ms has in both v "donne ~~~ not "donnae-tr 
~\rlo~). -m 16 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood; T: lig omitted by Wolf and 
.l!jllinwood. -m 19~ ms has 11 lunge,- 1 not 11 lungo 11 (Wolf). -m 20: spelling "mmerr. -
~ ~3/24 T: both lig omitted by Wolf. - The 2nd verse of the Vol is faulty; 
~t 1s short 2 syllables. - m 34 Can: Sb has pp; tp is imp prol is ma. -m 35 T: 
lig omitted by Wolf. - m 37 T: according to the standard ;ules a must be 
altered, not e in m 38 (altered by Wolf). -m 42 Can: ms has f~sharp omitted 
by Wolf. - m 49 Can: £-natural in ms omitted by Wolf. -

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 114£; Wolf 
1 

Squar, 268f. 

74. Benche la bionda tre~a B, 2 V 

Source: 
I:Sq,-f 1.52 1

: text. in both v. 
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Text: Incomplete; Pi-2 Vol missing. Text printed in Cappelli, Poesie, 28 
rthQugh copied from Sq, the reading is not correct). 

Rh~tL Mod perf; duodenaria~ Although the mod c~ easily be recognized as 
per pabr beginning of Rip, Br L beginning of P~, etc), Wolf transcribes 
in mod· imp; he also· arbitrarily omits pabr m 8, yet leaves pabr at analogous 
places, mm 12, 24. - Reduction: Br quarter. 

Notes: m 3: spelling is "lla;" "bionda treq,a 11 in can, but •'tre~a bionda" .in 
T. --m 8: ms has "veggio," not · 11veggia 11 (Ell:i.nwood, Cappel.li).- m 10 Can. 
2nd lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 20 Can: rils has ''vaga.i" .. m U T: lst lig 
omitted by Ellinwood. - m 29 T: 2nd note ~, not £ (Wolf). -m 31 Can: sharp in 
ms omitted by Wolf. 

Editions : Ellinwood, WFL, 29 2f (among the fragments); Wolf, Squar, 271 • 

75. L'onesta tuo bilta B, 2 V 

Source: 
·, 1. sq, f 155: teXt in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 (not underlaid), Vc>l after Can; no inc Rip. 

an~ Mod perf • duodena.ria. There are some insertions of intricate 
r c groups which have the effect of a novenaria; for ex~ple: mm 9, 15. 
The grouping of 3 Mi as well as the underlaying of the text stress .. the effect. 
Reduction: Br • quarter. 

Notes: m 4: ms has "done" in both v; .in Vol "vegha., 11 not . "vega". {Wolf) • . - m 7: 
ms has Br and pabr in both v; the notes should be L. - mm 8ff: ms has ·~ 
indarno poymichyami, 11 not "Et indarno poi mi chiami" (Wolf). - m 13 ms has L 
and pabr in both v; Wolf omits pabr. -m 15 T.: ms .has pa added to notes 2, 3; 
in analogy with other similar cases, and in accordance with· the Can, we s~ifted 
pa to notes 3, 4. -m 16 Can: in me last note Sb; error; Wolf's underla~ng of 
the text incorrect; ms has in Vol "al, " not "e 1" (Wolf) ; T: sharp in ms omitted 
by Ellinwood. - m 24: "vaga 11 in Can, "vagha 11 in T • - mm 26/27 Can: lig (,9;_ 1 ~') 
omitted by Ellinwood. - m 27 Can: 1st note is followed by pasb and pam; pasb 
is an error. -m 28: cf. m 7. -m 29: "De" in Can, "Di" in T. -m 13 T: ms 
has 11belgli. 11 -m 34: ms has "ttorto. 11 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 116f; Wolf, 8quar, 277• 

76. Abbonda di virtu B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 156: text in both v. 
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Text: Pi-2 (not underlaid) Vel inc. Rip after Can: 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf probably the original form. Wolf . 
takes mod imp. - Reduction: Sb .~ quarter. 

Notes: oiChiuso ;' marked for the· ending of Pi:..2. - mm. 9/10 ·Can: lig omitted ' •· · ·· 
by Ellinwood. 

Editions: El:Linw.ood, WFL, 39f; \rJolf, Squar, 279f. 

77. Alter a luc'ed angelic' aspetto B, 2 V 

., .. 
. .l. ' · .. 

Source: . : - ~ · . . 

1. Sq, ff 156' (Can), 157 ( T): text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under Can, Vol inc Rip after Can. 
· ' . . . 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original. - Reduction: .. -.. ~ •- --

Br • quarter . 

Notes: m 3: 11luced 11 in Can, 11 luce et 11 in T. - mm 15/16 Can: Wolf completely 
misread the whole passage; from Sth note (m 15) on he has: £' 2." £' ~·, g' 
f' ;::' ~·, ~· £ 1 £' ~' (all Mi). -m 26: in Pi-2 spelling is ;1sse!1 -m 33: 
ms has 1 and pall in both v·; we take the pausa to indicate the end of the 

. ver~e; Wolf puts<a· .fermata abqy~ the notes. -m 36: ms has 11 gianmai!1 

Editions: Ellinwood, \rJFL, 42f; Wolf, Squar, 281. 

78. Che fai? che pensi? . . B, 2 V 

! , -. 

Sources• · 
l~ _p; _ f •104: '1.F. 11 j text- in both V • . 

· 2. Sq, ff 157' (Can), 158 (T): text in both v. 

.. i: •. 

Text: 
Sonnet 
dietro 

Pi.:.? (not · underlaid) Vol after Can in P Sq, but only Sq has inc Rip. 
of-Petrarch has the same beginning: :1 Che fai? che pensi? che pur 
guardi;' · · .· . ...., . 

Rhythm: l'1od imp, with octanaria probably the original. - Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes: m 2: P has 11fai 11 in Can, 11fa 11 in T, Sq 11fa 11 in Can, 11faii 1 in T. -m 7: 
P has in both v ·1ce ' ,!' Sq in Can ·1cie, 11 in T ''ce.' 1 - m 19 CaiiL£.fi9es not . 
contract the passage to syncopation, but has ~ (Sb) £ ~ ~ g g f. (6 vd:T~- -·-- m 22 
Can: underlaying by 1ivolf of text incorrect; '' guerrail must also be in Can under 
lst note m 23, but here the Sq ms itself is incor~ect; observing the :·1 

'. . . : 
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characteristic passages in Can (2 Mi per syllable), the scribe of Sq (and of P) 
writes the 2 Mi closely together; he does the same in m 22, consequently must 
place 11guer 11 under the triplet m 23; the scribe of p is more careful and spaces 
the Mi m 22 separately; Ellinwood omits 11et 11 in Pi-2.- m 24 Can: P has c 1 L 
(not Br Sb pasb). -m 27 Can: instead of last Sb, P has ~ £ (2 Mi). 

Editions: Elliiiwood, WFL, Slf; Wolf, Squar, 283. Text edited by Trucchi, 
Poesie, II, 161. 

79. Bench'ora pioya B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 158 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid u:hder T, Vol.inc Rip after Can. 

Rh~hm: Duodenaria~ ~n pure Itilian no~ation~ Appar~ntly the sc~~e of Sq 
selected the compos1t1on from a collect1on that conta1ned duodena~a works 
still in Italian notation before they were transcribed into French mod notation. ·. 
Italian notation is not applied to 2-v B in the last Landini fascicles of Sq; 
moreover, B No 80, immediately following in Sq, again is written in mod 
notation although it also has duodenaria rhythm. Wolf recognized the 
duodenaria rhythm and transcribed in the proper reduction (but cf,notes to 
B No 80). - Reduction: Sb .. quarter. 

Notes: m 1: 11 Bencheora 11 in Can, 11Bencora11 in T; Can: last note is d', not 
~· (Ellinwood). - mm 3f: Wolf does not follow the original, and underlays th~ 
text of 11pur buon tenp 1aspecto 11 erroneously. -m 5 T: Wolf has c with pa and 
omits 2nd c; error. -m 7: 1'camin 11 in Can, 11 cammin·1 in T. -m 8-T: ms has 
·'nonnaffrettod; error. - mm 15f T: text incorrectly underlaid by Wolf; also 
m 21. - m 24 T: -Wolf has d c Sb' each with 'pa; incorrect; c must be altered, 
in analogy with similar llg 7 . · · · · · -

Editions: Wolf, GMN, II and III, No 53; Ellinwood, WFL, 50; Wolf, Squar. 284f. 

80. Da poi che va mie donna B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 158 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 (not underlaid) Vol after T; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria the original. Although easily recognizable, 
the mod has been mistaken by V.lolf; he has put Rip (Vol) in mod imp and "adjusts" 
the original accordingly (c! notes below). Wolf also failed to recognize that 
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the :'hythrn of No 80 is a transcription of duo{j;E3p.aria into mod. The composition 
is written on the same page as No 79; this seem;3 to indicate that the scribe 

-.··copied Tr~m different mss. - Reduction: Br = · quarter. 

Notes: W61{1s · transcription of the Rip (VolY part is full of mistakes and 
completely worthless. In Can: he overlooks in m 2 £ ~ ~ (2 Mi 1 Sb); he 
reads fro~ then on (4th note m 2 to 1st note m 5) a 3rd too high, puts in 
c 1-sharp ·sign as though it were in the original; he reads 2nd note m 7 as 
d' instead of c 1 and changes last note m 12 from Mi (original) to Sb; in T: 
he eliminates pasb and 2nd note m 2, declaring them simply as ·"unusable; " 
he reads 2nd note m 4 as ~ instead of ~; in m 5 he eliminates in both v the 
pausae. At the beginning the underlaying of the text of course cannot be 
correct in view of the arbitrary changes. -m 5: pausa is pabr in ban,. pali in 
T. -m 6: ms has "llagrime·"- m 7: ms has "da mme" in T; in Vol ms has 
!1contat e;" we accepted E:!.linwood 1 s emendation to "contante. 11 - m 11 Can: 
pausa is erroneously. pam in ms; it must be pasb. -m 14 T: ms hasf-shar-Pnot 
noticed by ·;volf. -m 15: ms ha~ 11Giamme,ll not i1Fiammai" (Wolf); 11sperol" in 
Can, 11spero el" in T. - m 22 Can: ltJolf changes last note to ~' without reason. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 60; Wolf, Squar, 285. 

) . ·. 

· 81. Nessum provo ·~~iamma 1 B, 2 V 

·:· .·: 

Source: 
~-Sq, f 159: text in both v. 

Text: Pi -2 Vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhythm: Hod perf, with duodenaria probably the original. - Reduction: 
Br :r:: qucu~ter. 

Not:.es: In both v and inc Rip 11Nessum, ' not 11nessun. " - m 2 .T: spelling 11giama. ·1 
:-rii'4 T: ternaria, not binaria (Wolf). - m 10: spelling ssolamente. ·1 - m 11 
Can: l ast 2 notes binaria (lig omitted by Ellinwood). -m 13 Can: last note 
~ 1 ~ ·not f. 1 (ttJolf ) ~ - m 14: spelling "inportuna ," not 11importuna'1 (Wolf). - · · 
m 17: 1p, no-t Li (Wolf). - m 23: spelling 11magior, '1 not "maggior" (Wolf). -
m 26: 1 and pabr in Can, 1 and pali in T. - m 30 T: •1serva. 11 - m 33 Can: 1st 
2 notes lig, omitted by Ellinwood. 

Ed_~tions: Ellinwood, 124f; \rJolf, Squar, 286. 

82. Giovine vagha, i' non senti B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Sq, l 160 :- t ext in both v-. 
2. Pad.A (147:5}.:~ No 8: fragment of Can only, with left margin cut off; preserved 
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are mm 8-16, middle 22-31 (but we could not read 5 notes in m 9, m 10, 
and 3 notes in m 13). 

Text: Pi-2 laid under Can, Vol after Can (no inc Rip) in Sq. Text of Pi-2 
d08S not appear under Can in Pad; the text must have been written on the page 
with the T although there is space enoug~ on the Can page (1 vacant staff 
remains at the bottom of the page). 

Rh~hrn: Octonaria, transcribed in mod imp• Pad~ in P':lrely Itali~ID not~tion, 
lias div octonaria, with pd for Br m cauda for VJ.a artJ.s; by the same hand that 
wrote B No 31 in Pad. - Reduction: a quarter; for Pad Sb ... quarter. .. 
No:tes: m 2 T: "vagaL 11 - m 4 Can: "giamay. ·' - m 8 Can: no lig in Pad. - m 12 
Can: no lig in Pad. -m 14 T: pabr instead of pasb; error. - mm 24, 21 Can: . no 
lig in Pad. - mm 27/28: scribe of Sq makes a mistake in underlaying '.1 ~echiarono.f. 
coming at the end of the staff, the word is divided "spechi-arono, 11 thus the 
syllable ''ro 11 is placed under 3rd note m 28, but since the text of Pio~o2 is also 
underlaid, the correct placing of ·1lui" shows 11 ro" to be misplaced. - m 29 Can: 
Pad has 11i miey," 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 97; Wolf, Squar, 288. 

83. Gia d 1amore speranxa B, 2 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f lCo: text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under Can, Vol after Can; no . inc Rip. 

Rh~hm: Tp imp prol min, with quaternar;La probably_ the 9riginal. The 1 does 
no occur at all; Br obviously is the unit of the m. Wolf nevertheless 
transcribes in mod imp; as a result the cadences are not properly placed. There 
are however some disturbing factors. Mm 3-5 are suggestive of tp perf; as a 
matter of fact, the whole 1st verse could be transcribed in tp perf by taking 
the 1st Br as perf and altering the 2nd Sb in m 2, but the grouping of Mi and 
underlaying of text in ms confli et with this reading. Mm 20, 40 definitely 
change the rhythm, recognizable only in the manner of notation. ~he sc~~be, 
being extremely careful in writing groups of Mi, has 6 Mi spaced J.n 2 groups 
of 3, and the syllables are correspondingly placed; the 6 Mi belong toge~her, 
hence tp perf, but also m 19 is characteristic of tp perf. (The underlaYJ.ng of 
the text by Wolf is here incorrectJ A similar insertion of 6 Mi occurs in m 
40; here too the tp perf appears to begin in the preceding m and snould be 
continued through m 42. If the tp transcription from quaterna:ia is an er:or. 
of the scribe the 1st Br of Rip and Pi must be changed to 1; ~n a transcrJ.ptJ.on 
according to ~od we would read: mm 1-18 mod imp ( 2 x 1/4), with m 14 being a 
1 or Br and pabr, mm 19-26 mod perf (3 x 1/4), mm 27-29 mod imp, mm 30-36.mod 
imp mm 37-42 mod perf, leaving pabr as pausa in m 37, mm 43-47 (end) mod J.mp.
Reduction: Sb = quarter. 
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Notes: mm 4/5 T: the sharp sign is placed (in ms) in the spatium for b but 
seems to be meant for c 1 • - m 10 T: 2nd note d 1 , not c 1 (Wolf). - m ll Can: 
il' -sharp in ms omitted-by ~l]olf. - m 15 Can: Wolf has pam (but the pausa is 
pasb) and changes the last Mi in the group (f in m 17) to Sb. - m 37: in both 
v Br is followed by pabr; we take it to indicate the verse ending. - rmn 39ff: 
·11senbiante 11 in Can, 11 senbianti et·' in T; not 11 sembianti 1' (Wolf). 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 9lf; V.iolf, Squar, 289. 

84. Giovine donna vidi star B, 2 V 

• 
Source: 
1. Sq, f 160 1 : text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol after Can; no inc Rip; 11 chiuso 11 marked only in 
-can:-
Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original form. - Reduction: 
Br • quarter. 

Notes: m 4: in ms 11 tree.( a, 11 not 11 tre<t~a 11 O>Jolf). - m 9: in Can pali, in T pabr. -
m 14: spelling "ssaggia;" in Vol read 11 aggia, 11 not 11 agia 11 (Wolf). - m 22 ~'! 
£_ 1 -sharp not in ms (Wolf). -mm 25-28: Can has Hbelle<i<ia," T 11bellecce 11 which 
the rhyme requires. - m 30: spelling in ms is •1 sonmo, 11 not 11 sommo 11 ('~olf). m 31 
T: £is included in lig (omitted by Wolf). -m 36 Can: Wolf needlessly changes 
the original: in dchiuso 11 ms has Mi 3 Sb Mi (f 1 e 1 d 1 c' b 1 ); \volf tak~s e' 
( Sb ) , pa.m, f 1 ( Mi ) ( = be ginning of verto ) and changes-the ·j -st) to 3 Hi; he 
does not recognize that mm 16-20 and 31-33, 36, 37 are identical (note that the 
2 Mi f. m 16 are contracted to 1 Sb in m 31); the finalis mm 20, 37 T is lipked 
to the preceding 2 notes by lig in ms; we separated it because of the t8.x:t;--

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 95f; Wolf, Squar, 290. 

85 .. fer la bellegga B, 2 V 

Source: 
1, Sq, f 165: text in both v. 

Text: Pi~2H laid under Can, Vol inc Rip after Can; 11Chiuso 11 marked in both v. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original. The verse (particularly 
those with the Sb as the unit of declamation) have successive (not simultaneous) 
declamation in the 2 v. - Reduction: Br = quarter. 

Notes: mm 8/9 T: lig is ternaria, not binaria (Ellimmod). - m 10 T: d has pa 
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omitted by Ellinwood. -m 15 Can: erasure in ms. -mm 19ff Can: Wolf's 
underlaying of text is not co:crect. - mm 20/21: "dura11 in Can, "cruda!l in 
T. -mm 34/35 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood and Wolf. - rmn 35/36 Can: due 
to carelessness in ms, Wolf 1 s underlaying of text is not correct; ms. has 
nlien under 2nd note m 35, ''val r under 2nd note m J6 ,(end of staff m ms), but 
plaping of nArna..'1do n in Pi-2 is correct and ~larifies the ~ase. - mm 38/39: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood. - mm 40/41: 11Et 11 m Can, "Che" ~n T • 

Editions: E]li·nwood· WFL 1?8f,· Wolf, Squar, 299. 
• L !) ' ~' 

86. Per un amante B, 2 V 

Sourc·e: 
1. sq, f 166 1 : text in both V • 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhythm: The basic rhythm is tp perf prol min, indicated by.f:equent use of PP 
and alteration, especially in T. But throughout the co~pos~t~on a . . 
characterist.j.c conflict between the . basic rhythm and tp J.ID.P pr~l ma ~s realized. 
Tp imp prol ma is always indicated by the clear groups of 3 M~, P~ added to Sb, 
which has practically the same effect as pa, and the careful plac~ng of the 
syllables under the groups of Mi. Wolf's and Ellinwood 1 S underlaYlllg of ~he 
text often does not correspond to the original (cf. Notes below). The ~t/ of 
the m is Br, not L. Nevertheless Holf takes mod imp and has the meter 12 8, 
which is :misleading. -· Reduction: Sb ==quarter. 

Notes: m 6 Can: pa after Sb missing, i.e. value of 1 Mi • - m 10:. in Can pabr, 
~pausa omitted; we take the pausa to indicate the verse :nding. - m 11 
Can ~ 5th note Sb in ms; error; . 11 Che 11 in Can, 11Chi 11 in T; Ellinwood overlooked 
"Et" in text of VoL ·~ tn 11: 11sarie 11 in Can, ;rsaren in T. -mm llff: here the 
groups of 3 Mi and placing of syllables clearly reve~l ~he intended rhythm. -
m 17 T: erasure ~n ms. -m 19 T~ last note of ternar~a ~s Br, n~t Sb (Wolf). 
m 28 Can~ read "che, ·' not "cha" (Wolf). - mm 29ff: vlolf at;d Ellinwood do 

11
not. 

follow the or-iginal in laying the text. - m 30: read " ce ~ et sta, :' not cell 
estan (\rJolf). - m 35: read r:CJ.ascosa:, " not 11nascosta 11 (Ell~nwoo~); ~n both v 
pabr which vJolf heTe transcribes as real ~ausae ~lthough he orn::tted them at 
the analog01.~.s place (m 10) , - m 40: spelling 11tt~. 11 

- ~ 43 Can •. Wol~ and 
Ellinwood misplace syllable 11 ne,11 - mm 45/46 T: ternar~a, not b~ar~a (Wolf) • 

B, 2 V 

Source: 
l.'sq-;-f 16'/ 1 ; text, in both v. 

~ Pi-2 Vol inc Rip :llter T. 
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Rhythn1: Mod perf, with duodenaria possibly the original form; but mod 
organi.zntion also might have been part of the original conception. The 
composition contains the most subtle rhythmic intricacies: a conflict between 
mod perf (which . 'is basic) mod imp' tp perf tp imp, prol ma prol mi (cf. mm 
3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, etc). -Reduction: Br =quarter. 

Notes: .m 2 Can: \·Jolf's underlaying of text incorrect; after a' pd; Ellinwood 
names lt punctus syncopationis but it merely is indicative of the following 
p~ol.ma •. - mm 5/6 T: Wolf's underlaying incorrect. -m 9 T: punctus after c' 
mlSSlng m ms. - m 12: read ''vegiaver, 11 not 11 veggaver 1 ("\r.Jolf) • read irporto -i rr 

not 
1

'porto in" (Wolf). - mm 29/30: read ''premi 1avere, 11 not llp;emiavere 11 (Wolf)· 
~nderlayi~g of Wolf is incorrect in T. - n@ 32/33: Wolf reads 1st lig (m 32) ' 
lncorrect~y; conse~uently he adds Br £ (m 33{ which neither is in original nor 
needed; re_ad 1st lig cp (~ 1). -m 34 Can: ''e'' omitted in ms, but it is in T. 
- m 35 T: vVolf 's underlaying of text incorrect. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 15lf; Wolf, Squar, 306. 

88. Nella pi~ care parte B, 2 V 

Sources: 

LLo, f 28 
1 

: 
11 ~B. {a:ll~t~7 Magis try francisci de fyoren~ia 1 ;. text only in Can, 

where 11 Chlusso '' lS marked; T has no designation whatever. 
2. Sq, f 169: text in Can only; 'verto 11

, "chiusoH· 11Tenor 11 • "Secunda parsll at 
Pi. ' ' 

Text: Pi-2 Vol follow Can in Lo Sq; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp imp pro~ ma, with senaria imp probably the original rhythm. The 
appearance of 1, Br lS suggestive of a higher mod organization • Wolf has indeed 
t~ken mod imp} with the result being all cadences at verse endings· wror>:gly ' 
p1.aced; mod perf would be more likely, at least in Pi (but not the whole of Pi): 
cf the cadences mm ~0, 33, 36. Nevertheless, we do not believe that mod should 
be assumed, for varlous reasons: 1. L appear only in T not in Can where the 
Br is thr?ughout t~e. unit of the m. 2. The. L might be' merely the result of 
transformlng an orlglnally vocal part into instrumental accompaniment as also 
the freque~t and long lig eliminate the possibility of placing text u~der the T. 
Un~es~ we ~ake fo~ granted that the instrumental version is the original (but 
~hls ls not certaln at all), Land lig seem to be associated with the 
lnstrum~nt~l character of the T, not with its rhythmic organization. 3. Mod 
transcr~ptlon al~mys presents the rhythmic values of a degree higher than that 
of Itahan notc-.tlon. This, however, is impossible and also illogical with 
the div sen<?.ria. - Reduction: Sb .. dotted quarter. ' ' 

Notes: The spell.L.'1g of the text in Lo varies from that of Sq: ; chara chore 
chome, C'.ngelic~a, chadorra, tera, paradisso, chon, eel muove chotanta.n - ' 
m 3. T: £ is I, in Lo. - mm 5/6 T: lig cop in Lo. - m 7 T: lig ~mitted by 
Elllnwood. -m 9 Can: £'-sharp sign missing in Lo; in Lo repetition of vowel 
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"o" under the melisma. - mm 12-14 T: in Lo d e binaria followed by pabr; the 
pausa is an error; [m 14 nota simplex.- ml? T:. bir:aria in 1o .... m 70 T: ~ L 
in Lo. - m 25 T: binaria in Lo. - m 28 T: blnarla ln Lo. - m 31 Can, Sq has 
sharp sign in spatium for b; it probably must be related to £1 • ... m 32 T: 
binaria in Lo; also mm 33,-34, 35. -m 34 Can: 4th note Mi in Lo; erro~. -
mm 37-42 T: "mm 37-40 quaternaria with punctus at the end, mm 40/41 L ~th 
punctus in Lo ... mm 38ff: Wolf misreads the. text, re~ds "D~onde sce~di duo 
lumi e fiammelle, 11 instead of 11Dond 1 escon dl duo lUIDl le flammelle,' - mm 
42/43 Can: ternaria in Lo.- m 44 Can: Lo has punctus after~·, merely because 
a' is at the end of the staff and Mi ~' comes on the new staff, • m 46 C~: . 
sharp sign for c I rilissing in Lo .... mm 46-50 Tt ternaria in Lo mm 46/47' blna.rJ.a 
mm 48/49, binaria m 50. : 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 12lff; Wolf, Squar, JlOf. 

89. In son1m 1 alteca B, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Sq, f 169 1 : text in both v. 
2. R, ff 35' (T), 36 (Can): anon; text in both v. 

Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Volta after. T in Sq; Pi-2 Vol after Can in R; no inc 
Rip in Sq R, 

Rhythm: Senaria perf, in Italian notation in R,· transcribed ~nto ~p perf.prol 
mi in Sq (with all triplets in white notation). vlolf transcnbes :U: mod l.ITlp • 
but changes the original (c~ Notes below). With reg~d to the mod mterpretation 
of senaria rhythm, cf, our previous remarks. - Reductlon: Sb -= quarter • 

Notes: In view of the fact that Italian notation certainly holds for the . 
original, preference should be given to the ver~ion o~ R~ Bu~ since R contalns 
errors and since we are not sure whether certam deVlatlons ln R from Sq 
really'represent the original from the musical point of view,.we dec~ded to 
take Sq as the basis. -m 2 T: binaria in R; 11 In som 1alter;a'1 ln R. -m 5 Can: 
in R no ligand last note f'• apparently error.- m 6: 11 chente" in Vol in R. -
m 7: "posto, '' no lig in T,-~ R. -m 8 Can: R has S? pasb 2 Mi. - n1m 8-11: 
vlolf 's transcription is completely wrong; he reads ln T m 8 ,g, ~ £ ( ~ Sb), m 9 
c' Brand pasb, and has as m 10 what should be m 11; he overloo~ed.m T £ ~ 
'[Sb Sba) in m 8 and in Can omitted pabr in m 11. .. m 11 T: no lig ln R, - m 12 
Can: no lig in R. - m 13 T: last note £in R; spelling •sse" in Sq; "vi~ta" in 
R, 1'ista" in Sq. - mm 14/15: spellings in R ·'dona,'' ·' tr~po. 11 - m 16 ?an· R . 
has~' (Sb) 2 pam f' ~' (2 Mi); T: n? lig. - m.l~ Can: mstea~ of trlplet, .2 Mi 
in R •• m 19 Can: instead of last trlplet, 2 Mi lll R; T: no lig. -mm 2lff. 
spelling in R ·1Quela 11 "cun le so force e cun so ingeno" "ingegno. 11 - m 22 T: 
binaria in R.- mm 22/23~ Wolf's underlaying of text is incorrect. -m 23.C~n: 
no sharp sign in R. - n1m 26, 28 T: no lig in R. - m 29: Sq has B~ . and p~li .ln 
Can Br and pabr in T; R has 1 and pabr in both v; we take the slgn to lndlcate 
the' end of verse. - mm 30ff: text in R 11Deligiadria e de belta te onore, 11 "dona, 11 

"naque, · 1 "anchor a, 11 1 tanto honore. u - m 31 T: instead of 2 Sb perf, R has ~ ~ ! 
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f. (Sb Mi Sb Hi). - mm 33, 35, 36: no lig in R. 

Editi.ons: Ellinwood, WFL, l03f; Wolf, Squar, 312f. 

90 . Senpre giro caendo B,. 2 V 

Source: 
·· L Sq, f 170 1 : text in both v. 

Text: In complete, only Rip and Pi-1, Pi-2 Vol missing. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria p~obably the original form. - Reduction: 
Br = quarter. . · ··· . 

Notes: m 3 Can: after d 1 Br, pasb which apparently is an e.rror. - m 7 Can: 
pasb missing in ms. - iii 23 Can: VJolf's text unde!'laying incorrect. -·m 26: in 
both v Br and pabr; the note must be 1. - m 28 T: the text underlaying in the 
original seems to be incorrect; the lig should be binaria only and the 
syllable "nan should be under lst note of m 28; the following syllables then 
would coincide with Can as they should; as a matter of fact;· ·the · scribe of 
Sq correctly places 11vi," 11do 11 under e (m 29) f (m 30). - ' -

.••• 1 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 298f (among the fragments); Wolf, Squar, 314.t. ~: . 

91. Viditi, doil)Ja :· B, 2·v 

Source: 
l. Sq, f 171~ text in both v •. 

Text: Pi - 2 Vol inc Rip afte.r Ca.."1. •. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original .form. The meter. in 
Half 1 s transcription should be 3/2 rather than 6/4. - Reduction-: Br r:: quarter. 

Notes ~ The Landini fascicles in Sq conclude with this composition. -m 6 Can: 
sharp in ms omitted by 1rJolf. -m 10 Can, mm 12/13 T: Wolf's text underlaying 
·not correct. -m 15 Can: last .group, erasure in ms; Ellinwood overlooked "0" in 
Pi-2. - m 17: read "mio, '1 not "mieH ( ~~-olf). - m 20: read "ma," not nmai rr 
(1·Jolf ). - m 21 Can: Wolf 1 s text underlaying not correct. 

Editions~_ . JHl:j.mwod, ~>JFL , l66f; ~·Jolf, Squar, 316. 
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1(92). Donna, 11 tuo partimento B, 2/3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 5' (Can, on lowest staves), 6 (T, on lowest staff): 2 v with text 

in both v; no special attribution to Landini; later entry; No 13 in the 
Landini fascicle of 2 - v B; ·' tenor"; ''chiuso" in both v. 

2. P ff 62 1 ( T) 63 (Can Co): 3 v; at the margin of Can: "Franciscus ''; text in 
'Can only; i Tenor Dona el tuo partimento I; ncontra Tenor"; Co without inc; 
beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars" ; "chiuso" in both v. 

3. Sq, f 149' (CanT Co): 3 v; text in Can l"'nly; "Tenor", "Contratenor"; CoT 
without inc; "chiuso" in Co T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip Stri and Strii with inc Rip after Can in Fl, Pi-2 Vol 
inc Rip Stri after Co in Sq, after Co in P but without inc Rip. 

Rh~hm:Tp imp prol min (div quaternaria in Italian ~erms); n~tation is ~ench. 
A~ough Br is unit of m, Ellinwood and Wolf transcr~be according to mod ~p, 
for which no justification can be discovered. Mod transcription relates 
rhythm to octonaria, whereby the beginning of new yerses falls in the middle of 
the m. -Reduction : Sb • q:Uarter. · 

Notes: Fl is not unlikely to r~present . the original version, vocal and for 2 v. 
Form and notation of T in Sq P show the part changed for an instrument. The B 
In Fl belongs to the group of addenda _entered by. the scribe later wherever there 
still was space; Tin Fl appears on the .lowest staves, but 1 full staff (enough 
for the Co) remained vacant; hence Fl must have been copied from a 2-v 
original. The co :is none too skillful; it might not even be by Landini. Clef 
for Co in Sq is erroneously the £'"'-clef (3rd line); it should be the !:_-clef 
(3rd line). · . · , 
- m 3 Can: no sharp in Fl P; T: 2nd note a Sb in P Sq; there the 2 notes (~ 1 

~) are linked to [ ~ 4 by ternaria. -m 4-Ca~: last note ~· in P. - ~ ?-7 ~: . 
all notes quaternar1.a; P Sq have (m 7) d Br ~nstead of 2 Sb. -m 8 T. bmar1.a m 
P Sq• c'-sharp in Sq Fl;error? but cf.-m 28.~ mm 10-12: ternaria in P Sq;!:. 
Br i~stead of 2 Sb in P Sq. - m 16 Can: a·t (Sb and pa) ,[ 1 (Mi) in P Sq. -mm 
17-20 T: m 17 binaria in P: the 2 notes are linked to ,[ Br (m 18, P Sq) as 
ternaria in Sq; mm 19, 20 2 binaria in P Sq. -mm 21/22 Can: ~' c' binaria in 
P. -m 24 Co: ~-sharp not in P. -mm 24/25 T: ~ £ ~2 Br, binaria) in P ~q. -
m 25 Can: instead of pa, pam in P Sq~ -m 26 Can: ~nstead of~' f.' (2 M~), f.' 
(Sb) in Sq. -mm 26/27 T: ternaria in P Sq. - mm 28-30 T: quaternaria in P Sq; 
a Br in m 29, not 2 Sb. -mm 31/32 T; ternaria in P Sq. - m 31 Can in P Sq~ 
iilucente,il instead of 11piacente!1 -m 32 Can: P Sq have£' (Sb) pam £' (Mi). -
mm 33/34 T: ternaria in P Sq. -mm 34/35 Co: b (Sb) ~ (Sb) in P. -mm 34/35 
Can: d' c' (lig cop) in P Sq, instead of d' (~b) e' c' (2 Mi) in Fl. -mm 35/36: 
ternaria-in P. -mm 37/38 Can: d' c' binaria in P7 --mm 38/39 T: ternaria in Fl 

. P; binaria (m 38) in Sq, preferable for reasons of text • 

. Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 204f (with Strii); "Wolf, Squar, 263f. 
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~(93). La dolce vista che dagi1 ·ochi B, 2/3 V 

·.-. Sources: 

1. P, f lOO: ·'F. 
11

; 2 v; ·"text in· Can T; no designation of v; "chiuso" in both 

2 • Lo". f 00 : "B. di frances ~he,, ; 2 . V; no text in Can T; only. itlC "La do lcie .. ' . . . -
·· vista", "in Can; neither .v designation nor any other markings·,--

3. Sq, f 156: 2 v; text in Can only; "Tenor!!; beg of Pi-;-, 11S(3cunda pars 11 in 
T; 11 chiuso" in bot.h v; ''vertoll in T. · ... .. · · · . 

4. R, f 47': anon; 3 v; order of v: Can T Co;' text in Can; in r· text of Rip , 
at beginning of Pi merely i

1Eltamolto·1 ; Co has rio ;v designation nor any 
other markings ; 11 c lus o" in Can. ·· ·· _ . 

Text: Niccolo Soldanieri. Pi-2 Vol in. P only, after T, but without inc Rip; 
iri' Sq Pi-2 is missing, Vol inc Rip appear after Can; in R there is only the 
text that · fs;·.laid under G_an T, hence Pi-2 Vol a:r.e missing, and in T Pi-1 also . 

. . 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp representing the original rhythm. It 
is noteworthy that only R preserves Italian characteristics of notation at 
least .in part; the pd used for senaria appear inR. ~r-om th.is one might assume 
that the work in R has been copied. from a source relatively close to the 
original. Wolf erroneously transcribes in mod imp; his meter is 4/4 with 
triplets; cadenc;:es are wrongly placed. -Reduction: ~b = dotted quarter. 

Notes: There are 2 problems involved: 1. Is the version with text only in 
Can the original? 2. Is the work originally composed foi; ·: 2,_or for 3 v? P 
(and R in part) shows that lig .are omitted and larger time values divided 
(using tone repetition) in order to adjust the music to .the text. This 
procedure is almost always evidence that the text belatedly has been placed 
under a v. We assume that the original had text -only in Can. -The fact that 
only R has a Co speaks against the originality of the 3~v version. Ellinwood 
(WFL, 231, n 6) expressed doubt that· the Co in R is a-qthentic. Stylistic 
considerations might support the doubt. On the other hand, the partially 
Italian notation used in the work speaks in favor of a certain closeness to 
the original. Since we cannot decide the case categorically, we have placed 
the work in our edition between the groups of 2-v and 3-v B. 
-m 2 Can: lig in Lo; T: no lig in P • m 3 T: d 1 d 1 ( Sb Ni ) in P. - m 4 Can: 
Sb Mi 3 Mi in Lo; last note Mia in P Sq, Sb in :n. - ~ 4/5 T: £' £' ~ E (4 Sb) 
in P. - m 6 T : no lig in R. - mm 7/8 T: binaria and 1. in Lo ; no lig in R, but 
correctly Br. -m 8 Can: last note Mia in all mss except R (Sb). -m 9 T: in 
P R binaria without following lig. ~mm 10-12 T: f Br is followed by d 1 Mi 
(m 10), and d' d' f 1 f 1 4 Sb follow (mm 11/12) in-P. -mm 13/14 T: no-lig, 
and c' c

1 
2 Sb in P. ~mm 15/16 Can: Lo has Sb Mi Sb, triplet 3 Yd (Ellin

woodTs note is not correct)o -mm 15-17 T: Lo has ,£ 1 £ 1 and~ g lig, g E 2 Sb 
(m 17). -m 17 Can: Sq has Sb and pasb. -m 18 T: no lig in P. -m 20 T: no lig 
in P. -mm 20/ 21 Can: Sb Mi Sb pasb in Lo; lig m 21 in R. -m 22 T: 1st note 
e• in Lo.- mm 2h/25 Can: 1st 2 notes Mi Sb in R.- mm 24-26 T: d' c' a 
preceded by Mi and 2 pam (each m) in P. - m 26 Can: instead of ~~ £' (Sb Mi), 
~· £' f.' (3 Mi) in P; in Lo last note~' not£:' -mm 27/28 1': lig in Lo. - R 
has ''dai ochi, ;

1 11
me fadamor, o~ "servo," "cuy," 11 tuto; 11 P ''me factamor, 11 11 costey ,

11 
"cui; 

11 

Sq 
11
son tutto,

11 
instead of ·'tutto son" (? ). -mm 29-37 T: P has no lig 
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( ) (31) 11 Sb no lig (32-34), ternaria (35/36); Lo 
(29ff), £' £' 30 ' ~ £ ' a • ' t note Mi in Lo. -mm 32/33 Can: R 
has pabr after c' (34). -m 30(~anM. 1~b Mi) _m J5 Can: lig (Sq) omitted by 
has Sb pasb (32), ~ 1 ~' ~ 1 

£' . b 7 1 2 Sb'(40) fl f' e' e' Sb Mi Sb Mi 
vlolf. - mm 39-42 T: p has no l~g, ~ .£ 44-46• 2 oinartae in Lo R. - m 47 
(42); Lo inserts pabr after £' (~,. t mmnotes fl I in Lo. -m 50 T: . 
T: binaria in P Lo R. - m 47 Canl. ~~s. \ead of-"Attamente•" 11creato" in P binaria in 1o R. - R has 11Eltama J.nS ' 
R, 11 creata11 in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 229ff; Wolf, Squar, 265. 
161. 

3(93). Guard'una volta B, 3 V 

Text: Trucchi, Poesie, II, 

Sources: . 11 • "Contra" · "Tenor". 
1. Fl' f 21: "M. Francyscus"; text ~n a ) v, r:' ( T continued) : anon; text 
2 • Lo' ff 24' ( Can Co and beginning of T ' 27 

inallv. · ll 
S f . 1611 : order of v: Can T Co ; text ~n a v • 3. q, 

. p. 2 laid under Can, Vol after Text: Pi-2 Vol after T in Fl, after Can in Lo; ~-
Tin Sq; no inc Rip in any of the mss. 

. · th · · a1 rhythm Wolf 1 s Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria possibly .e ~n~~ uarter.· 
meter should be 3/2 rather than 6/4. - Reductlon. q 

. . 1 · ot correct; though Fl Lo place Notes: mm 1/2: Wolf's text u~der a~ng n ate since the group 2 Ki 1 Sb 
syllable "na:; under 3.'' we sh~fted ~ttto ~sia~t n~tes pasb· error; spelling in 
is typical. -m~ - Co: Lo ha~ aft~r ils- an 3ff: Lo has in V~l ·'che li isperra." -
Lo "tancia" (as ln Fl! and . tacc~a. 3/4· Co• Lo has 4th note L with PP• -m 
m 4 Can: Lo Sq have lig cop for gotes li' in•Lo· T• c'-sharp in Sq. -m 8 Can: 6• spelling- in Lo ·'Chon." -m 7 o: no g f ' li.• -m 10 Can• last note f' • · · s b · nstead o pa - • -no lig in Lo. -m 9 Can: ~n q. P~ r.~ • . • ~-sh in Fl Lo, not in Sq 
in Sq (butWolf has~' m transcr~pt~on), Co. £10ff~ has "pella" "fedde." 
(nor in Wolf); spelling ''tte" in ~11 r;m::;~ - ~ doe~ not correspond to the 
mm llff C~m: Wolf's text underla~ng ~co~(wtll)· Co• last 2 notes binaria in 
original. -m 12 Can: last note~~~ no ~3 4o . 'Fl ·-m 14 Co: cl-sharp in 
Lo. -m 13 T: binaria notes 2, 3 1n_Lo? Fl·'~nco~ects the finalis m 15 
all mss (omitted by Wolf); T: ternar~a ~n Lo: C • notes 4 5 lig cop in Fl: 
into a qU,aternaria. -m 16 Can: no lig ~~ / th~·piece· W~lf~s underlaying of 
T: in Fl Lob-flat signature for the ~es. oh.l all notes are the same in pitch, 
text in Can ITa incorrect. -mm 17-~9 an. w ~he • it reads: lig cop Mi Smi 
Lo has a . completely ~iffer~nt. ~~ mc~r~c~mi ~llg cop pasb Br pabr; we 
(flag . to the left) Mi 2 s~ M~ 1~ pas - m 18 Co: notes 3' 4 lig cop in Fl; 
cannot discover any reason for the e~rorLo lthough there is b-flat signature 
no lig in Sq Lo; T: Sq has £-fl~t, a so lstanote m 20 in Sq. =m 20 Can: no 
in Lo. ~m 19 T; ~ast 2 notes linked ~o -m 21 Can: Br and pabr in Sq; 
b-flat in Sq; T: ln Sq last 2 notes_lig cop. L· Co (mm 2lf): Wolf's text 
- · pali (Fl Lo) • Wolf transcr~bes note as , pausa ls , 
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und.erl~ying inr;orrec:t.. - mm 2)/26 Can: last 2 notes m 25 1st note 26 
te~:nar:;a i n ~q ; la~t l ig m 26 not in Lo; 1st note m 26 h~s b -natura~ sign in 
Lo , Co. no s~arp Slgn before h~st note m 26 i n Lo Sq· T· no-£-natural sign m 
25 in Sq; J.ast 2 not es m 25; 3 notes m 26 quinaria i~ 1; Sq. 

Edi·:~~ ::_~ El~imroo~, 1'.1F~ , 2?4f; WoJS, Squar, 292. Text: To&nmaso Casini, 
. Studl dl poes ~.a ant:..ca, C:~. :i "i: i di Cast.eJ~o, 1914, 196. 

4( 95) . Per ser;uir• 1a spera:::1::ca 
_ ... -11-

B, 3 V 

Sources: 
LFl, f 21': "N. F .·' ; text :Ln all v; order Can Co T; "Contra" , "Tenor" ~ 
2. P, _ ff 62' (Can T), 63 (Co): "Franciscus" ( 62 : ); text in all v; order can 

T Co . 
3. Sq, f 166: -text in all v; order Can T Co. 
4. R, f 48: anon ; t ext in all v; order Can T Co. 

Text:_ Ac~or~ng ~o T:ucchi] Poesie, II, 156, by Landini. Pi-2 Vol after T 
(~o lnc R2p) :.,_n ~1 ~ ~1 ter Can (no inc Rip) in P, after Co with inc Rip (but 
Pl-2 not underl a ld) :m Sq , a:'ter Can uith inc Rip in R. 

~~hm~ Mod jJnp , •n,-t h ?ctonar ::i.a possj.bl y the original form• but it is to be 
noted that none of -r,he 4 ver sions is preserved in Italian n~tation - Reduction: 
Br = quarter. • 

No·l:,e~ : Al~hough all 4 versions have t ext in all v the lig in R which differ 
cons~derab~y f:c~rr.. t hose ~f _the.other mss, at times' conflict with.'underla ' n 
the ~ex~ p .._ oper..t.y ( c~p~ cl~ . .Lly l n Co T) ·' as the scribe of R lays syllable~ also 
unde.:. hg • Whet her 'Gh:LS lS merel y an error or whether the scribe of R looked 
upon the .l~we~· pa::ts ~s i:J.strume~tal accompaniment, could not be established. 
:-m 3 Co. c. b:ma~J_ae l n_ R; "preg_!1o '' in Sq, 11priego 11 in P FL. -m 5 Can: b-flat 
2~ a~ m~s ex·: ep:_c R _ (m~~ tte~ by vJol f); in Sq P ·' che m 1 an 11 laid under notes 4 ? , R ..... ~ l~ent:L ca..'. WJ.t h l•'l ; 2nstead of 11 soffrire 11 R in Vol has •'volerei' which' 
~s aga2ns-r, the rh;;.'me, ·• mm 6-8 Can: last note m 6 1st note m 7 li · P· 
T. quate . -· ~ (" n . p . F ' I g cop ln ' 

• . -"' :nar:-a ,--".n oq . .:~. , . ~ l= _- m 9 Can: Sq has no £-natural sign (omitted 
by 1tJoh), Cc;· !:_-~sharp rrlJ. s s:::.ng ln R; T: R links the 2 notes to 1 in m 10 -
m lO•C~n : 1 i_n P ; C? ; in ~ pabr:.. and £ 1 is omitted; T: R has Land pabr. Fl,ha.s 1 
m 11. oq P ha rve 11 chlo !I 11 F J. R _ 11 chl 11 ; Co: 2 notes linked to 1 m 1 2 ~ n R - 12 
Co: Sq h~.s ,P.. (Br) 1: ( Sb) pasb ; Fl P R a re identical. - m 13: 1'tanton ~ n a~l !Tlss 
ex r-ppt F i 111ta1 P 11 \' Co • no"- 3 I li . R 4 6 ~ -. ~ · ,~ - -~c -~ -'-~ .1 -•. ~ •_ ves ' :- g ln .-mml-1 T:quinar iajnSqP; 
blna ... la plu<:> ve. nar:La :Ln R. -mm J.~/16 ~ last note m 15 1st note m 16 1" · c 
mm , 6-1 8 c . 1 ·~ ·t 2 . -' . 1 c. - • • - , • lg ln uq. -

~L ~ ? · ~c.&~ -- no c,es m _,_•:J not lig ln R, but in P linked to 2 notes m 17 • 
mm ; z!~-~ h g. ~n ~q.) T ~ mrr:. J.7 /113 l i g in R. - m 18: the p ausa sign has been ta.ken 

_ to - -~dh.a te T-hs \ 8rse enalng; Fl has L and pali :i.n all v · p 11n s T and pabr • Q 
h"'S 1 d .-, '1' " n - ' • ' • '-" :..J ' 0q ""' an Pn.-Ll J. n Li 3.:1 T m po.or 1.n Co; R has Br and pabr in Can Co 1 and pabr in 
T; cf . the an~logous m l+l (Wolf reads m 18 1 without rest 41 Br ~ith vbr) _ 
m 19 Can: no_ £ 1 ··Sh~rp in R; Co : i:tO ~. ' -sharp in Sq R; all' 3 notes terna;ia in P· 
l:s~ n,ote r~ ~9 J ; ~rn:, _}~t~ + ~- 20., l:~r:ar:La i n R ~ - m 20 Can: no f Lsharp sign in ms s' 
( .luhough ~. olf -~Ds e ,_ : , ~ l v, Wo_Lf.· s 1.m:ierlaYlng also incorrect); 2nd note e' in R. 
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- m 21 Can: b-flat not in Sq R; Co: last note and 2 notes m 2Z lig in R, 
-m 22 Can: 2nd note Sb and pasb in P; T: sharp only in Fl. -m 24 Co; no 
f~sharp in R; T: d 1 and 2 following notes lig in P Sq; R Fl. • m 25 Can: no 
b-natural sign in-a Sq. -mm 26-29 Co: last 2 notes m 26, mm 27/28 lig in P 
~q; last 2 notes m 26 binaria, mm 27 - 29 quaternaria in R. • The last verse of 

· Vol reads in -R: 1Ca sapesi tu al voler mio ;" Wolf misreads ·'vole:r
11 

for ''dolor '' ; 
all mss have ·1el (or 11il") voler. ·' - m 30 Co: Sq has c' -sharp here, none in m 
31; T: note linked to the following note by lig in P,-~ m 31 Can: no f-sharp 
in R; o~vogliate cagion ' is placed here and in m 32 in R; it should be noted 
that this conforms With the notes and underlaying of T in R; Co: no £'-sharp in 
R; T: R has a 2 Br, also ~m 32 2 Br. - m 33 T: lig in R. - m 34 T: ~ L, no ~ 
Sb, in R. - m 35 Can: lig in P R; T: lig which includes the 2 fol~owing notes 
m 36 in R; -1rifrena11 in R, "rafrena11 in P Sq. - m 36 Can: te:rnaria in P Sq; 
f'~sharp on:cy- in Fl; T: notes of m 36 are linked to the 3 following in P Sq, 
While notes of mm 37/38 are ternaria in R. -mm 38-40 Can: last note m 38 to 
2nd note m 40 lig in P. mm 39/40 Co: Sq P have 2 binariae combined to 
quaternaria; R includes also 1 in m 41; T: f. ~ ( Br 1) lig in P Sq R. - m 41: 
cf. m 18. -mm 42ff: ·1Questo greve 11 and "onde io 11 (in P only 

11
onde

11
) in P Sq; 

R = Fl; last 11 grave 11 in Can T entirely omitted in Co; Co: ternaria in P Sq, 
while R includes the following note (m 43), forming a quaternaria. - mm 43/44 
Can: c 1 2 Sb in P Sq R. - m 46: f.-sharp only in Fl. - mm 47-49: ~ 1 to ~ 1 
ternarla in P Sq R. -m 48 Co: f-sharp not in P R. - mm 49/50 Can: ~~ £' ~~ 
ternaria in P. - mm 49-51 Co: last 2 notes m 49 to m 51 quinaria in P Sq; R = Fl. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 27lf, and in MQ, XXII 215 (No 6); Wolf, Squa.r, 302f • 
Text: Trucchi, Poesie, II, 156. 

5(96). Quel sol che raggia B, 3 V 

Sources: 1. Fl, f 22: "M.F • 11 ; text only in Can; order Can Co. T; "Contra tenore", ·' tenor"; 
. beginning of Pi in Co T: uAndare" (cf. 2-v B); 11chiuso" in all v, "verto" 

in Co T. 
2. P, f 99 1: "F. " ; text only in Can; order Can T Co; 11 Contra tenor, 

0 
'
1
tenor

11

, 

Pi marked 11Secunda para 11 in CoT; •'verto," 11chiuso" as in Fl . 
3. Sq, f 1381: "Quel sol che raca"; text onlY in Can; order CanT Co; markings 

as in P. • 

Text: Pi-2 (not underlaid) Vol after Co in Fl, after Can in P Sq; only Sq has 

:i.nc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, which corresponds with senaria imp; Br, not 1, is unit 
of m; Wolf nevertheless transcribes in mod imp. Version in Italian notation not 
preserved. - Reduction: Sb dotted quarter. 

Notes: · Ellinwood presents a mixture of all mss; tonally his transcription is 
based largely on Fl lig are taken partly from P, more often from Sq, and the 
text version is that of Sq. - m 2 Can: erasure in Sq. - m 3 Can: in Sq the 
triplet (changing the value of 2 Mi of prol ma) is written consistently as 2 Smi 



·., 
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1 Y~; in this manner the triplet occurs only once in Fl (overlooked by 
Elllnw?od): m 27, lst prol ma; Pis identical with Fl but does not -have the one 
excep~lon ln m 27. - m.3 Co: ~-sharp not in P Sq. ~m 4 Co: lig in p Sq. _m 
5 C~n: Sq ~as .tra~a; ~~ ln Vol Sq has "bene che, 11 P "ben chee; 1} we read ''boche 
che lll F1,

11
Co: ~~g ln P Sq. -m 8 Can: notes 3, 4 are c' d' in P Sq .... m 10: 

~olf ~eads Se dl' but Sq has ·1Son"; P has ·'se di''; Fl has-"sonJ' _m 12: "tuo" 
~n P 0q ~~ - m 13 Co: . P Sq. ha :re £' ( Sb) £ ~ ( lig cop). - m 14 Can: p Sq have 
manca •. -.m 15 Co, no lig ln P Sq. -m 17 Can: no sharp sign in P; T: lst 2 

notes llg ln P Sq. - m 20 Co: lst 2 notes lig in Sq but no sharp sian ... m 
22 Can:~ (Sb) £ 1 (Mi) in Sq; Co: notes are linked to note m 23 by llg.in p 
Sq. - m 25 Co: no sharp sign in Sq. - m 26 Can: P Sq have ''chi • u ... m 27 Can• 
read "~ol~_," not · rtsol" (Wolf)~ - ·mm 29-31 T: quaternaria in P Sq.- mm 32/3J Co: 
ternar~a.ln P Sq. -m 34 Co: no sharp sign in F. -m 36 Can: "Sperai" in p Sq· 
~t~u·' J.n Fl -.mm ~6~38 T: terriaria in P Sq. -m 38 Can: .ifussi '' in Sq .... m 39 
.

0
• no sharp Slgn 1n P Sq. -mm 39-45 Can: Ellinwood misreads the passage which 

l~ n~tat~d in al~ mss in the same manner; .mm 40/41: ~~ (Sb) f.' (Mi) ~~ (fu.agma) 
$ £ · (~g cop.Wlth PP at the end) d' (£ lh chiuso; Mi); Ellinwood's reading is 
~14n~ ms,mhe changes £'-sharp (m 39) to Br; it is Sb in all mss. -mm 41/42 
1..14/, ::J Co :J.: notes are ternaria in Sq; p = Fl. · ' 

Editions: Ellinwood, wFL, 282ff; Wolf, Squar, 236. . 

6(97). Questq. fanciull 1amor B, 3 V 

·· $ources: 

. L F·l, ~ 22.1 : "M. F. "; text only in Can; order Can Cc:i T; ;•Contra tenonore il 
(slc), "tenor Questa fanciulla 11 ; beginning of Pi in · GoT: HAnda:r.~>~ 

2 • P, f 70 '·: "Franciscus 11
; text in Can _ T; order .Can T Co • "Contra Teno·· ..... ,; • 

b . . f p· . c ' .1. ' eglnnmg o J.. ln o: 'secunda pars". . - . · ' 
3 o · Sq·, f -138: text in Can T; order Can T Co • ;r.Contratenor Questa fanciulla". 

beginni.ng of Pi: 11 secun1a pars '. ' ' 
· 4~ ~' f 85: ~non; arrangeme'?t f?r keyboard in tablature (2 v). _ · ---,.-
5. m, ff 58 , 59, No 110: ''Kyrle" (super Questa fanciulla)• contrafactum• 

"Tenor Kyrie 11 (58' Can), 11 Contratenor super Kyrie rr (59). ' 
[b. Str, f 18, No 27: anon; lost; Coussemaker states that nestillan stands 

above Questa fanciulla;. did the composition have a Latin contrafactuml7 

Text: Preserved are 2 Str, but only in Fl. Th~ whole text (with inc Rip after 
2nd Str) after Can in Fl. Pi-2 (not underlaid) Vol (Stri) in p after T, in 
Sq after Can (with inc Rip). 

~!pn: .Tp imp :prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original form· none of 
the rversJ..ons, h?vTeve:, is i~ Italian notation. Despite Br being the' unit of the 
m, ~olf transcrlbes J..n mod liDp. - Reduction: Sb = dotted quarter. · 

. . . . .. 

No~e-~_:. vJe have- ,chosen P .as the basis of the transcription although in our 
op1ruon Fl represents the original, i.e. with 2 instrumental parts accompanying the 
?an. ~he T.does.not have the appearance of having been composed originally 
J..n eonJunctlon Wlth text • . The only difference between T in Fl are _in __ p Sq rests 

.. 
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upon ligand time values; we believe that the arrartger .of T as a ~ocal part 
merely eliminated the lig of Fl and split the larger t~e values 1nto as 
many smaller units as were needed for the syllables ~ ce:tainly not a ver! 
ingenious procedure • . On the basis of our hotes the vers1on of Fl can easJ.ly 
be restored. In Fl the B belongs to the 11 Andare" group (cf,B 95, 97, etc). 
- tn 1 T: 2nd note e, not f (Wolf). - mm 3/4 T: Fl has £ Br and a ~ lig cop. 
... ni 5 bo: no lig in Fl. --mm 5-8 T: d d' (2 Br), no lig (mm 7 /8} in Fl; "PY 
a,ri in Sq. - m 10 Can: P has pd at begi!ining of m; the last Mi must be Mia; 
Fl indeed writes it as Sb; Co: binaria in Fl; T: notes are linked by lig to 
Br m ll in Fl where the Br is not reduced by e Mi. - mm 12/13 T: 2 lig cop 
in Fl; uchegge" in Fl, nchiegho" in Sq .... nun Th.f: Fl has, between "alla" 
and "pena1' merely an un" (orilission?)· Sq has "gram"; Fl has 11tua." -mm 
14/15 T: Fi has a a (Mi Sbp), and lig'cop (m 15). -mm 15/16 Co: no lig in 
Sq. - mm 16/17 Co:-no lig in Sq; P ~ -F1; T: no lig in Fl Sq. ·m 17 T: Fl. 
has lig cop (binaria). -mm 17/18 Can: no lig in Sq; P= Fl. -m 19 T: no lig 
in Fl. -mm 20/21 Co: ternaria in Sq Fl. -m 22 Can: only~' Br in Fl. - m 23; 
11ma" in Fl. - mm 24/25 T: b Br and c 1 d 1 lig cop in Fl. - m 26 Can: no lig 
in Fl. - m 27 Co: omitted in Sq. - m 2E Can: last 2 notes Sb and Mi; P again 
has pd at beginning of m but writes last note Sb. - m 29:. Br is follo~ed by 
pabr which Wolf for the reason of maintaining mod structure, transcrJ.bes as 
real pausa, with 11up-beat 11 being the result; we take the sign to indicate 
the end of the verse. - m 30 Co: no lig in Fl. ~ mm 31-33 T: Fl has b Br 
c' b (lig cop) a e (lig cop). - 11 Colgli 11 in Fl, 11 ssolonte" in P, "so!onte" 
in Fl, •'solo in-te11 in Sq, 11belgli" in Fl, 11amorosa" instead of "gioiosa" 
( 

11 gioyosa11 in Sq) in Fl. - mm 34/35 Co: no lig in Fl Sq. - mm 35/36 Can: no 
lig in Sq; P= Fl; T: ternaria in Sq; P= Fl. -m 37 T: no lig in Fl. - mmJB/39: 
ternaria in Sq; g_-sharp in Sq; binaria in P Fl. -Read 11 posa" (cf; rhyme), not 
11poso" (Holf); ail mss have 11posa 11 ( Sq in T but 11 poso 11 in Can). . 
The contrafactum Kyrie 1'Questa fanciulla" (without indication of the B) J.n Em 
is a curious mixture, i.e. it shows the Co written separately and differently 
from the notation of the Can T. CanT are written in black notation on f 58' 
in a normal way. The version the scribe of Em used is doubtless Fl; in Can 
are only minor deviations: mm 10 artd 28 c 1 d 1 are Sb Mi and in mm 35/36 Em 
has no lig. Still more convincing is the-identity of T in Em and the 
textless T in Fl; in m 19 Em has lig where there is none in Fl; in m 24 Em 
has an error: c' Br instead of b Br; in m 33 2nd note is ~instead of ~· 
Is this identity of ,Em and Fl further evidence that the textless T represents 
the original more exactly? - The Co is curiously added on f 59 by a later 
hand and in different notation; at the bottom of f 59 one half staff apparently 
was vacant before the entry of the Co was made, not enough for the whole part, 
and the scribe added (below) another staff (of 4 lines only); the Co never
theless is closely written, all in white notation and in notae simplices, but 
there are rhythmic errors, or rather omissions of notes; up to m 11th~ Co of 
the B and of the Kyrie are nearly identical; mm 12-14 differ, after whlch 
identity is reestablished; further tonal deviations in mm 22ff. Despite these 
variations the Co in Em cannot be said to be newly composed; for that matter, 
it is too close to the original. When the new scribe entered the Co, the B 
must therefore still have been available for copying. - The procedure of .· 

, ' K . p· making the contrafactum is rather simple: the Rip section serves as yrle, l 
as Christe and in Can and T the B text is omitted and the words "Kyrie leison, 11 

11Christe l~yson 11 are placed at the beginning and end of Rip and Pi respectively. 
The Co has merely the heading 11 Contratenor super Kyrie, 11 without the words 
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under the music. 

Editions: Wolf, ID~; II, 253ff (R tablature); Ellinwood, WFL, 285f (with text 
of Strii); Reese, NMA, 368 (though ::after Ellinwood, 11 the transcription is 
correctly reduced); Wolf, Squar, . 234£'. 

· 7( 98). Po' che · partir convien B, 3 V 

Sources: 

1. Fl' f 2J: riM. F.~ I! text in Can only; . order Can Co T; 11Contratenore' il il Tenor il; 
in T at beginning of Pi: "Andare''; 11 chiuso11 in all. v J ''verto 11 only in T. 
In list of contents; iiPoi che partir 11 • 

2 ~ P, ff 92' (Can T), · 93 ( Co): anon; text in Can only; order Can T Co; acontra 
Tenor Po che partir :", "Tenor"; at beginning of Pi in Co T: i1Secunda pars

11
; 

"Ghiuso 11 only in Can. · 

3. Sq, f 165
1
: text only in Can; order Can T Co; "Tenor"; 11 Contra tenor"; at 

begim1ing of Pi in Co T: 11Secunda pars 11; ''chiuso" in all v, 11 verto" in Co -·~ · T. 

4. PadA (684), No 22: "H. F:ran~iscusde Fl~rencia 11 ; 11Poy ··che partir 11 ; order Can 
· Co T; 

11
Contra tenor ·de Poy che partir, 11 "Tenor de Poy che partirrr·; · 

· beginning of Pi (inc of Pi-1) in Co T: 11Amor tanto"; 11 chiuso 11 in all v, no 11
vertq ·1 ; at beginr.ting of Co: ".i. 11 ( senaria imp). 

5. Pr,,: f .248, No 8i (lnon; order Can T Go; in Can only, inc 11Po che partie'r"; 
·"tenor".: ·ncontra tenor·. ··' .. 

~ . ·: '· 

Teit: · Pi~2 (not .unde.rlaid.in anyms) Vol after Tin Fl Sq Pad, after Can in P; 
onl,y Sq Pad have inc Rip. - Lauda. . · ; . .. .. . . ' 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp the original rhythm; Pad (Co) has 
indication of senaria imp but no Italian notation, ~lthough other Italian 

. compositions in Pad preserve Italian notation. The scribe .of Pad uses, in fact, 
French notation. Perhaps copying from an original in French notation, he must 
have recognized tne · identity of tp imp prol ma and senaria imp, and Wrote down 11

; i. 
11 

at the beginning of Co (it is in none of the othe:- ~.-). Wolf t.gc,in combines 
2 m n.s mod :'cnp, >:"hich is not ju.stified by the or::S'.:.nul and l e nds ·eo wrong places 
of· cadences. - Reduction: Sb == dotted .qua.rter. 

Notes: Ellinwood
1
s transcription, as so often, is a combination of the various 

versions. - m 1 Co: lig in ? Sq; "0nde ti" in Sq. - m 3 Can: no f 1 -sharp in 
Pad; Co: b c' (lig cop) in P Sq Pr (instead of 2 pam); T: 2 notes are linked to 
inm 4/5 (quaternari~) in P Sq Pad; "chero ;' in P Sq; Pad== Fl. -m 5 Co: lig in 
P Sq. - mm 6/7 T: notes m 6 linked to lst note m 7 as ternaria in P Pad Sq; 
"ea" in P Pad Sq. -mm 7/8 Can: lig cop in Sq, -mm 8/9 T: ternaria .in P Pad 
Sq. - m 10 Co: in Sq last note a Sbp instead of 2 pam Mi; P Pad Pr ~ Fl. - rr~ 
10/11 T: m 10 binaria in P; Sq Pad= Fl; g-sharp not in other msso - mm l2f: 
;'leggiadro et belle et 11 in P Pad. - m 12 Co: no lig in Pad. - m lJ: in all mss 
except Fl, •

1
vago aspecto '1 (or "vag 1 aspetto•'). - m 16 Co: binaria in P Pad Sq; 11

chabandonato
11 

in P, 11mabandonato 11 in Sq, 11 vego mabbandonadognin in Pad, 
11
vego

11 
in P. -m 17 Co: 2nd note[', not~ (Wolf); [in all mss

5 
including Sq. -m 18: 

"ogni
1
' ' in Sq, not 11 d 1ogni 11 (hlolf). -m 20 Co: lig cop in P Sq . -mm 21/22~ 
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Sb in Pad _ Jrd verse varies in mss: ''Nel .. 
ternaria in p; Co: lst no~e ~ P sol di v;derti o speso '1 tenpo" ( p)' 
qual per vederte " (pad ) ' In che t th initial "Tu rt missing in Sq • -
"Alquale per vederti 

11

• ( S~) · ~n ~a~. :'"~r~:d 11 ~orer cum," in Sq "Correr con, 11 

mm 23--2.5 T: quaterz:arla ;,n P q'. a Fi ~ere has an error: "corron'' :s "corro in, 11 

in p ucorro con, n ln Fl Carron h t 1 -llable . - probably "con lr overlooked; 
but~ the elision makes the verse s or ~Y--S ' 25 Can • a' ~' ( Br Mi) in 
we took version P. -m 24 Can: £-sharp ~n. qPa~ m m 26 Co-T• lig cop in p Sq.
Pad Sq. -"in verso •' in p Sq, "en verso lf 1· bi~aria in Sq•P Pad. -mm 31/32: 
mn 27-30: quaternaria in p Pad Sq. - rrnn 30,\:B ) ' (Ivii) d' dl (Sb Mi) c' c' 
binaria (cop) in ~q. -mm 31-33: Pa~ hasMI)· arMi£is ~rror. =mm 32/JJ:-~ m. 
(Sb Mi) ££. (Sb Mi~ ~s(~b~)m£3fr ~~~be~ dl CBr Mi) in Pad; Co: ~ ~ lig c~p ln 
32 ~ m 33 11g cop :n ~ . P 3~/Jo T· ternaria in Pad. - m 37 Can. 
p Sq. -m 3? c~: b1nar1: ~ Fl- ~m 39 Can;;{' Sb followed by£' Mi in Sq; 
a' £' (Br M1) 1n Pad Sq, - . •_ 

40 1 T• ternaria in p Pad Sq; 
C 1' in p Pad• "Solel'1 1nPad. -nun • ~, 2/LJ c. 
o: no 1g 's ( ~<- lf) 'sie" in Sq "che sia" in Pad. -mm 4 4 o. 11

chio11 in P, not in q '
10

. ' ' . • . ' the text of Fl which we have 
t ·a in Pad Sq· there lS an om1SSlOn lll 42 44 T• 

erna.r1 di t P• ·' di lei" ( "da lei" Sq) is missing ... mm - • in 
emended accor ng o • 44/4.5 Co· binaria in Sq. -m 46 Can: c'-sharp 
quaternar~a iz: P_Pad Sq. ~mm 46/47 T: ternaria in p Pad Sq. -mm 47/48 Co: 
Sq; eo: b~narlPad lll Sp P~dpS~.Fi :ve rtdel cor," p Sq ''mental." - mm.48~51 T: 
ternar1a 1n P a q. a . . p t aria plus binar1a 1n Pad. -
quinaria in Sq, quaterz:aria plus Slsg75~ ~~n·'~,e~ g' (2 Br lig, Mi) in Pad 
m 49 Ca.n: £-sharp n~t lll Pad. - mmt '' d " (W;lf) --The markings of the chiuso Sq• p,.., Fl· 1vede 11 1n all mss, no va e • 

' ' · Fl vary in mss; we followed vers1on . 

Editions: 
300f • 

Karnmerer, P:r-ager, 124ff (Pr); Ellinwood, WFL, 273ff; Wolf, Squar, 

8(99). Nella mi vita sento B, 3 V 

iou~~es~ 23'• ''M F .~ . text in Can only· order CanT Co; "contra tenor'J,' 
• ' · · • ' , ·' c T· ·'ohiusoil in all v, "verto•' in 

"tenorll; beg o~ Pi has · 'Andatre ·.t~nth~ T'but after 6 notes continues the 
co T The scr1be starts ou Wl d f v in Fl 

t. 'th that of the Co obviously because the usu~l ore: o 
i:rc~co T; he cancels ~hat he has written and beg1ns aga1n on a ne~ 
staff. 

2. Sq, f 1681: text in Can only; or~e: Can
0 b · · f p· • "secunda pars 1n o eg1nn1ng o 1. 

Co T. 

T Co • "Contra tenor~'~ "Tenoru; 
T· ~~~hiuso 11 in all v, "verto '' in ' 

l·n Fl, without inc Rip; in Sq Pi-2 laid under Can, Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can 
Vol inc Rip after Can. 

· · · 1 hythm. The Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp posslb!;t~~= ~~l!~~: n~ither perf 
1-Br relationships in T ~re, att~st ~~~,t~~;cribes in mod, imp with the imp mod presents a solut1on, al oug o 

nor 
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"Cadenc.es ~ cbrifli'ctin~ ·with . a proper . rhyth1!Jic order. We believe that here again 
the L. ·are more the result of instrumental accompaT}iment than of a r hythmic 
structure a s sociated with the text. - Reduction: "sb<= dotted quarter. · 

Notes : Ellinwo6d 's transcription is a mixture of Sq F'l. - The inc in Sq is 
"Nella. mi: vita. '' -mm 2/3 Can: 3,' ~' (Sb Mi) ~~ f' (Sb Hi) in . Sq. -mm 5/6 T: 
ternarJ.a ln Sq. - m 6 Co: in typically French man!.ler, last note (Mi) is Mia. -
m 7 Co: no sharp sign in Sq. - mm 7/8 Can: no lig in Sq; T: . ternaria in Sq. -
m 13 Can: ~'-:-sharp in Wolf's transcription is neither in· F.], hor Sq. - mm 
14-16 T: ternaria in Sq; 11poi che 11 in Sq; 11 tte 11 iri Fl Sq; Hcoll' in Sq. - m 17: 

· 
11
degio 

11 
in Sq, not 'deggio" (Wolf). - m 20 T: 2nd note: d in Sq. - m 28 Co: 

r. . ~.-.'_.~sharp not in Sq. :.:. m 30 Can: £.'-sharp ' in vJolf Is transcription does not appear 
J.n_Fl Sq . -mm 30-33 . T:. quinaria in Sq, of which the lst· 3 notes read g. f ~ 
- m 31 eo ; 2nd note £.' +n Sq. - mm 33;.. 35 Co: lig cop and binaria in Sq, the last 
note of which reads ~ 1 not z. CHolf). - mm 36-38 T: quaternaria in Sq. - m 39 
Can: L in Sq; error. - m 40 Co: last note Mia. - m 41 Co: no sharp in Sq. - mm 
41-43: ~ £ lig in Sq; '\ollolf overlookeci;that ~ Br has pa; he inserted pasb 
(m 41) -v;rhich is not in original. - m' 4J Can: last note g,' in Sq; "potrarr in 
Sq. -mm 49/50 T: ternaria in Sq; · also in mm 51/52. - mm 53/54 Can: vlolf misread 
the chiuso; ?q actually has c 1

. d 1 e 1 d 1 d 1 ( Sb Mi 3 Mi) c ' d r · c ' b ( Sb Mi Sb Mi). 
. - - - - - . - - -

Editions: Eilinwood, vJFL, 245; Wolf, Squar, 308f. 

9(100). Non d~ la colp'~ B, 3 V 

Sources: 

I:"l!1 1 f 24: 
11
M.F. ·1 ; text in Can only; order Can CoT; ·' Contra tenor11 , ''Tenor 

Nond0
11

; beginning of Pi: 11Andare 11 in Co T; •chiuso 11 in all v, nverto•l in 
Co T. 

2. Sq.: f 134 1
: te::::t in Can only; order Caii ·T ·eo; 11 Contratenorn , nTenor•l; 

beginning of Pi : '1secunda pars" in Co T; 11chiuso 11 in all v, 'verto 11 
in Co_ T. 

3. R, f 37: anOn; . te~t, in Can only; . order 8a1.1 ,Co T; 11Contraterior!', '"tenorn; 
no other indication; even the music of chiuso is missing in Co. 

Tex~~ Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Fl after Can, in Sq after Co, in R after Can but 
wi t hout inc Rip. 

Rhythm.: Div quaternaria, established in Italian notation of R with pd; Fl Sq 
have tp imp prol min inFrench no t ation. Wolf's transcription is based on mod 
imp , with the cadences at the end of verses rhythmically misplaced. - Reduction: 
_Sb == quarter. 

Note.~i- .iiun 1/2 'I': t ernar :ta in Sq R. Vol r eads iti Sq: 11 Po che degli ,occhi vaghi 
usci }afre~~a, 11 in R: npoy che dal ochi vagi uoscii la friga. 11 - mm 8-10 Co: 
there is , a double error in Fl, probably caused by the likeness of lig; 2nd 
note m- 8 is£. in Fl, ~-. in Sq R; .£;:-£ ·~·: follo-vring are 2 Sb (lig ~op); lig is 
correctly cpr in Sq R; Fl R have binaria plus ternada, Sq quinaria; Sq repeats 
syllable 

11
to 11 but R Fl are correct. - mm 9/10 Can: lst note m 9 Sb in Sq; Wolf 
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reads Sb but eliminates last riote m 10 (clear in Sq), thereby distorting the 
typical cadential phrase; 1st note m 9 must be Mi, as it · is in Fl R • ~ R. has 

11 lfdel dolce porto. 11 - m 13 Co: last note .£ 1 i .n R. - mm 15-18 Co: Wo~ adjusts · 
· the original arbitrarily (no reference in 11Revisionsbericht·1 ); h~ did not 
recognize that c 1 -sharp Br i:n 15 is missing in Sq; mm 16-18 read J.n Sq £ 1 ~ • 

( 2 · Sb) d 1 c 1 -sharp ( 2 Br), all lig; 2nd note m 16 Co is ~ in Fl R. - 11 ~ lochi 
to u Hchlmamorlf in R; 2nd verse of Vol: in Sq 11 Che llamoroso cor conquJ.de a 
t~rto "in R' HCh'lamoroso core conclude a ·torto."- m 18 Can: !':-sharp not 
in Sq;'co: cl-sharp not in Sq R. -mm 18/19 T: lig cop e:roneous J.n Fl. -. 
mm 19-22 Can: R has £1 (Sbp) pasb perf.pd_£' ~~ ~ ~ (4 Mi) and t~e folloW2ng • 
notes in values as in other ms$, but IDJ.SSJ.ng J.s the value of 1 Mi. - mm 20/21. 
in R no lig in Co, nor in T m 20. -m 21 T: note is £.in.S~. -mm 22-25.T~ 
2 ternariae in Sq; m 22 binaria in R. - m 23 Co: Sb MJ. MJ. m Sq. - m ~6. m • 
Sq b-flat signature which also appears in Fl but only for the follomng staff, 
can: note is L in S~; error. - mm 28-31 T: quinaria in Sq; R= Fl. - m ~0 Co: 
no sharp in Sq; 11dedi" in R; 11 servitore·1 in S~ R • . ~ mm 3~/33 Go~ ~ ~ lig ~op 
in Sq• R has m 32 b a 2 Sb m 33 b c' Sb pa MJ. (wrJ.tten m Italian manner. Sb 
with ~auda slanting downwa:.ds to the left and Mi). - mm 32-35 T: quaternaria 
in R sq. - mm 35/36 Can: omission of 1 syllable i~ Fl; we emen~ed "nata 11 to 
"naturau (cf. other mss). - m 38 Can: no ! 1 -sh~rp. m Sq. - m 40. z.-sharp 
neither in R nor in Sq; Fl has in Can (at begJ.nnJ.ng of staff) £-n~tur~l and 
b-na.t· since Co has g_-sharp b must be natural is; ~-flat to be app~ed J.~ m 
42? - · ~ 42 Can: Wolf transcribes Mi Mi Sb; error; all mss ha~e M7 ~ MJ. •. - mm 
42/4.3, 44/45 T: Sq has ternaria. - mm 44/45: Fl gives only fJ.nalis. m ch7uso of 
Can; mm 44/45 comprise the chiuso in Fl f?r Co T; t~e cade~ce r:quJ.:es £ £ ~ 
in Can m 44 which notes obviously are onu.tted by IDJ.stake J.n Fl, chJ.uro. for o 
is completely missing in R; Sq changes (in chiuso) last note m 41 Co to a. - R 
has :'e more 11 11 vageca 11 Sq 11 tuo 11 • , .. ' 
Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 255f; Wolf, Squar, 226. 

10(101). El mie dolce sospir B, J V 

Sources : T C t t 11 "T n r rr • 1. Fl, f 24': nM.F .11; text in Can only;. order Can Co ; 11 .on ra enor., e o , 
beginning of Pi: nAndare 11 in Co T; 11chiuso 11 in all v, "verto 11 J.n Co T • 

2 s ff 147' (Can) 148 (T Co): text in Can only; order Can T Co; "Contra 
• q, ' 11 • c T· 11 h · o 11 in tenor", ntenor"; beginning of Pi: 11 secunda pars m o , c J.US 

all v, 11 verto 11 in Co T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Fl after T, in Sq after Can but without inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp possibly the original rhythm. Wolf 
transcribes in mod imp; but why he, ' apart from erroneously assuming mod, takes 
one and the same rhythm ( tp imp prol ma) both as 6/4 and (as here) as 4/4 with 
triplets is incomprehensible. - Reduction: Sb .. dotted quarter. 

Notes: Sq has b-flat signature in T. -m 2 Oo: no sharp in Sq. -m 3 Can: 
negli 11 in Sq. _-mm J-5 T: quaternaria in Sq. - m 4 Can: 11 caltro 11 in Sq, not 
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11 Chaltro" (Wolf). - mm . 8.ff Can • n • n n 
Htuttel" in S - 20 C • • g:aq,la, portallarr in Sq. - m 11 Can: 
, q. m an . sharp lS taken from Sq• C • b . · · S 22 Can~ "Con,; in Sq. _ mm 23; 24 Co• 1 1 

·· • , o •. lnana ln q. - m 
in Sq Fl omitted by vJolf . - m 27 c;. £S~sh,;rpv~ . hg cop ln Sq; T: ternaria 
by Ellinwood.- m 29 Can: c' dl el dl (~b ~· L~b~·S)q:- m 28 Can: lig Oinitted 
omitted by r,;J"olf. - mm 33ff-Can. iT - • I :- l ln Sq. :- m JO T: . lig 
'ifolf. - Ilh"ll 35/36 T: llg omitted b so~~~J?e · l~ s':l. - m 34 T: ltg omit~ed by 
·' conspecto. 11 _ m 41 Go. li . 

0 
. . Y an~ llinwood • - Sq has 11petto, 11 

- m 44 Go: no sharp in· s . g _ _: ~; ted. by Elllnwood • . - mm 42/43 T: ··· ternaria in Sq. 
he also omits lig in chi~sd of T.ChlUSO has been lncorrectly arranged by Wolf; 

Editions: Wolf Si · .. N 6 (b t 
NM li 216· 1"1'. ng, I o u erroneously edited as M not as B ) • . Wolf in 

259
'. ' ' .Ql.llnwood, WFL, 212f; della Corte, Scelta ' ~ 

11(102) • Giunta vaga bilta B, 3 v 

Sources:· 
1. F]_, f 25: nH.F • ,, ; text in Can only- order Can 

_ 
11
tenor '_1; beginning of Pi: "Andar~ 11 in Co T. 

_ , .. Go T. · ' 
2 ' Sq~ f 1~:: te~t · ~ ·can o~ly (but see below); 

Tenor , beg.i..mng of Pl :. "Secunda pars tl in 
tverto;' in Co T. ·· · · · 

, No 25; Woli, Squar, 

Go T; ··Contra tenore " 
11 h" . . , c lusoH ln all .v, llvertoii in 

order Can T Co; 11 Contra tenor" · 
Go T; i'chiuso" in all v ' 

' 
Text! Pi-2 Vol inc Rip in Fl after (' . " . . . . 
2nd verse of Pi-1 is laid under T ,in v~, (~n oq ~ft:r Co. Strangely enough, the 
phrase of Can which rests) obviou 1 i ~om £ }li m.34 on,.anticipating the 
point the T takes on the charBcter~ r. ecause . the scrlbe notlced that at this 
which, almost literally is stated ~ lC~ of the Can, the musical phrase of 
that the phrase in the 'f is m"' ant tlnba vance by the T. But it is doubtful 

~ o e sung. 

Rhy"hm· Tp · . -~ . · 
--~- lmp pro1 ma' vll th senaria imp pos . bl . th , . . .. . 
Wolf, however, transcribes in accordance withsl dy ; orlglnal rhythm. No mod . 
basic~lly is the same as in the precedin B mo p_:r . alth?ugh the rhyt~ 
that ln Fl 3~v B of this ·rhythmi. . t · g • I~ ce ... tainly J.s not an accldent 
t · w 1f /) ·. c . ype are complled logically . lme o takes 6 4 meter and triplet . , . th th - . . . . <'iS- 9: group. Trus 
18/16. It is hard to ima ine what ~'. Wl e. result something -like 18/8 or 
be ·back of the French not!tion (t ?rlglnall Ita)lian div should be assumed to 
quarter. P lmp pro ma • - Reduction: Sb = dotted 

. Note~, Cappelli, who has edited the taxt after S 
CJ:cid~ rre u~ "Giunta e v~ga bilta rr , (so do;s W: f') q hut ~th conside:·ab~e change3 , 
not mentlone d by Cappellr· nor by 1rJ'olf· b ~li. • ~q h~s 7-n Yol •fognl Vllorta, ;r 
q~a terna:ia in Sq} where the last not~ o~ li gr~re Ognl :'llta" ( Fl). - mm 6-8 T: 
li_~ cop. ln Sq. -mm 8-11 Co: missin . . ~ ls more likel;y- _.£ than ~· -m 7 Co: 
composes his own emendation (no r f g ln Sq~ lnste~d. of draWJ...ng upon F'l, 1•/olf 
there makes a mistake> bv omi ttinge t 'erenalce ln ''R~VlSlonsbe:;:-icht it)' but even 
c;q. 1 1 I "' " _'J.e v ue of l Sb. -mm 9-11 T· t . . 
._. 3 a s o mm 2-·14 • - mm 15ff Can: 1nJolf d 11 1 2

. , . • qua ernar2a ln 
rea s vo go ..J..Ulll.i.. 11 (so does Cappelli); 
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FI Sq have 11volge lumi.; - Ii1m 15-17 T: quaternaria in Sq. - m 17 Can: b in 
Fl Sq, not d 1 (Ellinwood). -m 19 Co: Sq has ab (lig cop) c' (Yd). -m 21 
Co: 1st not~~~ not£ (Wolf). -m 22 Go: lig cop in Sq. - miii 23/24 T: £f. lig 
cop in Sq. - m 24 Can: last 2 notes Sb Mi in Sq. - mm 29/30 Can: 11dimor 11 in 
Fl; scribal error. - mm 33/34 Can: lig in Sq; consequently syllable 11 to 11 

( '!.subgetto 11 ) placed under c 1 -sharp; no sharp in Fl. - m 36 T: instead of last 
Sbp, Sq has ~ ~ (Sb Mi). ~ -nim 36ff Can: Fl Sq have lldolce servire, 11 not 11dolce 11 
servire;" Sq has (Pi-2) "In pace pongo ciascunmie disire. 11 - mm 39/40: lig 
omitted by Ellinwood; Wolf has binaria (m 39) not in original. - m 40 Co: lig 
cop in Sq. - mm 41/42 T: ~ _g_ lig cop in Sq; so also in mm 44/45 (_g_ £). - mm 
42/43 Co: ternaria in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 220f; Wolf, Squar, 289f. Text: Cappelli, Poesie, 29. 

12(103) G(h) aro signor, palesa B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 25':"M.F. 11 ; text in Can only; order Can CoT; 11Contratenore 11 , 

11Tenore 11 ; beginning of Pi: IIAndare'' in Co T; "chiuso" in all v, 11 verto 11 

in Co T. 
2. P, ff 63 1 (Can T), 64 ( Co): 11Franciscus 11 ( 63 1 ); text in Can T; order ·Can 

T Go; 11 Tenor .11 , 11 Contra Tenor Caro Signore 11 ; beginning of Pi: 11Secunda 
pars '' in Co; 11 chiuso 11 in all v, 11verto 11 in Go. 

3. Sq, f 163 1 : text in Can Go; order Can T Co; 11 tenor"; beginning of Pi: 
11Secunda pars" in T; "chiuso ·1 in all v, 11vertott in T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Fl P Sq, with inc Rip only in Fl. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol ma; French notation in all mss. This is one of the rare 
examples (among Landirii Is B) which show a transcription of the Italian 
novenaria. The Br is consistently the unit of the m. - Reduction: Sb = dotted 
quarter. 

Notes: We believe that the version of Fl represents the original, i.e. Can and 
2 accompanying instruments. Although the character of the Co, being much like 
the Can, conforms to vocal style, it is quite irregular that a Go is a vocal 
part in a composition that has any instrumental accompaniment; the medium 
which the Italians cultivated is that of a vocal Can T with an instrumental Go • 
Familiarity with this preferred type apparently caused the scribe (or compiler) 
of P to lay text under the T; to do this, he had to adjust the T, but the 
procedure is exceedingly simple;. he merely divided the large values (Brp, Bri) 
into Sb and Mi (on the same pitch) so that the number of tones would fit the 
number of syllables. The scribe of P knew at least that the vocal combination 
should be that of Can T; the scribe of Sq, however, might have thought that the 
stylistic likeness of Go and Can required text for the Co • 
- m 1 T: £' f.' ~~ (3 Sb) in P; 11 Caro signor 11 in P Sq. -m 2 Can: instead of 
triplet, P Sq have throughout the composition 2 Smi 1 Mi; T: d' d 1 (Sb Br) in 
P; d' (Fl Sq) must be Brp, although in Sq c 1 Sb is written close-to d 1 Br; 
Wolf transcribes as Bri, alters 2nd tone of the following lig, and {n Can changes 
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1st note from£;' to.£;; all thisis unne<::essary; c 11 (m J'Can) in Fl p Sq is 
correc~; ~o alterat1on in T. - m' 3 Can: sharp not-in p Sq. _mm 3/4 T: notes 
2!)3_llg ln P; notes 2, 3 and 1st note m 4 ternaria in Sq.- m 4 T· d d' ·(Sb 
M1 1n P - m 5 T • c ' c 1 b 1 ( Sb li ) · • - ;... 
111 11 • T - • · . - - -. ' • g cop ln P; all mss have ;'leggia 11 not 
~eg~ea, (V'Jolf!·- m 6 T: ln P ~ ~ E_ £ (3 Sb 1 Mi); nferca" in p Sq.'-~· 9.,.11 

T · £ f f 1 
( lig cop, Sb) ~ 1 ~ 1 

( Sb Br) s!' £ ~ ( Sb, lig ~op ) in P. - m 11 Can: 
Sf erroneously repeats s!' ~~;Wolf changes Mi of original to sffii but the error 
~ • Sq. s~ould be emended a~cording to Fl p. - m 13 Co: after 3rd ~ote, pam in 
q, T. ln P 4 a (3 ~b ~M1),.;. m 14 T: notes 2, 3 lig cop in P; last note and 

i·notes ~ 15 ternar1a ln Sq. -m 16 Can: last note b-flat in P· T: notes 2 3 
lg cop ln P • - m 17 Can: ~st note is Sb in all ms s:; ~volf read~ Mi, conseq~ently 

~~ts the wrong rhythm and 1s short 1 Sb; he changes (in m 19) Mi of original to 
and adds ~ast no~e m 19 (~ 1 Sb); Co: 1st 2 notes lig cop in P Sq. -m 19 T: 

1st. 2 n~tes ~g cop ln P Sq. - Last verse of Vol reads in :P Sq: ~'Usar mi fece 
a m1e nta d1fesa. 11 

- mm 21/22 Can: •volamorn in p Sg_. · and (Pi-2):. "N · · 11 
- m 22 'T'• a a (Sb B ) d li . · " · e 1spergu1so. 

• - · _ _ . r ~ no g m P. - m 24 ca.n: after 1st note, pam in s · 
T. notes 2, 3 l1g ~op 1n P; "onghanno'' in P. -m 25 T: d' dl (Sb 13r) in P. q: 
All mss have ·' sem~ 11 not ;'serv 'in:r (Wolf). - m 26 T• last 2 t · d. · .. t .. : .. · 
27 ternaria in Sq - m 27 T· (B S ) . . • / no es an no e m s . _ m • • • fi ~ r :b 1n P • - mm 27 28 Co! b 1 c '' lig cop in 
q 29 Co. after last note Sq has :pasb; error; T: a a g g '[Sb-jll.d. 2 Sb) · p 

S ~ J0/3l T: ~ast 2 notes lig cop in P; last 2 notes and note m 31 ternari~nin• 
q, P Sq ha;e ·. dolce effetto. '' - m 33 Can: pasb missing in Fl. _ mm 33-35 T: 

~ll p n~tes llg ln
8
/P; same for Sq except for 1st note. - m 34 Can: b-natural not 

ln q. - mm 3 39 T: 2nd note and finalis lig in Sq. -

Editio~ Ellinwood, WFL, 183ff; ~volf, Squar, 295f. 

13(104). Gram piant' agli ochi B, 3 V 

Sources: 
l Fl f 26• 11} ' F n • t t · C T 

• ' • : 
1

• • -/. ;x ln . ~ ; order Can Co T; "tenor 11 ~ i 1contratenore n; 
beg1nn1ng of .n. •Andare" 1n Co. In list of contents: 11 Granpianto" '· 

2 • Lo (' ff ~9) : (Can ?o), 30 ( T): 11
• B/illat~. Magis try francisi de frorencia" 

f 29 , text ln Can t; order Can Co T: no v marked 
3. P,ff 67' (Can), 68 (T Coh "Franc 11 (671 margin)• te~t in CanT: order 

Can T Co· 11 Contra T 11 • b . · · n · ' · . ' enor 9 eglTinlng of 1·1: · 11 Secunda pars il in Co 
4. Sq, f 133': text in Can T: order Can T Co • "Contratenor"• beginni • f p· • 

"Secunda pars 11 in Co. ' ' ng 0 1 • 
5. R, f ~4': anon; text in CanT; order CanT Co· 11 Contra Tenor Gran p1·an+a1· och1 11 • be · · f p · ' , ' " n ' g1nmng o 1: '.::lecunda pars ·' in Co. 
6. la~ (684), No 17: "H. f!ranc9 de floren~"; text in CanT; order Can CoT; 

Cont~ate~or de Gran planton; the beginning of each verse is indicated by 
text 1nc l.n Co: ''abonda)', ·' per questamara.", '' chiamo i'• 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Tin Fl Lo Pad, after Can in · p R; Sq lays text of Pi-2 
UDd8r T and has Vol after Can; inc Rip in Fl R Pad. No 34. C£ Debenedetti, Sollazzo, 

~ythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. Pad, however, 
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gives at tre beginning of Can Co T the divisio ·1 .q. ,; which is not correct; 
but the notation in Pad is not Italian; it is, as in all other mss, in French 
notation. Wolf's transcription has 6/4 meter; in accordance with his 
transcription of the same rhythm in other compositions, the meter should be 
3/2. - Reduction: Br-= quarter. 

Notes: Fl Sq have "Gram," LoP R Pad 11 Gran." · - mm 1/2 Can: lig in Lo; T: 
lig in Lo R Sq Pad. -m 2 T: P has pa with 1st note, no pasb; last 2 notes lig 
in Lo R; last 2 notes connected by lig with notes m 3 in P Pad Sq. -m 3 T: 
binaria in P R. - mm 4/5 Co: last 2 notes (m 4) and m 5 lig in P Sq; "benchi" 
in Fl Lo P, ·'benchio" in Pad R Sq. - m 5 eo: 1o has £' L with pp and £ 1 Br; 
pp is error; also R has c1 c' but Li and Br. -m 6: Wolf's underlaying of text 
not correct; "grave" in R Pad. -mm 7/8 Can: last 2 notes m 7 binaria in R; 
Pad c Fl Sq; T: no Lig in Pad. - m 8 Can: 2nd note pa in Sq; notes 3, 4 not 
lig in Lo. - mm 8/9 Co: in lig ·p 1o Pad= F1, R:c Sq; 1o has pasb after 1st note; 
error. - m 9: L and pabr, palp, varying in mss; Pad has L (without pausa) but 
dotted barline through staff; in our transcription, signs taken either as merely 
indication of verse ending or as Li and pabr; likewise in m 25; Wolf transcribes 
m 9 without pausa, m 25 with. - m 10 Co: in Lo pasb after 2nd and 4th notes, 
5th note omitted, 1st pasb error; in R last 2 notes binaria; instead of £' £' 
2 Sb, Pad has c ' Br. - mm 10/11 Co : no lig in Lo Pad; P Sq = Fl. - m 11 Co : 
after 1st note-; pp in Lo; error; ·'se" in Pad. · - mm 12/13 Can: lig P R Pad ::: Fl; 
binaria (last 2 notes m 12) in Sq Lo. - mm 12-l6 Co: in Lo: no Jig lig2 lig2 
lig2 lig2 si lig2 no lig; in R: lig2 no lig lig2 lig2 lig2 si lig2 si lig2; 
in Sq P: lig4 lig2 lig5, (P) 1ig4 si, (Sq) lig2 lig3; in Pad: lig2 lig2 lig2 
lig5 lig5; T: m 12 no lig in R; syllable 11 mo '1 omitted in P; m 13 si lig2 lig2 
in Lo R; m 13 last 2 notes and m 14 lig5 in Pad P; m 14 no lig in Lo, lig3 
in Sq R. -m 17 Co: lig cop in P Sq; ·T: no lig in R. -m 18: 11 amara et" in P 
Pad, "amara ed 11 in Lo; 11mie 11 in Sq P, "mi" in Lo. -m 19 Co: lig in 1o RP 
Sq Pad; 1st pasb missing in Lo; 11dispartita11 in Sq, also in R but only in Can; 
"in questa vita" in Lo (T); "artitan in Lo (error). -mm 20/21 Can: last note 
m 20, 3 notes m 21 lig in P Sq; Co: last 2 notes m 20, 1st note m 21 lig in 
P Pad Sq. - m 22: no lig; pasb after 4th note in Lo. - m 23 Can: 1st note L 
in Pad (no pasb, no Sb d 1 ). -mm 23/24 T: all notes lig in Sq. -m 24 Can: 
3rd note has pa in Sq; Co: no lit in Lo R. - mm 26/27 Co: last 2 notes(m 26) 
and m 27 lig in P Sq. - m 28 Can: 3rd note has pa in Sq; Co: ternaria in Lo P 
Pad R Sq. -m 29 Co: lig in P Pad Sq; last noted' in all mss except Fl. -
m 30 Can: b-flat only iri Lo; Co: mm 30/31 lig in-Sq. -m 31 Can: last 4 notes 
f' ~~ ~' ~~ in all mss except Fl. - mm 31/32 T: 1st note m 32 linked by lig to 
m 31 in Sq. - ·mm 32-35: lig are essentially the same as in mm 12-16. - 1o has 
in Pi-2 "voy,." llistella, 11 11dolcie. 11 

Editions: Ludwig, in ZfMW, ~ 459f; Ellinwood, WFL, 222f; Gleason, Examples, 
104; Bartha, Antolog, 24a/b (No 23); Wolf, Squar, 224f. Text: Levi, Lirica, 123. 
G. Mazzoni, Tre ballate e due sonetti antichi, (Nozze: Salvioni-Tareggia)Padua 
1892, 9; Tomrnaso Casini, Studfdi poesia antica, Citta di Castello, 1914, 253. 
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B, 3 V 

Sources: 

-:-F'J., "f'f 26' ( Can T) , 27 (Co): · 'lji1. F . 1 ; text in all v; order CanT Co; ·' tenor, n. 
"contr a tenor 11 • 

2 • 1o~ ff 49 ' (~an T), 50 ( Co): "H. fracescho de frorenqia" ( 49'); text in all 
v; orJer Can TCo; "tenor, n ' ch.S?.I?-:1:-I"B:~enor quanta piu charo fay." 

3 · P, ff 90 1
· ( Can · T}; 91 ( Co): top of f 90' erasure, but "Fr • •• de. Fl .•• ia t' 

still recognizable ; text in Can T; order Can T Co • "tenor '' .. "oontra 
Quanta piu car o." ' ' · · .· · · 

4. Sq, f 143 ' : text in all v; order Can T Co; no v marked. 
5. R, f 50 : anon; text in Can only; order Can T Co; ·1Tenor Quanto piu caro."., 

11 
Contra tenor Quanta · piu caro f ay '' ; beginning of Pi.: ''secunda pars n- ( T), 

''secunda pars cotitratenoris " . 

!ext: Stri Pi-2 Vo~ Strii, inc Rip after Can in Fl· in all other mss only 
Stl~I Pi-2 Vol, afte_r Can in P Sq R, after Co in 1o; inc Rip only in Sq • . -

Rhyth~:. Mod perf, vli th duodenaria probably the original rhythm. The meter in 
Wolf's transcription should be 3/2; hot 6/4~ - Reduction: Br == _quarter. 

Notes ;' Although Co in ·P is instrumental the v is not changed_ :Ln any way. 
'T Co in R, however, have a large number ~f lig . . .. m 1: ·' volle: el-' ' in, Lo; Can: 
sharp only in R; Co: sharp in 1o P R; all notes ·and 1st no.te m 2 lig .in R; T: 
only 1 ~~ 1 in R. - m 2 Can: lig only in Fl·. :Co: last 2 notes and 1st note m 3 
lig in R; sylJa ble "fa" is repeated in Fl; ,f·: b a g lig in R· last note and 1st 
note m 3 lig in R; If charo 11 in Lo; Wolf Is laying of-text not ~orrect. - m. 3 Can : 
af t er lst n~·te pasb, not pa (Wolf) ; in all mss including Sq; Co~ lig in Sq; 

.2nd note 1 ln 1o. -m 4 Co: ternaria in R; :T: binaria in R; "fay" in all mss 
except Fl(

1
'faj ·' ). ~m 5 Can: 4th note Sb in Sq; error; Co: notes 2, 3 lig in R; 

T: l ast 3 not es m 5, 1st note m 6 lig ' in R; ''Alor chiel tu 1' in 1o; "guardar mi 
un" (or 'mun ''-) .in all mss, either iri all v or one. - m 6 Can: 7th note f' in 
1o P S qf R~-' FJ.. - m 7: most of the notes in mss are Br ·and pabr; in m 2[ 1 
and pabr ; ln both uases we take 1 and pabr. - Lo R have "pocho '·' "focho'' • in 
Vol R }J.~s "more " instead of "move " .. - m 9 Can: R has flat sign' followed by 
sharp Slgn before c'; Co: 3rd note 1 in Lo,· T: notes 2 3 binaria l ast note 

d 2 - } . ' an notes m 10 ternaria in R. - m 10 Co: notes 2 3 1ig in Sq • P R = Fl • 
no lig ~n Lo! 1o has 2nd note Sb with pa, followed'by 3 Mi; 1o frequentl; has 
errors ln thls '\vork ; T: 1o has 1 Br. - m 11 Can: c 1 -sharp in 1o R • Co: . · 
t ernaria in R; T: instead of 1st 1, Br and pabr in 1o P Sq - m 11; Fl has 
"J.at r uj '

1
; because o:f the rhyme vJe took 11 B.ltrove," which is in all othe;r mss. -

mm_ ll-16 T ~ R has t he following lig: ]_i g2 lig2 lig2 lig2 lig4 lig2 si lig5. -
~a 1.2 Co: I ast 2 notes Hi in 1o, in lig in R. . - rrun 14/J.5 Co : last. 2 notes and all 
notes m 15 l ig i n ·Sq P 1o; in R lig2 lig3; l ast note of lig iri 1o -i s •1. -mm 
15(16 Can : . las 'i~ note m 15, 1s t not e m 16 lig in P Sq R; i nstead of'pa at . lst 
no "Ge , pe'.!11 ln R; notes 8, 9 2 Ni (b b) j_n P Sq; 1o R== F~-rrun 16/17 Co: instead 
of h t 2 notes , ~ g. £ 2 Hi 1 Sb in R; notes j', 4, lig in 1o ; instead of last f 
~Br) , pasb and!_ Sb in 1o ; notes 3, 4, 5 and note m 17 lig in R. -:-m 18: "El11-
1n P S~ ; Co; notes 2, 3 h g in R; no lig in 1o; T: l:Lg in . Sq; . R ha~r; ·i:ristead of 
~ Br WJ.th pa , ~ 5! (Br Sb) .. - m 19 Can : J.st note sharp in R; er:ror; _Co: last 
note m 19, 1st not e m 20 lig in R; las t note sharp in 1o ; nserau in f?.:, T-: notes 
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2, 3 lig2 and last note m 19, lst note m 20 lig~ inR ~ ~ 20/21 T: ~st ~ote 
m 20 1st note m 21 lig in R. -m Zl Can: notes 3, 4 lig ~ Lo P Sq R, Co. 
ther~ is an error in Fl: pasb is omitted -and notes 2, 5 are each Mi; we emended 
in accordance With the other mss; also Sq has an error; omits 2nd note~ lst note 
sharp in R; notes '• 3 lig2 and last ' 2 notes m 21, 1st note m 22 lig3 1n R; 
T• 1st note in all mss including Sq, f 1 note e (Wolf); notes 3, 4 and 1st note 
m. 22 lig in R. ·. ·mm 22/23 Can: last note sharp-and lig 'With 1st note m 23 in R. 
-m 24: t m 7, • m 25 Can: instead of pa at lst note, pam in R; Co: l ast note 
L in Lo• last note m 25 lst ·note m 26 lig in R, .. mm 25/~6 T: (from last note 
m 25) b 'c' g ( Br Br with pa, Br; ternaria) z. ( Sb) pasb in R. .. m 26 Can: 
notes 2,-3 Ri in

1

Lo; Co: last 2 notes, 1st note m ~7 lig in R, -m 2; Co: lst 
note in all mss, including Sq, ~·,not£.' (Wolf); J.nStead of~' £ 1 £ (Mi.S? 
Mi) R has d' c' b 1 c' (4 Mi)· notes 2-7 all Mi in Lo; T: notes 2-5 all Ml 1n 
Lo·'notes 2- 3-lig1 and last 2 notes m 27, 1st note m 28 lig in R; in R 
"d~ · aved~reil instead of "dur'ad avere. " - m 28 Co: no lig in Lo~ there al~o 
1st note pa, - m 30 Can: last note sharp in R; Co: notes 3-6 all Ml. and ~o li~ 
in to. - m'31 Can: instead of pam Lo has pa at lst note; Co: 4th note L 1n Lo, 
T:. notes 2,·3 lig in PR; notes 3, 4lig in Lo Sq; in_Fllast ·2 notea.m 31 and 
finalis lig, also in mm 23/24 Co; we have taken the finalis a.s nota Sl.mPlex 
because of the text. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 279ff; Wolf, Squar, 2481'. 

· 15(106) La mente ,mi riprende 
·' 

B, 3 V 

Sources: · 
1 Fl, ff 27 (Can Co), 26 1 (T): "M.F. 11 (top of f 27); text in Can only~ order 

Can Co T • "Contra tenor La mente mi riprende 11 , "tenor la mente m 
riprende 1~; beginning of Pi: "Andare" in Co T; 11 chiuso11 in all v, ''verto" 
in Co T. . 

11 2.Sq, f 150 •: text in Can only; order Can T Co; "contratenor,"' "tenor ; 
11 beginning of Pi: "secunda pars" in Co T; 11chiuso" in all v, 11 verto 

in Co T. 

Text: Pi-2 (laid under Can in Sq) Vol inc Rip after T in Fl, af~r Co ~n Sq. 
Iri Cod strozz magliab 1040 cl VII, f 55' are 4 Str which Carduccl. published 
(Strii-IV here after Carducci). 

R!zythm: Tp imp prol ma, with sena.ria imp probably the original rhythm~ Wolf's 
transcription·has mod imp; he takes 4/4 meter with triplets • • Reduct1.on: 
Sb • dotted quarter. 

Notes: m 1: "E" missing in Fl. - m 2 Co: lig in Sq. - m 3 Co: last no~e Mi in 
Fl Sq; error. - mm 4-6 T: quaternaria in Sq. - mm 6ff: Wolf's underlaY111g of 
text not correct. - mm 7-9 T: quaternaria in Sq. - mm 8-9 Can: last Sb m 8 

11 followed by a' Mi g,' Sb in Sq; apparently an error; in Sq "b~tate," 11lealtate. 
m 15 Can: Wolf overlooked c'-sharp in Sq; Co: lig in Fl, not ln Sq. -mm 19, 2~ 
Can: sharp not in Sq. - mm -21/22 T: ternaria in Sq. - m 25: "cui 11 in Sq. - m 2 
Can: sharp not in Sq. :- m 31 T: without mentioning it in 11 Revisi~nsbericht" 
Wolf adds £ Br; d e lig cop missing in Sq. - m 32 Can: no sharp ln Sq. 
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Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 236f, Squar, 266.&>. Tex+u•. c d · c ~ ar uccl, antilene, 16lf. 

. . J 

16(107) .· Gientil aspetto : B, 3 V 

Sources: 

l. Fl, ff 27' (CanT), 28 (Co):' n£.1. Fran.~' (top f 27-' ), n:tvr.F.II (top f 28); 
~ext in_ Can. only; order C~n.T ?o; 11Tenor gientil aspetto, 11 ''Contra 
... enor G1ent1l aspetto 11

; beg1nn1ng of Pi: 'Andarell in Co T • ''chiuso 11 in 
all V' llverto ll in ·Co T. In 1i st of contents: fiGentile a~pectoll. 

2. P, ff 66• (Can), 67 (T Co): 11Franc 11 (66 1 )· text in CanT· order CanT Co · 
"Contra ten 11 • b · · f p · · ' ' ' . or, eg1nmng o 1: ~secunda pars" in Co• '1chiusoit in all 
parts, 11verto 11 in Co. . . · ' 

3, Sq, f. 1~~: text ~n Can only; ~rder Can T Co; · it Tenor, Jr • IIContra tenor"; 
. be~ln~ng of.Pl; _ 11 S~cundapars · ~; Ji verto, 11 "chiuso 11 i~ Co. T. 

4. R, f ?2 ~ anon,, ~ext ln Can only; order Can T Co; •rTenor;" "Contra tenor"; 
beglnmng of Pl: "Secunda . pars tenoris' '' it Secunda pars contra tenoris ;r. 

. rclus" in T, rrovert" in Co (bu~ 'written where i'clusn belongs). ' 
5. P1st, No 7~ anon; fragment of Can T; Go missing· text in Can only- T 

Carked ii Gentile aspetto 11
; in the right corner' margin of page .ret conrr 

reference ~o Co on tl1e next p~ge?); top and left margins cut off, · so · 
that the J.s C st~ff at the top lS .:almost half cut off and What is . . . 
rea~ab~e there ls somewhat difficult safely·to decipher and all 
b~gl~n~s of the stnves at the left margin are affec.ted (usually 1-2 m 
IDlSSlng 1n each staff). -.. · .. _, 

·· }ex~: By Fr. L~d~i, (p~blished by Carducci·}.; .. ~ ~:e;i;~2 . \loLinc Rip after Co 
l~ 1'1_, ~fter ,T ~n P1st;. P1-2 Vol without inc Rip after-c-®~n P. ·'· but with 

' Pl-2 lald unae~ Can in Sq; in R Pi-2 Vol inc Rip appear after C~-n but the last 
2 verses of · Vol are missd.ng., 

~hrthm: ~P perf pro,1 ma~ with novenaria .the origin·ai :rhythni. · It. _:fs~Tnteresting 
0 note vhat R has Italian pd for novenaria, regU.la:dy placed in Can (and Co 

where they are J ho•mver, rarely peeded). . Although occasional U:se of pp is 
. ~~;.ated to . tp perf (often for the · sake. of al ~eration), Lo has several pp which 

.; _ · co~~J?le1-e.ly ~uperfluous ~ They poss1bly mlght be remainders of Ita;Li an 
novena: la notatlon from Whlch the . work wa:s transcribed into French · tp perf p-·ol 
~a. U(6/

4
t of the ~ is ,d~finitely the Br; W~lf erroneously t.ransc:.-:'ibes in mod .J. 

~p meter Wl th n ·1plets). Reduct1on: Sb = quarter. 

N·o~:::s: , Wolf tr~~cribes oply 2 v, Can T, although Sq, as all the 6t,l:Y~r mss 
~n. -r.h tne excep ulon of ~ragment Pis.t where 1 v is lost), has the Co (Sq on f 133 
~l~ec~:.y below __ the ~ ~ w:-th no othe~ part of any other composition on the page). 

. -·- ~a.'" . • no . _a~,~lde.~t a.L .slgnatu~e; F1st cannot be checked withfue n18rg-.i..l'l::; cut off but in T 
b fl_.t ..st fla-c au:: va'l~,trn :m where ·c;be;tare called for; Sq has e..:flat signi3,ture from 
secunda par s of : on .~ and from 2nd stai'f of Co; P has b-flat e -flat signature 
from 2n~ staf f of T, ~-flat signature .in last staff of-Co; Fl-writes the flats 
where t~~ey ~re needed . - The l~~n~ of text under the . T in p does not prove 
th~~. a , ~c.a.L T bel~n?:d. to the ~r1pnal; on the contr?-rY; Fl represents the 
orls lnal, P merely1 elDnlnates llg and:.uses smaller time valued (note 
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repetition). -All mss have "Gentil," except Fl ( 11 Gientil 11 ) R (nzentil11 ) • 

-m 1: Fist has 11Poi 11 (the notes of Can in Pist can be read from 2nd c' on, 
m 2); Go: binaria in R; T: binaria in P. -mm 2/3 T: 2 c (Br Sb) and "[m 3) 
2 ~ (Sb Br) in P. - m 3 Can: ·1tuan in Fl R Pist, ·'tuo 11 in P Sq; 11belta 11 in 
Fist; Co: last 2 notes Mi in Fl P, but Sb JYii in Sq R. -m 4 T: notes 2, ·3 lig 
in P; 11cui 11 in Sp PR. -m 5 Can: f-sharp in P. -mm 5/6 T: no lig in P, and 
2 ~ (Sb Br) in m 6 in P. -m 7 Co:-notes 1, 2 lig in P Sq. -mm 7-10: 
quinaria in Sq R Pist; P has no lig but has: ~ £ £ (3 Sb) 11 (Sb Sba) c c' 
c 1 (Br Sb Br) ..... m s·co: f-sharp in Sq P. -m 9 Can: Briand pasb in Sq; 
7constretta11 in Sq, 11constrecto 11 in R; 11 sugetto 11 in $q, 11soggetto 11 in R, 
11subgetto 11 in P Fist; 'dal tuo tro 11 in Fist, but the scribe noticed error and 
cancelled ntuo 11 ; Co: lig in Sq. -m 10 Can: no lig in R. -m 11 Can: instead 
of 2 ~' Sb, Sq has ~~ Br; T: binaria in P. -m 12 Co: notes 1, 2 lig in P Sq. 
- mm ·12/13 Can: d 1 c 1 lig cop in Sq; Co: last note m 12 and m 13 ternaria 
in Sq. - m 14 Caii Co: 1st 2 notes lig in Sq P. - m 16 T: 1st· 2 notes not lig 
in P, but Fist.,. Fl. -m 17 Can: Bri and pasb in Sq; T: no lig in P. -mm 
17/18 Co: ternaria in Sq. - ''in ver11 in P; 11 sosta la grave penan in all mss 
excepting Fl Fist (ilgrieve 11 in Pist),- m 18 T: c 1 c 1 b-flat (3 Sb) in P.
mml9-20 T: instead of 1, 2 Br in P. -m 21 Can:-no-lig in Fist; T: no lig 
in R Fist. -m 23 Can: 2nd note Sbp (without aMi following) in Sq P; Pist= 
Fl; Co: lig in R. - m 24 Co: lst 2 notes lig in P Sq. - mm 24/25 T: last note 
m 24, 1st note m 25 lig in Sq, but Fist R = Fl; P no lig; instead of last note 
m 25 Sbp, P has 2 e Sb Mi. - m 25 Can: 1st. 2 notes lig in P Sq. - m 28 Can: 
1st d' is followed-by c 1 Mi (error in Wolf's transcription). - m 29 Can: 1st 
2 notes lig in P Sq, also last note m 29 and 1st note m 30 lig in Sq P but 
not in Fist; T; 1st 2 notes lig in P Sq R. - mm 30/31 T: lig in R. - m 33 Can: 
Fist places sharp after f'; thus it probably holds for f 1 in m 34 as well. -
m 34 T: no lig in P, neither following ternaria. - m 3,-Co: last 2 notes lig 
in P Sq. - m 38 T: from 2nd note m 38 through m 40 lig in Sq; Pist Re FL- m 
39 Can: 1st 2 notes lig in Sq. - m 41 T: instead of a Br, 2 a 2 Sb in P. -
m 43 T: no lig in Fist. -mm 43/44 T: 2 e 2 Sb and d-d Br Sb-in P. - Fl Pist 
R have 'vedere ·' instead of 11 sentire. 11 - m 47: notes -iii all mss and for all V 

are 1 to indicate the ending of the verse. - m 51 Co: lig in R. - m 52 Can: 
Ellinwood places sharp to c', but in ms it is related to b (natural) m 53. -
m 53 Co: f. -sharp in . R; preceding g_ and f. -sharp lig in Sq. -

Editions: Besseler, ·MMR, 162f (Rip); Ellinwood, WFL, 214-217; Wolf, Squar, 
223f. Text: Carducci, Cantilene, 323f. 

17(108). Partesi con dolore B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. f'l, ff 28 (Can Co), 27 1 ( T): probably entered later on the lower parts 

of the pages; not specifically attributed to Landini, but pages at the 
top have "M. Franc," 11M.F. 11 ; text in Can only; order Can Co T; "Tenor 
Partesi con dolore, 11 ·'Chontratenor Partesi con dolore 11 ; the spelling 
11Chontratenor11 did not occur before in the Lanc' ini fascicles of FJ,.; 
beginning ofPi: "Andare"; 11Verto 11 11chiuso 11 (Rip) in all v. 
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2. Lo, ff 30 1 , 31 (Co continued): 11 B. Ma francisci defroren~ian; text in 
C~n only (but see below); order Can T Co; ;r Tenore Partesi 11 , "Contra 

. tenore Partesi ; ; no fur t her indications. 
3. Sq~ f 1.5'4': text in Can only; order Can T Cc); irTenor" ;· "Gontratenort' · 

begip:.'1ing of Pi: ;rSecuhQ.a pa:>:>s 11 i::1. CoT; Pi:..2 marked 1•.3.an in CoT; 
... "Verto ::,,11chiu3o 11 (Rip) in' CoT only. 

Text: The .~.orin is _problematic. Rip is organ;i:zed by repetition, with uverto, '' 
"chiuso!'; P:i-2 . is specifically composed ( tert.ia pars in Sq). All mss have the 
text · directly lai,d under Can;;· v.rith Rip Vol prov:idil;lg double lines of text in 
the 1st se:etion. Lo, however": is corrupt; it omits the Vol text and places 
me·;rely the last ,syllable ;' re 0 (of 11 coreil} in the chiuso of Rip. According to 
:he :Scheme of the B (which we accepted for our transcription), 1. ' 'tPartesi" 
lq sung 1st (with verto), continued v-rith 2. 11 Pianghon" and 3. itNori isperanll; 
then follo"{s 4. •'E nella 11 (with chiuso), and finally ,5'. nPartesi 11 -(with.chiuso?). 
Th:i_s al,'ra~gement is open to debate. Is the . Rip double, i. e.. is it to be sung 
at. once w.Lth 1 and 4, and when repeated after ·Vol is merely 11 Partesi" with 
ChlU,~q ::mng? The rhyme . in Rip a.'1d Vol is reversed: 11dolore -- mia, n "balia -
core. ' . Is there an error, and should the position of the verses be changed 
("Rimar,l l'anim'e'l core e nella tuo balia 11 )? We are convinced that even in the 
form of .. the te.xt 5 cf. also below regardin.g the rhythm) there is an approach 
t_o ;.the French ba:p .. ade (Kurt van Fischer .in Studien, 64 and in Mf, IX, 88 mentions 
tl1,_e ''i~luence of the French ballade 11 ). As a ballade the text would read· . ., . .. '·' . . . 

( Partesi con dolore 
a : ( El corpo roia vita, 

( Riman 1 1animJ e 11 core 
( E nella tuc;t balia. ( 11E11 is, of course, disturbing.) b 

( Pianghon ·gl~ a·chi dolenti 
( Che da t e di liirighati 
( Non isperan· contenti 

. ~· .. 

b 

( Viver~ ma tormentati. 
A fi!!-al decision cannot l~e made until further Str are discovered which alone 
w:ould revea~ the refrai'n of -ti:te French ballade. That. ' the last part ("Non 
isperan") ~s set off (n.-s il .ter~~ja.pars " in Sq, by L and pali in Fl, L and finis 
punctorum ln Lo) does not · conflict wi.th French ballade practice· there the 
refra:i_~ partr :i,s always mar~~d off in exactly the same ~>my (but ~ot as 11 tertia 
pars ; )~ If as an Italian B the Rip (.5') consists of verto and chiuso the 
verses "Partesi, 11 11E nella" would also there go together. But also for a 
decision with regard to the Italian B, further Str must be known. - C.£: B 2.5'( 116 ). 

Rhytl~. Tp perf prol ma. The rhythm is entirely French, particularly typical is 
the prol; alteration of Hi is e.pplied throughout. I:t:. seems that this composition 
originally was intended to irrdtate French characteristics· hence we do not 
think that the preserved versions are m'3 rely 11 transcripti~ns 11 of an orirrinal 
novenar~.a ( c;f.,. the di:f:ferer~t hmldli.Eg of the prol in similar composition~ that 
cart. be relap.od t ? the noveriaria). ~ R<-;duction: Sb = dotted quarter. 

N~t.~s: . m 2 Can: sh~rp not :Ln Sq; T~ inLo no lig, and~ g, g_ f lYli s~ . Yli Sb; 
last.no~e f. in Sq; 11 tu~ i i inS~ • . - m. 3 Can: no sha:cp in ~q •. - mm 6/7 Co: sh~rp, 
no llg ln La. - m1n 7/8 _C9~ no0es 1, 2 m 7 and 1, 2 m 8 lig ln La; no sharp ln Sq. 
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-mm 8-9 T: ternaria in Sq; no lig in La.- m 9 Co: notes 2, . 3 lig in La. -mm 
9 - l4 Co: a 3rd too high in Sq; Woli leaves the pitch of Sq in his transcription 
but changes the final note (m 14) to ~ (~ 1 in Sq) without indication in 
"Revisionsbericht." -m 10 Can: no sharp in Sq ... m 13 Can: last prol £1 ~~ £. 1 

in Lo; Co: notes 1, 2 lig in Lo Sq; Wolf wrongly places 1st n~te.into m 12 
(making Br imp) and alters 3rd note for m 13; T: notes 1 1 2.lig 1n Lo; last 
note m 12 1st note m 13 lig in Sq. - m 15 Can: lst note a 1n Sq. • mm 15-18 Co: 
Wolf's tr~scription completely wrong not only in pitch but also in rhythm; in 
m 16 Fl has Sb (no sharp); Sb must be altered; cf, the correct writing in mm 
48/49; 1o has here and in mm 48/49 the same notation. -m 16 Can: £'-sharp in 
Lo. - m 18 Can: sharp, no lig in 1o; Co: sharp in Fl Lo, not in Sq. - mm 18/19 
Co: Lo reads ~ Sb pasb ~-sharp Sb, (m 19~ ~ ~ ~ ~lig cop ~b); T: ~ notes m 18 
linked by lig to 1st note m 19 in Sq; '1P1angon" J.n Sq, 11P1angho 11 1n Lo ... m 19 
Co: Sq has pam and Mi, Fl 2 pam and ¥,i. - mm 20/21 Can: laying of text not 
correct in Wolf's transcription. -m 21: c'-sharp in Lo; Co: last note m 20, 
1st note m 2llig in Sq; notes 2, 3 lig in Sq, omitted by Wolf; lig in Lo • Fl; 
Lo has ~-sharp; T: Woli arbitraril~ ~dds th~ value of 1 ~b (f) tied to the 
preceding Sb (no reference in 11Rev1s1onsber1cht 11

); Woli lS short 1 Sb becaus~ 
he fails to transcribe correctly m 19 T; Br is perf not imp. - m 22 Co: no lig 
in 1o • T: Lo has e Sb pasb a Sb. - m 23 Co: ~-sharp in Lo. - mm 24/25 Co ·: 
last ~ote m 24:, 1st note m 25 lig in Sq; last 2 notes m 25, n()te m 26 lig in 
Sq; T: binaria in 1o Sq. -m 26 Can: no sharp in Sq; Co: Lo omits pasb and 
repeats a as Sb. - m 27 Can: binaria in Lo which is correct; Fl has £'-sharp 
(m 26), d' binaria, ~~ Sb, but pasb is missing; we accept La; cf.~ 1?, 11; 
Co: 1st 2· notes · lig in Sq; T: 2 notes linked to 1st note m 28 by lig ll_l ~q • -
m 29 T: notes 1, 2 lig in 1o Sq. - m 30: Fl has 1 and pall, 10 L and fl:US. 
punctorum, Sq Land pali (Brand pall in Can). -m 32 Co: no~s, 1, 2 lig ~n 
Lo; T: 2 notes and note m 33 lig in 1o Sq. - m 33 Co: sharp J.n Fl Lo, not m 
Sq; 1o reads "Non ni sperara 11 • - m 3.5' T: Woli vm;>ngly has pasb in place of 1st 
note which is a in all mss including Sq; sharp ln Lo. - mm 36-38 T: last. note 
m 36 to 1st note m 38 quat~rnaria in Sq; Lo has only .binaria in m 37. - mm 38/39 Ca: 
notes 1, 2 lig in Sq Lo; notes 3 (m 38) and 1 (m 39) lig in Sq. ~mm 4?ff: WoJ-!'s 
underlaying of text not correct. - m 43 T: 1st note in all mss ~1ncluding ~) 1s f., 
not e (Wolf). - m 44: sharp not in Lo Sq. - mm 44-46 T: Wolf fa1ls to realize that 
Sq has an omission here; without any reference in 11Revisionsbericht•' he ~i~ly 
repeats mm 47-49. -m 45: notes 1, 2 lig in Fl Sq, omitted by Wolf;.T: lig J.n Lo, 
none in Fl. - m 47 Co: notes 1, 2 lig in Lo Sq.-m 48 Can: £ 1 -sharp l.n Lo. - mm 
48/49 Co: no lig, no sharp in Sq; T: ternaria in Lo Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 262ff; ·ltJolf, Squar, 276f. 

18(109). Lasso! di donna B, 3 V 

Sources: 1.1, f 28': .; M.F.u; text in Can only; order CanT Co; 11Tenor lasso di donna,n 
iiChontra tenor Lasso di donna 11 ; beginning of Pi: itAnda.re 11

; 
11 chiuso" in 

all v "verto 11 in Co T. 
2. P, ff 93; (Can), 94 (CoT); 11 Franciscus 11 (93' ); text in Can only; order Can 

Co T~ "Contra tenor~', "tenor"; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars•'; "chiusoi' 
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in all v J ' 1verto 1
' in Go T. 

3. Sq, f 132 1 ~ text in Can only; order Can T Co; 11Tenor, 11 '1 Contra tenor 11 ; 

beginning of Pi:· ''Secunda pars ·' ; "chiuso 11 only in Can. 
L[. Str, No 104: anon, contrafactum: Silectus meus misit; 3 v; lost~ 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Fl P, after Co in Sq; only Sq has inc Rip. 

Rhythm~ Tp imp prol min, with quaternaria probably the original rhythm. The 
Br is the unit of the m. Wolf transcribes in mod imp, with misplaced cadences 
the result; also Ellinwood takes mod imp but for the sake of properly placing 
the cadences must assl.llne 1 m as "up-beat." If units larger than tp (quaternaria ) 
m are taken, we suggest 1 m in mod perf within the group of mm 5-7 and mod imp 
for the rest • . Since there is no mod, the choice of a larger unit is open only 
to satisfy the desire of avoiding short m. - Reduction: Sb= quarter. 

Notes: m 2 Can: in Sq pam is placed between the 2 notes; Co: no sharp in P Sq; 
11Benc'hi conosca 11 in Sq. - m 5 T: no sharp in P Sq. - mm 7-16 T: in P Sq all 
notes in lig. - m 10: 11Ancora 11 in P. - mm llff: 11lusinga, 11 ''inganno 11 in P Sq; 
all mss have 11 sacia, 11 not 'sagia" (vlolf). -m 13 Co: no sharp in P Sq. -m 16 
Can: no sharp in~P Sq. -mm 19-21 T: no sharps in P Sq. -mm 22-26: all notes 
lig in P Sq. - m 23 Co: sharp not in Sq. - m 24 Can: £' Sb and pasb in Sq; 
P ""Fl. - mm 28-29 Go: c 1 d 1 li~( in Sq, c 1 d' a 1 lig in P without repetition of 
a ... mm 28-36. T: mm 28:31; 32-34, 35-36-lig in Sq; mm 28-31, 32, 33-34, 35-36 
I:i.g in P. - m 31 Can: instead of a 1 Sb pa, Sq has a 1 a' Sb lfti.; Ellinwood omits 
all lig in Can mm . 3lff; 11Perche e ii" in P. - m 37: ''lo mi doglio'' . in P. - m 39: 
;'none n also in Sq, not "nonn (Wolf); Co: last note d 1 in P Sq. - m 42 Can: 
instead of c' c' 2 Yd, P Sq have c' Sb; Co: no sharP in P Sq. -mm 44/45: . 
ternaria in-P Sq. -m 47 Can: no sharp in P Sq. -mm 47-53 T: all notes l1g 
in P ·Sq. - m 49: Sq has 11viso bello·1 , instead of "volto bello" (Fl P). - m 
52 Co: no sharp in P Sq. -mm 53/54 Can: P Sq have a' a' Sb Mi. -m 57 Co: no 
sharp in P Sq. - mm 58-63 T: 58 binaria, 59-63 quaternaria in P; Sq~ Fl. - m 
59: Wolf lays the text incorrectly and misreads 11Fa lei, 11 instead of nA lei 11 

which is in all mss, including Sq. - m 6o: no sharp in P Sq. -m 61: a' Sb and 
pasb in Sq. - mm 65-67 Co: cf. mm 28/29. - mm 67ff: \.Jolf 1s underlaying -of text 
incorrect. -mm 68/69 Can: a' a' Sb Mi in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, vlFL, 238f; vJolf, Squar, 222f. 

19(110). S'i' fossi certo B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. fl, f 29: •1H.F . 11 ; text in Gem only- order Can T Co; 11 Tenor si fossi 

HChontratenor si fossi cierto 11 LV; beginning of Pi: 11Andare 11 in Go T; 
nchiusoil in all v, 11 verto 11 in CoT. 

2. P, f 106 1 : anon; text in Can only; order Can T Co; ,~ Tenor ncontra Tenor"; 
beginning of Pi: nsecunda pars 11 in Go T; 11 chiuso 11 in all v, 11verto '' in 
Go T. 

3. Sq, f 138: text in Can only; order CanT Co; 11 Tenor "Contra tenor':; 
beginning of Pi: ''Secunda pars •'; ' chiuso' 1 in all v, ;'verto 11 in Co T. 
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Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Fl P, after Tin Sq; only Fl has inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp J?robably the original rhythm. Unit 
ofm is Br. Wolf transcribes in mod imp (Wlth wrongly plao~d cadences the 
result)· here one of his many inconsistencies: the met~r ~s here 12/8 although 
the sam~ rhythm usually is transcribed by Wolf as 4/4 ~th triplets. -
Reduction: Sb • dotted quarter. 

Nete~: The text )egins with "S'i", not "Si" (Wolf). Underlaying 'by Wol~ ('.)f 
text in mm 1-3 not correct. P has in Vol: "chel volt"' tuo mi taglie ogm. 
dolore." _mm 3/4: "Tuoi," "tolgon" in Sq. -m 5: Sq has "el dolore.'.' ... mm 7/8 
"Et fa" in Fl, "et far" in Sq, "et fammi" in P. - m 8 Can: ,no 

1 
~~rp J.n Sq • -

mm 9·12 T: all notes lig in P Sq. -m 10 Can: notes 3, 4 e f_ J.n P Sq. -mm 
11-13 Can: p Sq have~' (Br) pasb ~' f' (Sb Mi) pd ~~ 1' T2 Mi); be~use of • 
pd 2nd Mi must be altered; Ellinwood overlooked ~d and tra.nscrlbes J.~oorrectly, 
· t · rrolf m 14 Co • ll' g over looked by Elhnwood. - mm 14-16 T · all eorre(" J.n •· • - · · t 
notes lig in p Sq. _mm 15-17 Co: lig in P Sq. -mm 16ff: P erroneously repea s 
"mar martire." _ m 18 Co: p has pa added to last no~e ?f lig m 17 Sq repeats ji • 
(Sb). -mm 18/1? Co: lig in Sq; no sharp in P; _T: .l~g J.n Sq; P z Fl. -mm 20/21. 
in Pi ..:2 Sq P have "Et in me." - mm 20-22 Co: hg J.n P Sq • -.mm 23-25 T bec~use 
of the end of the staff P has binaria, binaria. -mm 23ff: Wolf's under~a.~g of 
text not correct. - mm 26-28 Co :. P Sq ~ave Br pasb Br Sb • - mm 28-3~: ,hg J.:r;. ~". 
Sq .... m 29: "sera~' in Sq, not "sara" (Wolf~; only Fl correctly has I seguJ.~o ' 
p Sq omit "I' • " _ mm 29ff: Wolf's underlayJ.ng of text no~ c?rrect • - m 34 Co · 
bo sharp in P Sq. -mm 34/35 T: lig in Sq. -mm 37/38: lJ.g J.n Sq. 

Editions: Wolf. in NM, II, 217; ·Ellinwood, WFL, 289f; . Wolf, Squar, 235· 

20 ( 111). Amor, in te spera 1 .B, 3 V 

Source: , 
1. F'l, f . 29': "M.F. ·'; text in Can T; order Can T Co; "Tenori", "Chontra tenor 

Ancor in te 11 ; beginning of Pi: "Andare 11 in Go. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probabzy the original rhythm. - Reduction: 
Br • quarter. 

Notes: m 8: Ellinwood overlooked "per" in Can T. -m 20 Co: 2nd note _§;, not 
!?. (.Ellinwood). 

· Edition: Ellinwood, WFL, 176f. 



21(112). I. 
II. 

III. 

Sources: 
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Perche di novo sdegno (Can) 
Vendetta far dovrei (Co) 
Perche tuo serve (T) 

B, 3 V 

l, .Fl, f 30: 1H.F. ·;; 3 texts; order CanT Co; '1tenor, 11 "contra"; 11 chiuso 11 i n 
all v. Only Can quoted in list of contents. 

2. Lo, f 25': 11 .B. di francescho def rorencia11 ; 3 texts; order Can Co T; no 
indication of v; 11 chiusso 11 in all v. 

3. P, ff 64' (CanT), 65 (Co): ''Francp n (64' ); 3 texts; order CanT Co; "Tenor,'' 
iiContra''; 11 cl)iuso ·' in all v. · · :·· · 

4. ~q~ f ,164~ 3. t~~ts;. order Can T Co; no indication of v; '1ChiUS0'1 in a:ll V. 

Texts: ·Fi -h~s I: pf.:..·2 Vol inc Rio after Can; II: Pi-2 Vol, inc Rip missing; 
III: Pi-2 Voi inc. Rip after T. The same in Lo, where inc Rip is not given in I, 
III. ·p. has Pi-2 Vol of I-III after each v, no inc Rip. Sq has Pi-2 of I laid 
under Can, with Vol following Can; Pi-2 Vol, of II, III after CoT respectively; 
no inc Rip. ·" · 

.Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original. rhythm. Wolf's 
transcriptiop is incorrectly in mod imp ( 12/8). 1o h!?-s herrr (and in other 
compositions of the same rhythm) strange. insertions of pausae .(pabr pasb pam) 
which are altogether superf1u~us .• . . It ;Ls .quite possible that · the scribe of Lo 
copied the composition from Italian notation, where the pd '>vell might have 
confused hiin. - Reduction: Sb = dotted quarter. 

Notes: tire· have used the text vers;Lo~s of ,.othe~ mss because the texts of Fl 
are incomplete and partly corrupt. - mm lff Can: Holf 1 s underlaying of text 
is incorrect; P has ~-flat .signatu:r\3 in T. -m 2 T: no . lig in Lo. -m .4..T: 
·•serve" (Sq); "subggetto 11 (Sq), ••subgetto·1 (P), 11 sugetto 11 (Lo). -m 5 Can: 
there is a co~lict in the underlaying; we followed Fl which has 11 sdegnol'1, but 
11 -gno ·· is the last syllable of verse 1 ( 7 syllables) and 11El 11 the lst syllable 
in verse 2 (11 syllables); the conflict is even more disturbLDg in Vol. -m 6 T: 
last note .£ in Sq, ~ in all other mss. - mm 6ff: vJolf's und~rlaying of text· 
incorrect; Fl P have "languria"; underlaying of text- rn: -r;-6 -(Caii:)incorrect; the 
clumsy writing of Lo (relatively large letters) shows improper spacing. -m 9 Co: 
lig in P Sq; after ~' pabr in Lo~ - m 10 T: no lig in Lo. - m 11 Can: no flCJ,t 
in Fl I.o Sq. -mm llf Co: '1piacia col lei 1 j_n Sq, 11piaccea con 11 in Lo, 11piaccae 11 

'in P. -mm 12ff Co: after£' m 12 1. ~ 1 m 13, a m 15, g_ m 16, pasb in Lo; T: Lo 
has pasb after lst K m 14, 2 pam after a m 1~ - m 14 Can: P Sq have e Br d 
I'li. - m 15 Co: Sq (like the other mss) has i1laltra,.1 not 11altra 11 (Wolf). -~m 17 
Can: b-flat (Holf) not in any of the mss. - mm 18/19 Co: Sq has notes 3-5 d' 
£ 1 £ "[3 }1i), and (m 19) ~ £ £ (3 Mi); T: no lig in Lo P Sq; in m 18 5 Mi, With 
preceding pd which requires alteration; only Lo has 4 Mi 1 Sb. - mm 19/20 Can: 
ternaria in Fl conflicts with text; binaria in other mss. -m 23 Can: 2 Mi in 
Sq, with preceding pd (alteration), but Fl LoP have Sb Hi.- mm 23/24 Can: 
no lig in Lo; P has ~' ~' £' (Sb Mi Sb). -m 24 Co: Sq has ~ 1vli after g_. -m 26 
Co: no sharp in Lo Fl. - m 28 Can: no sharp in Lo P; Lo abbreviates 11strugge 11 

to 11srg, 11 has 11 l&lla 11 and 11isbighotitta11 in Pi-2 .• - m 29 Co: pabr after d in Lo. -
m 32 Can: no sharp in P. - nM 32/33: ternaria again in Fl. -m 34 Can: Instead of 
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' b 3 ¥" Co: Lo has d f lig cop; sharp ~nly in P; 
notes 3, 4, Lo p have £' ~ - ll; d e · f 3 M~ e d Mi Sb. 
T: 1o has f e e d Sb Mi Sb Mi; Sq has _ _ _ ~ __ -- _.-

6r w lf s 297 Text I: Trucchi, Poesie, Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 2 ~ff; o , quar, • 
II; 163. 

2 2( 113). Non avra ( ar~ ma' pieta B, 3 V 

ioFles ~ 30 t. "M F ·'. text in Can only; order Can T Co; •'Tenor Non avra ~ 
• ' • • • ' . be . . f Pi• 11Anda,rell l.Il 

piata 11 "Contra tenor Non avra ma p~ata· 1 
; gJ.nnJ.Dg 

0 
• "Non 

Co T;' "chiuso n in all v, 11verto '' in Co T. In list of contents: 

ara11
• d c 

2. I.o, ff 23 '' 24 ( Co completed on f 24 )c: anton;ttext inNanarcana.rnaonlpre; ~. e~o an 
T Cc· .1 Tenor nonararr,iapieta etc, " 11 on ra enore ... ' 

· f'ur'ther markings in Co T; "chiusso'' in can, only· . 
p ff 61, (can T) 62 ( co) : "Franc • 11 ( 61 ! ; text :n Can T; order Can T 

3• 'eo• ncontra Ten~r · Nonnaramapieta"; begimung of P1: "Secund pars
11 

in Co; 
nchiuso" in all v, nvertol' in Co. n . • • of Pi: 

4 S f 134• text in Can T· order Can T Co; ncontra tenor ; beg:uuu.ng 
• q, • ' c .• rt 11 in Co "Secunda pars" in Co· 11 chiuso" in Can o, •ve o • . 

5 R, f 52: anon; text in' Can only; order Can T Co; "Tenor'.', "C?n~a tenor"; 
• beginning of Pi: nsecunda pars" in Co, 11 Secunda pars tenor~s , no 

nverlo" lichiuso·f in any v. 
6. ·Fa, ff 90: 90': tablature; anon. (See vol X.) 

Text: By Bindo d'Alesso Donati (published by ?arducc~). - Pi-2 Vol inc Rip 
a.f.'te'r "T in Fl after Can in R, after Can but wJ..thout me Rip i~ P, after Co 
in Lo, after T in Sq b~t with Pi-2 laid under T. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf probab~y the origin~ rhyti;m t. 
although none of the mss contains the Italian notat~on. Wolf's ranscrJ..p ~on 
erroneously has mod imp. - Reduction: Sb == quarter· . . . 

Notes: Ellinwood's transcription provides (~s do ~ost.of this T trhsc~~!i~~~ 
a nu.xture of the mss • this is particularly disturbmg J.n he . w ere li 
has been omitted but' the version of the texted T is partiaJJ.y taken over; g 
are almost entirely omitted and when they appear th~y ?ften ~e not from the 
same ms chosen for the music. At times the transcrJ..ptJ..on shJ..fts f~m ~ne ms 
to another within a few m •. - For.Lo it is not:w?rt~y ~hat almost ~ot ingF~~. -
eliminated. - m 3: sharp S.J..gn omtted by Wolf' ~t J..S m Sq p Lo, I I (Sb Br) 
mm 3-6 T: in Sq p, with text, binaria. in ~ 3? £ £}~r ~b ~ ~ 4, * ~ Fl Lo "ara" 
m r:' cl (Sb pa) c' b' b (3 Mi) m 6; bmarJ..a J..n m~ J..n o, avra • W Lf' ' 

~, - - - -. 1 t If ·If ( •·rolf) - mm r:'ff Can. o s 
in the other mss • "ma;' m al mss' no ma.:L vv • ~ . flu 
underla · ng of t~xt not correct. - m 6 Co: Lo has after 1st note a super )us 

b ~ 7/8 Can· Ellinwood's footnote not correct; R has (the same tones 
pas • - . th hythrn that appears in our 

. Sb pam 3 Mi Sb Mi Sb Mi; all other mss have e r. (m ) into m 8· 
transcription. - m 8 T: Wolf erroneously reads Bn and places £ 9 ' 
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he has ~ m 9 Brp; this provides unsatisfa t . -
that mss, including Sq have PP af~er ' c o8ry harmonles; but Wolf overlooked 
sharp. -m 10 ~· note~'l 2 1. . vp £ m • -m 9 Co: lig in R, but no 

•• o , 1g 1n Sq R t 1· · only binaria m 10 in p Sq· no li . Lo R' no lg ln Lo. -mm_ 10/ll Co: 
and pabr; we have taken p~br to fn~fcat th- m 11: in all mss for all v, Br 
the 2nd Vol verse reads ''Le fiamme h e e en~ ?f the verse. - mm 12ff: 
ppare' :r and Lo strangely the combin~t~ ne~ ~or~ · ln P Sq R; Fl has "chella . 
12-15 T: no lig in p Sq because of th o~ _; e a pare che nel.core.rr- mm 
14 Sq has instead of g Br 2 Sb ( t -~ ~xlf but Lo has no l1g either; in m 
fluous pabr after g' and ~0 lig nob 1~ 10 

). -mm 13/14 Co: Lo has super-
1, 2 m 13 lig; no Iig in R. : m'~ac~~n:tead o;f_ p~sb,..,.in"-~ ;t,4; ip p Sq notes 
of text not correct. _m 15 Can• noli • . ha~~o~ 1n uq R; Wolf's underlaying 
T: no lig in Lo R. _ m 18 T· note g ~ . • - m 16 Co: no sharp in R; 
~' ~' (Sb Mi) in R. -m 21 Co: no~e;'l2 ~l~ ln.P ~qSR. -m ~0 Co: lig in ~q; 
1, 2 lig in P Sq R, not in Lo. -m 22 C • b"g l~ . q, not ln Io; T: notes 
(Br Sb) in p ·sq. -m 23 ·Can: Sq p have ~:f lnarla l~ R, not in Lo; T: a g 
R has ternaria· no lig in p Sq L 24 ~at (not ln Wolf). -mm 23/24 T: 
Br Sb in p Sq.'- m 25 Co: noli 

0
in -1~ R· ~:£-~la~ in Fl Lo R; T: g g 

the 6 notes up to the finalis a:e M. . L :· no llg ln Lo R. -mm 27-29 Co: 
~~ ~' £1 ~~ (Sb Yti Sb Mi), R has f'lf~n(2oMle)~r~r: -m ~8 ?an: p Lo Sq have 
Lo ; T: no lig in 1o R _ , mi 11 • 1- - . . ' 0 • no lig 1n R; sharp in Sq 
Fl P L • 1n o, "me 11 1n Sq · "cres " · '""' o repeat syllable "S r 1 11 ' cono 1n .::>q. - m 31: 
binaria and d' dl cl c' · B~ ~b·B -S~ 31-33 T: no lig in Lo; R=Fl; p Sq have 
in Lo.- m 33 Co: Iig-in So n ~ .• R-Tm 32 Can: P Sq have £-flat; lig also 
lig in R.- mm 34-36 T: .,(B~ Sln) .l .i..JO; R ~as g_l £~.~~ (3 Sb).- m 34 Co: 
Lo. -m 35 Can: no lig i~ ~ Lo R·bco~d nollig fol~owlng in p Sq; no lig in 
in Lo; no £-flat in Fl. - m 37 C~n· S no £ -~harp ln S~ R. - m 36 Can: no lig 
m.38 ?an: notes 1,_ 2 lig in p Sq ~otq~as.£ -sha~ which Wo~ overlooked. -
b1nar1a in P. _mm 38/39 C • 1'. . g ln Lo R, no sharp 1n P Sq; T: 
. Lo R . o. no lg ln Lo· cl-sharp in Lo 39 C ln • - m 40 T. precedin B h ' - • - m an: no lig 
Sq; no -lig in 1o. ·_mm 40/4f ~o·rT as PPf l~stl2 note~ and note m 41 lig in 
Br); no lia in LopS Fl 4 has£ ~ ~ (Sb llg cop) a' fl (lig cop Sb 
Sb 4 Hi; L~ R=Fl. _ ~ 4i/42~ R:;~n:_lst4~o~: i~ ~~~ n~t f'-(Wolf); P Sq have 
Lo;(although all mss have "daltra :r W~lf ~ea~s ,; ~~na~la ln r5 Sq R; no lig in B ~b) and 3 Mi; vlolf overlooked b-flat vlhich ~s ~: Sq-Lm· C ?an: p Sq have 

g 1n P Sq, not in Lo R· T• notes-2 3 . . o, o. notes 1, 2 
Wolf overlooked fl-sh~rp'which is i ' llllg ln R; ~~f614at in Fl Lo. -m 46: 
mss; after e 1 m [8 R has • vl 1 n a ms~ • :- mm 4 - 9 Co: lig 46/4 7 in all 
Sq a Jrd too high; Ellinw;;dlso~;a~str~~?rlptlon w:ong in pitch; he misreads 
m 49 is Sb it must be altered - . crlp lon wrong ln rhythm; although g I 
~ 1 (49) Br Sb in p Sq. no lig • in ~. 4~-5~1 T: g g_ (47) Br Sb; binaria (4ff) g_ r 
in m 56' P Sq have e' dl c' (3 S 0 ~ ~ • -mm 54-57 Co: no lig in Lo; 
f' (4 Tv'ii)· · T: notes 1- 2- 54 b~' b~na~la), R has .8:' £' ~· (triplet) fl &' e' 
-3 1 . . 9 

' m mar1a 1n P Sq · R "" Fl· no li · 1 - -1g 1n R; no lig in Lo _ m 56 Ca li ~ ' g 1n o; notes 2, . . • n: no g 1n La. 

. Editions: Fetis in RH, I lllf (Ri) . 
Beilagen 8, and Ckschichte Beila ~n' I~d HGM, V_,. 312; Kleset:'etter, Nederland, 
section)' and Galerie 1. Bot t ee deg ,." J ..L' -anAd Scnlcksale; Bellagen (with Pi 
W ' ' · · · • ov .man rch 2 3 • ~"11· olf, Squar 225f Text. Card . C · . ' ' ' ' .J!J 1nwood, WFL, 252ff. ' • • ucc1J ant1lene, 3l5f. ' 
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23(114). El gran disio B, 3 V 

~ources: 
~· E'i, f 31: 11M.F."; text in Can only; order CanT Co; "Tenor Elgrandisio 1

11 

11 Contra tenor El gran disio ·'; beginning of Pi: ·1Andare 11 ; "chiuso" in 
all v •'verto" in Co T. 

2. Lo, ff 74'·(can T), 75 (Co): anon; text in Can only; order CanT Co; 
· ''Tenore", 11Chontratenore"; no further markings. 

3, Sq, f 147: text in Can only; order Can T Co; 'Tenor," 11 Contra tenor''; 
· beginning of Pi: 11 Secunda pars" in T; "verto," "chiuso" in Co T. 

4. P, ff 85 (Can)~ 84' (beginning ofT, completed f 85): ''Franc ." (right 
margin f 8 5) ; 2 v only; text in Can; "Tenor Elgrandisio" ; /beginning 
of Pi: "Secunda pars" in T; 11chiuso 11 in Can T. 

Text: By Maletesta. - Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in Fl P (but without inc Rip 
in P), after T in Lo (no inc Rip) ; Sq has Pi -2 laid under Can, Vol inc Rip 
missing. Wolf does not indicate from where he took Vol; P is nearest to his 
edition. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original rhythm. Wolf 
erroneously transcribes in mod imp; this time he chooses 4/4 meter with 

... triplets. The L..;.Br relationship in T, suggestive of mod, is rather related to 
the nature of instrumental accompaniment. - Reduction: Sb = dotted quarter. 

Notes: Lo has an interesting version of the T; the larger values are divided 
and lig are eliminated, especially in phrases where Can has text, not in the 
melismatic passages • . There can be no doubt that the scribe of Lo copied from 
a ms in which the T had text; he copied the rhythm but omitted the text. Also 
in this composition Lo has a number of superfluous pausae (pabr pasb) which 
might have resulted from copying from an Italian original in senaria notation. 
- Sq has 1gram, 1 not "gran" (Wolf); Fl has 11disiella11 but gives (in Co T) 11disio" 
in title. - m 3 Can: no sharp in Fl P Lo. ~ mm 3-11 T: Lo has 2 Sb (3), 2 Sb 
( 4), Br Hi ( 5 ) , 2 Sb ( 6) , binaria Sb ( 6-9 ) , Br Mi ( 10 ) , 2 Sb ( 11) • - mm 4-7 
Co: lig in Lo Sq. -m 5 Can: Sq has Sb 2 pam. -m 6 Can: 3rd note c' in Sq; 
Ellinwood oddly takes m 5 from mss other than Sq, m 6 from Sq; Wolf's 
underlaying of text not correct. - mm 8/9 T: lig includes g_ in Sq; P= Fl. -
m 9 Can: no sharp in Lo Sq. -m 11 Can: f'-sharp in P. -mm 14/15 Co: lig in 
Sq. - m 15 T: no sh?-I'P in Lo; lig in Wolf not correct. - mm 18/19: pasb after 
a and.::;.' in Lo. -mm 19/20: no lig in Lo. -mm 21-23 T: no lig in Lo, m 22 Br 
Mi. -m 24 T: note is g_ in all mss, including Sq, not.:::_ (Wolf). -m 25 Co: 
2 pabr in Lo. - m 28 Co: note is a in Lo; error. -mm 27-29 T: lig in Wolf not 
correct (1st & must be included);-Sq erroneously has lig sp; Wolf corrects to 
L, without reference.- mm 33/34 Co: no sharp in Sq; lig in Sq Lo. - m 36 Can: 
Lo P Sq have £~a g (Sb Hi Sb Mi). -mm 38-43 T: Lo has binaria (38), 2 Sb 
(39), 2 Sb (40), ~r pa (42/43), Br Mi (44), L (45); pain mm 42/43 superfluous 
unless meant as pp. - m 39 Co: L in Lo, followed by pabr. - m 41: Fl Lo have 
umer¥eden instead of "mer9e'' but in Fl syllable 11 de 11 is cancelled, in Lo not; 
Can: ·g_'-sharp in Lo. -in ~.3 Can: Lo P Sq have &' f.' f.' .::;.' (Sb Mi Sb Mi); · 
Wall's underlaying of text not correct; "chore" in La, instead of ''core. 11 -

. mm 48-53 T: in P Sq ~ (51) is included in lig; Lo has: binaria (48), Br Mi (49), 
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2 Sb (50 ), p abr J.'fJi Sb ( ~ ~' 51) , Mi Sb Ni Sb Ivli (g_ ~ £ ~ E_, 52/53). -m 50 
Can~ 11 qua l L'· n i n? , - mm 52-5L!- Co : lig in Sq; JJo= Fl; Hpoi 11 omitted, '1pietade '1 

correcte d to 11 pietate, ·1 and i!chotes ia:1 in Lo; 11pietate e cortesya"··-·in Sq. -
rmn 55/56 Co : lig in Sq ; Lo has pabr d 1 e 1 Mi Sb. - mm 57/58 T: Lo has pabr and 
a g lig ; the srune lig in Sq P . - rrur, tb -b2 T: lig in P. - mm 61/62 Co: lig in 
Sq7 - m 64 Can ~ last :'.'lote is b i n Sq ; Ti'Jolf reads d 1 without reference to the· 
error 1n $q~ -- m 63 ,C.o ~ bL.YJ.aria ::i.n Lo , - . min 63/64 -T ~: ]j_g in P Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood , WFL, 209ff; ~~-olf, Squar ~ 257f. 
·· ·· · .. 

24( 115) . . ·1 1 a1lna mie piange B, 3 V 

Sources : 
1. Fl, i f 31 1_ (CanT beginning of Co), 32 (Co completed) : 11N.F. 11 (31 1 ) ; text 

in all v; order Can T Co; ·1Tenor11
, 

11 chiuso 11 in all v. 
2. Lo, ff 75~ .(Can beginning ofT), 76 (T completed. Co): nB. H. francischi 1'; 

-text in .Can T only; order CanT Co; 11 Chontra tenore ''; nAperto!l , nchiusso '1 

in Co. 
3. P, ff 65 1 (Can T) j .• 66 ( Co): '1Francesco 11 ( 65 1 ) ; text in all . v, order Can T 

· · Co; lfchiuso " iri all v. 
4. Sq, f 131: text in _all v; order Can T Co; 11 chius6 ii in' all. v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can in: Fl Sq P (no inc Rip in ? ), after T in 
Lo (no inc Rip). Cf.pebenedetti, Sollazzo, No 34. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, -.;dth octonaria probably the original r hythm • . "" Reduction: 
Br ·-;;; quart~r. 

Notes: 110r vegio 11 in Vol in all other mss . -m 2 Can: in Lo sharp bef ore c 1 , 

flat- after. -m 3 Ciln: Sq adds pa to lst Sb; no Mi follmdng; T: P has g-sharp; 
in-_ Fl t h e lig actually includes · a (m 4); because of the text we took. the lig 
as q_uinaria ( s o in other mss ) • --m 4 Co: ill' allf is actually repeated in Fl P 
.Sq; .consequently repetition applies to Vol as well; 11mia 11 in Lo .' - m 5 CaYl: sharp 
only in Lo; no lig :Ln P Sq; T: 2 e. ( 2 Sb) in Sq; Ellimwod here t a kes Sq:. but 
in m 3 .Can P Fl or Lo. -mm 5-7 Co: lig in Lo; last note m 7 c 1 instead of d 1 • 

m 6 T ~ · ~q has d d ( 2 Br) ; i:llimwod here. disregards Sq a..."ld chooses from ot he r 
rns!=J; 11p':i.ange et·1- in P Sq , npiagie rr &'1d 11piangied in to. -m 7 Can : no sharp 
in~ ? ; instead of last 2 notes Lo has e' f 1 e 1 f 1 4 J.'fli; contractions vary in inss : 
11 puover, '' npu.avier . '1 - mm 10 /ll Can~ 2nd-lig in Fl is _ ternaria; because of 
text we took it ;,w binaria (so in other mss). - m 11) notes are Br and 1; pausae 
are pabr pali palp and (in Le). finj_s p1.mctorum; the transcription must be 
ei.ther Br and pabr ir. a ll v or L W~Lth jndication of the vers e ending_; ·we gave 
prefe rence t o the l atter; vJolf 1 s trans cription is here again completely W!'ong ; 
Sq has Br pabr in Can J 1 pabr in Co, Br pali in T; Wolf changes paJ.i of T to 
pc,br but allows 1 to stay in Co; he car ries pabr (Co) into m 12, consequently 
r etards Co by l Br ; he t hen changes 2nd d 1 m l4 to Bri; it is 1 in all mss; 
11manchare 11 on1y in Fl Lo, "mancare· 1 ·in t he other 2 mss ~ -m 13 Can: £ ~ ~ g_ 
( 2 l ig cop) in Lo P Sq ; Ellimmod .her e dis r egards FJ.; Co: lig in Lo; no sharp 
in P; ~ast 2 notes and note m lh lig j~ Lo. - m 15 Can: lig in P Sq; Lo has £ 1 
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d' b cl d l (4 £ij_ 1 Br). -mm 15/l6 T: 2 binariae in Lo. -m 16 Co: Lo hasbL 
- --- - .,.7 c _ , · l·n Lo p Sq· T ~ pabr missing in Sq; no refer~nc~ Y 
and p ·> b.,.. ~· m ..L 0 ~ ..c.lg ' 18/19 C • lig ln Lo -

· " · ~ • · '., ' 2 t e s m 18 1ig in Lo P Sq. - mm 0 
• , • 

Wo.Lf : 2 nm::.es m ~.7 ana n~~ ·· b ..; 10 , ''vagho ·' in Lo. -mm 21/22 Co: 
m 20 eo : l st 2 note s H1. foJ.J.owed by :na r .Ln .LJ '... 1 d flat m 24 - m 23 
a b 1 i g cp (L) 2.n Lo . - m 22 Can: Lo ha s sharp J.Or g_ an_ else ~ mm 23-25 Co : 
-C -. ~harp in Wolf ' s -transcr iption is not in Sq no: anJ"-mere • 26 Co . 

an .. d L ..; _. .~ • Wolf has b vn thout reference . - m • 
lig ln Lo; ~nd not~ m_2 ~ ..t.S ~ ln oq , B (Ellinwo~d). -mm 26/27 Can: Lo has ~~ 
lst note 1 :m Lo; .!.as~ n?t),e ~b ' no~ , .. r a b ( 6 Mi 1 Sb); footnote in Ellinwood 
dl e 1 c 1 d' c' ~~ £ (o Ml £ £ ~..,.. 9. :·- -. S . Co• ~-"'harp in P· Sq P have 
not-correct.-.. m 29 Can: lst note has pa ln .,q} - (. ~ w f' a · it'- m 31 Co : 
•rchinfirunmay" Lo has 'TchonfiaJ!L.Ilay, n Fl has 'chun cun l(rumnl. J • sp) -mm 

· ' il/32 T· ·n Lo a Br ab c 1 
- sharp lg cop • 

L has pa ln Lo • - mm ~- • l - - - - 34 1· next 2 notes and 
32-38 Co: in Lo last 2 notes m 32 to lst not~ m lg, b • 1- t te m 36 dl. 

"' · · t · t b -· ~ L Wl th pa no pas , s no _ ' 
follm-Jing m .)5 l~g, Wl th la~ no e ;~JJS: Lo has ~'piacie, ,, ;rdolce~,n 11dolcie ,' 1 

last 2 no~es m Jo toiTm 38 _ll~. -- mm38f39 Can: quaternaria i.rt Lop Sq. -m 40 Co: no 
ngrorian lnstead of gratla. mm . t . Co• indeed Sq does not have 

• T 41• c:t: m 11• Wolf onu s pausa ln , ' b 
sharp m LO • ·- m • ' h d f the staff hence pausa might have een 
pausa in Co, but_the 1 com~s at~ - ~ e~ ~ f 3rd not~ La has cl b 2 Mi; Lo has 
omitted by overs:-ght. -m w.2 Can . lnS ea il•o' st be ITis esse volte ·l (Sq Lo 
llchionnamoraP ; wolf reads '' ~pes~e volte ' l~ mu of th~ number of syllables 
Fl); only p has i ! spes se' 11 whl4ch lS. ar: e~ro~ ~c~~~e Sb Lo has b c' 2 }'Ji; instead 
required for the verse~ - m 3 Ce.n • lns S~: p ~ Fl· T: f -sharp In -Lo. - m 44 Can~ 
of notes 5, 6 (£ £ 2 Ml), Sq Lo have £ 4

4 47 
c~· Lo-has last 2 notes m 44, lst 

c 1 -sharp in Lo; T: Lo has;f ~. 2 Br • - ~ - ) • _ 4c. vJolf erroneously 
- c · 46 7 b 1 d 1 (~lg cpr sp • m 7• . 
note m 47 ternarla, w.m . --:- ~ I . ,_ r. L has nve"'tu ,r "ghuardare, IT "demorra;' 
reads 11virtute 11

; in all mss l(t lSl ' Vl)~uT: S~ has e B~ 8 'sb pasb, naturally no 
-m 46 Co: p has £ £.' 9:.' £' ,no S:J.arp ' • I I ai-Sb 2-Mi. -mm 48/49 Can: . 
lig. -m 47 Can: instead of .;.st Br Lo has §!.:.. g -d 1 t 3 notes m 49 f' el d' Mi 

1 t t 48 1o has f 1 e 1 2 Ml, an as _ _ -
instead of as · no e m ' _._ - -~--

49 
: S _ mm 49/SO T: l _ast 2 notes mm 

Sb Mi; no lig last note m 48, lsG ~ou~ m • lhn q(. •tted by Wolf) Br cl Sb and 
/

c · · T p " - m 50 Can ~ ln oq c · -s arp onu · 7 

49 70 llg ln ~o oq.I h . 1 · t h pa an-d quaternaria· p Sq hava senar~a . -mm 
· b 1 50 53 Co • £> as Hl · < ' 1 pas • - mm - . • . c4 56 Co '· '·volf transcribes the chiuso wrong y ; 

Sl-53 T: p has q_ulnarla.- mm 7 - • . c ' 3d -~ low· ls-1- tone m L'4 e', 
•t d' " L hasmm5Lf-7ba T uOO ' IJ :;;>-

he adds ~n ~ and c~~ ~ a _
1

' 1° ; ) . 8 
c l' in Fl Sq (but Sq connects g_ and final 

not ~ 1 (Elhnwood), ~lg (~ ~ ~ : l P ( cc \ _ mm ccjL'6 T: ternaria in P; 
· t · · a) · ,_, has aft.er lig nabr m 771 • _:;;>:;;> :;;> ( • • 

~ lll o a qulnarl ' ~ - p b t 1' · ~ T from Sq• such discrepancies and onusslons 
Ellinwood t akes Co from u lg l . ' _ . 
of lig) in Bllinwood have not been otherw~se noted here. 

Editions ; ElJ.in.vJOod
5 

lrV'FL, 232-235; 'VJolf, Squar , 219f. ---

25(116). Conviens 1 a f ede 

Sources : n T c . 
-::;--'i';'il -1-r·~ 321 • . .-M F -: · +ext in Can only : order van o, 
I ,. J:1 • J.~e • ' v " • 

• t,enor- conviensafede ·1 ; begi1ming of Pi: ''Andare ·
1 

J.n 
with the syllabJ.e "r en in 2nd chiuso although t ext 

· C T. laid under Can ;; nverto 11 ln o 

nTenor Conviensi, 11 11 Contra 
Co T; 11 chiuso '1 in all v, 
for the repetition is not 
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2. P, ff 1~7 1 (CanT), 108 (Go)~ 111';' 1 (l07 1 ): text in Can only; order CanT 
Go;. '1'I eno:: , '1 11 Contra Teno:c~ · '; beginning of Pi : 11Secunda pars" in Go T; 
11chluso ·' ln all v. '1verto n in Go T 

3. Sq,, ff 152~ (car:-), i5~ (!Go)~ text in Can only; order CanT Go· nTenor 11 

·Contra 1enor '; begmnlng of Pi: 11 S8cunda parsn In T Co; • tchi~so" in ~11 
v, verto ·' in Co T. 

4. R f 71: anon.: text ii_; C&'1 only; order Can T Co; 1Tenor 7 " IIContratenort'~ 
begirming ~f Pi~ · 1 ~)ecunda pars" in T.: no 11verto,11 "chiuson. 

T;xt~ !he Rip ~s ~rganize~ as~ couplet ~with verto, chiuso), certainly under 
tae lnfluence 01 tne Frencn ba1_lade; thls referred to in von Fischer Studien 
i+? 5 n 216. The Rip ~hus consists of 1 pair of 2 verses of 11 syllables each· ' 
Pl ~as 2 v~rses of 1~ syllable~ and 1 verse of 7 syllables. The placing of the 
texl:i , comp-'-ete only ln Fl, varles in the mss. Fl has Rip-·1 Pi-1 under Can 
has aft~r Can_Pi-2LVol verses l-JJ after Go Vol verse 4 and, oddly enough,; 
there~fter. ~rlng~ ·vhe 2nd c?upl~t of Rip ( = Rip -2), followed by the inc Rip. 
In P _oqJ ~lp-1 Rlp;2 are J.ald dlroctly under, Can, Pi-2, (with verse 2 incomplete) 
V?ll~~ ~lp afte

1
r .1. In~R,_Rip -·l R~p-2 Pi-1 Pi-2 laid under Can, but Vol inc 

Rlp ffil~Slng . -.~olf and ~lllnwood glve erroneous versions; Wolf does not 
recog~ 1ze the lncompleteness of the text and simply repeats verse 3 of Pi-1 also 
for Pl-2; Ellinwoo~ assigns the 4 Vol verses to the Pi although Pi-l Pi-2 consist 
~f . 6 ve::s~s. ~1, ·G~ough complete, still pres~nts a problem; according to the 
uuccesslon ~f \er~es the 2nd couplet of the Rlp should be sung after the Vol; 
also, the 1~.t1ym.e lS reversed~ '1 an1ore -- mia, 11 "leggiadria -- spJ.endo:2e. 11 - If 
~No 17(108; was intenC.ed to equal the st:::-ucture of No ?.5(116), the loss of text 
ln No 17(108) is considerable .. 

Rhythm: Tp perf pro l ma, with novenaria possibly the original rhythm; but with 
thetext approaching the · French ballade the French rhythm might well be the 
original~ At_ all ever.ts, 1:ihe nota~ion ~haws a strange mixture; almost entirely 
French, l t nonetheless has the deslgnatlon of Sbi b;>' I"ii caudate ( dovmwards) ~ 
on the other hand} alterntion of Mi in French marme r occurs as well indicated 
by the punctus previous to the required alteration. Pn is used to determine +n 
perf .. - Reduction~ Sb ==dotted quarter. " "~ 

Notes: Fl has "Ne tan:to;l ; P Sq R have 11Et 11 or 11E 11 - m 2 T: note s 1 2 lig in 
P S~; note 3 and notes m 3 lig in 3q9 not in Fl P R. - mm 3f ; ·~Jolf ~ s and 
Ell:m':loo~ 1 s . ~~ld8::1ay:l.n¥ of text incorrect; 11 conviensi a 11 in P Sq; - mm 4/5: we 
read ln .t·l ''.l•anlma al1:iero, 11 P has nanimo alteroll• Fl has Hdovere . l' p So lldove·~ "· 
"'1 u l a · " · ·r S · · F ' > " .l • 
" ~ 1- ve."c·o~nl_,' ·~ 11Ch 1?gnl 11 j 11 cosa 11 in 1, 11 cosa a" in P Sq~- m 6 Co: · 
6th n~te. ln a l1_ m::;s, :mcludlng Sqs ~:, not et (Wolf). - nun 6/'1 Can: \~olf 1 s 
under.LaJllng of text i ncorrect; instead of 11videre 11 other mss have ;'tenore. n -

~~ I Can: no sh~:cp. in P .sq; T~ ~ig omitted by Wolf: - mm 7/8 T: J.ast note m 7, 
~:", note m_~ h g" :1.:1 : _ Sq c. ·- m :-1 ?an: last note .~ 1 in P Sq R; Co: no sharp in 
F J. ~ · - m 1_2 Can . "10 ves 2.~ 3 lJ .. g ~:..n P .Sq. -· m 13 Co: last 2 not es f 1 e' in R. -
rm:11 f3(=~ Can1~r n.~·ces m l?:.. ls t ~;o.J:,? m~14 li~ in P Sq •.. m Jl~ T: hg-in -p Sq 
~om:-= .. tw~-d bY, :• oJ.~ ). :· r:l lr T: l :t..g l~1 ,::,q (onutted by Wclf)o ~m 18 Can; lst c' 
lS ~~l.LOitJ?n~-~Y,g~ 1 Yn_c_ln, Sq; Co~ sha::'p in all mss? in.clud:Ln.g P where it is placed 
o~ t~1~ ~?vJ~"' u ~~e Oj_ 

1 
t.>J.eT s~aff ', ~.:-l~•v th~ note 1·0 vJh:Lch it belongs. - m 20 Co: 

l_._g _,_n .t<l "-·: cniLvted oy T.r1olf aua .!!ilJ_lmmod. ·· m 21 Co~ 3!'d H•)te Sb in Sq (no 
r?fe:··en:e by.I<Jol.f/; 'I' ~ ~st. 2 notes lig in P Sq.- nnn 22/23 Can: Sq has d' e' 
So Mls out tne ls'G 2 no t.cs m 23 :::·eil".ai:..1 c: d' Hi S'b; the vers~.on Ell.:i..nwood gives 
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· (d 1 0: 1 £ t 3 Mi ~ d t Sbp) is in no ms; P R Fl; the group is written as 
5 Mi or 4 :Nf...i 1 Sb; in -the group of 5 Wii the last must ·be altered. - mm 22-24 
Co: Ellinwood erroneously applies alteration to .~' m 22 and consequently has 
wrong harrribn:t:es :tn following 'm; Wolf does not alter, but changes §:.m 24 to 
Sbp alt~1ough ' the note is Mi in ·all inss; the error is in m 24 where Sq P have 
the last· note as Mi ~- it :ri:rust be Sb, as Fl R show; consequently £.

1 
m 24 also 

must 'be Sbp' not Sbi.. · ~ ' mm 23/24 T: £ 1 d I 'c I lig in p Sq; . tisdegn0
11 

in Sq, 
11sdegnoin in P Fl, · 11 sdegnoil 11 in R; "porria11 in Sq R, "porrie

11 
in P; . 

underlaying of text by Wolf not correct . -m 27 Co: 1st 2 notes lig P Sq, 
orriiH;ed by Ellinwood. - m 28 Cam Ellinwood!s footnote not correct; the last 
'4 notes are written as 4 Mi in Fl P R, with the 2nd and 4th requiring alteration 
which is indica·ced only in Fl by punctus before the group; in Sq alone the group 
is written as 3 Mi 1 Sb. - m 29 Can: sharp in all mss, including Sq (overlooked 
by Wolf); 11colpe" in other rriss; only Fl Rare correct in the text of _Pi-2; 
p Sq have "lungo tempo tenere. 11 - m 34 Can: instead of lst · Sbp, P Sq hav~ 2 pam 
and .Mi; R = Fl; sharp not in P Sq; Co: sharp in P Sq R. -m 35 Can: Brl and 
pasb with pp in Sq. - mm 36/37 Co: instead of last 2 notes m 36 and lst note 
m 37, Sq_ P ha-ve f (Sbp) fi. a (Sb :rlii), in Sq with, in P with?ut .lig; R = Fl; 
11 Chelfo'1 in P Sq; 11vollere 11 in R. - m 38 Co: lst 2 notes hg ln Sq. - mm 38/39 
T: l a st note m 38, notes m 39 lig in Sq. -m 41 Can: sharp in P (under, not 
next to the note) overlooked by Ellinwood, Wolf. 

Editions; Ellinwood, VVFL, 193-195 (wi·ch photographic reproduction of R on 
plate Vli); Wolf, Squar, 27lf. 

B~ 3 V 

Som~ces : . 
1. Pl, f 33 ~ "M.F."; text in Can only; order Can T Co; "Tenor donna," "Chontra 

tenor Donna"; ·beginning of ?i: 11Andare" in CoT; "chiuso" in all v, 
nverto' 1 in Co T. 

2. JJo, f 53 l: anon; text in Can only; order Can Co T; 11Tenor," "Chontra tenore 
11

; 

Pi section not ma::.·ked; 11 chiuso 11 in Can "verto," "chiuso" only in T. 
3. P, ff 101 1 (Can), 102 (T Co): 11F .. " (101 1 ); text in Can T; order Can T Co; 

11 Contra"; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars" in Co; "chiuso" in all v, "verto" 

in Co. 
4. Sq, f 145 (not 144 1 /Jolt]) te:Jo..ri in Can only; order Can T Co; "Tenor," 

"Contra tenor"; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars 11 in Co T; "chiuson in all 
v, 11verto 'n in Co . T. 

Text : Pi-2 Vol after T in Fl with inc Rip, in LoP without; after Can ih Sq 

'(no inc Rip), 

Rhythm~ Tp :;Jerf prol min, with senaria perf· possibly the original rhythm; 
characteristic shifts to tp imp prol ma, indicated both in notation. (Sb with pp, 
2 pam for pasb) and in underlaying of text. Wolf erroneously transcribes in mod 
imp, . with wrongly placed cad.ences the result. -Reduction: Sb quarter. 
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Notes: Version P with text in Can T is oertainl7· not the original; to f~.th~ 

syllables, lig are eliminated and larger values are divided intO-~maller (note 
repetition) • - mm 1/2 T: no lig in P. - m 2 Can r 3rd note Mi in Lo; error. ;.... 
mm 2/3 Co: last note m 2, 1st note m 3 lig in Sq. - m 3 Co: f-sharp in Lo. -
mm 3/4: underlaying of text by Wolf incorrect. -mm 3-8 T: no lig in P: f d 
(Sb Br) .£ .£ (Br Sb) g_ g_ (Sb Br) f g_ (Br Sb) d d (Br Sb) f £ (Br Sb); in P 
11prego 11 in Can, 11priego 11 in T; 11Challora" in P, 11chalor 11 in Lo, 11che allor 11 in 
Sq; except for Fl the mss have 11ristorerai. 11 -m 6 Can: b-flat only in Fl; 
Co :, no lig in Lo. .;.. m 8: 11te infiammare 11 in P Sq, "ten 11 in Fl Lo. - mm 9/10 
Can: last note m 9, 1st note m 10 lig in Sq; b-flat in P; underlaying of text 
by Wolf incorrect; T: instead of Sba, 2 Sb in P. - m 12: mss have Br and pabr or 
pali; we took the pausa to indicate the end of the verse. - .m 13: instead of 
11Tu, 11 "Ti" in LoP Sq. -mm 13-16 T: in P no lig, and g_ E. (Sb Br) m 14. -
m 15 Can: from here to the end of the piece Fl has b-flat signature; "con tal" 
in Lo. - m 16 : only Sq has 11bene e • " - mm 17/18 Co: -no lig in Lo; Sq has notes 
1, 2 m 17, 3 m 17 and 1 m 18 lig; P = Fl. -mm 20/21 Can: notes 1, 2 ni 20, 
3 m 20 and 1 m 21 lig in P Sq; lst lig also in Lo. - m 21 Cot no lig in P Lo; 
omitted by Wolf although Sq has lig. - mm 21/22 T: last note m 21, 2 notes 
m 23 lig in Sq; in Vol P omits 11fien"; Fl clearly has 11tante chare 11 ; · since 
the verse thus would be short 1 syllable, we accepted the reading 11tenute" of 
the other ms s ( "tenute care " in :P Sq, "f;i.a tenute charre '' in Lo; Fl has at 
beginning of Pi b-flat signature in Can, P in T Co. - m 22: no lig in P Lo. -
m 25 Can: lig in P Sq; Co: f-sharp in P; probably error. - mm 27-29 T: notes 
2, 3 m 27 lig in P; notes 3 m 27, and 1, 2 m 28 lig in Sq; none in LoP Fl; 
m 29 (note a) a:;so at beginning of new staff Fl carries b-flat signature. .
"senti" in Lo Sq; F1 actually has "tant 1agosciose" (Lo ''anghosciose") ·. -m 32 
T: notes 3, 4 lig in P Sq. -m 33 Canr notes 2, 3 lig in P Sq; -m 34 T: g_g_ 
(Sb Br) in P; no lig. - m 35: "doglie" in P Lo Sq; "sente e1" in P Sq, "sente 
il" in Lo. -mm 36/37: 11lu 11 in F1 Lo P, "lui" in Sq; "mio chor chon" in Lo; 
T: d d (Br Sb) and notes 2, 3 lig in P. - mm- 37/38 T: last note m 37, notes 
m 38 lig in Sq.- m 40 Can: no lig in Lo; Co: Sq has b (Mi) ~ii (lig cop) 
f (Mi) • . 

Editions: Ellinswood, WFL, 202f; Wolf, Squar, 252. 

27(118). .Amor in huom gentil B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 34: "M.F. 11

; text in Can only; order CanT Co; "Tenor .Amor in huom 11 , 

"Chontra tenor. .Am or in huom"; be ginning of Pi: 11Andare 11 in Co T; 
"chiuso" in all v, "verto" in Co T. 

2. P, ff 109 (Can T), 108' (bottom: Co; completed on 1 owest staff f 109): 
anon, but "F." (top f 108 1 ); text in Can only; order CanT Co; 1'Tenor," 
"Contra Tenore .Amore inuom gentile 11 ; beginning of Pis "secunda pars 11 

in Co T; 11chiuso" in all v, "verto" in Co T, 
3· Sq, f 152: text in Can only; order CanT Co; "Tenor," "Contra tenor 11

; 

beginning of Pi: 11Secunda pars" in CoT; "chiuso" in all v, 11verto 11 in 
Co T. 
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( ·th · R'p) p (without), after c.o "R'.' in Sq 
Text •• -o_.1· -2 Vo1 after Can Fl Wl 1nc 1 R ... Fl ~ is written above 1.nc l.P • 
(with inc Rip) • As an exception in X 

. . 1 hythm· . . . th . senaria perf possibly the o:ngJ.na . r . ' 
Rhythm: Tp perf prol r:un, Wl. 1 ma . Wolf's transcription is erroneously based 
frequent shifts to tp 1.mp pro • 

1 1 d _ Reduction: Sb = quarter. 
on mod imp, with all cadences wrong y p ace • 

. . in Fl. -mm 5ff: Wolf's underlaying of text 
Notes: mm 4/5 T: 1 1.nP Sq, 2 Br 

11 
• P 8 mm 6/7 T· last note m 6, notes m 7 

does not .correspond with ~q; _nuomS l.n_ m qi2-Can: sha~ in Fl P; 3rd note£', 
lig in p S~ •. - m 10 C~: ll.~7~~:pwoif's underlaying of text does not ?or:espond 
4th note f · 1.n P Sq • · mm . 21 _ mm 20/21 T: all notes l1g l.n P' 
with ~q;. syllable ~~~en~' must ~o: ~~/~2 · C~n: notes 1-4, 2 lig cop in'.!?· - m 23 • 
a g_ hg l.n Sq' no l:Lg l.n Fl. 11 • 11 mss not "commore" (Wolf) • - m 27 Co. 
Co: f-sharp in p • - m /26-: nc~nmo:~ n~~e a m 30, ist note m 3.1 lig in Sq; "vento' 11 

sharp in Fl P • - ~ 30 31
1 

Cp: l;l. p has 11venty, 11 Sq uv~nt;i.." - mm 33/34 T t 
as the rhyme reqm.res, on y l.n . ' t . p -m 38: "cura" in p Sq. -m 39 Co: 
f.!2.. J?. lig in p Sq. -/m 35 ?an: l~i~oinl.~ S~. -mm 43/44: lig is ~p in Fl, 
hg . l.n P Sq. - mm ~1 42 C~ • te::n in P S lig is cp' which better fl. ts the 
hence Bras nota.sl.mplex J.n 44, bq6 Mi . p Sq consequently~ m 44 is Erp. 
separation of~ ch1uso; Co: d 1 K !!. g_ !!. - · 1.n. p ' 
-m 47 Can: lig not in P _Sq.- m 48 Co: sharp J.n • 

Editions : Ellinwood, WFL, 17 8f; Wolf, Squar' 27Q,. 

28c119). o fanciulla giulia E; 3 V 

Sources: d C T Co. "Tenor 0 fanciulla Giulia ' " 
F " t xt · n Can only; or er an ' . 1 Fl f 34': "M. • i e 1 · · of Pi: ".Andare" in CoT; · 

• :'Contra tenor 0 fanciulla giulia"; begl.nmng 
"chiuso" in all v, "~erto'' in Co T. ) . anon · text in Can only; order 

2. P, ff 87 (CanT), 86' ,eo, completedo ~n f·~Il~ gyulia"· beginning of Pi: 
Can T Co. "Tenor", "Contra Tenor anc1 .. . . . .. . ' T 

' " h" " · CanT '!verto" ~n ·• 
"Secunda pars" in Co T; c J.uso . ln Go: "Tenor". beginning of Pi; 

3· Sq, f 159 (not 159' L:Wol~: t~x~ 1~ C~ (i~ Co the ~sic of chiuso also 
"Secunda pars" in T; "ch1uso 1n an 
missing), "verto" in T. 

IPi-·2 Vol inc Rip after Can, Strii Pi-2 
Text: 2.Str, _preserred o~ly i~ ~~2 ~!~ inc Rip after Tin Sq;Pi-2 laid under 
Vol (no 1nc Rl.p) aft(er ~ l.n ~1 )' . p. (Wolf lays Pi-2 under Co; neither P nor. . 
Can, Vol after Can no J.nc Rl.p )ln d" t Trucchi the text is by F. Landinl.. 
Sq presents Pi:· 2 in this manner. Accor 1ng o . · , 

. . . bl the original rhythm; but' in 
Rhythm: Tp imp prol ma9 with senarl.a J.mp possl. y lt . t• of Mi almost 

- . . d . d dl French with frequent a era l.On ' 
general the r~yt~ 18 eel. e Y ·een 2 Mi. (Wolf oddly speaks, in 
consistently 1nd1cated by pd b~twt Mi . "') 

3 
dragma twice are used in the T 

"Revision sbericht," of "punktJ.er e n1ma • 
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(mm 39, 47) to indicate 3 Sbi, Le, tp perf prol min. Wolf erroneously 
transcribes in mod imp, with wrongly placed cadence~ the result. -Reduction: 
Sb . = dotted quarter. 
Not~s: mm lff: Wolf's ~derlaying of t~xt completely wrong; he makes entirely 
ar~~~rary changes, espec~ally flagrant ~n the Co. The texted Co in Sq, in our 
op~n~on, does not represent the original. The T in P is identical with Sq but 
h~s n? ~ext, and Co with text does not represent the favori te medium. - m 3 Co~ 
b1nar1a 1n P._-_m 5 Co: no lig in P Sq.- m 10 Co: li~ in p Sq.- m 12 Cant 
there are_7 Mi 1n Sq; the 1st makes the preceding Br imp (but Wolf gives the version 
P = Fl, w1thout reference in ''Revisionsbericht"); Sq has "sara et senpre" in Can 
"s~a. et e senpre". in. Co. - m 15 Co: sharp in Fl P. - mm 15-17 Co: lig only in ' 
Fl, T. all note~ l1g l.n.Sq; note m 16 definitely b in Sq; it is quite possible 
to read b also 1n P; b ~s error (no reference by Wolf). · - mm 18f: "Et ognaltro" 
in P Sq.- m 19 Co: 1st 3 notes are a' g' f' in all mss not f' e' d' (Ell" d) 

m 22 Co· 2 Sb . p S 23 C ~ - ' - ~nwoo • - . •. 1n q. - m · . an: also in Sq Mi must be altered; Ellinwood 's 
transcr1pt1on no~ correct. - m 28 .Co: no lig in?. -m 32 can:: instead of E. Sb, 
PhasE.~ (Sb Mi). -m 33 Co: 2 ~bin P Sq.- mm 33ff Co: Wolf's underlaying 
o~ t~xt is completely arbitrary and does not correspond with Sq. _ m 34 co: no 
hg. ~n. P Sq ·• - m 40: Br anli pabr, and once (Can of Sq) pali: we take the pausa 
~o l.ndicate the .end of the verse. - m 42 Can: Wolf transcribes the group 
1n?orrectly; all mss most .clearly write the group as prol ma; however, Wolf 
s~1f~s the 1st 2 notes, £ 1 .£., into m 41 and alter's the last Mi. _ m 43 eo: no 
ll.g .1n P Sq. - m 44 Co: Wolf's transcription of the m is wrong; he takes the 
pau~a as pasb perf al~hough all mss write 2 pam. ~m 50 T: p Sq have Sb ~u, Fl 
2 Mi the second o~ wh1.~h nmst be altered; no sharp in ? Sq. _ mm 53-55 T: lig 
in P Sq and also ~n 0~1uso, whereas Fl has in chiuso ( m 56) Br as nota simplex. 
- m 55 Co: sharp not l.n P Sq. - mm 56/57 Co: missing in Sq (no reference by 
Wolf); no lig in P. -In Vol of Strii Fl 1st has "Che tu pens "but "pens" is 
cancelled. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 257ff; Wolf, Squar, 287f. Text: Trucchi, Poesie, rr, 
154f and Carducci, Cantilene, 325 .(both incomplete: Trucchi without Vol, Carducci 
with only Stri) • 

29(120). Posto che dall 1aspetto B, 3 V 

Sources: 
;I. • Fl, f 3 5: "M.F •"; text in Can T; . order Can T Co; "tenor," "Contra tenor. 

Posto"; beginning of Pi: "Andare" in Co; "chiuso" in a.ll v, "verto" in eo. 
In list of contents: "Posto che da llaspe~to." 

2 • P' ff 88 1 (Can T) , 89 ( Co) : "Francp." ( 88 1 ) ; text in Can T • order Can T Co; 
"Tenor," "Contra Tenor. Posto"; beginning of Pi: "Secund~ pars" in Co; 
"chiuso" in all v, "verto" in Co. 

3. Sq, f 154: text ·in CanT; order CanT Co; "Contr§l. tenor"; beginning of Pi: 
"Secunda pars" in Co; "ohiuso" in all v, "verto" in eo. 
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~: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Fl, after Co in Sq, after Can in P but without 

inc Rip. 

RQythm: Tp perf prol ma, with noven~ria probably the original rhythm. -Reduction: 

Sb = dotted quarter. 

Notes s m 1 Co: 1st note is followed by pam in P Sq, to be deducted from ·the 
Br value; overlooked by Wolf. - m 3 Can.: sharp in Fl P; T: notes 1, 2 lig in 
Sq; p ~ Fl. -m 5 T: sharp not in Sq. -mm 5ff: underlaying of text by Wolf 
not correct. -mm 6~8 Co: last note m 6, lst note m 7 ligand notes 2, 3 m 7, 
1 m 8 lig in Sq; P = Fl. - m 7 Can: 5th note~' in P. · ~m 9 Can: no b-flat in 
Sq. -m 13 Can: P has b-flat .2..' -sharp; both se~m to be incorr~ct. - mm_l3-17 1 
Co: Wolf's transcription completely wrong both 1n rhythm and p~tch, Ell1nwood s 
incorrect in mm 16/17; Wolf overlooked pasb, reverses the value of a lig cop and 
reads b c' (m 16) instead of £_1 d 1. (no reference in "Revisionsbericht"); 
Ellinwood notes that P is lacking 1 Sb value in m 17; but P is identical with 
Sq, except for lig; in fact, P Sq have a different ~ersion (sq.with lig,~P 
without); 13: ,9;_r £' (2 Sbp) 2 pam ~ 1 (Mi); 14: d' £'b.§:. (Sb Mi 2 Sbp); .~..5: 
pasb g a (2 Sb, lig in P Sq); 16: c 1 d 1 (lig cop in Sq, 2 Sb in P; the 2nd Sb 
must be-altered); 17: pasb d' ~~ Tlig cop Mi in Sq, 2 Sb Mi in P); · the . 
alteration ofSb. is none too satisfactory, nor the consonances; Fl seems to 
represent the authentic version, while P Sq appear corrupt.-~ 14.T:_Sq_has 
.£.' £' (Sb :rro.). -m 18 Cp: no sharp in P; omitted by Wolf although 1.t l.S :n Sq. 
;.. mm 14ff; T: Wolf Is und,e~laying of text incorrect. - m 20 Can: no sharp 1.n P Sq. 
-Wolf's underl§,ying of text in Can incorrect. - m 24 Can: P places syllable . 
"tol" under 4th note; probable error; in Fl P "tolgha," "dolgha", in Sq "tolga,

11 

"doiga."; Co: Ellinwood:s note to Sq not correct. -mm· 25/2~ Co: lig' in P Sq. 
. -m 27 Can: P Sq have pasb .£.' d' £.' .9..i (Sb :!VIi Sb Mi). - InPl-2 P Sq have 
· . ~~accordarsi di lui da, '·' Fl has "Racordasi da llui de." - m 30 Can 1 £

1 
-s,harp 

. b-flat in P; sharp seems to be error 9 b-flat in all 3 mss. - m 32: "caro" in 
·canT in P, in Cah also in Sq. ~ ~n 34735 Can: last note m 34, lst note .m 35 
lig in Sq, not in Pc -m 35 T; no sharp in P. -m 37 Co: no sharp in P. 

Editions: Ellinwood, 'NFL, 276ff; Vlo]_f, Squar, 275· 

B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 3 5 I: 11Mg Fr'~ 11 Chosa nulla 11 ; text in Can T; "Contra tenor ohosa"; 

order Can T Co; begirming of Pi: "Andare" in Co. 
2. p, ff 87 ' (Can •r) , 88 ( Co) : "Fr:::mc " ( 87 1

) ; text in all v; order Can T Co: 
"Tenor," "Contra" marked at the l eft margins. 

3· Sq, f 132: text in all v ; order Can'::: Go; no v designation. 

Text: 2 Str, prese:·ved only in Sq; Fl x1 t.e.ve only Stri. StriPi- 2 Vol inc Rip 
after T in Fl; in PPi--2 is l e.id uEder Can, Vol follows Can, without inc Rip; the 
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full text of 2 Str follows Can in Sq, without any inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. Wolf's 
transcription, based upon mid imp, is a complete failure. - Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes: Whether Fl or P Sq must be considered as presenting the original meiium 
is a matter of debate. If the only difference between vocal and instrumental 
rendering of v consists in lig and larger time values divided for the vocal 
medium, we are inclined to assume that the text has been laid belatedly under 
the v. Since, however, the Co nearly always is a part that moves in quick 
rhythms, there are not many more larger time values to divi.de than are in the 
Can. The Co in Fl does not differ from the Co in P Sq in the Rip section; 
there are only 2 more lig cop in Fl than in P Sq. But the 2nd verse of Pi 
reveals a marked difference (in the texted section, of course; the melismata 
are of no essential importance to the question); there Fl has all lig which P Sq 
eliminate. We realize that this is not conclusive since the process also can 
be reversed. Nevertheless, the mediUl~ of vocal CanT, instrumental Co is 
decisively favored in Landini's period. We have taken Fl as the basis of our 
transcriptiono 
-ID 1: Fl has "Chosa," F Sq Cosa however, P Sq always have "c'amor," Fl 
"Ch 1amor" (except "eh 'amor" unce in P m 23 T). · - ID 2 Co: in P Sq pa is added 
to 5th note, consequently 6th note is omitted. -ID 3 Co: last 2 notes not lig 
in P Sq. -m 5 Co: in P Sq pais added to 4th note, consequently 5th note is 
omitted; Ellinwood's footnote for Sq is not correct. -m 6: notes are Br and L, 
pausae are pabr pali palp; we take the pausae to indicate the end of the verse; 
the variations of notae and pausae point up the division; where; however, the 
pausa at the end of verses is part of the rhythm, the notation is also exact; 
c~ m 21 where the notes are Br, pausae pabr in all v and all mss. -mm 8/9 Co: 
last note m 8 9 lst ~ote m 9 lig cop in Fl only. - m 11 Co: last 2 notes lig cop 

.in P Sq. -mm 11/12 T: P Sq extend the last lig (m 11) to f. -mm 12/13 Can: 
no lig in P; Co: Wolf's transcription incorrect, retarded ·by Sb value; Wolf 
inserts pasb before lst note ID 12 and omits pasb after lst note ID 13; 
apparently he follows P, without realizing that pasb m 12 in P is an error? P 
has pasb in mm 12/13, Fl Sq only m 13, correctly. -ID 13 Co: last 2 notes 
binaria in P. - m 14 Co: no sharp in Sq. -ID 16 Co: no lig in P Sq. -ID l7 Can: 
Ellinwood's lig for 1st 2 notes is in no IDS (also impossible because of laying 
the syllables); "sagia11 in Sq. -m 19 Co: 1st 2 notes lig in P Sq. -ID 20 T: 
las·(; 2 notes lig in P. - m 21~ cf. m 6; in Ellinwood and Wolf incorrect underlaying 
of text; the · last 'berse ·begins in all mss ID 14 with "che 11 placed under the lst 
note in all v. - mm 21-23 Co: no lig in P Sq. - ID 23 Co: 1st note has pa in P 
(no paiD). - ID 24 Co: lig begins here in P Sq; T: binaria in Sq_; none in P Fl. 
-m 25 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood; T: only notes 5, 6 lig in F. -ID 26 Can: 
2nd note ..£.' in P. - m 27 Co: notes 4, 5 lig in P Sq_, none ~or the following 
notes. - .ID 28 Co: no sharp in Sq. 

Edi~d. ons: Ellinwood, W:f''L, 196f (with text of 2 Str); Wolf, Squar, 22-lf 
~with text of 2 Str) .• 
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B, 3 V 

Sources: c · t 
1. Fl, f 36: "IVI.lt"."; text in Can only; order CanT Co; "Tenor do~a , '' 

11 
on ra 

tenor, donnc'l-"? beginning of Pi.~ "Anda.re" in CoT; "chiuso" ~n all v, 
"verto" in Co T. 

2. Sq, f 146 1 : text in Can only; order Can T Co; "Tenor," "Contra }en or::; . 
begirining of Pi: "Secunda pars" in Co T: "chiuso" in all v, verto ~n 
Co only. 

Text: 3 str preserved only in Fl; Sq has 2 Str; StriPi-2_Vol and Strii after 
Can without' any inc Rip in Sq. Fl has StriPi-2 Vol inc R~p after T, Strii 
Striii below T, each with inc Rip at the end of the Str. 

Rhythmr Tp perf prol ma, with novenaria probablythe original rhythm. -
Reduction: Sb -= dotted quarter. 

Notes: mm 2f: "ombre con nove" in Sq. -mm 3/4 Co: d~ ~~ lig in Sq • .:..mm 5/6 
Can. a 1 .& , lig in Sq; no g_ 1 -sharp in Se;_; T : d 1 b hg ~n Sq. -: m 9 T • Fl has 
sha;p-on line for a; error; sharp should be related to f m ~0. - mm 10/11 
Can: b a lig in sq: _m 14: "qua.ndo" in Sq; Wolf's underla~ng of text no~ 
correct7 T: .Ellinwood's transcription not correct; Sq has Sb 2 ~am.Mi (d), 
Sb d is omitted in Sq but appears in Fl. -mm 16/17 Co~ d ~ d l:g ~n Sq. ~ 
m 17 Can: sharp not in Sq. - m 19 Can: d 1 e 1 lig in Sq? Co: i!, l~nked to h~ 
m 20 in Sq. -m 20 Can: £' d' lig in Sq; Co: no sharp ~n Sq. - ~ 21~23 Co. 
d' b a d lig in Sq • "quando ad te" in Sq,. - m 25 Can: no sharp ~n ~q • -
m if Can: c' a lig in Sq.- mm 28/29 Can; d' .£. 1 lig in Sq; T: d ~ l~nked ~0 • 
following lig-in Sq. - mm 29/30 Co: ternaria in Sq. - mm 31/32 T: ~ f ~ l~g ~n 
s .-mm 32/33 Can• Wolf's underlaying of text not correct; "tuo 11 ~n Sq (m 33). 
-q~ 36/37 Co: e' ~· lig in Sq. ~ mm 37/39 T: quarternari~ in Sq. -m 39 C~n: 
no sharp in Sq.-- iii 40 Can: sharp also in Sq, omitted by Wolf; Co~ ~ fi ~ hg 
in Sq· no sharp in Sq. _In Strii scribe of Fl corrects an error ~n last verse 
of voi; in striii he 1st writes last verse of Pi directly after 1st verse but 
cancels it. 

Editions: •mL 206ff ( •th St I III)· urolf, Squar, 255f (with Ellinwood, Yv.c , w~ r - , vv 

Stri/II). 

Sources: c T 
1 • Fl, ff 36' (CanT), 37 (eo): "IvLF.n (36 1

, 37); text in CanT; order an . 
Co; "Tenor, 11 ncontra tenor Che pena 11

; beginning of Pi: '.'Andare 
11 

in Co; 
"chiuso" in all v, nv•3rto" in Co. 
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2. P, ff 100 1 (Can), 101 (CoT): anon; text in all v; order Can CoT; "Contra"; 
"chiuso" in all v. 

3· Sq, f 130 1 : text in all v; order CanT Co; "chiuso" in Can only. 
4· Pz, ff 19' (Can), 20 (T): anon; 2 v only (CanT); text in both v. 
5. Fa, ff 88!-89': anonj keyboard tablature. (See vol X.) 

~:Pi- 2 Vol after Can in Fl P Sq, with inc Rip only in Fl, after T in Pz 
with inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, with senaria perf the original rhythm. Pz contains 
the work in pure Italian notation senaria perf, though no div letter. Wolf 
erroneously transcribes in mod imp, with wrongly placed cadences the result. -
Reduction: Sb = quarter. 

Notes; Although one of the latest mss (Binchois period), Pz presents an excellent 
version (despite being reduced to 2 v). In addition to the old . Italian notation, 
the nrusical text also nrust be regarded as authentic and close to the original. 
The scribe of Pz must have copied from a source having the characteristics of 
the original. Was the original, then, also for only 2 v? Or was a reduction 
made by the scribe or in his period? It is noteworthy that there was en-ough 
space left to copy the Co as well: 2 staves on f 19', 2-1/2 staves on f 20 (but 
the scribe used 1 of the staves to write the text of PLVol); the Co does not 
require more than 5 staves at the most. Though the question cannot be decided 
definitely, it is worth being raised. At all events the counterpoint of CanT 
is perfectly $atisfactory; only in very few m can we suspect that .the rhJ~hrns 
of the 2 v might supplement each other differently were the 2-v ver~ion the 
original. If the reduction was ma~e in the time of the scribe, we believe 
that he copied from a source having the Co instrumental • . The omission of a v 
would be senseless if a copy was made from an original haVing all v with test, 
hence probably no specific v designation; but an instrumental Co surely carried 
the marking "Contra tenor" and therefore was taken by the . scribe --not without 
reason-- as a dispensable v. On this basis we decided to select Fl, i.e.vocal 
duet with instrumental Co, for our edition. It might be added that the 
underlaying of text in Pz is careless and almost worthless; as it stands, the 
underlaying cannot be that of the original; we shall refer to it only for the 
spelling. 
- "Pena e 11 and "Pen 'e" w~ry in V and mss; fl has "pen 'e" in Can' "pena e" in T' 
Sq the reverse, P "pena e" in CanT, "pen 1e in Co etc; in Vol Pz had "Qia longo 
tenpo e faro li dogJ.osi." .:. m 1 Can: Fl Sq have pasb, P has pp, Pz neither p nor 
pasb; pasb in Fl, however; might actually be pp, and pasb in Sq a sharp sign. -
m 2 Can: sharp also in Fl, not only in P as Ellinwood notes. - m 3 Co: no 1ig 
in P Sq. -m 5 Co: no lig in P Sq. -m 7 Can: here, as nearly always in the 
composition, Pz omits lig. -m 8 Can: instead of last 3 notes, Pz has e' f' 
(Sb 1ti); Co: binaria in P Sq. -m 11 Co: binaria in P Sq; T: Pz has b b (Sb Mi). 
-mm 15/17 C~nz Pz has d' (Brp, 15) £' b £' ~~' (3 Mi 1 Sb 1 Mi, 16} e' f' 
E.'~' fi' f.! \2 triplets)~~ d 1 (2 Mi, 17}; the transc.ription of this passage 
in Ellinwood 1 s footnote is not correct; T: the lig also in Pz. - m 16 Can: 
notes 2, 3 lig in P Sq. -mm 19/20 T: Wolf and Ellinwood not correct; d 1 m 19 
shculd be Brp (pp in Fl), and~ m 20 should not be altered (3 regular Sb in 
Pz). -In Vol Pz has "Non za con vilania"; Fl omits "per" in 3rd verse of Vol; 
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p Sq Pz cor!'ectly have "per tener , " "sia, 11 "sie" vary in mss. - m 21 Cant sharp 
not in Pz. -m 23 Can: instead of last 2 notes, Pz has~ b £ 1 (3 Mi); T: Pz 
has d d f f (Sb Mi Sb ru). - In Can J? erroneously has "coco" instead of "fiin;]-· 
coss;.o~; 24 Can: lig in Pz. -mm 25-31 T: no lig in Pz.- mm 27-29 Co: 
terna:ria in P Sq ~ - m 30 Co: last note fl in ? Sq, in P over erasure • - m 34 Cans 
lig in? Sq; T: the lig is also in Fz. -m 36 Co: notes 1, 2 lig in P Sq; "may" 
in Pz; "potran" in ?z, instead of "potranno." - m 39 T: 1st note d' in all mss, 
not c 1 (Wolf); no lig in Fz. - mm 39/40 Can: no lig in Pz. - m 41 Co: no pasb 
inP-Sq. -m 42 Co: no ligin P Sq; 11seguitti" in Pz; rrmio" in Fl Pz, "mie" 
in p Sq; "che mi disposy" in Pz, 11 disposy'' in P, "dispuosi" in Sq. - m 43 T: 
a Sba .in Fl Pz (indicated viz artis as Sbp), Sb and pasb in P Sq.- m 44 T:last 
ii'ote a in Sq. - ~ 45-to-end T ~ no lig 'in Pz, except m 48 where there is no lig 
in other mss· lst note m 47 d in Pz. - m 48 Can: lig in Pz. -m 49 Co: P has in 

9 -
front of lst note 2 dots the meaning of which we cannot explain; instead of last 
2 notes, pasb in? Sq. -mm 50/51 T: lst 2 notes given in m 50 by Ellinwood and 
Wolf, and b m 51 altered; although .9:_ Br m 50 has no pp, we believe 'tba t ·~ b 
( 2 Mi) should come in m 51; the 2 Mi are written removed from the Br and ~1o~e 
to the lig, andPz clearly gives the Br asperf.- mm 51-53 T:-.quaterna;r*'a .. 1:P.. 
Sq. P = Fl. -mm 52/53 Can: instead off' Sb, Pz has 2 Mi with pd in between; 
no lig; Co: Wolf erroneously gives lig for .£_ 1 b !:!:..· - m 55 Co: P Sq have~~ d' 
..£.' b ~ .fl (Sb pa. Sb lig cop Sb Mi); T: !:!:.. not repeated in chiuso but P has Br 
simplex. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, l88ff; Wolf, Squar, 218f; Husmann, Mehrst, 49· 

33 (124). Che ~ e guest '.§E!-2!.. B, 3 V 

Som'ces l 
i. Fl, ff 37 (CanT), 36' (eo, completed on 37): "M.F. 11

; text in CanT; order 
Can T Co; "tenor", "Contra .tenor Che eo sa e questa"; beginning of Pi~ 
"Andare" in Co. 

2. Sq, f 163: text in all v; order CanT Co; no v designation (Wolf's 
"Contratenor" not in Sq). 

Text: 2 Str, preserved only in Sq.Pi-2 Vol inc Rip (Stri) after Can in Fl; 
Pi-2~f Stri laid under T, Vol and Strii after Tin Sq, without any inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod perf 9 with duodenaria probably the original rhy~hrn. Meter in 
Wolf's transcription should be 3/2 rather than 6/4• - Reduct1on: Br c quarter. 

Notes: Wolf's transcription omits the text of Co although Sq presents the Co 
as vocal part with text. The Co in many ways approaches the characteristics of 
the Can. Compared with Fl, however, Sq seems to have been arranged belatedly 
for text (see the lig). We take Fl to give the original medium. 
- Fl has 11chosae 11 in Can, 11 cosae" in 'f. The scribe of Fl almost consistently 
gives the full words with indication of the elision by the customary dot under 
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the vowel: for example: "veqqosaonestae," etc. In Vol Sq has "fixe," Fl 
"fise."- m 2 Ce: notes 2, 3 and 4, 5 not lig in Sq. -m 3 Co: last 2 notes 
not lig in Sq. -m 4 Can: Ellinwood's footnote for Sq not correct; Sq also 
a~d~ pa to.lst note, w~ich adds a superfluous Sb value; the error is in Sq; 
.£. J.s Sb (J.nstead of MJ.:) followed by .Q Mi; ps at 1st note is erroneous. -
mm 4/5 Co: f' ~'E.' lig in Sq. -m 5 Can: lig in Sq. - Fl erroneously omits 1 
letter "o" in "produce."- m 7 Co: instead of last b Sb, Sq has b c' 2 Mi. -

.m 8 Co: last 2 notes lig in Sq. - m 12 Can: last note£' in Fl Sq,-not ~' 
(~ol!)·- mm 12/13 T: ~E. f lig in Sq.- m 13 Can: 1st note.£.' in Fl Sq, not 
d ( v\Tolf).- mm 13/14 Co: b E.§:.lig in Sq.- "gioia" in Sq.- m 17 Can: Wolf's 
underlaying of text not correct; "veqosoneste," "vagha" in Sq. · - m 19 Co: no 
lig in Sq; "piagha" in Sq. -m 20 T: 1r ii f (1 lig cop) in Sq. -mm 20/21 Co: 
et_§:. E. lig in Sq. - "gra9iosa" in Can, "gratiosa" in T of Sq. -m 23 Co: notes 
3, 4 not lig, 5, 6 binaria in Sq. -m 24 Co: last 2 notes not lig in Sq.-
mm 24/25 T: f. ~ d lig in Sq. - in Sq "bel" instead of ''bei" - Strii "idie " 
"ochi 11 t "· dd · 11 11 h · 11 (nr lf) Wh E · ' ' ' no l. J.o, occ l. vvo • - y llJ.nwood takes m 13 Can, for example, 
from Sq, m 7 Co from Fl is unexplainable. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 186f (with text of Stri/II); Wolf, Squar, 295 
(with text of Stri/II). 

34(125). ' A k' s 1andra lo spirto B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 37' (CanT), 38 (eo) : "M.F."; "Allesandra lo spirto"; text in all v; 

order Can T Go; "tenor." 
2. Sq, f 135: "Allexandra lo spirt'"; 2 v only, CanT; text in both v. 

~:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip afte r T in F1 Sq. Both Ellinwood and Wolf seem to take 
the initial word to be a name, hence the B to be an address to a lady named 
11Alexandra. 11 This reading does not make sense. 

Rhythm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm . -Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes: The edition by Wolf of the 2-v version in Sq is justified, but Ellinwood's 
choice -of the same version is not. Apparently Ellinwood overlooked that the 3rd v, 
the Co, followed in Fl on the next folio (38). 
-m l Can: in Sq pais added to the 2nd, not 3rd note; notes 3, 4 lig in Sq. -
11spirtoe 11 in Can Go, "spirtel" in Tin Fl; "spirte1'1 in Sq; Sq has "1 1arma 11 

instead of 11 l 1ali!l.a 11 ; · 11el mie signor" in Sq. - mm 3ff Can: Wolf 1s underlaying 
of text not correct. - m 4 Can: in Sq sharp not in m 4 but in m 5. - m 6: 
"Omai" in Sq. - m 7 Can: 2nd note is b in Sq. - mm 13, 15 Can: both sha.rps not 
in Sq. - 11Chella ver 11 in Sq, 11Chellan -ver" in Fl. - m 16 Can: notes 3, 4 lig in 
Sq. - mm 16/17 T: ~ £.' · b ~ fi lig in Sq. - m 18 Can: £_ 1 f 1 lig in Sq. - m 21 Can: 
notes 4, 5 lig in Sq. -m 22 Can: lig omitted by Wolf; underlaying of text by 
Wolf not correct. - 11suo vista 11 in Sq. -m 24 Can: notes 4, 5 lig in Sq. -
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-mm 24f: Wolf's underlaying of text not correct. - "figlia" in Can Co, "fi1glia" 
in T in Fl; "fig1ia" in Sq; "pena et" also in Sq; "crescie" also in Sq, not 
"cresce" (Wolf). - m 30: Fl in all 3 v has "Co," Sq (in CanT) "Con." - m 32 
T: Sq has a 3 Br; on account of the necessary elision 1 Fl is preferable. -
mm 34-36: d' b binaria, .£_ 1 d 1 ~' f' ~~ quinaria in Sq; n~ sharp in mm 34-3 ~ i~ 
Sq; T: 2nd note m 34 is ~ 1 9 not f.' (Wolf); d 1 £_ 1 2 Br (hg) in Sq, hence d .£ . 
come in m 34, b.§:. _g_ 3 Br m 35, ~ Brp m 36 in Sq; there also .9:.' .£.' b §:. fS.. §:. senana. 

Editions: Ellinwood , 1iVF1, 40f (only 2 v); Wolf, Squar, 227f (only 2 v) • 

35(126), Ne 1 _ll ciascun mie pensiero B, 3 V 

Sources: 
f 381 "M F 11 t t · C T d Can T Co,· "Contra tenore" ·, 1. Fl, : . ran. ; ex l.n an ; or er 

beginning of Pi: "Andare" in Co. 
2. P, ff 115' (Can), ll6 (T Co): "F" (115'); text in CanT; order CanT Co ; 

"Contra Tenor"; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars" in Co. 
3. Sq, f 139': text in CanT; order Can To Co; "Contra tenor Nen ciascun"; 

beginning of Pi : "Secunda pars" in Go. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Sq (with inc Rip) Fl (without), after Go in P 
(without inc Rip). 

Rh,y}hm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. - Reduction : 
Br = quarter. 

Notes a mm. 4/5 Can: Wolf 1 s underlayingof text does. not correspond with any ms: 
Co: b c :' d' b lig in P Sq. - m 7: "Pu" in P .... m 8: "du:reca" in Can, "dure~lia " 

-in T-in ' Fl; ii'dureq~a" in P, "dure~a" in Sq .. , not "durezza" (Wqlf). - m 9 T: 
1st note followed by pam in P Sq o - mm 10/11 T: binaria m 10 taken from P Sq 
although F1 has b §:.ir lig; binaria required by text.- m 12 Cant aft~r lst.note 
Fl Sq have flat and sharp sign: Co: Ellinwood's note that last note l.S d' l.n Sq 
is not .correct; T: last note d in Sq. - m 13 T: · Sq has (only in T) "che a te • '' 
~mm. l5/l6 . Co: no lig in Po •• -mm 16/17 .Can; U.ig omitted by Ellinwood.- mm 

, 17-19 · Co: , Sq has . ternaria, binaria; P has 2 ternariae whereby!!_ 1 is .divided 
into 2 Br· ~ :- m is Can: b-flat not in Fl Sq.·, ... m 20 Can: shq.rp sig:n. for b in Fl 
only. - m 22 : Sq . has only "Ma, 11 not 11Ma i 11 · {Wolf) , 11mie," not 11miei 1.' (Wolf). -
m 23 Co: d c not linked to following lig in Sq; P = Fl. - m 26: "quando " in P 
Sq; all m;s-have 11 c0n", not 11 com 11 (Wolf). - From mm 26ff Can, l> has b-flat 
signature in the staff. -m 27 : Sq has (CanT) 11guard 1 e 11 instead of "volgi e ; " 
p has "gua.rd'e 11 in Can, 11volg' e 11 in T. -m 29 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood; 
b-flat not in Sq. - mm 29-31 Go: f e d c lig in Sq; f. ~ lig and C. :£. 1 lig in P; 
all mss have 1 and pali in m 31. ·: m::m- 32/33 : P Sq have 11tormeP; Sq has 11arilore, 11 

not ••amo::::-, 11 11viso et 11 in Can, 11viso 11 in T. -m 33 Can : b-flat not in Fl Sq, 
though Wolf inserts it (obviously from ? ) ; f -sharp in Fl P (Wolf inserts it as 
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though it were in Sq); El1inwood 1s note that sharp is only in Fl is not correct· 
Co: lig ~mitted by El1inwood. -m 34 Can: b-natural sign not in Sq; Wolf's ' 
underlay1ng of text not correct. -m 37 T: Sq clearly has c•.:.sharp· error· 

.d t 1 - ' ' acc1 en a applies to preceding b where Fl P have sharp sign. - m 40 Can: Sq 
has sharp sign for .E_; the transcription Ellinwood gives of the whole m as version 
of Sq is incorrect; Sq = Fl P. -m 41 Can: no lig in P. 

Editions: Ellinwood, \VFL, 247f; l}ilolf, Squar, 238f .. 

36 ( 127) • Gia !!2.!!. biasm r §..~ B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl. f 39: "M. frs"; text in Can T; order Can T Co; "Contra tenore"; beginning 

of Pi: "Andare" in Co. 
2. P, ff 117 1 (can), 118 (T Co): "F" (117 1 ); text i -n CanT; order CanT CoJ 

"Contra Tenor" ; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars 11 in Co. 
3. Sq, f 169 1 : text in Can T; order Can T Co; "Contra tenor"; beginning of Pi: 

Secunda ·pars" in Co. 

~:Pi- 2 Vol after T with inc Rip in Fl, after -Can without inc Rip in P; Pi2 
laid under Can, Vol after Can in Sq, without inc Rip. 

Rhyi;hrr;j Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm.- Reduction: Br= quarter. 

Notes: m 2 Co: without any reference Wolf merely inserts pabr; d1 Sb is missing 
in Sq ..... m 3: Fl has in T "biasimo amor," in Vol "sio 11 P Sq have-11si. 11 -m 4: 
P Sq have 11PO che, 11 Fl 11PO che" in Can, 11poi che 11 in T. - m 5: P Sq have "mie 11 

~has "pecte".- m 12: rea~ 11ch 1i 1o," not "ch- 1io" (Wolf); Can: notes 1, 2 lig 
1n Sq; P = Fl. -mm 13ff: Wolf's underlaying of text incorrect. -m 15 Ce: last 
note fin Fl; error; cadence requires K (P Sq). -m 15-18 CO::P Sq have 
quaternaria and binaria. - P has 11dilecto;" Sq has "tu 1ardore" P "tuo ardore 1' 

-m 18 Can: last 2 notes £ 1 ~·in Sq. -mm 19/20 T: £' ~K 1ig,in P Sq. -mm 
23ff: Wolf oddly reads "Ecco" Sq clearly has "Et co 11 but Sq omits "stei" -
("costei");Wolf also reads "cela bel suo foco" alt~ough Sq has "celalel. 11 

-m 24 Can: f' ~· d 1 incorrectly 3 Mi in Sq; T: b-flat not in P Sq. -mm 26f 
Can: Wolf 1s underlaying of text incorrect. -m 27 Can: pasb is placed befor~ 
~~ 1n P Sq. -mm 29/30 T: quaternaria in P Sq. -m 31 Co: d' is included iu lig 
ln all mss (also in&]_); Wolf incorreCtly takes it as nota-simplex.- m 34~ P Sq 
have "ciascun" in Can, "ogni" in T. -m 35 Can: 5th note fin Sq also· Ellinwood's 
footnote incorrect.- mm 35-37 T: Sq has ternaria and binaria.- m 38,Can: 1st 
3 notes 2 Smi 1 Mi in P Sq~ -m 39 Can: sharp inserted by Wolf is in no ms· 
T: 1st lig omitted by Ellinwood. -mm 39-41 T: ~E..K££ lig in P Sq.- m 41 
Can: notes 3, 4 lig in P Sq. -m 42 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. 

Editions: Ellinwood, V\TFL, 218f; Wolf, Squar, 3llf. 
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37(128). Divennon gli ochi B, 3 v 

Source: 
1 ~ Fl, f 39 r: 11M. fran."; text in Can T; order Can T Co i "tenor," "Contra 

b · · f p · "Andare 11 1· n Co ·, "chiuso" 1· n all v, "verto 11 in Co ·, tenore" ; eg:tnnlng o 1 : 
in addition, beginning of verto and chiuso is indicated by a cross above 

"th8 note in T Co. 

_Text: Pi-2 Vol after T, without inc Rip • 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. -Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes: The differences of spelling in the text of CanT are . those of the 
original.- m 2 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood.- m 5 T: Fl has ·binaria which. 
must be eliminated because of the text; the syllables are placed under the llg 
in the ms and 11du" must come in m 6. -mm 13/14 T: also here the lig must be 
changed on account of the text; .€£ ~ b ternaria in ms; in analo~ with sir;D-la=: 
cases supported by versions in other mss, we have changed the l1g to a b1nar1a. -
1st line ofPi-2 reads in the ms: 11Ritorna a irmnaginare quella serena." -m 25 T: 
£. f should be written as l"ig not so in ms. - m 26 Co: lig omitted by Ellinwoo~. 
m 30 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood.- mm 39, 41 CoT: a cross above lst note.ln 
each of ·the 2 m. - m 42/43 T: ternaria in ms; because of the last syllable l1g 

. has been changed to binaria. 

Edition: Ellinwood, WFL, 200f. 

38(129) Nessun ponga speranca 
• 

B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl f 40: rtM. Franc •"; text in all v; order Can T Co; "tenor," "Contra •" 
2. Pi, ff 116• (can), 117 (T Co)t 11F." (116'); text in all v; order CanT Co; 

no v designation. 
3· Lo, ff 76' (Can Co), 77 (T): anon, text in CanT; order Can CoT; 

nchontratenor. 11 

4· Sq, f 162': text in all v; order CanT Co; no v designation. 

Text:Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Coin Fl, after Tin Lo;Pi~2 Vol without inc Rip 
~r Can in P Sq. 

Rhythm:._ Tp imp prel ma, with senaria imp probably the original rhythm. ~t 
the composition combines various basic rhytluns: tp perf prol ma (or senar1a 
perf) and tp imp prol min, but the latter is clearly presented as div qua~er~aria. 
The notation shows an interesting mixture of French and Italian character1st1cs. 
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The senaria sections are presented in French manner (hence tp perf/imp is more 
adequate);_ the Italian div points do not occur in the sections with senaria imp 
(the pd is used there rarely, only to separate 2 Mi from each other). Tp perf 
is presented in white notation and the dragma is used for Sbi. The quaternaria, 
however, is given consistently -with div points, Br L are in white notation, and 
Sb ( 2 Mi) as dragma; in the quaternaria section pasb is regularly written as 
2 pam .... Reduction: Sb == dotted quarter (in senaria imp), quarter (in senaria 
perf, quaternaria). 

Notes: Ellinwood takes 6/4 meter for all senaria sections (Perf and imp); 
senaria imp should be 6/4, perf 3/ 2, but reduced: 6/8 and 3/4• -Wolf's 
transcription is 1 of the worst examples of complete confusion and inaccuracy. 
In the . lst place, ,he takes moP. imp, with the usual result being wrongly placed 
cadences; mod is incorrect. Secondly, he forces the whole composition into 12/8 
meter, without recognizing the changes of basic rhythms. To get· the consonances 
fairly together, he 11adjusts 11 the original: he reads :Br where there whould be L, 
he makes a lig cpr sp a lig cop, changes· 2 pam to 2 pasb, omits pausa, etc. 
There can be no doubt that Wolf did not at all understand the rhythms of the 
composition. There is 1 remark in the 11Revisionabericnt" which proves his 
failure to comprehend the basic rhythms; with reference to mm 40/41 Can he remarks: 
"Entweder sind 2 minima-Pausen vergessen ader die breVis daif · riicht leer sein." 
There are no pausae forgotten, and Br ImlSt be white; but ·wolf did not realize 
that the rhythm (here and elsewhere) is that :of the quaternaria·; - The Version 
in Lo is corrupt in many respects; for a good many passages the scribe uses the 
dragma indiscriminately (for example' giving all Mi in tp prol ma" as d:ragma.); 
he inserts rests that are superfluous; but the scribe of Lo is notoriously careless. 
- P Lo Sq have E.-flat signature · in T at least for 1 or 2 staves; Fl has none but 
writes in the necessary flats.·- mm 1/2 T: ligomi_tted by ~llinwood.- m 2 Co: 
Lo has dragma. for f ~; error. - mm 2/3 Co: Wolf's underlaYJ-ng of "Nessun" is 
not correct; syllable "Sun" is placed under d in all mss, including Sq. -
m 4 Coa to writes all 3 notes as dragma but also has punctus after the lst; all 
other n1ss have Sb with punctue Mi and dragm.a; the use of dragiPB. suggests tp 
perf (senaria perf); if so, the punctus after 1st Sb would be pa; we understand 
it, however, as pp and dragma to represent Sbi in senaria imp; the same rhythm 
is expressed by Mi Sb in Can; T: Lo has (after 2nd E.) and additional d (Sb) 
and 2 pam; the addition must be an error; at this place (mm 4/ 5) the scribe of 
Lo anyway is confused and corrects himself. -m 5 T: Sq (like the other mss) 
here has b-flat; omitted by Wolf~ - m 12 · Co • in Fl "ssellain11 is clearly laid 
under.!!.; probably carelessness of the scribe. -m 171 all mss have Br and pabr, 
with Sq not very exact in Co; we take 11pausa 11 t o indi ea te the end of the verse. 
-mm 18-21 Co: Wolf's underlaYing of text does not conform with any of the mss. -
m 20: P Sq have 11vie 11 in all v, Fl has "via, 11 Lo 11vie 11 and "via 11 ; T 1 after last 
note, pabr in Lo. -m 22 Can: 1st note Smi in Sq; all 4 notes Mi in Lo. -m 24 
Can: Lo has dr dragma, .£' Mi, pd, d' .§..' d' .£.' 4 Mi.- mm 26-28 T\ bina.r.ia. in 
P Sq; Lo ""FL -mm 32ff Co: Wolf's underlaying of text not correct; "ben" is 
placed, in all mss, under lst d 1 in m 34· -m 34 Co: after 1st Sb, pasb in Lo. 
- mm 36f: 11 S 1appara" in Sq, "sinpara 11 in P, "esi:npara 11 in Lo. - mm 38-42 Coa 
q,uaternaria, 1st-half blAck, 2nd-half white in P Sq; Lo ... Fl; the separation of 
the lig as in Fl is more logical. -mm 40/41 T: lig in P Sq. -m 44 Can: c' 
is preceded by pasb in Sq. - "Per cha, 11 11Per ea" vary in mss and v; Sq has 
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n :zreve " all other niss ilgrave. 11 - m 46 T: ·after 2nd note, pabr in Lo. - m 48 T ~ L 
with p~ in Lo; mm 56/57Canz Wolf erroneously reads 2 Sb; T: Wolf erroneously 
_reads Br instead of L. -mm 57/58 Co; notes in all mss, including Sq, are §:..Ji, 
not b a (Wolf). - m 59 Co: pasb orrii tted by Wolf although it is in all mss • -
mm 59ff Can: J.Jo luis Mi pabr 2 Mi 1'li 2 pam 6 Mi pabr; error .... m 60 T: L in Lo. -
m 62 ·eo': 2 Mi 2 pam in Sq; error. - mm 64/65 Can: from£. 1 on, all notes dragma. 
with the exception off' and.£' in Lo4 -mm 65/66 Co: ternaria in Fl Lo Sq; 
we accepted binaria (PT because of the text. - With this work concludes the 
Landini fascicle of 3-v B& 

Editions: Ellinwood, VYFL, 249ff (with photographic reproduction of P); Apel, 
NPM, 393 (facsimile of Sq, and in No 52 beginning of Can .transcribed; Wolf, Squar, 

294· 

39(130). lunar si _g;Li alti B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 63: "M. franoeschj."; text in Can orily; order Can 'r Co; "Tenor 

.A.rn.arsiglial ti," 11 Chontra tenore Alnarsiglial ti1'; beginning of Pi: ".Andare 
11 

in CoT; 11ohiuso" in all v; "verto" inGoT. · · .. 
2. P, ff 114£ (Can), 115 (T Co): "F .u (114 '); text in Can only; order .Can T Co; 

nTenor," "Contra Tenorn; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars" in CoT; "chiuso" 
all v, ''verto" in eo T. 

3· Sq, f 156': text in Can only; order CanT Co; "Tenor",: 11Contra tenor
11

; 

beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars 11 in Co T; "chiuso" in all v, "verto" in 
Co T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after T in Fl, after Can in Sq, after Co in P but Without 
inc Rip. 

Rhythm~ Tp imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original rhythm. Wolf 
erroneously assumes mod imp and takes 4/4 meter with triplets. -Reduction: Sb 
~ dotted quarter. 

Notes: The text begins in all mss, including Sq, 11Amar si gli (or "li" in P Sq) 
alt"i-;11 not "Amar gli alti" (Wolf).- mm 5/6 Can: Fl P omit "1" in "gentil"; Sq 
has (Vol) 11vorra atare."- mm 11/12 T: ternaria in P Sq. -m 14 Can: 11 Strin<?e etn 
in Sq, nstrince" in P; in Vol the scribe of P lst 'writes "cosistrecto" but 
cancels it and corrects to 11si crudele 11 ; last note Mi followedby 2 pam in Sq. -
m 15 Can: last note Sbi followed by pam in?; Sq = Fl, though Wolf has pam• ... 
m 17 Can: 11Inbalsimar 11 in P -.sq. - m 21 Can: b-natural sign not in P Sq; all mss 
have "tuo catene," not "sue catene" (Wol f); F1 has 11 chatene 11 but in Vol "catene." 
-mm 25-,27 T; lig omitted by Ellinwllwd. -mm 31/32 Can: Wolf's transcription 
erroneous; he reads· §.. 1 Sbp fir Mi 2 pam (31), .£" Mi b' Sbi (32); Sb in m 31 is 
imp, 2.." comes in m 31 and b' (32) is perf; m 32 in Sq: ;Lnstead of §:.

1 Sbp, ~~ .§!.
1 

(Sb Ni); P = Fl. - m 32 Co; sharp not in Sq . - Sq has 11 legame a mme, 11 P 11 legama me 
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in Pi-2 P Sq have ''fin alla. 1 
- m 38 Go: sharp not in Sq; Wolf apparently 

takes it from P. -mm 41/42 T: ternaria in P Sq; 2nd note m 41 is b in Sq. -
m 42 Can: no sign for b-natural in P Sq. -m 43 T: lig cop in P Sq;-no lig 
following. -mm 43/44 'ITa: c' d' and e' c' 2 lig cop in P Sq • .;. m 47 Go: f' e' 
f 1 Sb 2 Mi in Sq; 2nd Mi a.ii error rather than Mia (Wolf). - mm 47/48 T: no I:ig 
in P. -m 48 Can: lig omitted by Wolf; Co: g_' .!i' f.' ~ 1 (Sb Mi Sb Mi) in P Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 17lff; Wolf, Squar, 280f. 

40(131). Contemplar le gran case B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, f 82: 11H. fran6escho'1 (supplementary entry); text in Can only; order 

Can T Go; 11 Tenor Chontemplar le gran case, u 11 Chontra tenor"; beginning of 
Pi: 11Andare" in Go T; 11chiuso 11 in all v, 11verto '1 in Go. T. 

2. Lo, f 79: 11b~ di francescho 11 ; text in Can only; order Can T Co; 11 Tenor 
· chontenpra", •1Chontratenor chontenpar "; 

3. P, ff 113 1 (Can), 114 (T Go): 11F. 11 (113 1 ); text in Can only; order CanT 
Go; 11 Tenor Contemplare, 11 11Contra 11 ; beginning of Pi: "Secunda pars" in Go 
T; "chiuso 11 in all v, 11verto'' in Go T. 

4. Sq, f 1.53: text in Can only; order Can T Co; nTenor, it 11Contra tenor•'; 
beginning o,f Pi: 11Secunda pars 11 in Go T; ·' chiuso" in all v, 11verto 11 in Co 
T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vel inc Rip after T in Fl, after Can in Sq, after Go in Lo P but 
WJ.thout inc R:l.p. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria possibly the original rhythm. - Reduction: 
Br ... quarter. 

Notes: We assume that Lo Fl have been copied from the same source; the identity 
between the 2 is complete (except for La's peculiarities: use of points, pausae, 
etc), especially noteworthy with regard to lig and accidentals. Ellinwood fails to 
list Fl as l of the sources of this work. - P Sq have • 1 contenplar~ 11 Lo "comtenplar, 11 

"chose," ''vegniano," P Sq 11vegnamo," Sq '1cce data," P Lo "ccie. 11 - m 4 Can: sharp 
not in Lo Sq. -mm 4-6 T: d d 1 f' lig in P Sq; finalis is Br, so is d'; error; 
Wolf changes f' to 1; Fl is correct; in Sq no pa added to finalis of-lig; 
instead, f 1 eT d' (mm 6/7) lig cop ternaria. -m 7 Can: 1st 2 notes lig in P Sq. 
mm 7-10 T"i" lig in P Sq. - m 9 Co: no sharp in Sq; Wolf apparently takes it from 
P. -m 11 Can: sharp not in Sq; Co: 1st note not included in lig in Sq. -mm 
13-16 T: quaternaria and binaria in Sq. -m 14 Can: lig omitted by Wolf. -m 16 T: 
~~ is L with pa in 1o. - m 17 Co: 1st note 1 in Lo; not~s 2, 3 binaria, followed 
by ternaria in Sq. - m 20: sharp only in Fl Loo - m 21 Can: P puts pa to e 1, not 
a'. -mm 21/22 Co: P Sq have no pa toe' but binaria e 1 d' following. -mm 23/24 
Can: g_' f.' and ~· ~' 2 lig cop in Sq; P Lo = Fl. -m 24 ITa: g 1 in Lo. - · 
"governa, 11 11cercar' in P Sq; "et stiam" in Sq, "et stia contento/chontento" in P 
Lo. -m 28 T: at beginning of Pi, Fl Lo have sharp sign, for )~.-natural in Fl, on 
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line for a in 1o. _ m 29 Can: sharp not in Sq; Wolf apparently takes it from 
P. _ m JO-Can: notes 3, 4 not lig in_ Sq. - m 31 Can: all ~s plac~ syllable 
"ti ,, under Jrd note, not under 2nd · (Wolf); Co: 1st note ~ 1n Sq ( vvolf has ~' . 
which conforms to the other mss). -m 32 Can:~~ is followed by .pabr and.~ . ls 1 
·n 1o· · - mm 33/34 Co• no lig in P. - m 3.5 T: c' is 1 in 1o. -m 36 Go: lig 1n 1 • • · .- Fl· 11 d 1 . • 11 • P 
p Sq. - mm 37ff: "Nella, 11 11 cercar ,'1 "manca11 1n P S9; Lo = , ogm. 1n • 
Sq; text reads nn.egato ·' (in Lo ·1neghato 11 ), not nne, gato" (Wo~). - ~ _ 43 Can. 
no sharp in p Sq. _mm 43-4.5: e' d' e' lig in P Sq; last note 1n Sq £. rather 
than e'. _mm 45/46 Can:~~ .['-and i' ~' 2 lig in Sq! ~~ g,' lig also 1n ~·- • 
m 47:-the .1verto;1 in Wolfls transcription is wrong; lt . should be placed 1n m ~6, 
T: finalis not included in lig in Sq. -mm 48(49 T: there.should be no ternarla 
(Wolf); lig e d is cpr; it should be spr, as lS the case 1n Fl LoP. 

Editions: E llinwood, WFL, 19lf; Wolf, Squar, 273 • 

41(13 2). Muort 'oramai B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. P, ff 127' (CanT), 128 (Co, end ofT): "Franc. :~ (127'); text in all v; 

order Can T Co. 
2. Sq, ff 1291 (Can T), 130 (Co): text in all v; order Ca~ 

Text: Pi:-2 Vol after Can in P without inc Rip·; Pi-2 laid under T, Vel after 
T in Sq without inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. - Reduction: 
Br = quarter. 

Notes : m· 4: p has -"mortioramai," 11mortorama. " - m .5 Co: Sth note is ~: , . ~ot f.' 
(Wolf). -m 6 Can: according to Sq Wolf should have placed syllables .· ~ · under 
,g,', ·'se" under a'. -m 13 Can: lig omitted by Wolf. -mm 13ff: 11me9o'' 1n bo~h 
mss not .lmezzo7i (Wolf) -mm 16ff: in Sq in all v 11meglie.'1 -mm 18-22 T: ~n 
Sq f e d (lig cpr sp) without text; then follow S Sb (no lig) with text "Elmeglie 
di te-, ~-d' d' 2 1 with "quivi.ll -m 20 Go: 7th note a, not g, (Wolf). -mm 24-28 
T• s 'h- -(1 : ~1~11) d' .et (lig cpr sp "do-11) f' f' f' f' (4 Sb, 11 -ve tutto 11

), 
• q as K ' a ' - - . ' ,_ - )- - 8/ C • f I ' e' e' e' e' (4 Sb ltgir non se' pos"), .£' ('1sen,•' m 28 •- mm.2 29 o. _ ~ 

e' lig-in-Sq· omitted by Ellinwood. -m 30 Go: after d' pasb ln Sq; error (not 
pabr as noted by Ellinwood). -mm 37-41 T: Sq has ~~ ~~ ~~ ~· (4 Br) ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ 
(4 Sb) 0 1 d' (L Br, lig spr sp) with text from 11 -ma•' to "be-"; Sq ~as ntrova lle 
tuo " not iitrova le tue" (Wolf). -m 47 Co: 2nd note ~~ (Wolf, Ell1nwood have 
c' )~ p definitely has ~·, and Sq also £', rather than £1 ~ - ~ 47-SO T: Sq has 
c' (L) d' dl d' d' (4 Sb), a (Br) pabr £' ~ (2 Br, no lig) Wlth the text.from 
iiqual·' 'on; Wolf's underlaying of text incorrect. - In Sq 11fo::trn;a" comes 1n mm 
51-53 • read 11 s' aduna " not ,, s 1 adura" (Wolf). - m .50 Co: no lig 1n Sq. - mm . 
S3-6J'T: S has f d',e' (ternaria) f' £' .£ 1 (ternaria, with "1a- 11 on f.', not.ln 
m 53 /WolfJ)· d'-d' eT e' (4 Sb) d'-(Br) followed by an erroneous pasb, and 1n 
mm 59~63 sen~ria;-~ 1 -m b) is followed by an erroneous pasb. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WF1, 242ff; Wolf, Squar, 216f • 
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42(133)e Lassol per mie fortuna B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Lo, ff 48 1 (Cari T beginning of Co), 49 (end of Co): anon; text in all v; 

order Can T Co; ·'Tenor", rt Chontra" • 
2. Sq, f 131 1 : text in all v; order CanT Co. 
.. 
Tex-t: Pi-2 Vol after Co in Lo, after T in Sq; no inc Rip. 

Rh~hm: Mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm. As so often, 
10 as also here additional pausae or punctus not needed; it is questionable 
whether the superfluous pausae really are meant as pausae; it is possible that 
the scribe of Lo became corifused by Italian duodenaria notation and French 
notation according to mod; of course not all of the pausae are incorrect. 
Wolf's transcription is erroneous: Rip is transcribed in mod imp, Pi in mod 
perf; mod perf holds for the whole composition. - Reduction:, Br .. quarter. 

Notes: m 1 Co: no lig in Lo; T: Lo Sq have b-flat signature at the beginning 
of 1st staff. -mm 1/2 Can: 2 L and binaria In Lo. -m 2 T: b-flat overlooked 
by Wolf. - m 3 Can: after a 1 , punctus in Lo; Co: notes 3, 4,-are Hi, .no .lig, 
and ~ has sharp in Lo; lig -( Sq) omitted by Ellinwood~ - m. 4 Can: Wolf's 
underlaying of text does not correspond with Sq; Lo has 11fortunopostamore, 11 

11 chagion1' 11chossi11 , 11 dollente.n - mm 5-8: Wr-ongly ·transcribed by Ellinwood, 
Wolf; Can: L pabr m 5 in ~o, no pabr in Sq; Co: Ellinwood brings the group of 
4 Hi m 5 iri coincidence with the 4 Mi in Can m 6; while L in Can m 5 is indeed 
perf (Sq) or imp with pabr following (Lo), the L in Co m 5 is imp and must be 
directly followed in m 5 by the group of 4 Mi; by reading L perf Ellinwood has 
the cadential tones ~ 1 g_ 1 ~ 1 (mm 6/7) at an incorrect place; the_. rhythm there
after is misread by Ellinwood; he has m 7 2nd note e 1 Sb pam d 1 IV.d. pam c 1 Mi; 
bu.t the mss have pasb Sb pasb .Sb (Sq); the transcription of Lo that ~ . 
Ellinwood gives is also incorrect; Lo has e 1 Sb pasb d 1 Sb ,pasb; c 1 Sb is · 
overlooked by the scribe of Lo, probably because he is writing at-the very 
bottom of the page; being aware of an error, \'folf offers an emendation that is, 
however, impossible: he changes g_' .. last note m 6 to £ 1 -sharp and omits ~ 1 ~' 
(m 7); actually, there is not much of an emendation needed: if L m 5 Co is 
taken as imp, there is no mistake in the Co, and if a b a m 7 T are transcribed 
as 3 Br according to. Lo, as they must, there is only-the-error of Sq in 
writing a lig cop instead of cpr; T: 2nd note altered by Ellinwood, consequently 
b c 1 d' are in m 6 although d' must come at beginning of m 6; in m 7 notes a 
b a are lig cop sp in Sq; Lo -is correct in having the ternaria lig cpr sp; a 
in""::'m 5 must not be altered. -m 6 Co: Lo has g_ 1 -sharp. -m 7 Can: £'-sharp not 
in Sq. - m 8 Can: 1st note followed by pabr in Lo. - m 9 Co: after 3rd note 
punctus in Lo. - m 10 T: 1st note L in Lo. ~ m 11 Can: after last note pasb in 
Lo .. -mm 11/12 Co: last 2 notes binaria, and g_ 1 -sharp in Lo. -m 12 Can: no 
lig in Lo. -In Lo 11 chaltra, 11 .r durel chore 11 (Can), 11duralal chorre 11 (Co), 11durol 
chore 11 (T), "star in ·tantardore o 1' -· m 15 Can: after 1st note punctus in Lo; Co: 
binaria cp in Lo. - m 16 Co: after 3rd note punctus, and after last note pabr 
in Lo. -m 18 Can: Lo has Br Sb Br (no pausae); similarly in T: Sb Br Sb Br (and 
Sb Br in m 19); Co: 1st 2 notes (m 18) each have pain Lo. - mm ·l9/20 Co: Lo has 
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binaria and ternaria but the ternaria is erroneously cop •. - m 20 C~~: i~~?ad 
f at the 1st not~ pam in Lo. _ "Ji' in Lo; although us1.ng the a .rev1.a 1.on 

o pa ' "t . f 11 " ervoi'• "pare ll ·'le" l.n all v, 
"serif the scribe of Lo still wr1. es 1.n u ) s . ' . " ('T) 11 ...... ,..;r labia 11 ' ( c ) ·r • nnio it ( Co "rru.ongengruo , se.L v..... , 
•' chon, . i "miongengnon an ' ' rru.oge . ' C • 4th te L in Lo. -
"sde nio" in Lo. -m 21 Co: last note L 1.n Lo. -m 22. an: no . 
m 23gCo: after 4th note Lo has an addit~onal a Sb;.thl.S m1.ght be accurate 
rhythmically, since the last note m 27 1.s Sb \no lig), n~t Br, bu; the 6 consonances would be displaced. - m 25 Can: Lo has pabr 1.nstead 0 P~· - m 2 
T· ' t 2 3 lig in Lo. _ ntuo spettoll (Can), "suo spetto" (CoT). 'Chome , no es , 1 . · Lo 
crudelle chalchun 11 in Lo. - m 30 Can: no 1.g 1.n • 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 240f; Wolf, Squar, 220f. 

43(134). Selvagia fera B, 3 V 

Sources: t xt · Can only• 
1. p ff 104' (Can) 105 (T Co): HSelvaggia fera 1

; anon; .e. 1.n . • 11 ' 

~rder Can T Co;' ttTenor Selvagia, 11 11 Contra ~enor ' 1 ; beg1.nn1.ng of P1.. Secunda 
ars" in Co T· :tchiuso" in all v, 11verto '' 1.n Co T. . l f 137. text in Can only• order Can T Co; 11Tenor". "Contra tenor"; . 2 • ~~ginnin~ of Pi: n Secunda ;ars" in Co T; 11 chiuso 11 in all v; "verto 

11 
1.n Co T • 

In P Stri Pl..-2 Vol after Can without inc Rip. In 
Text: 3 Str in Sq only. ' h "th 

after C .Strii after T, Striii after Can, eac Wl. · Sq Stri Pi-2 Vol inc Rip an, 
inc Rip. · 

Rhythm: Tp perf proi min, with sena~ia perf.probably t~e original rh~~;s 
Frequent use of pp in tp perf; occas1.onal shifts to tp 1.mp prol ma. . 
transcription incorrectly in mod iffip. - Reduction: Sb = quarter. 

Notes: mm 2/3 Co: no ternaria in P. -m 4 T: 2nd note g_ , n~t ~ ~~~olf); ;:Dian:
1

1

1

1 

in P· read "ch'i'ntenda 11 not "ch'intenda" (Wolf); P has ch1.o ' re~d ps~r~ 
(m 5) . not "cervatt (lrJolf). - m 6 Can: ~o ~g ~n ~· -m 7 T: £-~lat 1.n q~ 
omitt~d by Wolf. -m 12 T: last note mss1.ng 1.n 0q. -m 15 C~n. ~ha7P not 1.n 
Sq. -mm 17/18 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. -m 18 Co T: bl.narl.a l.n P. -Wolf)• 
m 21 . Can: syllable "nart is expressly placed unde~ 2nd note'. not 3rd ~o~ (- m ' 
also, syllable "cu" in m 24. -m 26 Can: £-flat 1.n P.Sq; omtted by ~ : t 
29 can: "Sicatte," "mio·' in P; T: lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 30 Co. £~la 
in P Sq; omitted by Wolf. - m 33 Can: no lig in P • - m 34 Co: the sharp Sl.~~ 
in Sq is distinctly related to b-natural, not c'-sharp (Wolf)~ - mmT37,~8 : 
ternaria in P. - mm 39/40 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 40 Co : 1.nar1.a 
in ·P. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 287f (with photographic reproduction of P on pl 
VI; text of Stri-III); Wolf, Squar, 232f (text of Stri-III). 
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44(135). Amor c 1al tuo sugetto B, 3 v 

Sources: 
r.·-Sq, f 140 1 : tfext, in Can only; order Can T Co; "Tenor 11 , "Contra tenorn; 

beginning o Pl.: ''Secunda pars" in Co T; Hchiuso•1 in all v, 1'verto" in 
· eo T. 

2. P,bf ~13: anonf;P' .. Amor c'al tuo subgetto•'; 2 v; text in Can only; 'Tenor"; 
. egl.nnl.ng o J..: 11 $ecunda parsil in T; 11 chiuso ·1 in both v, "vertolr in T. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Sq, after T in P; no inc Rip. 

Rhytl!;!n:. T~ imp prol ma, with senaria imp probably the original rhythm. lrJolf' s 
transcrl.ptl.on erroneously based on mod imp. - Reduction: Sb= dotted quarter. 

~btes: m 2: both mss have "c'al, 11 not 11 chal·1 (Wolf). -mm 5f Can: read ''da'lena '' 
not '. ' c~tena" ~vJolf). -m 8 Co: Wolf changes lst note to c' (bin P Sq) noted in' 
:'Rev:-sl.o~sbe~lchtil ; there is no need for the change, since Wolf misread lst note 
ln T,.whJ..ch lS £,not~;~ in Co is correct. -mm llf Can: Wolf's underlaying of 
t~xt lncorrect according to both P Sq. - mm 12-15 Can: in Sq all tones a Jrd too 
hl.gh •. -m 21 Can: Sq has 11pEme 11 ; rhyme requires '1pena11 (so in P). -mm 22ff Can: 
P begl.ns Pi -1 "Po cho si vo contento 11 ; Sq omits syllable nto 11 ( 1'contento . 1 ) • read 
~: senpre ~tare, 11_ not . 11 sen prestare'.' (1rJolf). -:- In P Sq "aguagliare, n not ' 
agguagll.are 11 (vJolf). - m 24 T: ll.g omitted by Ellinwood. -m 30 Can: ''Tale" in 

P • - m 3! Co: g_-sharp in Sq; overlooked by Wolf, - mm 35f Can: 1/olf 1 s underlaying 
of text l.ncorrect according to both mss. 

Editions: · Ellinwood, wFL, 174f; Davis~n and Apel, HAM, I, No 53; Wolf, Squar, 241. 

45(136). Orsli(n), gentili sp~riti B, 3 V 

Source: 
l. Sq, f 142: text in Can only; order Can T Go; 11 Tenor",. 11 Contra tenorn; 

~eginning of Pi: "Secunda pars·' in CoT; ·'chiuso'' in all v, "verto" in Co .. 
Tex~!. ~y- Landir:J-? · The text. is incomplete in Sq; Pi -2 Vol missing. The B is 
q~ot:.ed l.n Wessel()fsk;y' (P~rad1so, II, 321) with line 3 of Rip reading 11Ninate 
~ ~sta Cosa suo belVJ..so.· ' Wesselofsky sees in the line an allusion to a lady 
"N1ccolosa·1 • B. also published by Carducci. ' 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. - Reduction: 
Br "" quarter. 

Notes: m 3 Can: both Bllinwood and Holf have "Orsu 11 although Sq has "orsun'' _ 
ITlfCan: Sq clearly has "spiriti" but places the s;llables "spiri" under d' ~nd 

11 tl" under ~; the verse requires 11spirti 11 ; Co: lig omitted by Ellinwood. :mm 
4/5 Can: ~volf's underlaying of text incorrect. -mm 6-9 T: 1 has pa in ms; Wolf 
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omits it, consequently£~~£ come in his transcri~tion_in mm 7/8; ~eing a 
Br short vJolf adds c Br to cL m 9. -mm 7/8 Can: hg omtted byEll1nwood; 
1st a' is included in lig; not so in Half 1 s transcription. - mm 16/17 Co: lig 
omitted ·by Ellinwood. -m 18 Can: 2nd note e', not£' (Wolf); T: 2nd note~, 
not·! (Wolf). - m 28 T: 1st note g_ 1 , not ! {Holf). ~ m }_0 Go: lig omitted by · 
Ellinwood. -mm 31/32 Can: ''suo 1uce, 11 not 11 sue luc1" (Wolf). -m 33 T: 1st 
2 not:es g_ ~; ·not f. ~ (Wolf). - mm 33/34 Go: Wolf misreads finalis of lig; ~ 1 

is L; the following e' Br, added by Wolf, is to be discarded; sharp m 34 not in 
ms; sharp only m 32.-- mm 35-37 Can: vJolf 1 s underlaying of text incorrect. -
:m 38 .,Can: following · Carducci and Wesselofsky, both Elli:nwood and 1-'J'olf read 
·•divampa, 11 but Sq cj.istinctly has . ·' divaropa. 11 -The unreliability of Wolf's 

•edition shows up also in the 11 Revisionsbericht": This B is No 54 of the 
Landini works in his edition. There is no note for No 54; but the remarks 
found under No 51 actually refer to No 54. vJolf 1 s remark that the 2nd note 
in m . 8 Can is :g '· is superfluous; it is £ 1 in Sq and ·wolf 1 s transcription. 
Wolf further remarks that-in m 32 T the 2nd tone is d; there is no 2nd note in m 
32; the remark probably refers to m 33. -

Editions: Ellinwood in MQ, XXII, 216 (No 7), and WFL, 26of; Wolf, Squar, 244f. 
TeXt: ~'Jesselofsky, Paradiso, II, 321; Carducci, Cantil~me, ]>27. 

•46(137). Per la mie dolge · piaga · B, -3 V 

• 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 143: text in Can only; order Can T Co; 11 Tenor, 11 "Contra tenor"; 

:beg:lrm:ing of .Pi: 11Secunda pars '1 in Co T. 

~ Stri Pi-2 Vol inc Rip after Can, Strii with inc Rip after Co. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol ma, with the :sign of tp perf at the beginning of each v; . 
novenaria possibly the original rhythm. In the nsecunda pars, 11 m 39, the last 
melisma is in tp imp prol ma, with tp imp agairi indicated in all v; in this 
section, however, passages ar.e in tp perf prol min, written with white Br and 
the dragm~ for Sbi. In Italian terms: senaria imp and perf. Wolf 1 s 
transcription erroneously is 1st -in mod imp .tp perf, given as 6/4 with triplets, 
then in mod imp tp imp, given as 12/8; this combination results in such an odd 
m as in 20 (in 'Holf 1s transcription), half in 6/4, half in 12/8,; amounting to 
something like 9/8 plus 6/8 = 15/8 for the whole m. Why the prol ma is . 
transcribed now as triplet, now _as 3/8 is incomprehensible. - Reduction: 
Sb ~ dotted quarter. 

Notes: m 3 Can~ ''la mie;1 wrongly placed by Wolf. -m 4 Co: lig omitted by 
Ellinwood, Wolf. - mm 11/12: text wrongly placed by vJolf; read '1 altra more, n 

not ·1al tr 1 amore 11 (Wolf). - mm 14/15 Co ~ Holf takes d. 1 Brp and places the 
following pasb in m 15; hovrever, Co seems to conform to Can, hence ~ m ·1:5 must 
be altered. - m 15 T: 1st noted; apparently error; read 11 Legonme, 11 not · 
"1egomme 11 (vJolf); 11 degnia· 1 in Sq, not 11 degna" (Wolf). -m 27 Co: there is an 
error in ms; 3_ 1 .£ 1 £ are Hi Sb l"'ii, i. e . short value of 2 Hi; Wolf takes Mi Sb Yli 
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without realizing that the m is not complete; Ellinwood has the emendation b 
Sbp; but since the rhythm Mi Sb does not occur in the rest of the composition, 
we offer the emendation Sb Mi Sb; another emendation might be 2 pam before 
d 1 • - mm 34/3.5 T: lig omitted by Ellinwood .. - The verse reads in ms: 110 vecoso, 
tremolante pia, 11 hence is short 1 syllable; we added ·1et 11 : 11 tremolante et fJio 11 • 

- mm 37-39 Can: Wolf's underlaying of text incorrect; he also omits ·'etil in 
Pi-2. -m 41 Can: last note c 1 in ms; Wolf offers emendation to b. -mm 4.5/46 T: 
Wolf reads [as Bri, as though it were white; actually this g is-black (preceding 
g, m 44, is white); .it must be perf; a (not~ /V!olf7) in m 4o is white Br, hence. 
nri (Wolf has Brp). . - . - - . 

Editions: Wolf, GMN, II, 92; and III, 12.5; Riemann, HMG, I, 330; Wooldridge, 
OHM, II 321; Ellinwood, WFL, 268ff; Wolf, Squar, 247f. 

47(138). Debba l 1anim• altero B, 3 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, ff 14.5' (Can), 146 (T Co): text in CanT; order CanT Co; "Contra tenor"; 

beginning of Pi: 11 Secunda pars11 in Co. 

Text: Pi-2 is laid under T; Vol is missing. 

~hythm: Mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm. - Reduction: 
r "" Quarter. 

Notes: m 2 Co: sharp omitted byEllinwood; T: b-flat omitted by Ellinwood.-
m 5 Can: lig omitted by EUinwood. - m 6 Can: m5 has pasb, not pa at the 1st 
note ('i.Volf). - mm 7/8 Can: \jolf emended 2nd note to K 1 ; f' e 1 binaria, not f' 
e' ~~ ternaria (Wolf); T: lig omitted by Ellinwood~ -mm 13714 T: lig omitted 
by .i!.illinwood. - If 'rFortuna adversa" is contracted, as is ordinarily the case, 
the verse is short 1 syllable; while we have placed the text of the Can without 
elision, exactly as in the ms, the underlaying is not particularly satisfactory; 
"vil•' should rather be under a (m 12); in T, however, the ms has 11star 11 under d 
etc. m ll and 11vil 11 under .d m l2; this is done by contracting 11 na11 and "ad". - -
m 34 Can: the ms has pabr-and pasb; pabr is an error; Wolf does not recognize the 
error, leaves pabr in Can and changes a in Co, d in T to L although both are 
Br in ms (no mention in 11Revisionsbericht ;r ). - iii 3.5 Can: before 1st note at 
beginning of .the staff there is b-flat sign in ms, which sign, however, is not 
needed. -m 38 Co: sharp omitted-by Holf. -m 44 Can: g' f' lig in Wolf; 
misprint. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 198f; Wolf, Squar, 254. 

48(139). Cara mie donna B, 3 V 

Source: 
1. Sq, f 161: text in all v; order Can T Co. 
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Text: Pi-2 laid under T, Vol after .can; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Tp perf prol min, .with senaria perf possibly the orig~nal rhythm. 
Wolf's transcription is erroneously based on mod imp. - Reduct~on: Sb = quarter. 

. Notes: m 4 Can: "nai ' 11 must be placed under ~~, not 'i 111 separately u~der 
c'-sharp (1'>Jolf).- m 9: read 1'contenta 11 (ms) in all v, not "contento 1

' (vvolf); 
Can: pasb omitted by Ellinwood. -mm 10/11: Wolf'~ underlayi~g o~ text.no~. 
correct. - m 16 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. - wolf's read~ng ' do no ~ Illl.S~. a 
vagoil not correct. -m 20: npenaH only in Co, 11 pienall in Can T. -m 23 Can: ~n 
ms pabr after Br; error; the pausa should be pasb; see ~dent~cal.endings mm 9, 
18; \rfolf eliminates pabr and oddly places fermate at th~s ~o~nt ~n a~l. v; ~e 
should have placed fermate equally in mm 9, 18; but there ~s no justlf~cat~on 

T.T 6 c lld• • 11 for fermate. - m 2) T: 2nd note emended to .£ by vvolf •. - m 2 an: ~s~o 
-v;rrongly placed by Half. -mm 30-32 Co: ternaria in ms; ?ecause of the text we 
took binaria and nota simplex;_ the same at the same ending mm .53-.55 Go. -
Half's reading of ?i-2 (1st verse) ;che lume e'l di e nol posso avere" not 
correct. - rn.ril 43/44 Go: Ellinwood's transcription not correct; he places ~ 
iil m 43 .and alters· 2nd a in lig (m 44); his text is entirely misplaced; Co 
coincides with Can. - m 4.5 Go: "che•' must be placed under [, not ~ (Wolf)· - mm 
.51/ .52 T: 2 Br values missing; Ellinwood repeats~ .S. of the preceding.lig, which 
has punctus at its .end ·(certainly not pc.); he suggests the punctus Illl.ght . 
possibly require the repetition, but he himself is do~btful as to such a meamng 
of pi.uictus; lrJolf offers a fanciful emendation (with lh and parallels between T 
and Can); there is hot a single Hi in the whole T, which moves by Br and S? o~ly; 
we believe that .(as frequently in the composition ) the punctus afte: the lig ~s 
used to advise alteration of a Sb to follow; there might have been ~n the 
original f e ( Sb Sba), follo~ed, · after another Br, by £ £ ( Sb Br); thus the 
scribe might .have ovs rlooked the reoccurence off~; our emendation is based 
on this assumption. - m 50 T: lig in Ellinwood 1 s transcription is not in ms. 

Editions: bllinwood, HFL, 180ff; VJolf, Squar, 291. 

49(140). I' priego amor B, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Sq, f 162: 3 v; order .Can T Go; text in all v. 
2. Lo, ff 47' (CanT), 48 (end of T): anon; 2 v (CanT); text iri both v. 

Text: Pi-2 Vol after Can in Sq, after T in Lo; no inc Rip. 

Rhythm: Mod imp, with octonaria possibly the original rhythm. ~"o has. 
considerable use of punctus in T, as well as additional pausae ~n var~ous forms; 
at times the T of Lo with punctus gives the impression that the scribe might 
have thought the part to be in mod perf. - Reduction: Br""' quarter. 

Note s ~ 
i'saria'' 

InVol Sq reads i1Che mal sara;l with superposed 11 i ·1 , .which must be read 
(so in Lo), not 1'sarai" (Wolf); Sq has '' che ssi nobil figura, 11 Lo has 
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"chosi nobil fighura 11 ; we accepted "cosi. n The 2nd verse of Vol reads in Lo .: 
nccllatto stesse sdegnnio e cru.deltatte. il Sq has no crudeltade•'; we accepted 
;r8 n and changed for the sake of the rhyme, to 11 crudeltate. ·' All v in both . 

' (·;.r ) lli 11 h it lldi mss have ''prenda," not 11prendan11 vvolf • Lo has spe _ ng preg oamor, rru.e 
afanni." · . . 
- w~ 1/2 T: bin~ria in Lo. - m 3 Can: after lig pabr in Lo. - m 5 T: no l1g 1n 
Loo -m 6 Can: pasb in Sq; pausa must be pabr (as in Lo); there is an erasur? 
at this point in Sq; Wolf, nevertheless, reads pasb and places l~t n~te m 7 1n m 6: 
consequently his m 7-10 are not in the correct rhythm; to fall 1n l1ne Wolf 
adds a 2nd pasb in m 10, which is rieit~e: in Sq nor in Lo (no note in. -~ • • 

· 11Revisionsbericht •1 ); T: after note pall 1n Lo. - m 8 Can: £-flat not .1n .::>q, T • 
after lst note pp in Lo; also after L in m 9 T. - m 11 T_: sharp not ~n ~· - m 
12 T: cl is L in Lo. -m 16 T: no lig in Lo; we have accepted the OITlJ.SSJ.on of 
lig although c 1 d 1 are binaria in Sq; despite lig Sq places syllables "pren" 
under ~' ;r da ~~-under 2nd ~ 1 11pur 11 under £ 1 

, "pie 11 
• un~er 2ild .s, 1 

, 
11 ta :1 under 3:' . 

c'-sharp; the underlaying is correct (incorrect 1n Wolf), but poss1ble only 1f 
lig in m 16 is eliminated. - m 17 T: 2nd note L in Lo. -m 18 Can: after.p~b 
Lo has 6 Mi and Sb. - m 19 T: sharp not in Lo. - mm 22-24 T: after lst lig 1n 
m 22 Lo has 3 binariae. - m 24 Can: 2nd note is ~' in Lo. - m 25 Can: the 
triplet in Lo is written 2 Smi 1 Mi (the same way . m 29 but not mm 4 7, 48) ; 
the last 5 notes are ~~ g_l .£1 ~~ .£' in Lo. -m 28· Can: no lig in Lo •. - mm 29/30 
T: Lo writes the finalis of lig as double L, Sq repeats 3:' as nota s1mplex; we 
accepted Lo. -m 30 Can: pausa is pabr in Lo. -m 33 T: L has pp in Lo. - m 34: 
Sq places the syllable ''in;' under 2nd group of 4 Hi in Can, under £ in T, under 
2nd group of 4 Mi in Co m 35• nevertheless, the syllables ''dra in" must be 
contracted because of the ve;se (cf. also 11mie 11 in Pi.:.2); Can: 1o has "mia" 
instead of "mie '' . - mm 35-37 T: Lo has 2 ternariae, and after the 2nd lig pasb 
(m 37). ~m 39 T: note is followed by pabr in Lo, -Being on the last staff 
off 47' the text for mm 27-40 T is omitted in Lo; m 41 is on f 48, and there 
the sc~be again underlays the text for the T; but here (as well as in.Can) he 
has ''posse" instead of "for~e. 11 - m 41 Can: last 2 notes each have pa ln

1 

Lo. 
m 45 Can: Sq places "na '' under ~~ and 11 tu 11 under .£'; Lo has syllable "na 1 
cor~ectly under group of 4 Mi in m 44; Co: Ellinwood repeats ~~ Sb; not correct; 
the lig is followed by pasb. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 226ff; Wolf, Squar, 293. 

50(141). Adiu, adiu dous dame· V 3 V 

Source-s: 
1. P, f 63: nFranch" (on the margin); 3 v; text in Can only; order CanT Co; 

"Tenor," "Contra Tenor"; beginning of couplets: "Secunda pars" in Co; 
11 chiuso 11 in all v, 11verto" in T. 

2. Lo , f 30: 11B. magistry francisci defroren~ia 11 ; 2 v only; text in .Can only; 
11 'I'enore 1' ~ 

3 . 3q , f 164 1 : 3 v; order Can T Co; text in Can only; "Tenor: Adyu, adyu, 11 

ncontra tenor: Adyu, adyu 0 ; beginning of couplets: "Secunda pars" in Go T; 
0 chiuso ·' in all v, ·1verto 11 in Co T. 
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Text: The lst Str is only in Lo, after T; P Sq have merely refrain and ls.t 
couplet, under Can, Being French, the text is a V. 

Rhythm: Tp imp prol min~ The unit of the m is the Br, definitely- in Can Go. 
The L-Br relationships in T might be suggestive of mod, but we believe that the 
1 in T are the result of the instrumental character, rather than of an intended 
mod organization. At all events, Wolf's transcription of the whole composition 
is based on mod unp, the result wrongly placed cadences; Ellinwood transcribes 
the refrain in mod imp, the couplets in tp imp. There is no justification for 
this change. -With the Br the unit of the m, reduction .is here: Sb =quarter. 

Notes: In general we have chosen P as the basis for the transcription. 
- 11Adjou·' in Lo, _11Adiu11 in Sq; 11volie 11 in Lo, 11iolye 11 in Sq: ''se" in Lo Sq; 
11proras 11 in Lo, 11ploranV' in Sq; 1Me 11 in Sq; "Mes quous gras le spir te"· in Lo; 
"losp::rit" in P; "mie•' in Lo Sq; ;; I,(mtayn, 11 11viveam· 1 in Lo . - mm 1-6 T: mm 1-3, 
4-6 2 lig in Lo; after 2nd lig punctus in Lo ~ .:. m 2 Can: lig in 1o Sq. - mm 6/7 
Go: ~ £ lig ' in Sq. -m 7 T: after~ pasb in Lo. -.mm 7/8 Can: ~ 1 £1 lig. in Sq, 
no lig in Lo. - m 10 Can: pabr and after f' pasb ln Lo. - mm 11/13 T: lig ends 
with~ in Lo; sharp~m 11 not in P Sq. - m-14 Can: £1 £' £1 £ 4 Mi in .Lo. -mm 
16/17 Can: after d' (16) additional pasb in Lo, and after £' (17) punctus. - mm 
20-23 T: lig in Sq. - mm 27/28 Can: pasb in _Lo, otherwise Lo = P; after pam, 
d' c 1 b (lig cop Mi) in Sq. -m 33 T: pabr in Lo. -m 35 Can: lig in Lo Sq. 
:-m -36-Can: syllable "lac" according to mss comes under £ m 36, not £m 35 (Wolf) 
- m 39 Can: lig has pa at the end of m in Sq; Lo = P. - mm 40/41 Co T: ternaria 
in Sq; so also rrnn 48/49 Co T. -mm 47/48 Can: ~~ .s,' lig in Sq; Lo = P. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 169f (with complete Str from Lo); Wolf, Squar, 298f 
(after the composition he gives a modernized version of the text, but not the 
complete Str) • 

1(142). Fa metter bando M 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, ff 41 1 (Can), 42 (T): 11M.f"Flr. 11 (41 1), ·1M.f." (42): text in both VJ 

"Tenor 11 ; Ri t marked in both v. . . . 
2. Sq, f 123: text in both v; no v designation; Rit not marked. 

Text: 3 Ter and Rit (2 verses); Ter2, 3 at end of Can before Rit in Fl, at end 
of T after Rit in Sq. 

Rhythm: Ter section in l''lod perf, Rit in mod imp, with duodenaria and 
octonaria probably the original rhythm. Wolf's transcription erroneously is 
based on mod imp for also the Ter section although mod perf can most easily be 
recognized: ·L with pp, ·use of pp, pausae written (in Sq) pall and pabr with 
additional pp (in Fl pausa for Lp is written as palp). - Reduction: Br a quarter. 

Notes: The M opens a new section in Fl (f 41 remained vacant), with 2-v B of 
Landini entered on pages with space left vacant: on ff 41'/42, for example, the 
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B I' non ardisco is entered on the lower parts of the pages. The transcription 
of IHlinwood gives a questionable mixture of Fl Sq. 
-mm l/2 Can: a' d' binaria, d' f' e 1 ternaria in Sq. ~m2 T: 2nd note~' not 
b (V.Jolf); e 1 a -lig in Sq. - The 1st -syllable of the . lst 2 verses of the Ter is 
repeated in F'I Sq; in Ter2, 3 Sq has 11Et 11 (m ·l), in Ter3 11niun. 11 - m 11 T: no 
shar,p in Sq. -mm 12/13 Can: d' c' d' lig ·in Sq; T: quaternaria in Sq. -
mm .13/14 Can: Wolf oddly transcribes a 1 a 1 d' d 1 as 2 triplets ( Sb Br); the 
comlict between mod perf and imp (corresponding to that of prol ma and min) is 
not infrequent; ·cf. for example, mm 18/19, 26, 35, etc; failing to recognize 
mod pe:r;'f, \..JOlf consequently has wrong harmonies; in an attempt to avoid them he 
changes .··.::., ~1 (m 13) to £ 1 ~ 1 (mentioned in ·1Revisionsbericht 11 ). -m 14 T: e' 
d 1 lig in Sq; because of the text surely an error. - m 15 Can: Wolf has an £-sharp 
neither in Sq nor Fl. - mm 17/18 Can: ~ 1 f' £' lig in Sq; T: senaria in Sq~ -
Sq has nnon ne paia 11 11 canbiato 11 (not '1cambiato 11 ;WoJI/), 11 agli effetto. 11 -

mm 22/23 Can: last ~ate m 22 f 1 in Sq; notes 3, 4-eliffilnated by Wolf; they are 
in Sq lig cop; T: lig in Sq; also a b m 24 lig. -m 27 T: no lig in Sq. - m 28 
Can: instead of last Sb, e 1 f 1 ( 2 Mi) in Sq; T: b c '-sharp '1:i,.g.,in Fl Sq; we ·have 
taken the notes as notae simplices because of the text; lig is an error. -
11 Celato, 11 11fatteil (not 11fatti 11 fjlollj) 11 senbia~te'' in Sq. ·- mm 29/3/J T: · £1 £ ~ 
g_ lig in Sq. - m 30 Can: instead of last ,4 :Hi, triplet and Sb in Sq. - m 31 Can: 
in Sq pasb instead of pabr; error; ·last 2 notes lig in Sq. - m 32/33 T; £a 
lig in Sq.-mm 33-38 T: from f ~ (33) to m 36, and ~ ~ £ £_ 1 (37 /38) lig in Sq. 
mm 34/35 Can: f ~.::. lig in Sq. - m 36 Can: no sharp in Sq. ~ mm 37/38 Can: 
Wolf simply omits. f' e' d 1 (2 Mi 1 Sb, m 37) f 1 e' (lig cop, m 38); Sq has 
(m 38) e 1 (?b) instead of e' e 1 (2 Mi). -mm 40-43 T: from e' to a lig in Sq. -
m 42 Can: instead of last 2 notes, ~' g_' £ 1 f' 4 Mi in Sq. :-m 51-Can: £'-sharp 
only in Sq. - mm 56-59 'r: from a on, quaternaria, binaria, ternaria in Sq. -
m 57 Can: sharp not in Sq; in place of ~ 1 ~' 2 Mi, pasb in Sq. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 3f; Wolf, Squar, 200f. 

2(143). Tu che l'oper' altru' M, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, ff 42' (Can), 43 (T): 11M.fran."; text in both v; 11 Tenor11 ; Rit marked in 

both v. 
2. Sq, f 122 1 : text in both v; Rit not marked. 

Text: Ter2 at end of Can before Rit (with inc Rit), Ter3 missing, in Fl; Ter2, 
3 at end of T after Rit in Sq. 

Rhythm: Str is in octonaria, without indication of the div; Rit is in 
duodenaria, and so indicate.d in Can T in Sq (not in Fl). The notation is Italian 
in both mss. Wolf's transcription erroneously is based on mod imp. At the 
beginning of the Rit he applies alteration, used for the Sb in tp perf (and 
du.odenaria equals tp perf), to the Br, as though he were in mod perf; obviously 
he is unaware that he has chosen mod imp for the whole of the Rit (cf. the 2 Br 
mm 76/77, the 2nd of which is altered by Wolf). -Reduction: Sb • quarter. 
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Notes: Ellinwood's transcription again shows a questionable mixture of Fl 
and Sq (to name 1 instance: Can in m 86 is from Sq, in mm 88/89 from Fl). -
m 6 Can: Sq has pam 2 Sb (e' d') pasb; pam is error. -m 7 Can: in Sq ~' ~· 
lig cop. - m 9 T: Sq has pa added to lst Sb and Mi. - m 10 T: lig in Sq. - mm 
14/15 Can: d' c' lig cop (14), e' Sbp pasb d 1 Sb (15)~ - Sq has 11 altrui, 11 

'giudicare,ii 11el tuo parare 11 (instead of 11il tuo voleren). -m 29 Can: no sharp 
in Sq. - m 31 Can: no sharp in Sq. - Sq has 1'ispesse." - m 52 T: no sharp in Fl. 
- m 56 Can: no sharp in Sq. - m 59 T: no sharp in Fl. - mm 66/67 T: ternaria in 
Sq. - m 67 Can: no sharp in Sq. - m 69 T: lig in Sq. - mm 71/72 T: ternaria in 
Sq. - Sq has "El biasim' over loda, 11 ''ispregi, 11 ' 1degna'', and the verse in Ter3 
actually reads "Cosi colui pur se medesimo offende ''; we contracted to 11medesm' 
offende. '1 -m 80 T~ 2 Mi 2 Sb in Sq. -m 83 T: 2nd note s_, not£ (Ellinwood). 
m 86 Can: in Sq the same tones are Sb 4 :t>'Ii triplet 2 Mi. - m 87 T; lig in Sq. -
mm 88/89 Can: in Sq_K' .3.' ~~ .£' ~' ~~ (6 Sb .... m 88) fol~owed byyasb_ 8 Hi; , 
Ellinwood'stranscrJ.ptJ.on of Sq not correct. - Sq has 11J.l ver gJ.a maJ.., 11 "none 
inteso 1 ; Ellinwood reads 11p 1errore, 11 but in ms ·• per" is abbreviated. -Wolf's 
and Ellinwood's underlaying of text incorrect. 

Editions: Wolf in SIMG, III, 64lff; Wooldridge, OHM, I, 261; Ellinwood, 
WFL, l7f; ~volf, Squar, 199f. 

3(144). 0 pianta vaga M, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, ff 43' (Can)' 44 ( T): 11H.fran. 11 ; text in both v; 11 Tenor 11 ; Rit marked 

in both v. 
2. Sq, f 128: text in both v. · 

Text: Ter2 at. end of Can before Rit (w·ith inc Rit) in Fl·, after Rit (without 
inc Rit) in Sq. 

Rhythm: Str in mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm; Rit in 
tp perf prol min, with senaria perf probably the original rhythm. Wolf's 
transcription erroneously has mod imp (tp perf) also in Rit. Notation is 
French in Fl Sq. - Reduction: Br ... quarter for Str, Sb =quarter for Rit. 

Notes: mm 2- 4 T: a to f quinaria in Sq. - mm 4/5 Can: £ 1 3,' £ 1 lig in Sq; 
sharp not in Sq. - iiim 7 /E Can ~ both lig ami t ted by Ellinwood; T: & to ~ 
quaternaria in Sq. - mm 13-20 T: in· Sq binaria, 2 ternaria, quinaria. - mm 
15/16 Can: & ~ e ternaria in Sq. - In Sq 11 callombra, 11 ''vagha!' ("va~ha~' in Can, 
11vaga' in T in Fl), "tuo ," Hfresche fronde. 11 - mm 24/2.5 Can: a ~ lig J.n Sq. :-
mm 26-30 T: in Sq 2 quinaria • .;. m 27 Can: 2nd note£' (Fl Sq), not 3,' (:Wolf). -
In Sq 11posso ss:V - mm 36/37 T: quaternaria in Sq. - mm 38/39 T: ~ to £ 
quaternaria in Sq • .., mm 40/41 T: c to d quaternaria in Sq. - m 42 T: no sharp 
in Sq. - mm 47-53 T: senaria, quaternaria in Sq. - mm 58/59 Can: Wolf makes 1 
11 imperfect '1 by placing ~ (Sb, m 59) in m 58 and states in 11Revisions?ericht '': 
''Imperfection of 1 by a single Sb in mod imp temp imp possible only J.n. the 
period of transition, .without rules"; the statement is without foundatJ.on; the 
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L is imp anyway, and the farfetched explanation does not cover the fact that 
Wolf simply made a mistake in transcribing; he is not aware that Sq contains 
an error in in 62: e is Sb in Sq; it should be Br (as in Fl); Wolf adds 2 more 
errors: m 60 last note is e' not f; in m 61 he has f e, 2 additional Mi that 
are not in the mss. - mm 59/60 T:-quaternaria in Sq7 =mm 63/64 Can: ~ f £ 
ternaria in Sq. - mm 65/67 Can~ b to b quinaria in Sq. - mm 67-71: Sq has 
quaternaria, nota simplex, binaria, nota simplex; in mm 70/71 Fl has a 
ternaria; because of the text we gave preference to Sq. - m 74 T: 1st 2 notes 
lig in Sq. - m 76 T: 1st note e in Fl, d in Sq; Fl is wrong. - m 78 Can: 4th 
note omJ..tted in Sq; Half adds pa to c 1 "("though in 11Revisionsbericht 11 he seems 
to refer to this omission, he makes the statement with regard to m 80 of his 
transcription, ~:Vhereas it should be his m 75); even if Fl did not have the 
passage correct, the error of Sq could easily have been emended by reference 
to m 92, where the · can has the same phrase; no sharp in Sq. - n1m 80/81 T: e f 
a ternaria in Sq. - mm 83-85 T: Br d is perf; Wolf takes it imp, is short - -
I Sb which he simply adds by inserting an additional e Sb in m 85, after d 
Mi. - .. mrtl 84/85 T: B c lig in Sq. - m 87 T: d I e I lig in Sq. - m 92 T: no sharp 
in Sq. -m 96 Can:-4th note Sb, 5th note Mi-in-Sq. -mm 96/97 T: £ ~ ~ ternaria 
in Sq. - m 98 T.: d e lig and no sharp in Sq. - Sq has 11pensandelle da mme, 11 

11ognor mi dole manca11 • -

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, llff; Wolf, Squar, 212f. Text: Levi., Lirica, 275. 

4(145). Non a Narcisso M, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 46 1 (Can), 47 (T): 11 M.fran. 11 (46 1 ); text in both v; "tenor"; Rit 

marked in both v; at beginning of T an extra 11 tenor - tornello 11• 

2. P, ff 11 1 (Can), 12 (T): '1Francesco 11 (11 1 ); text in both v. 
3. Sq, f 125: text ·in both v. 

Text: Ter2 at end of T before Rit (with inc Hit) in Fl, at end of Car:i after 
~it (without inc Rit) in P Sq. 

Rhythm: Str in mod perf, with duodenaria probably the original rhythm; Rit in 
mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythme Notation in all mss Fren~h. 
Wolf erroneously transcribes Rit L~ mod imp; but then he changes Br of original 
to L ( ~d.thout reference in 11Revisionsbericht 11 ), m 65 Can, to get at least the 
consonances right. - Reduction; Br ~ quarter in Str and Rit. 

Notes: m 5 Can T: Wolf's underlaying of text incorrect. -m 6 Can: notes 3-5 
triplet in P Sq. -mm 6-10 T: quaternaria, 2 notae simplices, ternaria in Sq; 
ternaria also in P~-m 8 Can: · b a lig in P Sq. -m 9 Can: Sq has L Sb pasb. -
m 11 Can: notes 2, 3 ~.' f' in-P--Sq. -·m 14 Can: L Sb pasb in Sq. -m 15 Can: no 
sharp in P Sq. - mm 15/lb T~ senaria in Sq. - m 21 Can: note 6 without pa but 
repeated as Mi in P Sq~ - 1mn 21/22 T: f e d ternaria in P Sq. - m 22 Can: after 
1st note _pam and c .Mi in P Sq; last 2 notes m 22, 1st note m 23 ternaria in P 
Sq. - m 23 Can: sharp omitted by Wolf; instead of g_ Sb, ii g_ 2 Mi in P, no J.ig. -
m 24 Can T: palp in Sq; in Fl no sign in Can, finis punctorwn in T; in P finis 
punctorum in both v; ~ve have :LYJ.dicated the end of the verse. - 11 sevaggia 11 

.I 

I 
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erroneously in T of P; 11 sE.iata;l :Ln Sq (erro:r:); itfugge•' in P 2q; Holf 1s 
underlaying not correct /m 19 Can.7- m 32T: last note g_ in Sq~ ~f. g_ £(m 33) 
J.ig in Sq. -mm 34/35 T:-quaternaria in Sq. - m 35 Can: after 1st note pam 
instead of pa in Sq. - mm 36-38 T: binaria, ternaria in Sq; the note of 
Ellinvwod that in Sq rhythm is Br L Br JJ (mm 36/37) is not correct. -m 37 
Can: lig omitted by Ellimmod. -m 38 Can: L .Sb pasb in Sq. ':"mm 39/40 Can~ 
g 1 f 1 e' d 1 lig in Sq: lig omitted by Ellinwood; T: s.:maria ·in Sq. - m 41 T: 
no lig -in -Sq. - "piet; nuda" in Can, "Piata nuda" in T in P, . 11piata innuda" in 
Sq · Hmi mora amando'' in P Sq. - mm 43/44 T: ternaria in Sq. - m 44 Can: no 
sh~rp L~ P. - mm 45/46 T: b a g_ ternaria in P Sq. - m 48 Can: instead of last 
Sb . e 1 cl 2 Hi in P.- mm ~0::52 bag f e lig in P Sq.- mm 56/57: aJi f £ 
li~ In p Sq. -m 61 Can: syllable ':'istoli comes under lst £', not £ 1 T\~olf!· _ 
- mm 66-73 T: · senaria, quc.ternaria, 2 binariae, finalis in P Sq; in F1, lnstead 
of 2 binariae, 2 notae simplices and ternaria inlcuding finalis ; f~nalis r.mst 
b<:> simplex because of text. -m 70 Can: 6th note has pa (not pa:rn) ln P. 

Ed~ tions : Ellimvood, lrJFL, 9 ff; Wolf, Sq uar, 20 5f. 

5(146). Mostrommi amor M, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. P, ff 13 1 (Can), l4 ( T) : 11F 11 ; text in both v. 
2. Sq. f, 124' : nrviostronmi amor 11 ; text in · both v. 

Text: Ter2 ( 1;.1ithout inc Rit) at end of T in P, at end of Can in Sq · 
.· 

Rhythm: Str mm 1-7 senaria i111p, mm 8-52 octonaria; Rit duodenaria, so ,. 
indicated in both mss. Notation Italian. Wolf's transcription presents the 
whole composition erroneously inrnod imp, the senaria in 4/4 Hith triplets, 
the octonaria in 4/4: the duodenari.a in 12/8 (but combining 2 Br to the m); 
c_adences are wrongly placed • . .,..· Heduction: Sb === dotted quarter and quarter. 

Notes: Ellimmod 1 s transcription has many mistakes (cf. below). Our tran
scription is based on P. ,.. mni 6/7: ~.Yolf 1 s underlaying of text incorrect. 
-m 7 Can: b-flat in P; it is maintained as signature for the next 2 ~taves. -
mm 10/11 T:-£1 (Can) ~ (T) are .both Br; Ellinwood erroneous~y transcrlbes . 
them as Sb (d r Can) and Mi (g T), and changes the value of ~ m 11. - . Sq has 
11 fra lle verdi frondy" ( Can)j "fra lle verdi fronde" ('I'). - mm 25/26 Can: 
in Sq the rhythm of tho 2 m is reversed: f. 1 : Sb §:. 1 l'lii pam, ~ 3_' . Sb pa 9-' Hi . . -
mrri 27-29 T: ii liimvood transcribes d m 27 as . Br although lig lS cp; also the 
' foriowing notes, g_ ~ f. ff, are incorrectly trarlScri?ed as totalling 2 Br~ they 
total 1 Br only. - m 34 Can: 2nd note ~ 1, not f' ( ~volf). - mm 40/41 Can . 
both m ~-rrongly transcribed by Ellimmod; _ f.' .g_ 1 ~~ ~elong in 1 m, , not 2, ~nd 
fl-sharp is Br, no·L Sb . - mm L!.4/45 CM ~ Ellin-vmod 1ncorrectly states thav there 
Is pd before c 1 -sharp in P: there :Ls none i:q. P: nor Sq; actually there could bo 
no need fm~ pd since >nth Br following, pd is not needed; but Ellinvmod . 
trmsc:::-ibes · c 1 -sharp erroneously as . Sb; he . fu'rthermore eliminates the follmn.ng 
pasb and gi ve:s thO wrong Value to _£ 1 m 45 ; . mm 44/45 are 1 Tll in his tTanSCJ:'iption 
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because of.-the ·mistakes in this m, the notes of Can T in mm 45-48 coincide 
incorrectly. - m 48 T: f is transcribed as Sb; it is Br in P Sq. - m 50 Can: 
last 2 notes ~ [in Sq.-- m 53: duodenaria indication in CanT in P, only in 
Can in Sq. -m 56 T: in Sq ~ Sb 2 pam ~ Sb; Wolf's, Ellinwood's transcriptions 
have the version of P, where there are no pausae. -m 61 Can: Ellinwood's 
transcription incorrect. -mm 6lff: Wolf's underlaying of text incorrect. -
m 63 Can: g_' !_' ~~ triplet in Sq; also ~~ ,9;' .s_' in m 69 Can. 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 7f; ivolf, Squar, 204f. Text: Nolthenius, TMY, 240 
(frontispiece: photographic facsimile of Sq). 

6(147). Per la 'nfluenca H, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. Lo, ff 50' (Can), 51 (T): 11Per llanfruens:a", ".Madrialle. difrancescho 

degliorghannj ;r (50'); text in both v; 11 Tenoril. 
2. Sq, f 126 1 : tect in both v; T mm 36-40 missing. 

Text: Ter 2 at end of Can before Rit in Lo, after Rit (without inc Rit) in Sq. 

Rhythm: Str in mod imp, with octon2ria probably the original rhythm; Rit 
in tp perf prol min, so also marked in T of Sq, senaria perf probably the · 
original rhythm. Notation French in both sections. Lo, however, is inconsistent 
in writing of triplets: Mi with flag to the right, also to the left (double 
flag) • Ellinwood remarks that the sign of tp perf in T ( Sq) is , 'inconsistent 
with the other time indications. 11 We do not understand the remark; there are 
no other time indications, except for the use of pp, which indeed is 
consistent with tp perf. Wolf based the entire composition on mod imp (with 
6/4 meter in Ri t). - Reduction: Br = quarter, .Sb = quarter in Ri t. _ -

Notes: Wolf's transcriptjnn of the Rit is a complete failure; c£ details below. 
m 1 Can: instead of pa, pasb in Sq. -mm 1/2 T: d' c' lig in Sq. -m 9 Can. 
sharp not in Sq; instead of pa, pam in Sq. - Sq has -"Per lanfluen~a, 11 "Et 
questo," "gia corse;r (in this order also in Lo), not "corse gi~;r (Wolf). -
mm 11_:-14 T: in Sq from~· (m 11), on,quaternaria, binaria, ternaria. __ 
- mm 15, 17 Can: no sharp in Sq. - mm 22 Can, 25 T: notes 2, 3- lig in Sq. - mm 
26/27 T: ternaria in Lo Sq, not binaria (Ellinwood). -m 27 Can: sharp also in 
Sq; omitted by Wolf. - In Sq 11Sel benigno Mercuurio 11 ; read "e vesia 1' not 
"evesia" (livolf). -mm 35/36 Can: ~' g_' lig in Sq. -mm 36ff T: Sq h~s merely d 1 

L, which in Wolf's transcription is_ held to the end of Str; the omission is -
prob~bly an oversight of the scribe of Sq. -mm 37-39 Can: ~' £' g_' ~~ !:_ 1 g_ 1 3 lig 
cop 1n Sq. - m 40 Can: last 2 notes Sb in Lo; error. - m 43 T: e' f 1 lig in Sq. -
mm 44-5 4 T: the m are completely wrong in Wolf's transcription, -with the most 
arbi~rary change~ of the origi~al; Wolf transcribes ~ 1 .s_ 1 ~', ternaria, wrongly 
as llg cop and glves ~' Sb .£' Sba ~ 1 Br; the lig is cpr sp, all 3 notes being 
Br; the following m are consequently a+l ~nticipated; but there are additional 
errors: ~ £ _£ 1 ~~ (4 Mi, m 49) are transcribed as 16th notes although Wolf gives 
all other Mi of the composition as 8th notes; in m 50 ~' is Brp in Wolf but must 
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be Bri; in m 52 a: is Brp, not Bri; in m 53 g_ is Sb, not Sba; also the under
laying of the last verse is incorrect in Wolf. - m 53 Can: Wolf changes pabr of 
Lo Sq to pasb. - m 55 Can: d I e I lig in Sq. - m 58 Can: Wolf transcribes as 
th-ough tp H:ere imp. - - mm 58:61-T: binaria, binaria, ternaria in Sq; 2nd note m 
60 is ~~, not f' (Holf). - mm 61/62 Can: ~11 £" £' ~~ 2 lig c~p in Sq. - Sq has 
1'Veng'ora mai contra questa tenpesta"; Lo has "sucitar di" ( de'1 in T); we 

_changed to "suscitar.,; 

Edition:;;: E llinwood, WFL, 13f; 1/Jolf, Squar, 208f. 

7(148). Lucea nel prato H, 2 V 

Sources: 
l. Lo, ff 80' (Can), 81 ( T): 11Mdifrancescho 11

' ( 80 1
); text in both v. 

2. Sq, f 127: text in both v. 

Text: Ter2 at end of Can after Rit (without inc Rit) in Lo Sq. 

Rhythm: Str in mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm; Rit in mod 
perf, with duodenaria characteristics recognizable in L-Br relationships, special 
rhythms (cf m 41), accents of words. Notation French. Both Ellinwood, Wolf 
transcribe Rit erroneously in mod imp (octonaria). - Reduction: Str and Rit 
Er =quarter. 

Notes: The basis of our transcription is generally Sq, with a few exceptions. 
Lo is not entirely reliable; it has frequent punctus or pausae the meaning of 
which at times remains obsecure; there is also a considerable number of errors in 
Lo, especially with regard to 1 (often lig cp although sp is required) .~ The 
underlaying of text in Lo is careless. 
-m 3 T: 2nd note Kin Lo. -m 4 Can: Lo has syllable "ce" under£· -m 5 Can: in 
1o pabr and an additional pasb after last note; T.: · 2nd note L in Lo. - m 8 Can: 
no sharp in 1o. -m 9 Can: after 3rd note, pam in Sq instead of pa; we gave 
preference to Lo, especially with regard to m 20 Can; T: 2nd note·-~n Lo. - m 
10 Can: 7th note c', not d 1 (Wolf). -m ll T: 1 with punctus. -m 13: a' in Can 
and~ in T are 1 ;ith punctus in Lo. -mm 14/15 T: ternaria in 1o. - m-15 Can: 
d 1 1 in Lo. - m 17: after last note pabr in Can, pasb in T in 1o. - m 18 T: after 
last note pasb in Lo; these "pausae" seem indicative of Italian pd (for octonaria) , 
- m 21 T: last note . d 1 in Sq; error. - m 22 T: · punctus after pausa in Lo •. ;_ m 
24 T: L has punctus in 1o. -m 25 Can: s..' f 1 ~· d 1 are 4 Mi in Lo. -m 26 Can: 
.£. 1 is 1 in 1o. -mm 27-29 T: binaria, binaria, ternaria in 1o •. - m 28 Can: 2nd 
note L in 1o. - mm 31-33 Can: '3rd note m 31, 1st note m 32 seem to be a 1 b 1 in 
Sq; they should be Jr' a 1 (as in Lo): quaternaria, binaria in 1o, last note of 
binaria, L, and after last note m 33 pasb. -m 35 Can: 1o has no rest, but a 
punctus before and one after~~ Sb. - mm 35-37 Can: the m are wrongly transcribed 
by Wolf; pausa m 35 is pam~ not pasb; hence Wolf begins m 36 with ~ 1 Mi and gets . 
syncopation; he then (m 37J changes d 1 £' b to 3 Mi (regular) and last note to Sb. 
-mm 35-38 T: ternaria, binaria, binaria, ternaria in 1o. -Text in Lo: "chosste," 
"chontento," "fatto ma tu servo al suo talento," with the latter words spread 
under the last melisma; Ter2: "Chontento," "del bel piacere," "vagha luccie," 
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Hnonne ispero d 1 aver possa. 1 - m 40 T: Sq has ~ g_ ~ (3 Br in lig with preceding 
£ 1 ~);we gave preference to Lo because of consonances, but there is nothing 
wrong in Sq. ~ m 42 T: no lig, and each of last 2 notes has punctus in Lo. - m 
45 T: ~is L, followed by~~ 2 Sb ~ Br (m 46) in Lo. -m 46 Can: no sharp in 
Sq. - m 47 T: pasb after 2nd instead of 4th note, punctus after 5th note and 
after ~ L (m 48) in 1o. - mm 49/50 Can: in 1o notes 1, 9, 11 written as 
dragma; in m 50 pausa is pasb, notes 2, 4 are dragma, 5th note is followed by 
punctus 2 pam, and notes 6, 8 are dragma (obviously triplet notation of 2 notes 
to the triplet); T: last note m 49 is followed by 2 pasb and punctus, and a 
(m 50) is 1 in Lo. -Text in Lo: "in n.u bel velo a volta 11 (Can), nin nubel
vollo e involta" (T), 11Trova chosteiH, 

Editions: Ellinwood, WFL, 5f; Wolf in NM, II, 74, and Squar, 210. 

8(149). Somma felic1t~ M, 2 V 

Source 
1. Sq, f 127 1 : text in both v. 

. . 

Text:. Ter2 at end of T after Rit. Ter3 in Hs Vitali 1081. M attributed to 
Franco Sacchetti; attribution doubted; Ste£ano di Cino suggested. 

Rhythm: Str in mod imp, with octonaria probably the original rhythm; Rit in 
mod. perf, with duo~enaria pro b~b1y the origina~ form. Notation French. Both 

ll1nwood, Wolf fa1l to recogn1ze the duodenar1a character of the Rit and · 
erroneously transcribe also the Rit in mod imp. Mod perf can easily be 
recognized: L with pp, L arid pabr, Br and pali. - Reduction: Br • quarte:r~ 

Notes: . mtll. 4/5 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 5 T: after the 3rd lig ms · 
has £-flat sign which is maintained as signature · for the rest of the compositio~ 
except for the end cif the Rit; Wolf overlooked b-flat signature in Str and 
brings it in only in Rit; hehce all b-flats are-missing in his transcription of 
Str. - m 7 T: lig omitted by E llinwood. - ITi 16 Can: ms has pa:m; error; not 
noted by Wolf. - m 18 Can: lig omitted by Tillinwood; last note e 1 , not 
d 1 (Wolf). - Ter2 reads 11Per te e lanfiamma•' in ms not "Per te-la fiamma•' 
\Wolf);ms has 11 Ac chi 11 (letter 11c,'' related to 11chi'', is doubled), not 11Ah! 

· chi 11 (Wolf). - mm 42/43 Can: ms has ternaria, but last syllable of the verse 
requires separation of a' L from lig. -mm 44/45 T: 2nd lig is quaternaria, not 
ternaria (Ellinwood). --mm 54-56 CaD: lig omitted by Wolf. -m 69 T: notes are 
£ 1 ~ 1 , not ~ 1 £ 1 (Wolf). - m 76 T: . ms has ~-flat signature and sharp clearly, on 
c 1 line; Ellinwood reads b-natural, Wolf overlooks the accidental. -m 80 T: 
Wolf in place of 3rd note-has b a lig cop (2 Sb), not in the ms; a is Br. -
mm 84/85 T: 11 Che 11 appears under~ (m 85):, not b (4th note m 84 ;Wolf7). -mm 
92/93 .T: . lig omitted by Ellinwood. - - -

Editions.:_ Ellinwood, WFL, 15f; Wolf, Squar_, 2llf ( TerJ in "Revisionsberichtn 
after Cappelli). Text: Cappelli, Poesie, 32f (with Ter3 from Vitali 1081). 
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9(150). Una C<:Jlonba candid 1 e gentile M, 2 V 

Sources: 
1. 1o, ff 11 1 (Can T), 12 (end of T) : "Magri francisci difronen~ia" ( 11 1 

) ; 

underlaying of text has omissions; text certainly was intended for 
both v; now text in both v only for Rit; no text in· Can for Str, and 
only lst verse of Str is in T. 

2. Sq, f 129: text in both v. 

Text: Ter2, 3 at end of T after Rit in Sq; Ter2 at end of T, Ter3 missing 
in Lo. 

Rhyth.rn: Octonaria in s·tr, senaria perf in Ri t.- No indication of octonaria 
in Sq, only in Can in Lo ( 11 .o.H); "s.p.' in both v of Rit in1o, '1Po" in both 
v of Rit in Sq. The notation is Italian; pd are used consistently, in I~ 
even where they ordinarily are not required (before Br or lig ) , which in Sq occurs 
only one e . Wolf 1 s transcription of Str and Ri t is based on mod imp, taking 
1 m rather than Br m. -Reduction: Str and Rit, Sb. quarter. 

Notes: Despite the obVious corruption of the text in Lo, our transc~ipti-on 
is .largely based on Lo, for compared with Sq its notation reflects · an .· older 
model from which Lo .was copied (for example, the notation of Sb with pais 
Sb caudata descendens with Mi, while in Sq Sb witheauda to. the ·left and Mi); 
the lack of differentiation between triplets and Smi is due probably to 
negligence. . . . . . . 
;..B-flat .signature not in Sq. -·mm l-3 Ca~: lig b~t no sharp in Sq. 
- m 8 Can: last note c 1 in Sq •. - m 11 Can: Wolf has fl -sharp which does not 
appear in Lo .Sq. - m 13 T: b-nc3. tural not in Sq • . - m 21 T: from ·here on (where 
T is continued. on f 12) no further text in Lo. - m.rn · 26-28 T: ternaria. in Sq;..' -
Sq reads "Una conlonba 11 (Can), . 11eolonba 11 (T); Lo has ·l'conloba"· {T), '1Degma:V' 
"revere~~ a, 11 "questaif . (instead of 11vista11 ) • . - vlolf I. s text is . copied, fi•om .• : ,
Carduccl, not f:r;>om Sq. -m 3l .Can: 2nd note . Sb in . . sq; error. - Sq has :JJDa .mia," 
Lo nnonna, H Carducci reads "Dru,n.a 11 ; 11 Da. mia n. obviOU$ error; Lo · Sq .· have .1.1parve '·', 
not 11parva"; Sq . has "Marsia:," ,not 11Marzia'r (Carducci, Wolf') • . - m 45 Can: lig 
but no sharp in Sq, - m: 48 Can: .last 2 notes written as Mi but then corrected 
in Lo. -:m 53 T': incorrectly transcribed by Wolf. -m 55 Can: no sharp in Sql 
-m 59 T; 2nd note g_ in Sq. - · Sq has "Phebo o Citherea~'' not 11Febo 6 Citerea11 

(Carducc~?. .Wolf); Lo has ''chebe e cithoreaH; Sq has~- ~ 1 Che~: di virtute," not · ··. 
"Chi" (Ellinwood). -m 70 Can: no sharp in Sq. -m 72 Can: notes 2., · 3 written 
as Mi >vi th flag to the right in Lo. - . m 80 Can~ all .8 notes writ ten as Mi with 
fla~ t~ the r1ght .in Lo. -.m 81 T: 1st -nete f; .and binaria:. in Sq. -m 83 T: g_ 
~ l1~ . 1n Sq • . :- Sq has. "moVle 11 

. . (Can), •"move 11 "[T), . 1o has 11 vove11
' Sq has . 

·'fuguralla alla 11 (Can), 11 figuralla alla"; Lo has lfighurala J.a" (Can), . 
1
.
1fighurallc:t ~lla posse"; Carducci .·reads '1figurarla 11

, which we . accepted. •• 

Editi9ns: Ellinwo~din MQ, XXII, 206f, and WFL, 19-21 (pi.ate 3: phot~
graphlc reproduction of Sq);Gleason~ Examples, 106; Wolf, Squar, 21.5L. 
Text: . Carducci, . Opere, . IX, 3 56f • 

•· ' :( '' 
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' ~ 1(1)1). Si dolce non sono H, 3 V 

Sources: 
l. Fl, ff 4b. 1 (CanT Rit), 45 (Co, T Str): •ll"l. Fran. 11 (44' ); text in all v~ 

but in T only for lst calor and for lst statement in Rit; T written 
only once, triple repetition in Str, double repetition in Rit; iltenor, ;r 
11 contran; Rit marked; conclusion in T Rit indicated as ''chiuso;. 

2. P, ff 42 1 ( C~:m, beginning of T), 43 ( Co, end of T): 11Francesco i1 • (42 1 ); 

text in all v; the same arrangement as in Fl; nTenor 11 ; 
11 chiuso 11 in 

Rit. 
3. Lo, ff 9 1 (Can), 10 ( Co T) : 11Magri franc is ci defrorencia n ( 9 1 ) ; text 

in Can Co; 11 Tenore Sidolcenonso", 11 Di feba avanca · ~tc. 11 
( T of Ri t), but 

T without text. ' 
4. Sq, ff. 123 1 (CanT), 124 (Co): text in all v, but the Rit melody (being 

repeated) has the 2 verses one below the other. 

Text: 3 Ter and Rit (2 verses). 

Rhythm: Str in mod perf, with duodenaria possibly the original rhythm; Rit 
in mod imp, with octonaria the original. Notation French. Since the whole 
structure of the M is based on French isorhythm, it is not very likely that 
the original was Written in Italian duodenaria and octonaria, respectively. -
Reduction: Br R quarter in Str and Rit. 

Notes: Neither Ellinwood nor t'Volf observed th~t the structure of the H 
most unusually shows the application of French isorhythm in an elaborate 
form. The structure of the poem established the number of taleae and 
colores: there are 9 taleae and 3~colores in Str, corresponding exactly 
to the 3 Ter. The Rit melody of T is repeated twice. But isorhytpm also 
affects Can and Co in Str; although the rhythmic patterns are not repeated 
literally, a certain isorhythmic regularity is clearly noticeable (for 
example: mm 5-7, 12-11+, 19-21 Can, etc; in Co isorhythm appears even more 

. extensively worked out; et mm 3-7, 10-14, 18-21 etc). 
-m 3 Co; £-natural sign in Lo. -mm 4/5 Can: in P Sq lig including lst note 
m .5; Lo= Fl; £1 -sharp only in P. -. m 6 Co: the pausa is pabr in Sq; error; the 
transcription of the passage by Ellinwood is not correct.- mtn 6/7 T: 
although in all mss _g s! 1 £ 1 £are 2 lig cop, Wolf transcribes .s_ s! 1 as lig 
cpr sp (but he does transcribe the same lig correctly in the following taleae); 
consequently the 2 m of T are incorrect. - In Sq 11 con lyr I Orpheo 11; Lo P = Fl. 
-m 8 Co: f 1 ~1 lig cpr s~ in Sq; error. -mm 8ff Can: underlaying of text by 
Wolf not correct. -mm 9/10 Can: last 2 notes m 9, 1st 2 notes m 10 4 Mi in Lo; 
error. - P Sq have 11fier ucelli et 11 ; Lo is corrupt ( 11 fer gie, 11 11ucelos ''). 
- mm 11/12 Can; ~I s! 1 £ 1 ternaria in P Lo Sq. - m 13 Can: sharp in F 1 Lo. 
-mm 14/15 Co: ~· ~~ f' ternaria in P La Fl; s! 1 ~· binaria in Sq. -m 17 Can: 
notes 2, 3 lig in P. ~mm 18/19 Co: ~~ ~· £' lig in Sq P. -mm 20, 41, 62 T: 
2nd note ~ (P Lo Sq), instead of g_ (Fl) which is correct. - m 21 Can~ pali and 
pabr in Lo. - m 22 Co: riotes 3, 4 lig in P Lo Sq. - m 23 Can: instead of 1st 
Sb, £~ £~ 2 Mi in Sq. - 11 come.lo g~llo mio"- in P Sq, 11 chome lo ghallo mi da 
for 11 J.n La . -mm 24/25 Can: lig onutted by Ellinwood. -m 25 Can: c" bl a' g' 
(Mi lig cop Mi) in Sq; Co: pali and pabr in Lo. - m 27 Can: notes 4, ~ lig in 
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P. -m 29 Co: ~· ~· lig in P. -m 30 Co: g_ 1-sharp in Lo. -m 31 Co: ~· d' £' 
d 1 ~ (Mi Sb Mi lig cop) in Sq_; ~ 1 d 1 d' £ 1 d 1 b ( 4 Mi lig cop) in P; Lo = Fl. 
-m 32 Can: ~· .§:. 1 g_' f' 4 Mi in P Sq_; Lo = Fl. -m 34 Can: notes 3, 4 lig in Lo 
Sq_; 2 Lig in T omitted by Wolf. -m 36 Can: instead of 2nd Sb, d' d' 2 Mi in 
Sq_; 7th note b (Mi) in P. -m 37 Cam £'-sharp in Lo; £' £. 1 in Sq_.- - m 38 Can: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood. - m 40 Co: lig omitted by Ellinwood - "Phylomena" in 
Sq_.- m 42 Co: last 2 notes lig in P Sq_.- m 43 Co: f' 2..' d' 2 Mi 1 Sb in Sq_: 
the following 3 notes lig in Sq_ P Lo. -m 45 Can: instead of 3rd Sb, .§:.' g_ 1 2 Mi 
in Sq_.- "Phebo" in Sq_. -m 47 Co: f'-sharp in Lo; 3 Br f 1 in Sq.- mm 50/51 
Co: K' ~· £ 1 ~ 1 d' lig in Sq_; binaria, ternaria in Lo; · Lst note .§:_ 1 in Fl; 
error. -Wolf's rea~ing of the text is completely wrong and also makes no sense; 
he reads "D 'Amor gia fu suo tibia," but all mss have "Da marsia" or "marcian 
( cf, of course, the "tibia" of :NT..arsias); Lo has an odd verse: "Da marcia • fu suo 
alti gia" (Can). -m 53 Co: 3rd note g_' in P Sq_; f'-sharp in Lo. -m 54 Cog 
lig in Sq_. -m 55 Co: lig (Wolf) is not in Sq_ but-in P. -mm 57-59 Co: q_uinaria, 
ternaria in P Lo Sq_. - m 59 Can: g_ 1 -sharp in Lo; only last 2 notes lig in Lo. 
-m 60 Co: .§:_ 1 ~· lig in P Lo Sq_. -m 61 Can: 1st note f' in P; Co: no sharp in 
P; f' g_' lig in P Sq_. -m 62 Co: last note missing in-Lo.- mm 64/65: e' f' 
g_' lig in P Lo Sq; no sharp in P Sq • . - mm 65/66 T: lig in P. -mm 66/67- Co7 
ligand £'-sharp in Lo~ -mm 68-71 T: from£ to~ lig in P Sq; in Lo q_uaternaria 
Br pabr 1 and (m 71) c'-sharp~- m 69 Can: instead off' d', f' e' d' (2 Mi 1 
Sb) in P Sq_; Lo = Fl;-also here Wolf's reading of the text is--:-errcineous; he 
reads: "Di Theba va ciel," "Effetto fa'l contrario"; read instead: "Di 'l'eb' 
avan9 1al," ''Et fecto (fetto, feto) fa (fa'l) contrario."- m 71 Co: lig olilitted 
by Ellinwood. - m 72 Can: f 1 -sharp in Lo. - m 7 8 Co: last ri.ote c 1 in Lo. - mm 
78/79 Co: lig omitted by Ellinwood. -mm 80/81 Can: no lig in P-Lo Sq_. -m 81 
Co: instead· of . 1st Br, £ '. ~ 1 2 Sb in Sq_. - mm 81-83 T: from pasb to finalis 
"chiuso" in Fl , mm 82/83 "chiuso" in P.- mm 82/83 Can:~· £. 1 f' lig inP Sq_. 

Editions: Ellinwood in MQ, XXII, 207-209, and \iVFL, 31-34 (plate 4: photographic 
reproduction of Fl); Gleason, Examples, 133; Davison and Apel, I-Ul.M, I, No 54; 
Wolf, Squar, 201-203. 

2(152) W.hlsica son -- Gia furon -- Ciascun vuoli IVI, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 89 ' (Can, T Str), 90 ( Co, T Ri t) : "M. francescho 11 

( 89 1
); text in all 

v; "Cantus" (Musica son), "Contra" (Gia furon), "tenor" (Ciascun); Rit 
marked in all v. 

2. La, ff 10 1 (Can, T Str), 11 (T Rit, Co) : "Magri francisci defrorentia" ( 10 1 ) i 
text in all v. 

3· Sq, ff 121 1 (Can, beginning T), 122 (eo, end T): text in all v. Opening 
composition of Landini fascicles. 

Text ~ 1 Ter and Rit (2 verses) in each v. 

Rhythm g Str in mod i mp, with octonaria possibly the original rhyt~~; Rit in mod 
perf, with duodenaria the original rhythm. In Sq mod perf is indicated by 3 stroke:: 
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i n a rectangle, , in all v. -· Reduction: Br = quarter in Str Hit. · 

:'Jotes: The order of v is clearly established in Fl; the other mss give "Musica 
-~ion" ( Ca...'1) first. Nevertheless, Wolf gives 11 Gi~ fur on'' ( Co) in Str as upper 
part, but in Rit gives Rit of "lVfusica son" as upper part~ hence-- apart from 
the musical discrepancy -- he has in the upper v the absurd combination of a 
Ter and Rit text that do not belong together. Ellinwood (WFL, 30) ventures to 
suggest that all v sing the same text, and the 3 Ter distributed over the 3 v 
are to be sung successively. The versions in all mss clearly establish 
simultaneous singing of the 3 Ter; with this a certain imitation of the French 
triple motet has been attempted by Landini. 
-m 2 Co: no lig in Lo. -m 3 Can: sharp in Lo Sq; T: f e d ternaria in Sq. -
m 4: i' ~ lig i~ Lo Sq. -mm 5/6 T: quaternaria in Lo Sq:~ m 9 Can: 3rd note 
~' in Lo; Co: sharp not in Sq. -mm 10/11 Co: lig omitted in Lo. -mm 12/13 
Can: ternaria in Sq; T: quaternaria in Sq. - m 14 Co: ternaria in Sq. - mm 
l4-17T: quaternaria, 2 binariae in Sq; simplex, ternaria, 2 binariae in Lo. 
mm 16/17 Can:~· S. ' lig in Lo; £.' .2_ 1 d' lig in Sq; "Musica'' in Sq, "Musican" in 
Lo; "vuole narrar" in Sq, "vuolin narrar" in Fl, "voli narrar" in Lo; "dolgho 
piaggie" in Lo. -.m 18 Co: no sharp in Sq. -m 19 T: ab lig in Lo. -m 20 Co: f' 
£ 1 lig in Lo Sq, omitted by Ellinwood. -mm 21/22 Co:-et i' . .£.'-sharp lig in· Sq,
omitted by Ellinwood; £_ 1 i' lig in Lo; .£.'-sharp in all mss, overlooked by Wolf. 
m 2_2 Can: 3rd note Mi in Lo; error. .... m 23 Can: sharp in Lo. - mm 26/27 Can: 
ternari~ in Sq. - ill .28 Co: sharp not in Lo Sq. - :ri:un 29-32 Co: c 1 'b not lig in 
Lo; .£. 1 .§:. lig in Lo Sq; . ~ 1 .£.' .£. 1 lig in Sq. - m 30 Can: no sharp i; Lo Sq. - mm 
30/31 T: ~~K lig in Lo Sq.- m 32 Can: 4th note 2 in Sq. -m 33 T: 2nd note 
f., not.£. (Wolf). -:-mm 34/35 Co: .£.'.£.'not lig in Lo. - "Chavalieri" in all mss; 

11Vede" in Fl; 11dolce et" in Sq, not.ndolci e ''; Sq omits "Et 11 (''Et compor") which 
the verse, however, needs; "madrial" in Sq Lo; "perfecti" in Lo Sq. -mm 37-39: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood. -m 38 Can: no sharp in Lo Sq. - mm 38/39 T: d £ d 
lig in Sq. - m 40 Can: .sharp in Lo. - mm 40/41 Co: ~' f' £' lig in Sq. -mm 
41/42 T: quaternaria in Sq. - mm 43/44 T; .£ ~ ~ lig .in Sq Lo. ·- mm 45/46 Can: 
lig omitted by Ellinwood.- mm 48-51 Can: b a c' not lig in Sq: d' e' not lig in 
Lo Sq; f! £' lig in Lo; f' d' ~' tr' lig in-Sq;-no sharp (m 5l),in Sq Lo.- m 52 
Can: 2nd note f.'-sharp, not _g_' (Wolf); Co: £ 1 ~ lig in Lo Sq.- mm 53-55 T: 
ternaria, quaternaria in Lo Sq. - m 54 Co: .2_ 1 ~ lig in Sq. -m 55 Can: in Lo Sq 
last · 4 notes £_ 1 i' d' £ 1 (4 Wli); Co: d' b lig in Lo Sq. -mm 56/57 T: a _g_ lig in 
Lo. -m 58 Can~ £' Br and pasb in Sq 1o; T; .£. _g_ lig in Lo. -m 59 Can: f.'£' 
lig in Lo Sq.- mm 59-61 Co: ~.£~ K lig in Sq; a _g_~ lig in Fl; last note must 
be separated; sharp before~ in Lo, no sharp in Sq. -m 60 T~ lig omitted by 
Ellinwood. - Lo has "per froctoli naglgnteletto, 11 Fl "frottoli nagl:i.ntellecto," 
Sq · "vaghi intelletty." - mm 62-64 T: quaternaria in Sq Lo. - m 63 Can: lig in 
Sq. - mm 63/64 Co: £'-sharp .£.' lig in Sq. - m 65 Can : no sharp in Fl Lo; Co: 
lst note has pa in Sq; c '-sharp in Fl; T: lig in Sq, omi t·ced by Wolf. - m 66 Can: 
no sharp in Sqo- mm 68769 Can: £ 1 .£.' _g_' lig in Sq; £_ 1 d 1 lig in Lo; T: .£.~.£ 
.2_ 1 lig in Fl; £ 1 must be nota simplex because of text. - m 70 Co: last 2 notes 
binaria in Lo, - m 71 Can: last 3 notes Mi Sb IVT.i in Lo; T: lig in Sq, omitted 
by Wolf. - m 72 Co: no lig in Lo. - mm 72-75 T: .£. f .:::.. .?-. quaternaria in Sq; E.. 
a binaria in Sq, omitted b~r Wolf; g_ f_ £ ternaria in Sq, omitted by Wolf. - mm 
73/74 Can: £ 1 f' £ ; ternaria in Sq. ·-mm 74/75 Co: E. .2_ 1 d' £ 1 quaternaria in Sq. 
In Lo "venire alda." -mm 77-79 T: f to f senaria in Sq, 2 ternariae in Lo. -
m 78 Can: sharp in Sq 7 £ 1 .£' not lig in Sq; Wolf 1 s underlaying of text not 
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correct. - m 80 Co·: notes 3, 4 1ig in Lo Sq; T: pasb follows, f' oife'rlobk~d 
by Wolf. -mm 81/82 T: f-sharp _g_ lig in Sq, : ·overlooked by Wolf -m 82 Co: 
pa -at·lst note in Lo Sq.- mm 82/83 Can:£'.£..' f'-sh~p _g_' lig in Sq_;_i' ~' 
f '-sharp lig in Lo; T.: ~ _g_ lig in Sq, overlooked by Wolf. - m 86 Co_: ~nstead of 
'C' Sb: '(4th note), c 1 d' 2 Mi in Sq. - m 87 Can: _g_' -sharp in ~- m 88 T: Ell:i,nwood 
errone-ously takes aLp and changes .£.m 90 from 1 to Br. -m 89 Can: notes 2, 3 
lig in Lo Sq; 2nd note in all 3 mss £',pot£.' (Wolf).- mm 90-92 Cari: ~.§._', _ 
and e' d' (rri . 92) lig in Lo Sq.- m 90ff Co: ·Wolf reads 2nd note i' Br although 
L in-all mss and changes d' e' (m 92) from lig cop to lig cpr sp; error; sharp 
m 90 only in :B'l; e ' f 1 m 91 lig in Lo Sq; T: Wolf reads 1st note Br; error; 
he changes~ m 92-to-b and fromBr to 1; he furthermore omits the_ lig'£:_:§!:.£ 
(Sq). Fl lo.- mm 87/88 T: £' ~l~ lig in Sq, overlooked by Wolf. 

Editions: Gandolfi, Illustr, No XV; d'Ancona, Miniature, No LIV; Schering 
StM 58; Ludwig, Motette, I, 287 (286: facsimile of Sq); Besseler, 1~ffi, plate 
XI (facsimile of Sq); Ellinwood in MQ, XXII, plate after 196 (facsimile· of Sq), 
and YVFL, 26-30; della Corte, Scelta, 213; Wolf , Squar, 197f. 

1(153). DeJ dinmi tu MC, 3 v 

Source: 
1, Sq, ff 125' (CanT)~ 126 (eo)~ text in both v. 

Text: 2 Ter and Rit (2 verses). 

Rhythm: Str in mod imp, with octonaria probably_ t~e original rhythm·; Ri~ i~ tp 
perf prol min, with senaria perf probably the original rhythm. Tp perf ~ndJ.?ated 
in T of Ri t by a circle that Ellinwood misread as 1'octonaria" ( .o.); hence hJ.s 
transcription of Rit is a complete failure. Marrocco takes Br m, hence his 
transcription corresponds to quaternaria, not octonaria. Wolf accepts mod imp 
also for the Rit. -Reduction: Br =quarter in Str, Sb ~ quarter in Rit. 

Notes: · The text of the composition is a M, the milsical structure . is based_ upon 
canon (at the upper 5th) between Co and T in Str, between all 3 v in Rit. The 
work should be cla~s~fied as a canonic ma~igal (MC); ~t stands midway bet~;~n 
M and Ca (so classJ.fJ.ed also by· Kurt von F1scher ffit'l:ld~en, 36 n 155, and 4ffJ) • -
The transcription of Ellinwood is incorrect in Str and Rit; he failed to notice 
that Sq has 2 errors in Str; incorrect in Str from m 48 on; toward the end of the 
str Ellinwood considerably changes the note values of the o~iginal, as he also 
changes Br to Sb, and vice versa, in the Rit in order to satisfy "octonaria" . 
rhythm (none of the changes is indicated). Marrocco's transcription depends 
entirely on Ellinwood; it has the same errors, changes, even omission of the 
same lig. -The 2 errors in Sq are found in mm 47/48 Can and m 65 Co, with the 
latter error being easily detected in view of the canonic structure. Sq in m 47 
reads: lig cop pasb -b' a' 2 Mi pasb b' ~' 2 Mi; the latter pasb and 2 :Mi are 
erroneously repeated: - . . 
--m i6 Can: .£.-flat (Wolf) not in ms. -m 17 Co: 1st lJ.g omitted by Ellinwood, 
Marrocco. - m 25 Can: lig omitted by Yvolf. - m 27 Co: lig ami tted by Ellinwood, 
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Marrocco. - m 33 Can: b-flat (Wolf) not in ms. - mm 36ff T: underlaying of 
text by Wolf not correct; incorrect also mm 44fT. -m 43 Can: lig omitted by 
Ellinwood, Marrocco. - m 45 Co: lig e 1 f 1 omitted by Ellinwood, Ma.rrocco. -
m 47 Can: b-flat (Wolf) not in ms. --mm-55/56 Can: lig omitted by Ellinwood, 
Marrocco. - m 65 Co: e 1 is 1 in ms; error; cf. 61 T. - All v have "De. dinmi," 
not "Deh dimmi 11 (Wolf), "chavallo ben acconpagnato 11

; read: 11Ma un fun 'm I e quel, 11 

not "Ma un fu m1e quel" (Wolf), which makes no sense; read (Rit) "A che,n not 
"Ah! che" (Wolf). - min 87-89 Co: ms actually has ternaria; because of text, 
finalis must be separated from lig. 

Editions: Ellinw0od in 1~, XXII, 210f, and \¥FL, 22-25; 1furrocco, Cacce, 
33-35; Gleason, Examples,108; Violf, Squar, 206-208. 

2(154). Chosi (Cosi) pensoso Ca, 3 V 

Sources: 
1. Fl, ff 45' (Can), 46 (T): "M. Fran.'1 (45'); "Tenor cosi pensoso," "tenor 

tornello," but no tect; Can has pausae to indicate entry of Can, but 
only for Str, not for Rit. · 

2. Lo, ff 39' (Can), 40 (T): anon; "Tenore chosi pensoso" and inc Rit "Dove 
vaghe trova donne etc"; pausae at beginning of Str in Can, not in Rit. 

3. Sq, f 128 1 (Can T): "Tenor, 11 "Ri tornello" in T; no pausae as indication 
for entry of canonic v. · 

Text: Caccia or, in accordance with subject matter, "pesca. 11 Poem not by 
Sacchetti. 

Rhythin: Str in tp imp prol ma, or senaria imp according to 11 s.ip." indication 
in Lo (Can}; Ri t in mod imp, or octonaria according to 11 .o • 11 indication in Sq 
(CanT); the rhythm of Rit is marked "•4•" in Lo, but "quaternaria" indication 
is not correct. :Pespi te the use of Italian div indication, the notation :Ls 
French. In Str the unit of the m is the Br, in Rit the L. Wolf's transcription 
takes mod imp also for Str. - Reduction: Sb = dotted quarter in Str, Br = 
quarter in Rit. 

Notes: mm 1-4 T: lig in Sq; Lo has 2 binariae. - mm 6-8 T: quaternaria in Sq; 
lig mm 7/8 in Lo. ~mm 9-12 T: no lig in Lo; lig are omitted by Ellinwood in 
mm 9-11 T, also in mm 11/12 Co, 21 Co. - mm 11/12 Can: no lig in Sq. -mm 
12-15 T: quaternaria in Lo. - ·m 13 Can: .Lo has punctus after 1st d 1 , pabr after 
2nd .9:'. - m 15 Can: Lo Sq repeat d' instead of having pasb. - mm 19/20 'r: 
missing in Sq; Wolf does not notice the error, proceeds directly and, instead 
of drawing on Fl or Lo, inserts 2 m of his own. -m 21 Can: all 3 mss have c' 
d 1 , not d 1 e' (Wolf). -m 22 T: before c'-sharp Sq has d' e' d 1 Sb ~a Sb (lig 
cop) Mi.-- m 24 C.an:. Br is followed by pasb in Lo. - mm-25-29:· Sq h~s senaria, 
Lo (m 25) only binaria; £'-sharp m 28 T only in Lo. - m 27 Can: instead of 2 
pam, ~· Sbi in Lo Sq. -m 28 Can: 1st note missing in Lo; sharp only in Lo. -
mm 3lf Can: Wo~f 1 s underlaying of text not correct. -mm 31/32 T: no lig in Lo. 
-m 33 CanT: no lig in Lo. -mm 35-38: 2 binariae in Lo. -m 38 Can: after last 
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note, punctus and 2 pam in Lo. -mm 40-43 T: quaternaria in Sq; Lo Fl. -
m 44 T: all mss have ~ 1 .£,', not f 1 · d' (vlolf). - m 45 T: pam as pausa in Lo. -
m 48 Can: after 2nd note, pabr in Lo. -mm 48/49 T: lig in Lo. -mm 50-54: 
lig in Sq; Lo has merely binaria mm 51/52. - mm 55/56 Can: after .2:.' (55) pabr, 
and no lig (56) in Lo. - mm 56-59 T: lig in Sq; lig mm 57-59 in Lo; Lo has no 
lig in mm 60/61 T, none in m 61 Can. - mm 67/68 T: ternaria in Sq, but last 
note is d.' no lig in Lo. -mm 69-82 fJ.': none of the lig is in Lo; mm 69-71, 
73/74 lig in Sq. - m 70 Can: after~· pabr in Lo. - ~ 76-79 Can: no lig in Lo; 
Lo has (mm 78/79) b ~instead of~£· -m 85 Can: £ 1 ~ lig in Sq.- m 86 Can: 
last 2 notes Sb Mi in Sq; Lo = Fl. - mm 87/88: ternariae in all 3 v in Sq; 
finalis must be nota simplex. -mm 89ff: all lig are omitted in Lo, with the 
exception of mm 112, 114 Can, and mm 94/95 (ternaria), 103, 105, 111, 113 T. -
mm 89-91: quaternaria in Sq. -mm 93-96 T: quaternaria, ternaria in Sq. -mm 
94/95 Can: instead of pasb, Br and pa in Sq; in addition to pa Lo has pabr; no 
lig following in Sq. -m 96 Can: 3rd note is followed b~ 2 pam in Lo. - mm 
98, 100 Can: in Lo pabr after~ (98), pasb after .£. 1 (100),- m 102 Can: instead 
of 3rd note, pasb followed by f.' ~ 1 2 :Mi in Lo. - nun 103/104: lig in Sq; sharp 
only in Lo. -m 107 Can: .2:,1 Br and pa ~· Sb in Lo Sq; Br is finalis of ternaria 
in Sq. -m 108 Can: sharp only in Fl. -mm 109/110: ~K f lig in Sq. -mm 
111-115 Can: from £ 1 to£' lig in Sq. -mm 113/114: lig in Sq. - _mm 114-115 Co: 
notes e' c' are lig cop; they must be adjusted rhythmically to the conclusion. 
-m 115 Can: last note of lig is~· (no£' follwoing) in Lo Sq. - Finalis, lig 
in Fl, must be nota simplex. 

Editions: Ellinwood in MQ, XXII, 212-214, and WFL, 35-38 (plates 3, 5: 
photographic reproductions of Sq Lo, respectively); T~rocco, Cacce, 24-26; 
Wolf, Squar, 213-215. 

1(155). Principum nobilissime Mo (fragment) 

Source: · 
1. PadD (Padua, University Library, IVIs 1106), f II: 1 v (Tr?) complete; composer 

11Franciscus 11 : 11Et me Franciscum peregre canentem tui memoriam" in Latin 
poem, dedicated to Andrea Contarini, Doge in Venice (1368-82), by a 
composer who thus names himself in the composition. Dragan Plamenac, who 
discovered the new fragment, has suggested Francesco Landini as the 
composer. Since Landini's identity with this Franciscus is not 
absolutely certain, we have included the motet fragment as a doubtful 
work; c~ the discussion in the introduction. 

Rhythm: Senaria imp, in Italian notation. There is a certain regularity in 
the recurrence of phrases (b?sed on rhymes, verse lengths) that at least 
suggests that the motet possibly was isorhythmic. 

Notes: The edition of Plamenac is faultless; our transcription differs only 
in 2 respects. We read at the bc)ginning the letters "Rin, 11 apparently with 
the letter 11P 11 put aside for illumination or elaborate initial; m 11 however, 
again has 11prin" (principum) , hence the syllable "Prin11 is repeated, a kind 
of repetition that also occurs elsewhere. In m 72 we read distinctly Sb 
caudata and. 2 Mi 2 if 2 Mi is correct the transcription must be half -note and 2 8th-notes, 
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whioh inserts an element of senaria perf (also not exceptional); Plamenac 
transcribes 3 Elth, 1 8th, 2 8th, and 'appa.l'Sntly_ .assUIIJ.es an error;---2!id.....Mi_shou.J.d 
be wri tt.en as S)J (as frequently is the case in this composition). 

· Editions: Plamenac, in JAMS, VIII, 180 (with photographic reproduction of 
·· all of Pad.D) • 

, · .· 
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